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Abstract 
The implementation of an automatic fault diagnosis approach for analogue circuits is facing a 
number of problem areas. They are typically: component and measurement tolerances, circuit size, 

limited observability constraints, multiple fault conditions, non-linear behaviour, speed and 
generic applicability. 

Since such fault finding techniques utilize circuit simulations sometime during the diagnostic 

process, the preferred form of classification amongst researchers is a taxonomy of Simulation
before-Test (SbT) and Simulation-after-Test (SaT) methods. 

A survey of related work following these two strategies has been carried out, which concludes: 
The main advantage of the SaT strategy is their diagnostic power to cope with above problem 

areas, their main disadvantage is the often considerable computational on-line effort. The main 
advantage of the SbT strategy is on-line speed, but diagnostic power is often limited. What is 
needed is a workable solution to combine the advantages of the two strategies, whilst minimizing 
their disadvantages. The thesis is focused on this need. Subject of the research programme was 

therefore to look into the feasibility of a Simulation-before-Test approach for diagnosing 

toleranced analogue non-linear networks in the presence of multiple faults and from there to 
research the concepts, strategies and algorithms required to form a diagnostic approach. The above 
problem areas have been tackled with the following results: 

A novel form of toleranced diagnostic data representation, in form of Parameter Expansion 
Trajectories (PETRAs), has been developed. PETRAs are thought to 'reside' in the circuit's multi
dimensional diagnostic space. They come in two flavours, either representing the 'fault spectrum' 
of components, or representing regions associated with the correct behaviour of subnetworks 

which are surrounded by an arbitrarily failing environment. PETRAs are simulated before testing 
and stored as a collection of data tables representing a numerical collection of behavioural 
hypotheses of circuit blocks. 

In order to generate PETRA data with general purpose circuit simulators, two new approaches 

have been researched and applied, the Worst Case Approximation approach, to efficiently 
implement the effects of component tolerances, and the Parameter Expansion Mechanism, which 
utilizes a generic concept of Pseudo Parameter Substitution to generate the effects of failing

components or a failing environment. 
' 

Two novel Simulation-before-Test fault diagnosis approaches have emerged. The Fault Range 
approach utilizes PETRAs representing failing components to deal with a toleranced single fault 
scenario and the Load Line approach employs PETRAs representing a failing electronic 
environment to tackle a toleranced multiple fault scenario. Neither of the approaches requires the 

observability of current, which solves the limited observability problem. The Load Line approach 
hierarchically dissects the network under diagnosis which makes it applicable to large circuits. 
The diagnostic algorithms underlying both approaches employ the type of numerical data 
processing which is typical for database systems. This allows for fast on-line performance, and 

enables, for the first time, the utilization of fault verification strategies with Simulation-before
Test techniques. 

A solution to the data redundancy problem has been presented, which modularizes PETRA data 
and enables the construction of a library of generic diagnostic data. Generation of PETRA modules 
will take place as Simulation-before-Test process, whereas and re-composition of the PETRA 
modules to represent arbitrary lumps of circuitry can take place at any time. The result is a concept 
for a new type of circuit simulator, based on the architecture of a relational database system. 
Component models are pre-stored as data tables, which can be assembled into any circuit by 
database indexing mechanisms following the desired circuit topology. This adds to the novelty of 
the author's Simulation-before-Test fault finding approach, since it implies that the computational 

effort before and after testing can be balanced with the data handling and storage requirements, a 
unique feature under fault finding techniques. 
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Statement of Originality 

Chapter 2: 
A survey of related research has been carried out, with emphasis on extracting and comparing the key 
concepts and strategies employed by fault finding techniques .. 

Chapter 3: 
A concept' of representing the possible fault continuum of a component by Fault Ranges, to be employed 
as Simulation-before-Test data, has been introduced and its feasibility for utilisation in a single fault 
diagnosis approach has been demonstrated. 

Chapter 4: 
An approach for approximating a circuit' s worst case tolerance space with a general purpose simulator has 
been developed in order to enable fast generation of toleranced circuit data. 

From the Fault Range concept a new type of toleranced component failure representation has been 
devised, the Parameter Expansion Trajectories, which represent the possible failure of single components 
as continuous fault spectrum in the circuits node voltage space., 

The techniques for automatically generating this new type of toleranced diagnostic data, the Parameter 
Expansion mechanism and the Pseudo Parameter Substitution concept have been developed and tested. 
The techniques are applicable with general purpose circuit simulators. 

A novel toleranced Simulation-before-Test single fault diagnosis approach which employs the Parameter 
Expansion Trajectories has been researched and tested. 

Chapter 5 :  
The applicability of  toleranced component load lines for multiple fault diagnosis has been demonstrated 
and its utilization as Simulation-before-Test data for a toleranced multiple fault diagnosis approach has 
been researched. 

The Parameter Expansion mechanism and the Pseudo Parameter Substitution concept have been adopted 
to generate load line data automatically, with general purpose circuit simulators. 

The concept of the higher level equivalent to toleranced load lines, which represent circuit blocks rather 
than components, has been introduced and its utilization as toleranced Simulation-before-Test data for 
diagnosing multiple faults in larger circuits has been researched. The higher level equivalent, since also 
obtainable with the Parameter Expansion mechanism, has been identified as a good Parameter Expansion 
Trajectory, since it represents, unlike the type used for single fault diagnosis, regions of correct electrical 
behaviour of parts of the circuit in its current voltage space. 

Chapter 6: 
Criteria for topologically partLt10ning analogue networks m order to generate toleranced Parameter 
Expansion data for these partitions have been given. 

The load line diagnosis concept has been generalized to accommodate more than two participating circuit 
blocks. This also allowed the network decomposition approach, previously only found in Simulation-after
Test techniques, to be employed for hierarchical Simulation-before-Test diagnostics. 

Based on this a unique toleranced Simulation-before-Test approach for hierarchically diagnosing multiple 
faults has been developed. 

Chapter 7:  
A modularization approach for Parameter Expansion Trajectories has been suggested in order to control 
the data redundancy problem. 

A dual circuit simulation proposal has been made where the model based simulations could be performed 
as Simulations-before-Test and the topologically based simulations could take place as Simulations-after
Test. 
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Toleranced Multiple Fault Diagnosis of Analogue Circuits 
Chapter 1: The Scenario 

Chapter 1: The Scenario 

1.1 Introduction 

PhD Thesis 
Section 1.1 

The lifecycle of a commercial electronic system is made up of distinct phases each 
concerned with a different aspect of its existence. 
First there is the design phase, developing the idea of the desired system into a detailed 
electronic circuit representation (eg schematic) and manufacturing description (eg printed 
circuit board layout).Then follows production, assembling the separate components into a 
working product. Finally in the operation phase the system is put to work and performance 
has to be maintained. 

It is then conceivable that these three phases are not strictly self-contained as processes but 
are rather interactively dependent on each other: So must the designer consider constraints 
like costing, manufacturability, service and user friendliness, the manufacturer has to 
monitor production quality which may give reason for re-design, and feedback from the 
user as to the product's performance may affect both, production and design. 

The purpose of this interaction is thus to improve the quality of the design and production 
process in order to raise the quality of the product. 
Therefore one is required to possess the means, or tools, to measure and improve these 
qualities . 
Widely used tools are for 
example: behavioural simula
tion for the circuit design 
phase, printed circuit board 
testing for production, and 
product service for the 
operation phase as illustrated 
in Figure 1.1. 

Beside other criteria like cost 
and time the quality of a 
production line is judged by 
its yield, ie the percentage of 
produced items meeting their 
specifications 1• Information as 
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Figure 1.1: Phases in the life of an electronic system 

to how successful the manufacturing process has been, is usually obtained from the results 

1 In production this concept is also referred to as 'Right First Time' [Garrett] 
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of printed circuit board (PCB) testing. However, there are other, more obvious ·reasons for 
testing and, if necessary, diagnosing the assembled electronic product. 

1.2 The Diagnosis Problem 

The necessity for fault diagnosis of an electronic systems arises directly from the problem 
of failure cause identification. The process of diagnosis is intended to deliver sufficient 
information for locating faults, the causes of previously detected failures, so that 
appropriate countermeasures (production improvement, repair etc .) can be taken in order to 
restore the correct operation of the electronic item, as well as to improve the quality of the 
electronic product. 

1.2.1 Testing 

Although testing and repair incurs additional costs and labour it can be justified for reasons 
such as: 

• the risk that faulty units leave the manufacturer is significantly lower 
• manufacturing quality can be assessed 
• manufacturing problems can be highlighted to improve manufacturing quality 
• crucial information for repairing faulty units can be obtained 
• flaws in the design may be discovered 

As shown in Figure 1.1 testing feeds back information to both the designer and the 
manufacturer for improvements to be made. The net effects should be: longer term cost 
savings, a more reliable design, production and product, and of course a happier customer. 
Within this context the concept of failure assumes special significance. Although a failure 
is not desired, once it has occurred it will actually help us determining the necessary 
regulative measures to be applied to the design/production system for improving the 
product. 
From a philosophical point of view one could say that system failures are necessary for its 
improvement. 

1.2.2 Failure 

Of special interest for a systems manufacturer are those products which have failed their 
specifications, since they give rise to further investigation into the cause of the 
malfunction. The possible causes for the failure of an electronic unit can be divided into 
three groups according to the history of the unit: 

• pre-production: 
• production: 
• post-production: 
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Fault diagnosis (which testing is a part of) should then not only isolate a fault but also 
determine its cause, so appropriate counter measures can be applied in order to eliminate 
the cause of the fault 

This process is illustrated in Figure 1 .2. It is assumed that the three principal causes for the 
defect of a system are weak design, manufacturing problems ( eg bad components or 
assembly) and component ageing I breakdown. 

The appropriate remedies are then: 

• to go into re-design, possibly by applying techniques like design centring [Spencel] , 
• to improve the reliability of the assembly line, eg by checking solder reflow 

processes or employed pick and place machines, and 
• to prevent failure through ageing with component Bum-In and PCB Run-In, which 

usually forces dormant long term failures to surface before the system is actually put 
to work. 

The faults which are usually tested for fall into the following categories: 

• component faults : 
• assembly faults: 
• performance faults: 

Electronic circuits are 
commonly categorised into 
the two fields analogue and 
digital. Since their 
functional concepts are 
inherently different they 
require unique methods of 
establishing the symptoms 
of failure. These methods 
are referred to as analogue 
testing and digital testing. 
The procedures for working 
out the causes of a failure 
from its symptoms is then 
termed fault diagnosis. 

eg. inoperative transistor, resistor out of tolerance, etc. 
eg. solder short, missing component, wrong component etc. 
eg. components are OK, but fail in combination (tolerances) 

Again, a distinction bet- Figure 1.2: Failure causes and possible counter-measures 
ween analogue and digital 
fault diagnosis is made, 
since the processing of test results is usually different . 

The considerations made so far are of a more general nature and apply to both areas . This 
thesis, however, is focussed on fault diagnosis in the analogue field. There has, until now, 
been a greater emphasis on research in the digital field. This becomes obvious when 
considering the amount of techniques already available and in use for digital circuit 
production. The analogue side has been lagging behind in this development for at least 15 
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years [Garrett l ]  and reasons for it may be found in the difficulties and complications 
arising from the complexity of analogue fault finding. 
These difficulties are due to certain analogue properties inherent in the nature of analogue 
circuits : 

1.2.3 Differences in Diagnosing Analogue and Digital 

Environments 

Analogue systems possess certain properties which make diagnostic life more problematic 
and are the cause for difficulties not relevant to digital fault diagnosis: 

Continuity: 
Non-faulty digital information is discrete and is represented by binary values (not including 
high-impedance states) so stuck-at models may be employed as fault models, unlike 
analogue systems, the signals of which can assume any value in their continuum, which 
may require more complex fault modelling. 

Uncertainty: 
Component and measurement tolerance effects are permanently present in real analogue 
networks and inflict an inevitable uncertainty on the determination of network variables, 
which is of greater significance than in digital systems where tolerances establish 
themselves mainly as timing issues. 

Reversibility 
Signal flow through digital devices is logically unidirectional and cannot be reversed. In 
analogue systems, especially in passive networks, signal flow is bi-directional. The 
consequence is, that faults at the outputs usually affect the states of the inputs. 

Modelling 
Analogue networks are generally characterized, or modelled, with non-linear transfer 
functions. Digital networks are based on the concepts of combinatorial logic and memory 
within a quantized voltage-time space. Digital models used for fault diagnosis are entirely 
different to analogue models. 

Limited Observability 
When diagnosing an assembled PCB internal current observability is virtually non-existent. 
The knowledge of the branch currents is of far less importance to digital fault finding 
techniques, as it is to analogue techniques, since logic is generally represented by voltage. 

1.2.4 Testing of Analogue Circuits in Industry 

Since the manufacturing of electronic devices industry had to develop methods of 
ascertaining the correct functioning of the assembled products. The common procedure of 
generating the necessary tests and locating the detected faults usually required the expertise 
of the test engineer and the knowledge of the circuit designer. 
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• Highly skilled personnel carried out the tests and analysed the results. For faulty 
component location manual techniques like backtracing were commonly used. 

All these test procedures had to be individually tailor-made for a particular circuit 
according to its intended function and could not be transferred onto other circuits . For a 
new product new tests (and even strategies) had to be developed. Although this approach is 
time consuming and costly it is still being used today especially when dealing with small 
batches like a prototype run. 

Today computer aided testing (CAT) of printed circuit boards (PCBs) is an essential 
ingredient in production quality control in the electronics industry. It has automated the 
process of failure identification with the effect of decreasing the time and the costs 
involved. It plays a key-role in optimizing the reliability of a production line. 

The test procedures for electronic circuits are usually split into an analogue and a digital 

test phase. Computer aided fault diagnosis for these two fields is available today and in 

digital circuit production a wide range of sophisticated techniques has been implemented to 
date . They stretch from Signature Analysis, a pattern recognition technique [HP4, HP5] ,  to 
Boundary Scan, a hardware-based signal monitoring technique, currently affecting chip 
design and yielding in a new digital circuit design philosophy [Bamfieldl ] .  
Although research in analogue fault diagnosis has presented various new fault finding 
approaches for analogue networks [Bandler l ,  Wul ,  McKeon l ,  Lirov l ] , so far only two 
major testing philosophies for analogue have established themselves at the production lines 
of industry. 
These two approaches are commonly referred to as In-Circuit-Testing and Functional 
Testing. 

1.2.5 In-Circuit Testing 

Concept: 

In-circuit-testing is a form of inspection test. It seeks to measure the relevant parameters of 
individual components on a PCB one by one by connecting directly to the component's 
legs. Since all components are in-circuit, ie connected on the PCB, the approach works by 
virtually 'isolating' the component under test from the electrical influences of its 
surrounding neighbours with techniques such as four- and six-wire measurements and 
Guarding [HP3] .  The technique is used for both digital and analogue circuitry; while 
testing the analogue section, however, the board-under-test is not powered up. 
This parameter-identification technique. requires a so-called "bed-of-nails" which connects 
simultaneously to as many as possible circuit nodes, a requirement not always easily met. 
With this technique only the isolated behaviour of the components is considered, the 
interaction of the components is ignored. Tolerance interaction, as well as the (more 
important) functional or dynamic performance of the complete circuit cannot be observed. 
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The in-circuit philosophy is based on the assumptions that if the circuit topology (the 
usually pre-tested unpopulated PCB) is in order and all the component parameters are 
verified to be within their specified tolerances then the complete circuit must perform 
correctly (implicitly assuming that the circuit de ign is robust). 

Advantages: 

In-circuit testing is the only technique generally applied to any discrete analogue network 
and is commonly generated by an Automatic Test Program Generator (ATPG). Since all 
test points are connected simultaneously, components can be measured directly. Thus the 
necessary test routines are fairly simple, the diagnostics are relatively reliable and both, on
line and off-line computation times, are very short due to simple software test instructions. 

Disadvantages: 

A completely new test fixturing (bed-of-nails) has to be assembled for every new circuit, 
which is very costly. 
The required high test point access restricts PCB-layout and becomes increasingly difficult 
as today's production is converting to SMD-technology. 
In-circuit testing of components can impose considerable stress on surrounding devices and 
cause premature failure of the circuit. 
In-circuit testing does not examine the functional behaviour of the PCB , therefore a 
traditional functional test usually follows the in-circuit section. 

1.2.6 Functional Testing 

Concept: 

Computer aided functional testing directly emerged from the common fault finding 
procedure described earlier: In contrast to in-circuit testing, functional test routines are 
based on greater complexity since they take the circuit topology into account. So they are 
still developed by test programmers, who must possess both, electronics knowledge and 
programming skills. They have to understand the specific functions of the PCB in order to 
divide it into functional blocks and design adequate tests to these blocks. 
The tests reveal deviations from the expected performance specifications, which indicate 
failures in the corresponding blocks. Fault location is then guided by probing directives 
from the A TE, which again, are developed by the test program designer. 

Advantages: 

The method does not require the costly fixturing like in-circuit test. It is so far the only 
method used throughout industry for both, testing and diagnosing the functional 
performance of electronic circuits . 

Disadvantages: 

The method requires highly skilled and experienced test engineers for developing the 
diagnostics, a process which takes man-months, therefore the costs involved are high. The 
performance of the test software is difficult to predict and has to be optimized during 
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production by monitoring its reliability . In most cases, interaction of the operator is 
required, which increases on-line computation time and test costs, as well as the probability 
of increased human error. 

1.2. 7 The Trend 

To date a general diagnostic approach for analogue functional testing, which is self
generating, self-executing and applicable to any analogue network is still lacking in 
industry. 

The objective of research in analogue fault diagnosis is to overcome this. The research for 
such approaches is commonly guided by the following demands: 

• Generation of the diagnostics shall be performed automatically based on circuit data 
(netlists) and component models. 

• Fault diagnosis shall be carried out automatically . 
• The approach shall be applicable to any kind of analogue circuitry. 

These points are a direct incentive for employing computerised systems as sophisticated 
universal algorithmic engines with data processing and storing capabilities , in combination 
with circuit simulation modules to provide generic analogue network models. It therefore 
comes as no surprise, that an important topic of all researched diagnosis approaches is their 
implementation in a computer aided circuit simulation and test system. 

Before we look at problem areas of analogue fault diagnosis, a glossary of terms will be 
given, which is intended to clarify some of the expressions already used and gives a run
down of the fault finding 'jargon' which will be used throughout this thesis . 

1.2.8 Terminology 

Diagnosis: Hypothesis of the fault from the measured symptoms or executed tests (eg 
identification of the component( s) believed to be the cause for the failure). 

Diagnosability: Extent to which a system can be diagnosed 

Diagnostic Resolution: Measure for the ability and precision of a fault finding method to 
detect and locate faults. 

Diagnostic Space: N-dimensional continuum of all network state variables necessary for 
diagnosing a system. 

Diagnostic State: 'Faultiness' of a system (eg. no fault, single fault, multiple fault etc .) .  

Failure: Observable malfunction (symptoms) caused by a fault (eg "Voltage at output too 
high) 
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Fault: Any change in the value (set of parameters) of a component (eg "resistance of R7 is 
too high"), or topology of the interconnections of the circuit diagnosed (eg "short 
circuit between node 2 and node 4"), which causes the system to malfunction, or to 
exhibit behaviour beyond its specifications. 

subclasses: 

• soft fault: out-of-tolerance shift of component parameter resulting in a 
system malfunction 

• hard fault: extreme parameter changes or topology changes like an open 
or short resulting in a system malfunction 

• single fault: only one component is faulty and causes the system to 
malfunction 

• multiple fault: two or more components are simultaneously the cause for the 
malfunction of the system. They may be independent but this 
is unlikely. Dependent multiple faults can often occur. 

Fault detection: The observation of failure(s) and the conclusion that the system under 
diagnosis contains one or more faults causing the failure(s). 

Single fault detection: The observation of failure(s) and the conclusion that the 
system under diagnosis contains exactly one fault causing the failure(s) 

Multiple fault detection: The observation of failure(s) and the conclusion that the 
system under diagnosis contains more than one fault causing the failure(s) 

Fault identification: Explanation of a fault by associating it with a cause. ( eg "Pick and 
place robot inserted wrong component for R47") 

Fault location: Finding a faulty, replaceable element. (eg "R47 has failed specification") 

Single fault location: With the assumption that only one fault exists in the network: 
Finding this faulty element. 

Multiple fault location: Finding, ideally, all faulty elements in the network. 

Observability: the ability of observing network variables and component states in a system 
(commonly depending on the accessibility and measurability of circuit nodes) 

Test: Procedure based on measurements to establish (highlight) the symptoms of a fault 
and hence provide information with which to perform fault diagnosis. 

Stimulus: Set of input signals applied to the circuit-under-test in order to enhance the 
failure recognition. 

Simulation-before-Test Approach: A fault finding approach where circuit simulations 
have been performed prior to taken test measurements. 

Simulation-after-Test Approach: A fault finding approach where test measurements are 
part of the subsequent circuit simulations. 
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When faced with a fault detection and location problem of the real world a number of 
obstacles complicating the task will be encountered, like tolerances, multiple faults, non
linearities, limited access etc. They are key issues for the development of any fault 
diagnosis approach and will be considered here. 

1.3.1 Tolerance 

Tolerance is an intrinsic property of analogue systems. To deal with a toleranced 
environment is generally difficult, since it introduces more errors into a system. Tolerances 
must already be considered during the design of an analogue system and are part of the 
performance of the system throughout its lifetime. The life of an electronic system as 
shown in Figure 1 . 1  is in fact like a complex control system where tolerance effects are 
disturbing it at all times everywhere at random. Tolerance can therefore be viewed as a 
special form of noise obscuring any attempt of predicting or observing the exact states of 
the signals in a system. 

A prerequisite for. the diagnosis of an electronic system is its examination, ie the 
observation of some of its relevant state variables with subsequent testing for symptoms of 
a malfunction. Tolerance noise, mainly due to component and measurement tolerances 
makes observations, testing and diagnosis to some degree uncertain. This uncertainty 
depends on the size of the tolerance margins to be dealt with and may lead to ambiguous 
diagnoses. Such ambiguity will decrease the diagnostic resolution of any fault finding 
technique, especially when the failure symptoms are only slight deviations from nominal 
(soft faults) and are therefore subject to being obscured by tolerances. 

The development of a toleranced fault finding approach is facing two problems: The 
implementation of toleranced data itself (tolerance representation) and the reduction of 
ambiguity effects (tolerance sensitivity). 
To overcome these obstacles analogue fault finding techniques utilize statistical methods 
[Huancal ] ,  linearize sensitivities [Trickl ] ,  express values as ranges[McKeon2] or simply 
use heuristic bounds [Hochwaldl ] .  
In the post-test simulation field artificial intelligence techniques and parameter identifica
tion methods usually include the effects of component and measurement tolerances in their 
diagnoses. 
The pre-test side 'gets around' the tolerance problem either by using heuristic bounds 
[Hochwaldl ]  or by quantization [Tong l ] ,  or tackles it with statistical signatures [Huancal ] .  
A technique which calculates the tolerance margins of outputs directly has not been 
encountered yet. 

1.3.2 Multiple Faults 

The situation that there is more than one fault in a failed circuit is less likely to occur than a 
single fault situation. Therefore multiple fault diagnostics are not included in some 
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methods. These methods simply make the presumption that there is only one faulty 
component at a time in order to simplify otherwise too complex or impossible diagnostic 
approaches. 
Other methods, although in principle capable of multiple fault diagnosis, fail to go beyond 
the single fault boundary for practicality and feasibility reasons. 

When the presence of multiple faults is allowed for in the testing strategy certain principle 
complications arise: Binary diagnostics (go/no-go tests, equivalent to a fault detection) are 
useless in this case, since an 'upstream' fault can cover another one 'downstream' : An 
upstream signal failure will propagate along its signal path causing tests of other signals 
further down its path to fail as well, thus obscuring a downstream fault detection 
Tolerance effects generally affect diagnostic resolution and may yield in ambiguities 
between single and multiple faults. It may all end up in (for the analogue world 
philosophical) considerations like the 'cancelling fault syndrome' or the question: 'After 
how many detected and located faults should a diagnosis run be terminated?' . 
Since post-test techniques simulate circuit behaviour under the constraints of the actual test 
measurements reflecting the failure, they generally provide multiple fault diagnosis or can 
be adjusted for it. 
Pre-test methods (mainly fault dictionaries) are generally not suitable for multiple fault 
finding for combinatorial reasons. (see also Sections 2.4. 1 and 5 . 1 )  

1.3.3 Non-Linearities 

The behaviour of larger analogue networks is generally non-linear, especially when faults 
are present. Some fault finding methods are only designed for linear networks, if non-linear 
circuits are to be diagnosed they must be linearized first [Raykovskal ] .  This can present 
problems in the case that a fault causes network conditions to change sufficiently to 
invalidate the presumptions for linearisation. Other methods are really non-linear by using 
the true non-linear component models (model-based reasoning) [deKleer l ] .  

1.3.4 Limited Observability 

The ideal situation that sufficient voltage and current measurements can be taken from a 
printed circuit board, which would allow the direct verification of all expected circuit 
performances and direct identification of faulty components, will not be encountered in 
reality. In-circuit testing, however, attempts direct component verification by connecting to 
as many nodes as possible and by enforcing current observability by placing known 
currents through components. The price to pay is that the functional performances of the 
PCB are totally disabled. 
When diagnosing PCBs with functional performances is mind, network observability is 
usually restricted to voltage measurements. Unfortunately there is still no practicable 
method to measure internal current in a PCB operating under normal conditions. Also, 
depending on electrical considerations, eg situations where probing will distort circuit 
performance, as well as on the circuit design and layout, even voltage measurements can be 
restricted. 
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A good deal of an analogue diagnosis approach should therefore be concerned with 
compensating this limitation: It is for instance not possible to identify resistance without 
knowing its current so appropriate mechanisms are required to obtain equivalent a priori 
information by combining the voltage measurements available with what is known about 
the analogue network. This is another justification for using circuit simulations as a 
diagnostic tool. 

The Simulation-before-Test philosophy of dealing with limited observability is simply : 'do 
not require what cannot be measured directly' .  Simulation-after-test methods at least try to 
get around the dilemma: they generally apply mechanisms known as 'Current Consistency 
Checks' and 'Constraint Propagation' [McKeon2, deKleerl ] .  These will be described later in 
Sections 2.3 and 2.5. 

1.3.5 Diversity of Analogue Circuits 

After a good century of developing electronic circuits there is an enormous number of 
different types of analogue circuits designed for all kinds of functions. It would be nice to 
have a diagnostic system which could tackle them all. This is probably asking for too 
much, however, a fault finding method should be generic as far as the circuit to be tested is 
concerned, ie it should be applicable to as many different circuits as possible. This 
requirement is obvious, since we want to get away from the necessity for an expensive test 
engineer whose task it is to develop tailor-made test and diagnosis routines for every new 
circuit to be tested. What we're after is a fault finding system where all we need to do is to 
feed in a specific circuit description (netlist) and the system adjusts its diagnostics 
accordingly. To develop a diagnosis system which can do this reliably for a large number 
of different circuits is probably to most difficult a�pect of the fault finding problem. 

The following chapter will provide an overview of automatic fault finding concepts backed 
up by representative examples of fault finding approaches of other researchers. 
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Chapter 2: Automatic Fault Diagnosis 

2.1 Approaching a Diagnosis Solution 

The solution to all our problems is of course to invent the universal diagnosing device 
where we can push in any PCB and out pops the one and only correct list of faults. Being a 
little more realistic we should seek to develop a fault finding approach which can be 
implemented in a computer aided diagnostic system to make its operation as much as 
possible automatic, generic and robust. 

2.1.1 The Automated Fault Diagnosis Approach 

The desired features of a computer aided test and diagnosis system are therefore to 
automatically create the diagnostics for a fast, inexpensive and reliable identification of 
multiple simultaneous faults in large non-linear circuits, allowing for component and 
measurement tolerances, limited observability of state variables and restricted test point 
access. 

These requirements are not 
easy to achieve as a whole 
since they constrain each 
other. So developing such a 
satisfactory fault finding 
system will require a good 
deal of optimisation, ie 
weighing up desired but 
contradicting features 
against each other. 
The elements which are 
generally common to 
automated fault finding 
techniques are the obvious 
need for taking test meas-
urements, the application of 
circuit simulations, the 

HYPOTHETICAL 
WORLD 

Circuit 
under 

Simulation 

Figure 2.1: A generic circuit diagnosis model 

REAL 
WORLD 

Circuit 
under 
Test 

implementation of diagnostic algorithms and the management of diagnostic 
interaction of these elements should then lead to the desired diagnosis. 

data. The 
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This is illustrated with the generic circuit diagnosis model in Figure 2. 1 :  The 
implementation of the set of diagnostic algorithms constitutes a 'diagnostic engine' which 
drives the interaction of the other elements. The process of finding a diagnosis can be 
thought of as repeatedly comparing the real world faulty circuit with a hypothetical world 
simulation of it. The diagnostic data generally represents information obtained from both 
sides, as well as results of subsequent comparisons and diagnostic interpretations of these 
results. The diagnostic engine will control the appropriate conditioning of the circuit under 
test (CuT) so that the required measurement data can be obtained. It will also condition the 
circuit under simulation (CuS) with its models and collect the resulting response data. The 
processing of the data obtained will eventually conclude in a diagnosis. 

2.1.2 Timing of Simulation and Test 

In general there are three main procedures a diagnostic engine has to perform: 

• condition circuit model, run simulation, then obtain simulation data 
• condition faulty circuit, then obtain measurement data 
• process the diagnostic data, then reach diagnosis 

The final processing of the diagnostic data into a diagnosis result can only take place after 
the procedures of running simulations and taking test measurements have been completed. 
The order in which simulations and tests are performed, however, is not necessarily pre
determined. On first sight it appears to be natural that simulations and observations are 
taking place at the same time but there is no reason why circuit simulations and circuit tests 
should not be performed at different times .  We may run circuit simulations first and then 
take test measurements or just as well do it the other way round. 
Both ways of generating the required diagnostic data are indeed realized in researched fault 
finding approaches. 

It is conceivable, however, that order and timing of simulation and test have fundamental 
implications for the mechanisms implemented in the diagnostic engine. They must dictate 
the methods and influence the strategies with which a fault diagnosis can be approached: 
Test measurements which have been taken earlier can be used for conditioning a 
subsequent circuit simulation. If simulations are performed first however they cannot rely 
on any test measurements and have to be conditioned based on other criteria. 

A diagnostic technique which runs circuit simulations prior to the taking of test 
measurements is generally referred to as Simulation-before-Test approach (SbT); a 
technique which uses test measurements in its simulations is then accordingly termed 
Simulation-after-Test approach (SaT). 

These two philosophies can be used to classify the various fault finding approaches, and it 
has been generally adopted to categorize automatic fault finding approaches into such two 
fields. (Compare with the taxonomy given in Section 2.2) 
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The approach where measurement results are fed into circuit simulations is probably the 
natural or obvious way of tackling a diagnosis since it mimics the approach a traditional 
trouble-shooter would take: After an initial set of measurements has been taken simulations 
can be run which are based on the additional knowledge provided by these observations. 
This should generate data which will allow the diagnostic engine to work out where the 
fault(s) must be or to prompt for further probing of the faulty system. 

Conditioned with such information the circuit simulations will reflect the incorrect 
behaviour specific to the 
malfunctioning unit. In this 
way the simulations are 
effectively tracking the 
faults. 
The generic model of the SIMULAT�1o_N __ 

SaT approach looks pretty ..,.__....-....._ 
much like the previously 
illustrated general diagnosis 
model and 1s given m 
Figure 2.2. 
The diagnostic engine 
applies appropriate 

� � 

conditions (eg stimuli) to the 
circuit under test (CuT) and 
then takes measurements. 
The information gathered 
from these tests is then used 

Figure 2.2: Generic Simulation-after-Test diagnostic model 

TEST 

for conditioning the circuit under simulation (CuS) and any of the underlying models if 
necessary. The simulation results are fed back into the engine, which then issues a 
diagnosis or re-enters the previous cycle. All diagnostic information involved is written to 
or retrieved from memory in form of diagnostic data. 
As the model implies circuit simulations and testing may be performed subsequently, 
repeatedly in turn or simultaneously, however, a test always precedes its associated 
simulation. 
Like the test data the simulation data is 'live data' (ie changing with the progress of the 
diagnosis) and specific to the current circuit under test. It can be updated by discarding 
information which is no longer needed in favour of more recent results. This will help to 
minimize the amount of data which has to be maintained at any point in time. 

2.1.4 Simulation-Before-Test Approach 

Whereas the post-test approach lets simulation and testing take their turns during circuit 
diagnosis the situation certainly is different within the Simulation-before-Test scenario. 
Here the necessary circuit simulations are performed prior to any real circuit observations. 
Testing is yet to happen some time in the future. This means that there is no specific failure 
information available yet so the required conditioning of the simulations must revert to 
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relying on other types of information. The strategy then is to make assumptions about 
possible states of any of the hitherto unknown circuits . These assumptions will be used 
instead of test information for conditioning the simulator. Ideally they should be kept fault
independent so much as to yield simulation data which is fault-generic. In reality however 
they are usually fault-specific and the pre-test simulation data obtained commonly 
represents a collection of hypothetical faults. This implies that, in a sense, the pre-test 
simulations are pressed to 'foresee' what could possibly go wrong within a circuit. 

Figure 2.3 shows the generic 
SbT model. Since simulation 
and test are chronologically 
separated the diagnostic 
engine now consists of a pre
test and a test module. The 
pre-test engine is responsible 
for running the simulations. 
It controls the conditioning 
of the CuS and the models 
involved and accumulates 
the simulation data into a 

PAST FUTIJRE 

diagnostic database which Figure 2.3: Generic Simulation-before-Test diagnostic model 

will be available to the test 
engine carrying out fault finding at a later date. The test and diagnosis cycle is run as in the 
SaT approach, the only difference being that the required simulation data has already been 
generated and is now simply retrieved by the test engine for comparison with any test 
results. 
As before the test data is 'live' and specific to the current circuit under test but, in contrast 
to the post-test approach, the simulation data remains unchanged during test and diagnosis. 

2.1.5 Comparing the Differences 

It seems to be a sensible choice to base an automatic fault finding method on either 
philosophy, so the question arises which one to go for. As is usually the case in such 
situations the world is neither black nor white. It is rather that a feature which works in 
favour of one is the downfall of the other. To make a concise decision one really needs to 
look at how the implementation of a particular SbT or SaT approach performs. There are 
however fundamental characteristics which can be identified on the generic level. 

The choice of when to simulate during a diagnosis cycle may affect properties like costs of 
diagnosis and test, costs of circuit modifications, computational effort, size and complexity 
of the diagnostic database, diagnostic resolution, maintainability of the diagnostics, etc . 
The fundamental difference between the two approaches is that with SaT the simulator will 
follow, ie track the circuit observations made whereas with SbT the simulator will lead, ie 
provide expected circuit observations in advance. 

With the SbT model circuit simulations are not time-critical since they are performed off
line. As an off-line session they need not to take place more than once since they do not 
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require the knowledge of individual circuit observations. Time critical on-line data 
processing, which uses test measurements and therefore must be repeated for every CuT, is 
assumed to be considerably simpler than with the SaT model. Therefore SbT diagnosis is 
expected to be faster and cheaper. 

The SaT model in contrast has to run one or more time-critical circuit simulations for every 
CuT it wants to diagnose, which puts the heavy burden of complex data processing onto 
the on-line bottle neck. Diagnosis based on the SaT model is generally expected to be 
slower and more expensive. 

The amount of simulation data to be stored is expected to be high with SbT. Since one 
cannot know in advance which parts of the generated data will be needed all of it must be 
kept available. The SaT approach uses 'live' simulation data and should therefore be able to 
decide

. 
'on the fly' what data to generate and which to discard so the need for memory and 

storage is less critical. 

The price to pay for good diagnostic resolution is likely to be related to the amount and 
complexity of SbT data and the effort of SaT on-line computation (reasonable circuit 
observability provided). 

Maintainability of the diagnostic engine, ie modifications to the diagnostic algorithms may 
require re-generation of any SbT database. This does not apply to SaT diagnostics as long 
as there isn't any off-line data. 

Circuit modifications (production changes) may require changes to the circuit simulation 
models. On top of that SbT implementations would need to update parts or all of the 
diagnostic database. Again this does not affect SaT implementations as long as there isn't 
any off-line data. 

2.1.6 Summary 

An automated fault diagnosis approach may be defined as a mechanism of observing a 
faulty circuit and comparing it with a simulated representation of it by employing a set of 
diagnostic algorithms which process the resulting diagnostic information until a diagnosis 
is reached. 
Fault finding techniques follow two philosophies which differ in when to perform circuit 
simulations. A Simulation-before-Test approach is followed if circuit simulations are run 
before circuit observations take place and a Simulation-after-Test approach is adhered to if 
circuit observations are available to circuit simulations. 
SbT diagnostics are expected to be fast and therefore economical since the bulk of their 
computation load is performed off-line but they may have to maintain a considerably sized 
database. SaT diagnostics do not need to maintain a diagnostic database since they generate 
required and destroy obsolete simulation data on-line during testing. This however is time 
critical and can be costly. 

Next follows a taxonomy of fault finding techniques as provided in the research literature 
and a more detailed look at essential diagnostic concepts. 
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2.2 A Taxonomy of Related Work 

As stated earlier it is practice amongst researchers to classify analogue fault finding 
techniques into Simulation-before-Test and Simulation-after-Test methods. Whereas the 
post-test group contains a wide range of approaches, the pre-test group consists basically of 
fault dictionaries, a type of approach imported from digital fault finding. The typical 
taxonomy [Bandlerl ,  Garrett l ]  is shown in Figure 2.4. 

Fault Dictionary 
(non-statistcal) 

Fault 

Simulation 
Before Test 
Approaches 

Fault Dictionary 
(statistical) 

Analogue 
Fault Diagnosis 

Techniques 

Al Shallow 
Reasoning 

(rule-based) 

Sufficient 
Measurement 
Techniques 

Parameter 
Identification 
Techniques 

Simulation 
After Test 

Approaches 

Limited 
Measurement 

Techniques 

Al Deep 
Reasoning 

(model-based) 

Fault Verification 
Techniques 

Figure 2.4: Analogue fault diagnosis techniques - the common taxonomy 

The SbT field appears to be the domain of fault dictionary implementations. A fault 
dictionary is a database of records representing circuit failures, ie a collection of signatures 
(usually voltage vectors) representing the symptoms of explicitly simulated faults. 
Diagnostics consist of mechanisms for matching the signatures to the observed fault 
symptoms of the CuT. A signature can be non-statistical (referencing an explicit fault) or 
statistical (referencing a toleranced distribution of a fault). 

Approaches belonging to the SaT field are further distinguished by the number of 
measurements they require. 
With sufficient measurements available Parameter Identification techniques attempt to find 
the failed parameters directly assuming that 'if enough independent measurements are 
available all network parameters could be identified' [Bandler l ] .  The industrial In-Circuit 
Test approach works by enforcing a 'sufficient measurement situation' and pays for this by 
disabling functional observability (see Section 1 .2.5). 
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In a more realistic 'limited measurement environment' appropriate post-test mechanisms are 
employed to make up for the limitation. Optimization techniques employ an optimization 
criterion ( eg 'find a valid set of component parameters with minimized deviation from 
nominal'). Verification techniques check the consistency of a set of hypotheses derived 
from limited observations. 

AI techniques rely on "methods of inference rather than traditional solution". The Deep 
Reasoning approach implements generic, model-based relations [Garrett ! ] .  which are 
usually obtained after testing. The Shallow Reasoning approach however employs a set of 
explicit decision rules (eg. decision trees) which is circuit specific and available before 
testing, it may therefore be equally valid to consider it as a Simulation-before-Test 
approach. This has been illustrated by the author in Figure 2.4 

Limited observability complicates diagnosis and may be tackled by employing additional 
diagnostic 'tricks' , ie concepts like the aforementioned consistency checks. There is a 
number of fundamental diagnostic concepts which are helpful in such a difficult fault 
finding scenario. 

2.3 Essential Diagnostic Concepts 

The strategies used in many fault finding techniques rely on proven concepts, and since 
they are implemented in a variety of analogue fault finding techniques they may be 
· identified as essential ingredients. We will be looking at four strategic diagnostic concepts 
which the author considers to be of fundamental importance: 
They are the Pattern Matching of faults, the Consistency Check of assumptions 
(hypotheses), the Constraint Propagation of observations, and the dichotomic Circuit 
Partitioning. 
In the post-test field all of these concepts can be found, the pre-test field however generally 
follows a pattern matching strategy. The four concepts will be outlined next: 

2.3.1 Pattern Matching 

There a mechanism is employed for converting the observations of failure symptoms into a 
fault pattern. This pattern, typically a voltage vector, is utilized as a representation for the 
fault causing the observed symptoms. The pattern may then be compared with a collection 
of already existing patterns for which the faults are known (Fault Dictionary, SbT) or it 
may serve as a reference pattern for an iteration mechanism which converges the input 
parameter distribution of subsequent fault simulations towards an optimization criterion 
with the objective of approximating the reference pattern with the simulated result. 
(Optimisation, SaT) 

Figure 2.5 illustrates the generic concept: The diagnostic engine (DE) employs a 
transformation algorithm to convert observed and simulated fault symptoms into observed 
fault patterns (OFP) and simulated fault patterns (SFP). 
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This mapping process is usually 
designed such that the resulting patterns 
are easily comparable with each other, 
eg they may represent fault locations in 
a diagnostic space. The closest 
obtainable match of a SFP to a OPP ( eg 
the closest proximity in diagnostic 
space) then identifies the unknown fault 
associated with the OPP as the known 
fault associated with the matching SFP. 
It is obvious that this mapping process 
is reliably unambiguous only as far as 
the symptoms are concerned. The 
mapping mechanism can be designed as 
a reversible transformation so that the 
same set of symptoms will always 
produce the same fault pattern and vice 
versa (compare with normalization). 

SIMULATl��nditions /· . . 

. 

• Conditions 
· • DE · . . . 

. . 

TEST 

:: @ � @) :; 
Simulated / · . •  - 1- . . .  � 
Symptoms 

Diagnosis 

Figure 2.5: Pattern Matching 

The important step is the linking of the symptoms with the corresponding fault which is 
unambiguous only in one direction, ie when inferring symptoms from the fault. So from a 
given fault the same pattern can always be achieved. Conceivably, reversing the process 
does not guarantee that a certain fault pattern will always identify the same fault. This 
ambiguity may be introduced when moving from the failure symptoms back to the fault 
which is the modus operandi for obtaining a fault diagnosis. Although this does not sound 
very promising theoretically, the pattern matching concept is defensible since it has 
delivered acceptable results in practice and has other advantages (see 2.4. 1) .  

2.3.2 Consistency Checks 

Consistency checks are a means, or strategy, for obtaining additional information which is 
not accessible directly. A consistency check within the context of diagnosing electronic 
circuitry is equivalent to verifying the consistency of an over-determined set of equations 
describing the circuitry, or, in other words, to checking whether the circuit models match 
their observed inputs and outputs. To enforce over-determination in an under-determined 
situation (ie limited observability) assumptions can be made for the unknowns. This set of 
assumptions allows the formulation of a hypothetical solution for the unknown circuit 
states. Verification of the hypothesis is then performed by checking if the now over
determined equations are not contradicting each other, ie are consistent. Fault finding 
methods employing this strategy are usually referred to as Verification Techniques (see 
taxonomy in Figure 2.4). 

Example: Branch-Current Hypotheses 

Internal currents are generally not measurable, but their knowledge is necessary for 
satisfactory diagnostic results. In order to continue a diagnosis, hypotheses for these 
unknowns are made instead, which are based on certain assumptions (eg node-voltages) 
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reflecting the fault state of components or circuit blocks. Then, by using KCL a consistency 
check is performed, which verifies or falsifies the hypotheses and the corresponding 
assumptions. 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the principle. There three 
circuit blocks, A, B ,  and C, are connected at node 
N. The branch currents la, lb, le of node N cannot 
be measured. Therefore a set of assumptions (eg. 
certaj.n faults) is made for every block. These 
assumptions allow hypotheses to be established for 
the currents. Since KCL must be satisfied, the 
three currents must sum to zero. If the hypotheses 
are consistent with KCL confidence in the set of 
assumptions being valid is gained and the 
assumptions together with the current hypotheses 
may be retained as additional valid information. 
Otherwise they are discarded and the inconsistency 
information gained can be utilized further for 
subsequent diagnostics. 

2.3.3 Constraint Propagation 

This technique is a useful 
tool to overcome the 'limited 
measurement problem', 
which is generated by two 
factors, the situation that 
certain circuit nodes are not 
accessible due to electrical 
and mechanical reasons and 
the need for minimizing the 
number of necessary 
measurements. 

Mi C>--0----i 

rvt: o---tl----------1 

A5S..nµiai 
Set B  

a:rSstert if la la+lb+le=O 

lb le N:xleN'B 
El..CX:X 

c 

Figure 2.6: Current Consistency Check 

Palh A  

Palh B  

Palh C  

The strategy works by Figure 2.7: Constraint Propagation 

propagating known values, 
usually measurements, along 
a certain path through the (given and/or assumed) model constraints of components and 
circuit blocks in order to establish hypotheses for the unknowns at the other end. 

Figure 2 .7 illustrates this concept. Three paths, A, B, and C, are shown, each containing 
some blocks of circuitry. Taken measurements Ma, Mb, Mc are then used to calculate the 
unknown currents and voltages along the paths, using the model equations of the blocks. 

In conjunction with subsequent current and voltage consistency checks at the node(s) 
where the paths meet, the Constraint Propagation strategy can be a useful tool for obtaining 
fault candidates, ie components, which are suspected to be faulty. 
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This strategy is typical of Fault Verification techniques and can be found in numerous 
approaches [Bandlerl ] ,  [deCarlol ] ,  [Hatzopoulos l ] ,  [Hatzopoulos2], [Jiang l ] ,  [Salamal ] ,  
[Starzykl ] ,  [Wey l ] ,  [Wul ] .  It divides the network to be diagnosed into at least two blocks, 
or partitions. With the knowledge that one partition consists of only gcwd components the 
obvious logical inference is that the other must contain at least one bad component. A 
network may of course be divided into more than two partitions, in which case there must 
be sets of partitions one being 'good' the other being 'bad' ,  the underlying general strategy 
however remains. The division of a network into partitions with opposing diagnostic 
qualities is considered by the author as 'dichotornic' partitioning. The simplest case 
consists of one good and one bad partition and shall illustrate this strategy.  

The good partition is employed for deducing additional diagnostic information which 
relates to the other, bad, partition and is not observable directly. This is done by utilizing 
the model information of the first partition together with any knowns (stimuli, 
observations). Obviously, for the deductions to be valid the first block is required to be 
operating correctly. Its diagnostic state has therefore to be determined. However, in the 
absence of such knowledge an assumption as to the first partition being good may be an 
adequate and equally valid procedure since it would allow for hypotheses to be established 
for the second partition. 
The purpose of such dichotornic partitioning is to utilize deduced information for 
identifying good and/or bad components within the bad partition. Figure 2.8 illustrates the 
principle: 

Partition A is considered to be the 
partition operating correctly, ie 
containing only good components. 
Partition B contains at least one bad 
component. 
Appropriate measurements M and/or 

O:l 1 pa ierts 

timuli S are fed into Partition A' 
models to obtain deductions D 
which are applicable to Partition B .  
There consistency checks are 
performed between measurements 
and/or timuli corresponding to 

Figure 2.8: Dichotomic Network Partitioning 
Partition B ,  its component models if 
required and the deductions from 
Partition A. Logical inference is then applied to the results of the consistency checks to 
validate that Partition B contains indeed bad components, to determine any good and/or 
bad components in B if possible, or perhaps to invalidate the state of Partition A where 
applicable. 

To reduce the size of the bad partition any of its components identified as good may now 
be transferred to the good side, where they may provide further information for subsequent 
diagnoses. 
Multiple repartitioning of the network should also yield additional diagnostic information. 
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The goal is to produce a partitioning situation where the good partition contains all good 
components and the bad partition contains all bad components. This goal has been reached 
when adding any one of the components from the current bad partition to the current good 
partition would invalidate the operational behaviour of the good partition . The bad partition 
can then be considered as the diagnosis result, ie the set of faulty components. 

2.3.5 Summary 

Four essential diagnostic concepts have been introduced. The first, Pattern Matching may 
be considered as a generic technique on its own. The other three are usually employed in 
combination and are prominently found to support Verification Techniques .  

Next we shall have a look at how these concepts are implemented in fault finding 
techniques. According to the taxonomy introduced earlier in Section 2.2 the two domains 
Simulation-before-Test and Simulation-after-Test will be considered: 

2.4 Applied Diagnostic Concepts in the Simulation

Bef ore-Test Domain 

2.4.1 Fault Dictionaries 

Implementations of Fault Dictionaries can be found m [Bandler l] ,  [Hochwaldl ] ,  
[Hochwald2] ,  [Huancal ] ,  [Lin l ] .  

A. Concept: 

Whenever an analogue circuit is malfunctioning the symptoms of this faulty behaviour can 
be monitored by the deviation of the node-voltages from their nominal values. If some of 
these voltages are measured at 
certain nodes, this set of 
measurements taken can be 
interpreted as a 'fingerprint' of the 
actual failure in the circuit. This 
fingerprint, commonly a voltage 
signature, can then be used to detect 
and locate the fault which caused it. 
Fault finding takes place by 
comparing the signature of the 
unknown fault with already stored 
signatures of known faults, ie. 
components known to be the cause of 
a failure. The closest match of two 
signatures pin-points the detected 
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fault and its cause, the component most likely to have failed. Such a pre-stored collection 
of voltage signatures for known faults is referred to as a Fault Dictionary. It is obvious that 
the Fault Dictionary concept implements the Pattern Matching approach as introduced 
before. 
The process of generating a dictionary is illustrated in Figure 2.9: The circuit under 
simulation is conditioned with an appropriate voltage vector (stimulus) at its input-nodes. 
For every stimulus the simulator is fed with a number of faults and the corresponding fault 
patterns (signatures) are stored in the dictionary. The voltage signatures are taken from a 
preselected set of nodes (test points). Once the dictionary has been created testing and fault 
finding is relatively simple. 

Figure 2. 10  shows that diagnosis is 
similar to the earlier process of 
generating the dictionary. The same 
stimuli are applied and signatures are 
taken at the same sets of test points now 
representing the unknown fault. 
Matching isolates the most likely fault 
for causing the malfunction of the 
circuit under test. 

It has to be pointed out that only such 
faulty behaviour can be diagnosed 
which has previously been simulated. In 
reality a measured fault signature will 
always deviate from the prestored Figure 2.10: Diagnosing with a Fault Dictionary 

signatures in the dictionary. Therefore 
the matching procedure selects the fault 
signature with the smallest deviation from the measured signature as explanation of the 
failure best approximating the apparent malfunction. 

B. Advantages: 

Fault dictionaries are easy to create and can be updated at any time. Although many fault 
simulations have to be performed this process must be done only once per circuit and can 
be carried out off-line, which is cheap and time-saving. On-line diagnosis is fast. The 
method is able to diagnose both linear and non-linear circuits. 

C. Disadvantages 

Fault dictionaries, widely used in digital fault finding, are more difficult to utilize for 
analogue fault diagnosis and suffer from certain drawbacks: 
The number of detectable faults, since pre-stored, is finite, whereas the number of possible 
faults in an analogue environment is infinite. Faults not stored in the database can not be 
located. 
Although any fault dictionary concept is in principle capable of dealing with multiple 
faults, it is considered impracticable. For sufficient diagnostic resolution the number of 
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single faults to be stored is  already considerable. To include multiple fault signatures all 
possible combinations of the previous single faults have to be worked out, simulated and 
stored. The resulting combinatorial explosion when dealing with the amount of 
components in a moderately sized real circuit makes multiple fault diagnosis infeasible for 
fault dictionaries. 

The effects of including tolerances in the simulations of component faults can be imagined 
as expanding the loci of the single fault signatures in n-dimensional node-voltage space 
into 'fault bodies'. Loci which were distinguishable even when close to each other, may 
now be intersecting bodies and thus result in ambiguity-sets of suspect components 
[Bandlerl ] .  This has the effect of decreasing diagnostic resolution. 

2.4.2 Fault Dictionary Example 

As an example lets look at an implementation by Hochwald and Bastian. They use a 
common DC circuit simulator (SYSCAP) to generate the fault dictionary [Hochwaldl ] .  For 
every stimulus to be applied to the Circuit under Test (CUT), a series of fault signatures is 
obtained by simulating the circuit with one of the chosen faults at a time. When testing a 
real circuit the stimuli are applied again in turn and diagnosis is performed by finding the 
dictionary entry which gives the closest match to the actual test measurement signature. 
The circuit is then diagnosed as containing the fault associated with this match. 

2.4.2.1 Generation of the Fault DiCtionary 

A. Input Stimulus Determination 

The appropriate stimuli have to be "sufficient to force all semiconductors through their 'on' 
'off and 'linear' states" [Hochwaldl ]  and have to be determined (manually) by the test 
engineer. Let Si be the set of initial stimuli, then the quality of a chosen stimulus sA E S; 
can be assessed by its fault detection capability, for this the following measure is given, 
which is the 'distance' of the simulated fault voltages from its corresponding nominal 
voltage, accumulated for the set of all initial test points Tp; :  

i =  1 . . . tp, j =  l . . .  f, i E Tp; , f E F ,  SA E S; (2.1) 

where Y;0 is the nominal node voltage at test point i and Y;j is the voltage of the circuit 
simulated with fault j, tp is the cardinality of the set of initial test points Tp; and f is the 

cardinality of the set of faults F. 

Hochwald and Bastian give the heuristic that for sufficient fault detection D1 has to be 

'large' ie predominate the worst-case tolerance shifts. 

B. Choice of Test Points 
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The decision which of the circuit nodes to use as test points depends on their 'fault 
sensitivity' .  Let 

- 1 f f v;p = - "'"' v;p F f=I 
(2.2) 

the mean of all fault voltages at a test point node, then the dispersion D,P of fault voltages at 

a test node is given as 

F D,p = I [ v;p -v;: r (2.3) 
/=I 

A large value of D,P indicates that the test point is sensitive to the chosen set of faults. The 

test points are then re-ordered according to their dispersion values. 

C. Redundant Test Points 

To eliminate redundant test points, ie test points detecting only faults which have already 
been found in the pre-test simulation by other test points, a screening procedure is given. 
The test points initially chosen are examined in the order established by the dispersion 
values Dtp· A test point's deviation from nominal 

(2.4) 

is considered for each fault f. If D 1 ( tp) > 2 ,  which is a heuristic bound, then the 

corresponding fault f is presumed detected. If the fault has not been highlighted already by 
a test point considered previously then the current test point is retained in the dictionary. If 
only faults could be found, which had been previously detected, then the test point is 
redundant and will not be included in the dictionary. 
The nodes remaining after this procedure form the final, reduced set of test points Tp" ,  
which will be put into the dictionary. 

D. Fault Dictionary 

The above procedures of test point evaluation and redundancy elimination are carried out 
for each stimulus to be used. Each stimulus has therefore its own set of test points. 
The voltage signatures of the test points, together with their stimuli and associated circuit 
faults, are then stored and form the fault dictionary. 

2.4.2.2 Diagnosis with the Fault Dictionary 

After a stimulus has been applied and the necessary test measurements have been taken 
from a failed circuit, the measurement vector is compared with the dictionary entries to 
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find the closest signature. Again a measure of distance is employed to do the matching 
process : 

Tp 2 Dm.f = L[v,;· -v,: ]  
tp=I 

(2.5) 

where v,;• is the actually measured test point voltage. Note that the testpoints tp are now 

taken from Tpd ,  the set of test points stored in the dictionary. For a fault f; to be located it 
is necessary to obtain a Dm.f; < 2 (again, a heuristic), whilst all the other fault entries 

(/ ':f:. f; ) should return a Dm.f > 2 .  

2.4.2.3 Experimentation with Example Circuit 

Hochwald and Bastian have tested their approach with a moderately sized video amplifier 
circuit, containing over 40 resistors, 9 transistors and 10 diodes. The 20 faults simulated 
were all hard faults like open and short circuits. Two stimuli, +30V and -30V have been 
used. An example dictionary for the -30V stimulus has been given, which employed 4 test 
point nodes. Then 4 single faults were put in the circuit and they could be all located 
correctly. 

2.4.3 Diagnostic Decision Trees 

A. Concept 

A diagnostic decision tree may represent the oldest form of systematic fault finding since it 
can naturally represent the test procedures a test engineer would develop and pass on to 
testing staff for manually troubleshooting PCBs in a production facility. 
As such a diagnostic decision tree differs from the other diagnostic concepts in that it is not 
a strategy on which diagnosis relies but rather an approach for implementing the test and 
post-test parts of a diagnostic engine where all its possible actions and decisions are laid 
out as a map to follow through. 

Consider Figure 2. 1 1  illustrating the 
elements of a diagnostic tree. Typically a 
node represents a test (T5), the branches 
refer to the test results and lead to 
subsequent tests (T8, T9) or terminate in 
leaf-nodes where diagnoses (D3, D4, D6) 
should be given. Observe that the number of 
branches may differ. T5 and T9 exhibit 
binary decision making where a test either 
fails or passes. A higher branching factor 
(T8) requires the test result to be qualified 
in some form (Res 1 . . .  Res3) . 
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A tree implementing only boolean decisions is probably the most widespread type, 
unfortunately, when applied to analogue systems, the type with the least diagnostic power. 
It can be shown that go/nogo tests are not able to resolve feedback situations where the 
symptom of a failure can propagate around the feedback loop. It is also ill-suited for 
dealing with tolerances and multiple fault situations where an upstream fault will obscure 
another one downstream. [Maikowski 1 ]  

C .  Multi-Branch Trees 

An increasing branching factor benefits diagnostic resolution [Tong l ]  but requires that the 
test results are qualified further than just as 'pass' or 'fail' , ie. measurements need to be 
quantized. With binary trees it will always be impossible to locate multiple faults and faults 
in feedback loops whereas with a ternary tree for example there may be situations where it 
becomes possible. However this capability cannot always be guaranteed [Maikowski l ] .  

D. Variable-Branch Trees 

A more flexible approach is to use trees with varying branching factor, like the tree in 
Figure 2 . 1 1 . This should allow the diagnostic resolution to be adjusted depending on the 
requirements of the CuT and streamline the tree as a whole. 

E. Advantages 

A diagnostic engine which post-test section is implemented as a decision tree is expected to 
perform fast fault finding. On-line data processing is minimal. The branching factor of the 
tree can be adjusted to meet the diagnostic requirements of the circuit. With a higher 
branching factor diagnosis of multiple faults and feedback loops is possible. In situations 
where high diagnostic resolution is not of prime importance diagnostic trees are worth 
consideration. 

F. Disadvantages 

Binary trees are not suitable for serious analogue fault finding. For dealing with feedback 
loops and multiple faults a high branching factor is required. A diagnostic tree for larger 
networks and fairly reasonable fault coverage is expected to explode in size which is due to 
the highly redundant way diagnostic information is stored in a tree. This problem is 
comparable to the combinatorial feasibility restriction posed upon any multiple fault 
dictionary. (Diagnostic tree redundancy and how to overcome it, has been described by the 
author in [Maikowski l ] .) For a satisfactory diagnostic resolution, especially under the 
presence of tolerance uncertainties, a very high branching factor will be required. 

A diagnostic tree represents a collection of rules (decisions) as to how the symptoms of 
failure have to be interpreted. (see Section 2.2, Shallow Reasoning). To establish the rules 
it has to predict possible symptoms in advance. It cannot deal with unforeseeable 
symptoms (unlike Deep Reasoning systems); faults the symptoms of which have not been 
considered in advance are not diagnosable. A diagnostic tree is not generic but always 
circuit specific. As such it suffers from similar drawbacks Fault Dictionary 
implementations exhibit. 
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The majority of pre-test methods is based on the fault dictionary approach. However, a 
possible utilization of variable-branch diagnostic trees for analogue fault diagnosis has 
been presented by Tong et al [Tongl ] .  Investigations into certain properties of this 
approach have been described in [Maikowski 1 ] .  As considered in the previous section the 
variable-branch trees utilized here (with at least three branches per node) can make it 
possible to diagnose multiple fault conditions within feedback loops. 

A. Approach 

The diagnostic tree implementation is employed by the authors for storing the results of a 
model-based reasoning procedure in a quantized form. Diagnostic resolution can be 
adjusted by varying the branching factor of a tree. 
The authors' goal is to implement the diagnosis process typical for a Simulation-after-Test 
fault verification approach with limited observability into a tree structure. 
The intention is to work out possible diagnoses in advance and then to assign the predicted 
measurement values corresponding to the fault search path of a particular diagnosis to 
predefined intervals. A fault search path (leading to a diagnosis) is then represented by a 
path through the tree, from beginning to end, with the tree branches along the path 
representing the predefined intervals as qualitative values. 

B. Tree Generation 

The construction of the tree is 
based on quantitative model 
simulations, employing con
straint propagations and 
consistency checks to obtain 
the desired information. 
Since there can only be a finite 
number of branches in the 
diagnostic tree, the test results 
have to be quantized in order to c2 

be represented by the branches. 
For this the diagnostic voltage 
space is divided into interval . 

Figure 2.12: A variable-branch diagnostic tree 

These ranges then represent 
possible test results and are 
qualified accordingly (eg with 'good' or 'bad' , or with ' low, 'ok' , 'high' etc .) .  The authors 
employ a constraint propagation mechanism which is capable to propagate the required 
quantisation ranges through their circuit model. (Compare with [McKeon2] )  This enables 
direct tree generation. A typical tree as utilized by Tong et al is shown in Figure 2 . 1 2 . 

The tree generation takes place as follows: 
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1 .  Appropriate input stimuli are propagated through the component models constraints of 
the circuit in order to obtain voltage ranges for all circuit nodes which are consistent 
with the circuit model. The qualitative value 'good' is assigned to these voltage ranges . 

2. Values above and below the 'good' ranges will be assigned to other, "conveniently" 
chosen ranges with qualities like 'bad' , 'very high' , 'high' , 'low ' ,  'very low' etc. 

3 .  Tree generation is then carried out starting at a circuit output, which forms the top node 
of the tree. All voltage ranges at the output node represent possible output test results 
and are assigned to the branches emanating from the top node and leading to the next 
level of tree nodes which are tests of other node voltages . 

4. From there further levels of tree nodes and branches are constructed: The possible 
ranges of a test result are propagated to the circuit nodes to be tested next, where a new 
set of branches is constructed in the same way. 

5 .  A diagnostic path trough the tree terminates in a leaf node representing a fault. The 
faults are determined by checking the consistency of the voltage ranges of a specific 
path with the circuit models. Component models which are inconsistent will be listed as 
faulty at the leaf node of the investigated path. A leaf node can thus represent single and 
multiple faults (Figure 2. 1 2) .  ' 

A higher tree branching factor is equivalent with a finer quantization of the voltage space 
and should result in a higher diagnostic resolution. The diagnostic requirements for a 
circuit can therefore be met by using an n-ary tree with adjusted branching factor for the 
desired diagriostic resolution. 

C. Experimentation With Example Circuit 

The authors illustrate the tree generation with an analogue feedback network consisting of 
1 8  functional blocks which are characterized by their terminal voltages. For this system a 
ternary tree (fixed branching) and an n-ary tree (variable branching) have been constructed. 
The ternary quantization yields 1 7  of the 1 8  blocks as single fault leaf nodes and highlights 
1 1 1  distinct multiple faults. The variable quantization yields all 1 8  single fault leaf nodes 
and resolves 427 distinct multiple faults. 
Of ten single faults tested with the ternary three could be located, the other could not be 
detected. The n-ary tree located seven of the single faults and could not detect the other 
three. 
Of eleven double faults the ternary tree diagnosed four correctly, six as single faults and 
missed one. The n-ary tree diagnosed seven correctly and the others as single faults. 

D. Limitations 

The authors have developed the approach for diagnosing functional circuit blocks. The 
application of the approach for diagnosing components hinges on the problem of current 
determination and has not been addressed in the paper. 
The implementation of tolerances has not been considered explicitly in the presented 
approach. It seems obvious however to include tolerance effects in the qualified 'good' 
ranges. This would require the utilization of toleranced component models suitable for 
range propagation. The accuracy of a toleranced diagnostic tree approach will depend 
largely on the width of the branch ranges: As long as measurements fall into the fairly tight 
good ranges the tolerance specifications can be met. If a faulty component causes the inputs 
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and outputs of some other components to be off their good ranges, the new ranges although 
still consistent with the component's function as such may not be tight enough to enforce 
the tolerance specifications. This is especially true with ternary trees. 

The number of predetermined diagnosable faults depends on the number of leaf nodes and 
is usually fixed. This is directly comparable to the finite number of faults stored in a fault 
dictionary implementation. In order to increase the number of diagnosable faults the 
quantisation density (the tree' s  branching factor) has to be increased. This requires the 
recompilation of the whole tree or at least large sections of it. A fault dictionary in database 
form, in contrast, can be enhanced with additional faults simply by adding fault signatures. 

Multi-branch trees as well as fault dictionaries are capable of diagnosing multiple faults, 
only their feasibility in this respect is usually questioned due to the vast number of possible 
fault combinations in larger circuits. Since the diagnostic tree approach is always a 
compromise between diagnostic resolution and the complexity of the tree, the (multiple) 
fault coverage will never be complete, but may provide a workable solution. 
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2.5 Applied Diagnostic Concepts in the Simulation

After-Test Domain 

Whereas methods in the Simulation-before Test field tend to follow the pattern matching 
strategy, the Simulation-after-Test methods usually attempt to work out an explicit 
relationship (set of equations) for locating the fault(s), to be used together with the 
observations made. 

The strategies employed are very much dictated by the observability of the CuT. We may 
distinguish between two cases: 

If we have the benefit of unlimited observability we may go for direct parameter 
identification of the components in question, ie use the component model relationships 
where the component parameters (the unknowns) are directly solvable by the utilising the 
observations made (the knowns). 

In the more realistic situation where access, hence observability, is limited we rely on 
mechanisms for obtaining assumptions for unavailable measurements which need to be 
verified subsequently. 
It is within this scenario that the previously introduced fundamental diagnostic concepts are 
saving the day. 

The following methods Failure Bounds and Network Decomposition and Constraint 
Suspension are Fault Verification techniques, which address the problem of limited 
observability. 

2.5.1 Failure Bounds 

Examples of this approach can be found in [deCarlo l ] ,  [Garrettl ] ,  [Garrett2] , [Wey l ] ,  
[Wul ] ,  The strategy of this concept utilizes consistency checks as described before and is 
based on the dichotomic network partitioning approach (see Section 2.3 .4) where the 
network is divided into two partitions. One partition is required to contain only operative 
components which implies that the other has to contain the faulty one(s). This division will 
allow us to express the faulty partition as a set of equations which are based on the fault
free partition and are therefore fault-independent. 

The proper operation of the good partition has to be verified however. The verification 
relies on imposing a maximal-number-of-faults constraint onto the bad partition. This 
assumed upper limit of possible faults is referred to as a Failure Bound. 
Logical inference is then applied to unveil inconsistencies between the equations relying on 
the fault-free partition, the circuit observations made and the assumed Failure Bounds 
criterion. Multiple application of this process will eventually highlight the fault(s) . This 
concept, illustrated in Figure 2 . 1 3 ,  will be described next: 
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A. Concept: 

The circuit to be 
diagnosed has to be 
divided into two 
partitions. Partition A is 
assumed to be fault free, 
Partition B is assumed to 
contain faults up to a 
certain limit, which is its 
Failure Bound. 
If the components in 
Partition A are fault-free 
their model relationships 
must be valid and can 
thus be utilized for 
testing the behaviour of 
Partition B' s compo
nents . 
To achieve this the 
simulation model of 
Partition A is trans-
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Figure 2.13: Failure Bounds Partitioning 
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formed into a 'Pseudo-Circuit' which yields the input/output quantities of each of Partition 
B ' s  components directly. The known quantities, circuit stimuli and test point 
measurements, are fed into the Pseudo-Circuit equations, thus obtaining the current/voltage 
behaviour for the components of Partition B .  

A consistency check i s  performed by comparing these results with the Partition B 
component models in order to identify the components which have failed this test. 
Since Partition A has been assumed to be fault-free the results for the Partition B 
components are hypothetical and the failed components are considered fault suspects. 
To verify the fault hypotheses the operation of Partition A has to be validated. This is 
achieved by checking whether the Failure Bounds criterion has been violated: 
For instance, if the number of suspect faults exceeds the number of assumed faults in 
Partition B (its Failure Bound) the hypothesis and its prerequisite are contradicting. This 
logical inconsistency would imply that the deductions based on Partition A ' s  Pseudo
Circuit are not valid and Partition A must also contain failed components. 

B. Failure Bounds Decision Algorithm 

The outcome of the Partition B component test is then assigned to one of three cases: 

1 .  The number of suspect faulty components found is zero. 
2. The number of suspect faulty components found is within the Failure Bound limit. 
3 .  The number of suspect faulty components found exceeds the Failure Bound limit. 

With logical inference applied to each of the cases, the true diagnostic state of some of the 
components can be worked out. This is exemplified in [Wu l ]  with a Failure Bound 
assumption of one (single fault): 
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1. The number of suspect faulty components in Partition B is zero implies that they are all 
good: If one component in B was bad then the Partition A results were wrong requiring at 
least one faulty component in A as well. Since the total number of faults would then violate 
the Failure Bound all components in B must be fault free and A contains indeed the faulty 
component. 

2. One component in Partition B is suspect to be faulty (ie within the Failure Bound) 
implies that all other components· in B are good. If it were good then, as before in case 1 ,  
the Partition A results had to be wrong requiring at least one faulty component in A as well 
and thus contradicting the Failure Bound. 

3 .  Finding that the number of suspect faulty components in Partition B exceeds the Failure 
Bound stands in direct contradiction to the Failure Bound. Therefore they have to be good. 

C. Repartitioning 

For further diagnosis the circuit needs to be repartitioned so that components already 
proved to be good are made part of Partition A. After repeating the above procedure more 
good and bad components may have been found converging towards the final diagnosis 
result, where Partition B contains all bad components. 

D. Advantages 

The failure bounds method can diagnose multiple faults in linear and non-linear networks. 
The number of test points required can be limited if concessions towards the diagnostic 
resolution are made. 

E. Disadvantages 

The method does not include tolerances. This could result in the detection of non-existent 
faults, when testing real circuits. With few test points the number of simulations required 
to locate the faults may increase, thus increasing on-line computation time. 
The number of components in Partition B must be at least the Failure Bound, otherwise the 
prerequisites for the logical deductions are not valid. 
The re-partitioning mechanism is 'horizontal' (as opposed to 'vertical' where a network is 
divided hierarchically so that partitions contain sub-partitions) . This requires that the whole 
of network has to be re-processed for obtaining the Pseudo-Circuit for the new Partition A. 
With larger networks this must prove to be costly.It should be possible however to modify 
the Failure Bounds approach to be applicable in a hierarchical fashion [Garrett ! ] .  

The concept following next employs such a vertical partitioning strategy. It also imposes 
further constraints on the way a network is partitioned which has been termed Network 
Decomposition. As such it forms a more specialized subset of the partitioning strategy. 
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2.5.2 Network Decomposition 

The strategy is to divide (decompose) a circuit into independent partitions in order to verify 
that they are fault free [Bandlerl ] ,  [Jiangl ] ,  [Hatzopoulos l ] ,  [Hatzopoulos2] , [Salama! ] ,  
[Starzykl ] .  In contrast to the Failure Bounds approach a multi-lateral partitioning strategy 
is followed. With sufficient measurements taken and the component models inside the 
partitions utilized, hypotheses for the unknown branch currents can be established. The 
verification of the diagnostic states of the partitions is based on applications of current 
consistency checks (see Section 2.3 .2). The partitions found to be faulty are decomposed 
further which enables a hierarchical diagnostic dissection of the network. The information 
obtainable from the partitions verified as good can then be utilized for diagnosing those 
found to be bad. 

A. Concept: 

The circuit to be diagnosed is partitioned 
into circuit blocks by performing a v,N 
'nodal decomposition' ,  ie all branches 
connected to a specific decomposition 
node are separated from each other, not 
physically of course, but by assuming the 
branches are disconnected. With the right 
set of decomposition nodes this will 
produce a set of circuit partitions termed 
'subnetworks' .  

To illustrate the procedure consider the 

Vour 

v. 

Figure 2.14: Network Decomposition: 
Possible network topology 

possible network topology given in Figure 2. 14 There components have already been 
assigned to the desired subnetworks S 1 to S4 therefore the network is shown only with the 
subnetwork interconnections. 
The decomposition nodes are 
then simply the nodes necessary 
for disconnecting the subnet
works from each other, ie. the 
nodes incident to more than one 
subnetwork. Apart from the 
input, output and supply nodes 

V1N 
these are the internal nodes D1 
to D3. 

When the nodal decomposition 
is performed we obtain subnet
works as shown in Figure 2. 15 .  
If the decomposition nodes are 
the only links between the sepa
rate subnetworks (ie. they are 
not mutually coupled), the 
subnetworks can be considered 
as independent. 
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By taking sufficient measurements at the nodes of decomposition and using the model 
equations of the components within a subnetwork, the unknown currents in its decom
position branches are then calculated. These hypothetical currents (they usually cannot be 
measured directly) are thus based on the assumption that the subnetwork considered is fault 
free. This is done for every subnetwork. The hypotheses are tested by checking the con
sistency of the currents found with their topological constraints . 

B. Failure Verification (Fault verification on subnetwork level) 

Such a test for current consistency may involve one or more subnetworks depending on 
which subnetwork's  model equations have contributed to the deduced currents. Since KCL 
is the base for all these checks the sum of all currents into a mesh has to be considered. 
Three different topologies (T l ,  T2, T3) for current consistency checks all invoking KCL 
can be identified. They differ in their topological complexity and involve tests of: 

T 1 :  the currents of subnetworks into a decomposition node deduced by using the 
subnetworks' component models 

T2: the currents into a subnetwork deduced by using the subnetwork's  own internal 
component models 

T3 : the currents into a subnetwork deduced by not considering its own models but using 
the models of the adjacent subnetworks instead. 

The outcome of these tests decide whether the assumptions made for obtaining the current 
deductions should be maintained or have to be invalidated. Since the voltages contributing 
to the current deductions had all been measured the only assumptions made were that all 
components, the models of which the deductions were based upon, are fault free. 
Should the deduced currents prove to be inconsistent the implication must be that 
somewhere within the participating subnetworks are failed components and at least one of 
the subnetworks must be faulty. 

As an example consider the topology given in Figure 2. 1 6  which reflects the situation 
where the consistency of currents into a common node is checked (topology T l  from 
above). The subnetworks S 1 ,  S3, and S4 
have been re-composed at node D2 to 
illustrate the additional topological 
constraint of KCL: 

The three decomposition branch currents at V1N 
D2: I02,s1 , I02,s3 and I02,s4 mus� sum to zero 
if they have been deduced correctly. Since 
they are based on deductions made by 
assuming S 1 ,  S3 , and S4 to be non-faulty at 
least one of the subnetworks has to be faulty 
if the consistency check fails. 

V+ 

Consistency checks with the other two v_ 
topologies are performed similarly. Note 

V+ 

VouT 

that topology T2 involves only one Figure 2.16: Network Decomposition: Consistency 
subnetwork and can be utilized to diagnose check at node D2 

it exclusively, whereas T3 represents 
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behaviour in the absence of a subnetwork' s models (see Section 2.5 .4, Constraint 
Suspension). A more detailed look at these topologies will be provided with the example 
following in the next section. 

C. Hierarchical Diagnosis 

By checking multiple re-compositions varying sets of subnetworks are tested, then logical 
inference is applied in order to identify operational and faulty subnetworks. This is a 
'horizontal' procedure since the configurations to be tested all are built from the 
subnetworks of this level of decomposition. The aim is to gain as much additional 
information as needed (or as possible) : From the subnetworks found to be good, current 
information may be propagated to the decomposition nodes which will help diagnosing the 
unknown subnetworks. 
Further decomposition of the subnetworks which have failed the tests establishes a 
hierarchy of faulty subnetworks and constitutes the 'vertical' part of the diagnosis 
procedure: The new subnetworks one level below will be diagnosed in the same way as 
above but now with the additional external constraints propagated from the higher-level 
subnetworks found to be good. 

The hierarchical process can be carried down to where a subnetwork is not further 
decomposeable either due to the lack of measurement access or because component level 
has been reached. The latter case should provide direct fault location, however the more 
likely case is to end up with a faulty multi-component subnetwork. 

D. Advantages: 

The Network Decomposition approach is suited to deal with large circuits due to its 
hierarchical nature. By dissecting the circuit into good and bad subnetworks the faulty 
components in a multiple fault situation may be isolated from each other which has to 
benefit the diagnosis. It effectively enables the fault finder to home in on the fault(s). 
A failure bound as described in Section 2.5 . 1  is not necessary for the fault verification 
process. 

E. Disadvantages: 

Once the bottom of the decomposition hierarchy has been reached other fault location 
techniques may have to be applied to expose the faulty components completely. 
The decomposition concept in this form does not address the problem of tolerances, which, 
when testing real circuits, will undoubtedly affect the current consistency checks which are 
the hub of this concept. In order to accommodate tolerances the concept of current 
consistency needs to be modified [McKeon2] .  
The approach requires the on-line simulation of  the subnetworks participating in  a 
consistency check together with taken measurements. Since multiple consistency checks 
have to be performed in order to enable a fault verification this may prove costly. 
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The following example, an implementation by Salama et al, is representative for this topic 
[Salamal ] .  The method divides a circuit into independent partitions (subnetworks) by 
employing a nodal decomposition and then attempts to find the faulty subnetwork(s). This 
verification utilizes current consistency checks under the constraints of the subnetwork 
interconnectivity. The method presented is a Simulation-after-Test approach. 

Approach: 

The decomposition process can either be performed by inspection (test engineer) or with a 
special algorithm! .  Large circuits are decomposed hierarchically, ie the bigger subnetworks 
are divided further to home in on the fault(s). 
Once the complete decomposition is obtained, a real circuit is diagnosed by applying 
subnetwork testing conditions in conjunction with the test measurements taken. The results 
are processed by means of a logical diagnostic function which returns the faulty 
subnetwork(s ) 

2.5.3.1 Subnetwork Testing Conditions 

The diagnostic states (faultiness) of the subnetworks have to be determined. This is carried 
out by checking the consistency of certain testing conditions. These consistency checks are 
mainly based on invoking KCL and topological criteria. 
To allow for a multiple fault situation the authors adopt Wu's heuristic that two or more 
analogue faults are highly unlikely to cancel out the failure observation [Wu] . 

A. Subnetwork Input Output Relation 

The input output relation for a subnetwork Si with mi external nodes (excluding the 
reference node) as shown in Figure 1 . 1 1 ,  is given by 

i M, ( t) = h M, ( V M; ( f ) ,  <I>; ) (2.6) 

where <I>; is the subnetwork parameter vector, the set of decomposition nodes around S i is 

Mi, the cardinality of which is mi. Usually not all of the external voltages v M' are known 
and only a few if not none of the currents i M, can be observed. The set of decomposition 
nodes is, according to their observability, further divided into the subsets 

with 

where 

M; = M;a u M;p u M,Y u Mio 
Mia n Mip n M;y n M;0 = 0 

M;a is the set of nodes where both voltages and currents are known 

Mip is the set of nodes where only voltages are known 

1Salama et al propose the heuristic algorithm by Sangiovanni-Vincentelli et al [Sangiovanni l ] .  
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Based on these relations four testing conditions are given. Each condition is used to test a 
set of k subnetworks Sj, , Sh , . . .  , Sj� simultaneously, where }; E 11 denotes a test set. If k = 1 
then "self-testing conditions" are utilized. If k > 1 then "mutual-testing conditions" are 
applied. 
The internal self-testing condition is utilized for locating faulty regions within a single 
subnetwork. The self-testing 'condition is concerned whether a single subnetwork as a 
whole is faulty. It follows topology T2 illustrated in the previous section. The mutual- and 
generalized-mutual testing conditions are used for topological KCL consistency checks of 
a group of subnetwork(s). They implement the topologies T l  (mutual) and T3 (general 
mutual). 

B. Internal-Self -Testing Condition: 

The requirement for utilizing this testing condition is to know sufficient external currents 
and voltages to verify the consistency of Equation 2.6 , ie the system of equations has to be 
overdetermined (m; + 1 state variables must be known). This is usually the case when 
m;o. > m;8 • Then the part of Equation 2.6 which addresses all known external currents 

i <M;,,uM1y l forms the internal-self-testing condition (ISTC): 

i Mict (t) = hM;a [v M;,, (t) ,  v M;� (t ), v M;y (t ) ,  V M;s (t ), <I>�] 
i M1y (t) = h M;y [ V M;,, (t) , V M;� (t) ,  VM1y (t) ,  VM;5 (t) , cp� ] 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

The subnetwork S i passes the ISTC if the overdetermined Equation 2.8 are consistent, ie if 
all known external currents into the subnetwork are consistent with the known external 
voltages and the nominal subnetwork parameters. Figure 2. 1 7  illustrates the topology 
involved. 

The ISTC is intended to be used for locating 
faulty and non-faulty regions within a subnetwork 
and then to find the subnetwork-internal currents 
and voltages interfacing the faulty region by 
expressing them with the known good 
parameters. 

C. Self -Testing Condition: 

If all external voltages of a subnetwork S; are 
known (all the decomposition nodes need to be 
measured) and at least one external current of the 
subnetwork is determined then the authors state 
that a check as to this sole current being 
consistent with the nominal parameter vector and 
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the measured voltages is already sufficient2 to determine that the subnetwork is fault free. 
Clearly, if all voltages are known then current hypotheses can be obtained, by utilizing the 
nominal model parameters of the subnetwork, to be compared with any measured one. 

Thus, if m;a. > 0 and m;1 = m;0 = 0 then the self-testing condition (STC) is given as 

(2.9) 

which compares known currents with their computed hypotheses. The STC is intended to 
be used for checking the fault state of a single subnetwork as a whole and is based on the 
same topology as the ISTC (Figure 2. 17) .  The diagnostics can be verbalized as follows: 

A sufficient condition for this subnetwork to be fault free is that the measured 
interface currents must not differ from the interface currents calculated by utilizing 
the subnetwork model with voltage measurements. 

It is sufficient to check this with only one real current value, however, since one cannot 
expect any external subnetwork currents i M; to be observable under real conditions the 
mutual-testing condition (MTC) and the general-mutual-testing condition (GMTC) are 
introduced They address situations where a number of subnetworks is linked either at a 
single node (MTC) or around another subnetwork (GMTC). (Compare with the two 
topologies T l  and T3 illustrated previously). 

D. Mutual-Testing Condition: 

Consider Figure 2. 1 8, where a set of subnetworks Si, i E 1, is connected to the node n0 
(n0 E M;) .  All voltages v M; are assumed to be known and none of the currents <i are 

known. We can then re-write Equation 2.6 as follows: 

(2.10) 

Applying KCL at node n0 gives the MTC 
as 

lh:; (V M; (t) ,<j>� )  = Q (2.11) 
ieJ, 

or in words: 

A necessary and (almost) sufficient 
condition for all subnetworks connected 
at a node to be fault-free is that all 
deduced currents into this common node 
of decomposition sum to zero. 

Figure 2.18: Topology for the Mutual-Testing 
Condition 

The currents are calculated by using the necessary voltages, measured at the decomposition 
nodes. Then , simply, KCL is checked. If this condition is not fulfilled then all subnetworks 

2Salama et al refer to the utilization of the adjoint network concept [Director l ]  to support the sufficiency 
statement. 
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incident to this node are considered be faulty. However if KCL holds then the actual 
currents are given as: 

since now all Si connected to n0 are considered to be fault-free. 

E. Generalized Mutual Testing Condition: 

Similar to the topology of 
the above mutual testing 
condition where all 
subnetworks Si connected to 
a node n0 are considered, 

the GMTC is concerned 
with all subnetworks Si , 
i e J, connected to a 
subnetwork sio , io e J, with 

M,. being the set of its 0 
external nodes j as shown in 
Figure 2. 1 9. All voltages 
v M; are assumed to be 
known and none of the 

currents i M; and i Mio are 
known. All nodes Mio of the 

subnetwork S. also connect 'o 

(2.12) 

814 

to the subnetworks S,. , thus 

M. c M  . .  
Figure 2.19: Topology for Generalized Mutual-Testing Condition 

'o - ' 

All currents i1;0 into S. must sum to zero therefore •o 
� >�o = 0 

jeMio 

Applying KCL at a node j e M,.0 gives 

and combining 2. 1 3 ,  2. 14  with 2.6 yields the GMTC to 

L _Lhri cvM; (t) ,<!>�) = o 
ieJ, je Mio 

(2. 13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

or verbally: A necessary and (almost) sufficient condition for all subnetworks connected to 
another subnetwork to be fault free is that all deduced currents into the 
common subnetwork must sum to zero. 
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All currents into S; are checked for KCL, however, they are expressed by the measured 
0 

voltages and nominal parameters of the surrounding subnetworks S; . If not consistent 
(GMTC failing) then the set of subnetworks S,. (i E 1, ) under test is faulty. Otherwise all 

subnetworks S,. are considered to be fault free and all external currents incident to the 
nodes j E M,.0 are given as 

it; = hr cvM; ( t ) ,<!>�) 
and i�o = -LhjM; (vM; (t) , <j>� )  

ie 11 

(2.16a) 

(2.16b) 

Note, that S. itself is not checked by the GMTC, however, if validated then the currents 'o 

from Equations 2 . 1 6  can be employed with STC or MTC to check S;0 • 

2.5.3.2 Logical Analysis 

The results of the applied testing conditions are analyzed to locate the faulty and non-faulty 
subnetworks. For this purpose every subnetwork is associated with a logical variable d 
which stores the subnetwork's detected fault state. For non-faulty subnetworks d will be set 
to true. The states d 1 of all subnetworks S 1 , },. E 1, involved in a test t are combined in a 

I r 

test function Tj with 

T11 = n d h if t has passed, and T11 = LJ dh if t has failed (2. 17) 

When different subnetwork groups 1, are tested the test results are successively 
accumulated in the following diagnostic function D 

(2.18) 

With l tests to perform the first bracket term relates to g tests already performed and the 
second term contains the remaining 1-g tests yet to be carried out. Constantly updating D 
helps eliminating redundant tests. 

2.5.3.3 Diagnosis 

The diagnostic strategy as proposed by the authors is divided into three stages: 

• Hierarchical diagnosis at subnetwork level 
• Location of a faulty region within a subnetwork 
• Fault location within a faulty region 

A. Hierarchical Diagnosis at Subnetwork Level 

This part of the diagnosis process evolves in a hierarchical manner. Starting with the 
relatively large subnetworks on the first level KCL consistency checks involving the three 
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testing conditions STC, MTC, and GMTC as described above will be utilized. Once faulty 
subnetworks have been located they will be decomposed further and the KCL checks will 
be applied again but now with utilizing deduced current information from the found non
faulty subnetworks according to Equations 2. 16 .  The aim is to pin point the faulty 
subnetworks on the lowest level of the decomposition hierarchy. 

B. Location of Faulty Regions Within a Subnetwork 

For this the authors divide the faulty subnetwork into two partitions and apply the ISTC to 
each of them in order to verify their faultiness. The partitioning is rules by the observability 
requirements stated earlier with Equations 2 .8 .  Further partitioning of identified faulty 
partitions may continue until the over-determination of Equations 2.8 is not possible any 
longer. 

C. Fault Location Within a Faulty Subnetwork or its Faulty Regions 

At this stage the remaining faulty subnetworks or faulty regions are supposed to contain 
only a few components. To perform the final fault location the authors suggest the 
application of a fault verification method or a fault dictionary based method. 

2.5.3.4 Experimentation With Example Circuit 

The authors give a diagnosis example with an active filter circuit made up of 34 
components and containing a multiple fault of four. The decomposition hierarchy for this 
diagnosis is four levels deep. The subnetworks at the lowest level containing the faults 
could be identified correctly . 
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This approach allows for a special form of consistency check where the model constraints 
of some of the elements participating in the consistency check are abandoned whilst their 
external topological constraints are maintained. An explicit implementation of the 
Constraint Suspension concept for analogue fault diagnosis can be found in [McKeon2] 
(see example in the following section), however, a current consistency check utilizing 
topology T3 for the network decomposition approach (see 2.5 .2, Failure Verification) is in 
fact an implicit utilization of the Constraint Suspension concept: 

A. Concept 

Consider the situation in Figure 2. 14  from Section 2.5 .2 where the consistency of currents 
deduced from the subnetwork' s models is checked at node D2• If KCL is violated then any 
of the participating subnetworks may have failed. To check out S4 for example one could 
apply a consistency check of topology T2 to S4 to see whether S4 fails indeed. Alternatively 
we may want to find out whether a consistency check involving the other subnetworks 
except S4 is successful. Or, in other words, if the presence of the model constraints of a 
particular subnetwork is inconsistent with those of the other subnetworks then let' s check if 
the absence of that subnetwork' s constraints will restore consistency for the remaining 
ones. 

This is exactly what topology T3 provides: It enables to test the consistency of: "currents 
into a subnetwork deduced by not considering its own models but using the models of the 
adjacent subnetworks instead" (Section 2.5 .2). The subnetwork' s model constraints are 
suspended but its external connectivity is maintained. 

Figure 2.20 is based on the decomposition 
example topology of figure 2. 13  and 
illustrates the application of topology T3 : 
As before, KCL of the currents into S4 is v1N 
checked, however, the assumptions made 
for obtaining these currents are

. 
based on 

the models of S 1  and S3 . Reconsider now 
the current consistency check at D2 as 
shown in Figure 2. 14 and compare it with 
this situation. Instead of deducing I02,s4 
from the S4-models we may now deduce 
ID2,S4 by adding the currents Iv-,s t ,  Iv-,, and 
ID3,S3 · This is equivalent to suspending the 

V+ 

S4-model constraints from the consistency Figure 2.20: Constraint Suspension of a subnet-

check at D2. work 

Note that the topology in Figure 2.20 is equally valid for suspending the S4-model 
constraints from a consistency check at D3 ! Generally, by suspending the constraints of a 
subnetwork all consistency checks of type T I  involving an external node of the subnetwork 
become identical to this type T3 where the subnetwork's  constraints are suspended. This 
points to a drawback of the constraint suspension strategy (see under D. Disadvantages). 
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A set of circuit elements (subnetworks, components etc.) is inconsistent if the consistency 
check of observations (measurements) and assumptions (component models) has failed. 
Inconsistency implies that some of the models are not valid, thus, if models for fault-free 
components have been used, some of the components must be faulty. 

If the invalid assumptions are removed from the set of constraints the system should 
become consistent again. Since we do not know which of the assumptions are wrong, ie . 
which of the components are faulty, we can use the observation that consistency has been 
restored as an indicator for invalid assumptions. However, in order to restore consistency 
all invalid assumptions within the system ( eg. subnetwork) must be removed 
simultaneously. (multiple fault problem). 

Under a single fault assumption we may remove the constraints of one block (eg. 
subnetwork) at a time to see which removal restores consistency, ie which block contains 
the single fault 

C. Advantages 

The suspension of a faulty subnetwork' s  model constraints has the effect that the 
contradictions between its good model and its fault symptoms are removed. Since this is in 
principle valid for any fault in the subnetwork the concept does not require fault modelling 
for identifying a subnetwork as faulty. 
The constraint suspension method can be used as stand-alone technique for locating faults, 
if it is carried out on component level. [McKeon2] .  
Utilized in conjunction with the network decomposition approach (as illustrated with 
topology T3) it can also be employed as part of a hierarchical fault search strategy. 

D. Disadvantages 

The constraint suspension of a subnetwork 
decreases the diagnostic information 
provided by its decomposition nodes: With v,N 
respect to KCL the subnetwork' 
decomposition nodes are topologically 
reduced to a single node, which makes all 
topology T 1 consistency checks of these 
decomposition nodes redundant (see 
Figure 2.2 1 )  

v. 

V+ 

Vour 

Since the constraint suspension reduces Figure 2.21: Constraint Suspension topologically 
reduces a subnetwork 

diagnostic information in this manner the 
suspended network constraints may have to be replaced by other constraints (eg additional 
measurements) in order to maintain the required diagnostic resolution. 

If the constraint suspension concept is used as stand alone technique for diagnosing 
multiple faults the same combinatorial problem already encountered with fault dictionaries 
arises : In order to locate the multiple fault the model constraints of all suspect components 
need to be suspended simultaneously in order to restore consistent behaviour. Since 
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initially all components are suspect all possible combinations have to be tried out. The 
constraint suspension concept is therefore best utilized in conjunction with other fault 
verification concepts when dealing with a multiple fault environment. 
Every constraint suspension requires another on-line simulation run in order to verify that 
the 'good model - observed fault' inconsistencies could be removed. 

2.5.5 Constraint Propagation and Suspension Example 

This example is the method for analogue fault diagnosis developed by McKeon et al 
[McKeon2] ,which is a true Simulation-after-Test approach and utilizes the following 
diagnostic concepts: 

• Consistency Checks and Constraint Propagation to enable the detection of faults 
• Constraint Suspension to enable the verification of faults 
• Hierarchical Network Decomposition to tackle multiple faults in larger circuits. 

In order to implement tolerances, values are given as ranges, ie intervals instead of single 
values for voltages, currents and component parameters. To perform simulations with such 
ranges McKeon et al use their own simulator with models adapted to accommodate the 
range representation. 

A. Approach: 

At the start of the diagnosis all unknown values are set to their possible maximum ranges. 
Known values like stimuli and measurements are also represented as ranges, thus 
automatically including tolerances. The initial ranges are then reduced by applying the 
constraint propagation mechanism and consistency checks which have been adapted for the 
use of ranges. The detection of an inconsistency of current and/or voltage ranges deduced 
from taken measurements indicates the presence of one or more faulty components. Then 
the constraint suspension technique is applied to locate the fault(s) causing the 
inconsistency. 
The application of explicit model constraint suspension is originally based on a digital fault 
finding approach and was utilized for analogue fault finding by McKeon et al. 

B. Constraint Propagation 

The constraint propagation employed deduces current/voltage ranges at unmeasured nodes 
from known (measured or deduced) ranges of other nodes. For this the known ranges are 
fed into the known component models in order to calculate ranges of currents and voltages 
at the unmeasured nodes which are consistent with the constraints of the knowns. 

C. Range Reduction 

When ranges propagated along different paths meet at branches of the same node they have 
to be combined into a range which is consistent with all deductions of the participating 
paths. This new range is therefore the result of the intersection of the participating separate 
ranges. Since the intersection can never be larger than the largest propagated range this 
'collision' of ranges usually leads to a reduction of the resulting range 
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Hand in hand with the reduction of colliding ranges goes a consistency check of these 
ranges with each other. In order to obtain an intersection result which is not empty the 
colliding ranges have to be overlapping. If this is not true for all ranges participating, an 
inconsistency of the joint model 
deductions has occurred. Thus the result 
of colliding ranges is either a new, 
reduced range or the discovery of an 
inconsistency. 

To illustrate the previous considerations 
1 

observe the situation in Figure 2.22 .A A 
network of three ideal amplifiers is 

[2,3]V 

[1 ,4JV� 
[2,B]V 

3 

shown with known voltage ranges at the 4 

external nodes. The voltage at node 2, 
since unknown, is set to its possible Figure 2.22: Constraint Propagation of ranges 

maximum range [- 1 5 , 1 5]V. The external 
voltage ranges are then propagated through the model constraints of the three amplifiers. 
The section of the three separate propagation ranges and the original maximum range 
becomes the new, consistent range: [ 1,3] n [l,4] n [2,4] n [-15, 15] = [2,3] 

E. Fault Detection 

The discovery of inconsistent deductions 
based on component models and 
observations is then equivalent with the 
detection of faulty behaviour. At this 
stage it is not possible to say whether this 
is caused by a single or a multiple fault. 
In Figure 2.23 the propagated ranges and 
the original range do not overlap in a 
common region: 
[1,3] n [-2,- 1] n [2,4] n [- 15,15] = 0 
This indicates the detection of a fault. 

F. Constraint Suspension 

�[1 ,3]V 

[1 ,3]V 

x1 

A 

-2,-1 )V� 
[-4,-2]V 

3 

Figure 2.23: Fault Detection: Propagated ranges are 
inconsistent 

Once a fault has been detected the Constraint Suspension mechanism is utilized to verify a 
fault assumption. Initially all of the participating components are fault candidates . With the 
single fault assumption the model constraints of the suspect components are then 
suspended one at a time. The topological constraint of KCL however will be maintained, ie 
the only constraint remaining for a suspended component is that its external currents have 
to sum to zero. For each suspension a corresponding circuit simulation is then performed to 
check if consistency for the now reduced circuit model can be restored. Those components, 
the suspension of which can restore consistency will be retained as suspects, the others are 
discarded. 
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In Figure 2.24 the constraints of the 
amplifier C have been suspended, 
therefore nothing can be said about its 
input voltage. The subsequent 
consistency check of the other propagated 
ranges however is still inconsistent. This 
implies that some of the participating 
model constraints contradict the 
observations. 

Since the model constraints are 

�[1 .3]V 

[1 ,3]V 

[-2.-1 ]V� 
[-4,-2]V 

3 

� [6, 1 2]V 
'----SUSPENDED 0 

Vc 4 

hypothetical some of them have to be Figure 2.24: Constraint Suspension of a good 

wrong. With the single fault assumption component cannot restore consistency ... 

made amplifier C can be diagnosed as 
good and either amplifier A or B have to 
be faulty. 

Suspending the amplifier B constraints in 
contrast Figure 2.25 can restore the 
consistency of the voltage ranges 
propagated to node 2. This implies that 
the hypothetical model constraints 
confirm the observations made. The 
deduction is therefore that the 
participating components are fault free 
(no cancelling analogue faults presumed), 
hence the assumed faulty, suspended 
component, amplifier C, has been 
verified as the single fault. 

If none of the single component 

�[1 ,3]V 

[1 ,3]V 

x1 

A 

� [-4,-2]V 
�-�-,USPENDED---o 

2 
CONSISTENT 

AGAIN 

v. · 3 

B 

Figure 2.25: ... but Constraint Suspension of a faulty 
component can. 

suspensions were able to restore the consistency of the colliding ranges, then a multiple 
fault condition would have been detected in fact. In order to locate the multiple fault with 
the constraint suspension technique all faulty components need to be suspended 
simultaneously. Only then could range consistency, which serves as the fault verification 
indicator, be restored again. This however poses a combinatorial caveat onto the multiple 
fault feasibility of this approach. 

G. Hierarchical Search Strategy 

The solution to the multiple fault problem is to perform the fault search hierarchically, as 
considered previously. For this McKeon et al implement the network decomposition 
approach (Section 2.5 .3) .  Now subnetworks instead of components will be suspended with 
the aim of identifying the good and the faulty ones. Further decomposition of faulty 
subnetworks and subsequent application of the constraint suspension mechanism will 
eventually highlight the multiple fault. 
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The previous taxonomy of fault finding approaches (Figure 2.4), which follows the 
Simulation-before-Test and Simulation-after-Test distinction, has highlighted that the 
scales are tipped in favour of post test simulation approaches. 

Why has research been emphasising on the Simulation-after-Test philosophy? As an 
explanation could serve the fact that circuit-under-test observations are then available for 
circuit simulations. This enables fault search strategies to employ the circuit simulator 
during the fault location process. It generally offers the diagnostic power necessary to 
conquer the typical diagnostic problem areas. (Section 1 .3) 

A prominent contender in this area is the field of fault verification techniques. In this field 
the circuit simulator is utilized for applying most of the previously discussed diagnostic 
concepts (Section 2.3) successfully to the measurement information in order to deduce 
additional data. Its ability to generate diagnostic data from the observed data provides 
strong diagnostic capabilities with a flexibility not reached by Simulation-before-Test 
approaches. This is the major advantage of the simulation after test strategy. 

Since the Simulation-before-Test strategy utilizes the circuit simulator prior to any 
observations, it has to deliver some form of prediction, which usually is prohibitive to 
sufficiently cover the more complex scenarios presented by tolerances and multiple faults. 
Because of the prediction constraint, apart from a comparison mechanism (pattern 
matching), no other diagnostic concepts1 have been employed by re earchers. This is 
deplorable, since the major advantage of the Simulation-before-Test approach lies in its 
streamlined on-line performance, an important economical factor for industry. 

Now then, is there a way to transfer the power and flexibility of Simulation-after-Test 
procedures to the Simulation-before-Test domain with its inherent efficieny and speed? 
This is the question tackled by the author. 

1 1n this context the diagnostic tree approach must be viewed as a means of representing a diagnostic engine 
together with its pre-test data rather than a diagnostic concept. 
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2.7 Outline, Aim and Focus of the Research Pro

gramme 

Can typical Simulation-after-Test strategies and concepts (like the hierarchical fault 
verification and the measurement constraint propagation) be made available to a 
Simulation-before-Test approach? Successfully combining the advantages of the SbT type 
of fault finding with the strengths of SaT fault verification concepts should deliver a unique 
and novel fault diagnosis approach with which toleranced multiple fault scenarios may be 
diagnosable, even under limited observability. To investigate the possibility of developing 
such an approach is the aim of this research programme. 

The research carried out has followed two avenues: The first was aimed at developing a 
toleranced simulation-before-test single fault diagnosis approach. The second had as target 
the development of a toleranced simulation-before-test multiple fault diagnosis approach. 
For both approaches novel diagnostic concepts, directly affecting the make-up of the 
required pre-test data, are introduced. 

Research into the single fault approach produced a self contained fault finding technique, 
although its initial intention has been to provide a fair amount of ground work; a good part 
of the research results from the single fault approach could be utilized further for the 
multiple fault approach. 
This was essentially achieved by shifting the perspective under which the failure of parts of 
analogue circuitry is viewed: The fault simulation philosophy known from fault 
dictionaries is abandoned in favour of a holistic failure simulation philosophy. This 
philosophy has been applied to components directly, enabling the new single fault 
approach, however, by utilizing it with the environment surrounding a component or 
network partition a novel multiple fault approach has been made possible. 

The two approaches have been developed for processing diagnostic data representing the 
DC operation of analogue circuits, however the underlying diagnostic concepts and 
strategies are independent from this distinction and should therefore be equally applicable 
to diagnostic data based on the AC operation of analogue circuits. To convert the 
approaches to AC requires only to generate such data. 

An outline of the research work as presented in the following four chapters is illustrated in 
Figure 2.26 on the next page. 
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In Chapter 3 the concept of Fault Range diagnosis is developed and its feasibility as a 
single fault technique is established in an initial experiment. The correlation between fault 
ranges is utilized with a Parameter Mapping method. Experiment 2 confirms the intended 
improvement in diagnostic resolution of this new fault finding approach. 

In Chapter 4 the problems of generating toleranced fault range data are tackled: A 
toleranced circuit simulation approach is presented, and a mechanism for generating fault 
range data, termed Parameter Expansion, is developed. The fault range correlation concept 
from Chapter 3 is refined: The fault ranges for a component are joined together as a 
Parameter Expansion Trajectory (PETRA), representing 'bad' component behaviour. 
PETRA diagnosis is then tested in Experiment 3 to demonstrate its good performance as a 
Simulation-before-Test Toleranced Single Fault Diagnosis method. 

Chapter 5 introduces the 'Load Line' diagnosis concept as a potential Simulation-before
Test multiple fault approach. For its implementation with a circuit simulator previous 
results from the single fault approach are utilized. The Parameter Expansion mechanism is 
employed to generate toleranced load line data: in contrast to the single fault approach 
where it was applied to components, it is applied to a component' s  environment. The 
resulting data takes, again, the form of Parameter Expansion Trajectories, but now 
representing the component' s  good behaviour. 

The complex nature of a multiple fault scenario requires the application of a network 
partitioning concept, presented in Chapter 6, which then evolves into a hierarchical 
network decomposition strategy to enable the systematic diagnosis of larger networks. This 
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also requires the generalisation of the load line diagnosis concept. A final experiment 
establishes the feasibility of the researched approach as a Simulation-before-Test 
Toleranced Multiple Fault Diagnosis technique. 

The thesis is wrapped up in Chapter 7 (not shown) where the ambiguity between good and 
bad PETRA data is highlighted. A possible approach for modularizing the pre-test data is 
introduced, to make data storage leaner and to enable the use of generic pre-test data. This 
however blurs the distinction between the Simulation-before-Test and Simulation-after
Test philosophies since it enables PETRA diagnosis approach to be balanced with respect 
to its required pre- and post-test computation and data storage. This feature is unique for a 
fault diagnosis approach. 

The toleranced multiple fault scenario is the stronghold of the Simulation-after-Test 
domain. A reason for this is the fault verification strategy utilizing a number of post-test 
processes like the constraint propagation mechanism. 

The focus of the research has been to develop a diagnosis approach in the Simulation
before-Test domain which is capable of similar performance. For this Simulation-before
Test fault finding concepts had to be found delivering a type of diagnostic data with which 
the typical Simulation-after-Test processes like the constraint propagation mechanism can 
be utilized. The desired effect was to convert the effort for post test data generation (circuit 
simulations) into an effort for post test data processing (data base handling) . 
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Chapter 3:  Single Fault Diagnosis 

with Fault Ranges 

3.1 Introduction 

The fault finding approach which will be introduced here addresses the single fault 
scenario and is considered to fall under the simulation before test category. It is comparable 
to a fault dictionary in that fault simulations are performed, data reflecting faulty behaviour 
is stored and diagnosis is carried out later using this pre-test data. 

Let' s recall some of the limitations ordinary fault dictionaries possess (Section 2.4. 1 ) :  
Beside the restrictions on multiple faults and tolerance they suffer from the drawback that 
the number of detectable faults, since pre-stored, is finite whereas the number of possible 
faults in an analogue environment is endless . Instead of storing as many faults as possible 
an alternative solution could be to re-design the diagnostic data representing component 
faults for generic fault coverage. Such an approach will be introduced now. 

The idea to this approach has been triggered by a method for obtaining next-measurement 
information [Wakeling] . The method was used as part of the constraint suspension 
technique [McKeon2] , described at the end of the previous chapter. Their method works as 
follows: 

Predictions for node voltage ranges, obtained by constraint suspension simulations 
during the test phase, are analysed for where to best take a next test reading. Since these 
voltage ranges are the result of a component' s  suspended model constraints, they 
provide measurement hypotheses for any possible behavioural change (eg. a fault) of the 
considered component. 
The diagnostic strategy employed is to eliminate fault suspects by detecting 
inconsistencies. Therefore, if a subsequent measurement were inconsistent with its 
hypothetical range the conclusion should be that the suspension of the component' s  
constraints cannot possibly be an explanation for this taken measurement. Thus, the 
component could be eliminated from the list of (single) fault suspects. 
With this in mind, for each suspect component a set of measurement predictions in form 
of voltage ranges is obtained on-line, by running the appropriate constraint suspension 
simulation. For a selection of possible measurement nodes the suspended components' 
voltage ranges are then examined 'on the fly' during diagnosis to find the best next
measurement node as the one with the highest chance of eliminating suspect 
components. 
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If in general node voltage ranges representing the effects of any possible behavioural 
changes of components can be found, then the question is whether they could be utilized 
for fault diagnoses directly. It is then of interest to know how to obtain them and if they can 
be generated prior to test. These questions have given rise to a novel method of toleranced 
simulation-before-test single fault diagnosis, the Fault Range approach. 

3.2 The Concept of Node Voltage Fault Ranges 

The concept of node voltage fault ranges will be developed next. Unless otherwise stated 
the presence of component tolerances is assumed throughout. 
In an analogue network, changes in the behaviour of a certain component will be 
observable at most of the network nodes. [Director] If the behavioural changes are beyond 
the component's tolerance specifications then the component is considered to be faulty and 
the corresponding node voltages reflect the fault in the component. This is in essence what 
is utilized in a fault dictionary: the voltage vectors (or signatures) stored there represent 
specific faults of specific components, they are discrete samples of a "component fault 
space" .  
If the whole of the possible behavioural changes of a component i s  considered, the effects 
result in a range of corresponding voltage values for every circuit node. Such a node 
voltage range is representative for the failure of the component, ie all possible voltages at 
that certain node for which a fault in the corresponding component can be the cause. This is 
the notion of a Node Voltage Fault Range. 

Representation: 

In a given network with n nodes and m components k E { 1,2 , . .  . , m} shall denote a specific 

component and i E { 1,2, . . .  , n} shall denote a specific node. The Rest Of the Network not 

containing k shall be named RON. The possible range of voltages values at the i-th node 
which is a function of changes in the k-th component shall then be written as VF; ( k) . 
To accommodate the effects of component tolerances a node voltage tolerance range for all 
components being within tolerances will be employed. The effects of component tolerances 
on the node-i- voltage will thus result in a voltage range around the nominal bias solution, 
given as VI; 
Since the approach will be designed for a single fault scenario, all RON components are 
assumed to stay within their tolerances whilst considering the Fault Range for a specific 
component. We then give the following definitions: 

Definition: Node Voltage Tolerance Range 

If the behaviour of all components in a given network changes within their tolerance 
specifications, then the range of voltages values VI; observable at a network node i 

which is the result of all possible component tolerance variations is the network' s 
Node Voltage Tolerance Range . 
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Definition: Node Voltage Fault Range 

If the behaviour of a specific component k in a 
given network changes in any possible way 
beyond the component's tolerance 
specification, then the range of voltage values 
VF;(k) observable at a network node i which 

is the result of all possible behavioural 
changes of component k is the component's 
Node Voltage Fault Range . 

An illustration of the concept is given in Figure 3 . 1  
where the Fault Range of a component is shown as a 
vertical 'bar' , of which the node's Tolerance Range 
is a part. The numerical representation for these 
ranges will be provided in form of numerical 
intervals. The Tolerance Range of a node will be 
defined by two voltages for its upper and lower 
tolerance bounds and each component Fault Range 
for a node will be delimited by voltages for the 
maximum upper and lower component fault bounds. 

Thus: VT; = [v;1- , v;1+ ] and VF; (k) = [v;\k ), v;u (k )] as 

illustrated in the figure. 

Note that no mathematical representation has been 
given as to how a fault range VF;(k) relates to "all 

possible behavioural changes" .  It is assumed that the 
behavioural changes consist of any possible 
parameter changes (ie l kOhm instead of l OkOhm 
resistance), as well as topological changes (ie 
shorted pins) or functional changes (ie diode instead 
of resistor) . For this component model equations 
could be utilized, but they would only cover 
parameter changes within the model (although open 
and shorts can arguably be represented by extreme 
parameter perturbations). So how do we express in a 
resistor model equation that a resistor has changed 
into a diode 1 ? 

We will later see that it is not necessary to know the 
component parameter relations of the faulty 
component for obtaining the ranges. A satisfactory 
.set of "all possible behavioural changes" can be 
generated by utilizing topological equivalent 
simulations. 

V; l 

k 

VF; (k) · I , 

.----, 
VT l 

Figure 3.1: Concept of Fault Ranges 

'W l 

VFj (a) 

VFj (b) 

VFj (c) 

VT,· l 

a b c 

Figure 3.2: Fault Ranges of three 
components a, b and c. 

1There seems to be a possibility to give a 'generic' expression for an n-port component by utilising singular 
network element theory [Carlin, Kozemchak]. To do this, however, has not been the aim of this thesis since 
utilization of such expressions would effectively result in developing a new circuit simulator. 
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3.3 Diagnosis with Fault Ranges 

3.3.1 Diagnostic Concept 

Assuming for the moment that we are able to obtain node voltage fault ranges for the 
components in a network, the next step is to see how to utilize them for diagnosis. 
Figure 3 .2  shows a possible set of fault ranges for a circuit containing three components a, 
b, and c. If the node-i-voltage is measured to be outside the node's  tolerance range VI; ,  
then a fault is detected. Assuming that the failure of the circuit has been caused by a fault 
in, say, component b we should now expect the measured value to coincide with the fault 
range VF; (b) . Checking this assumption allows us to decide whether to retain component b 
as fault suspect or to discard it from the list of possible faulty components. In essence this 
is a consistency check of the taken measurement (a fault symptom), with a component fault 
assumption (a range of hypothetical fault symptoms). From this point of view a 
component's fault range is a collection of all node voltage hypotheses for a component
fault assumption. 

Lets now consider Figure 3 .3 
illustrating a small example for a 
possible diagnosis . There ranges 
for three components a, b and c are 
shown for two nodes i and j. The 
ranges do not stretch further than 

V+ 

� I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
' 

- - - �FJ (b � - - - -

Vfl (a) 
VFf(b) 

v . .  ...._._ ______ __ I 

the maximum voltage range 
possible in the circuit, which is 
usually given by the circuit' s  power 
supplies V+ and V-, (assuming no 
inductors are present) . 

v.··Ll---++-H--+l-+l-----1 

VF) (a) 

Initially all components are suspect 
to be faulty. Diagnosis starts by 
taking a measurement at node i. 
The fault ranges of components a 
and b coincide with the measure

ment V; M , therefore they remain 

fault suspects. However, the V

measurement doesn't 'hit' the 
component Cc fault range, and thus 

eliminates Cc from the suspect list. 

A further mea urement vt at the 

other node then resolves the search. 

VF[ (c) 

VT; : 
• • .. i 

' - - - - - - - - -

a b c 

VFj (_c) _ _  , 

a b c 
Figure 3.3: Diagnosis with Fault Ranges 

There only a fault in component b is able to explain the measurement, which leaves this 
component as the located (single) fault. 
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This diagnostic concept can be implemented as a set of diagnostic rules, upon which an 
algorithm for carrying out the diagnosis may be based. 

3.3.2 Diagnostic Rules 

So far the process of diagnosis works by determining whether taken measurements hit or 
miss node voltage ranges representing the values consistent with the associated 
component's failure. 
A measurement taken at a certain node will be used to check the components one at a time 
to find those which can be removed from the suspect list. Considering the voltage range for 
a particular component we will encounter one of the following three cases: 

• The measurement falls into the node's Tolerance Range 
• The measurement hits the component's Fault Range 
• The measurement misses the components Fault Range 

For these three case the following diagnostic rules for testing components can be given: 

Rule 1 :  

If a measurement V; M hits the node tolerance range ( V; M E VJ;) then the measurement 

did not detect a fault. 

Rule 2: 

If a measurement V;M misses a component's Fault Range (V;M � VF; (k) ) then the 

component is exonerated as fault suspect. 

With each measurement taken these rules will be applied repeatedly to check all 
components in turn. Under the assumption that Fault Ranges for components in a circuit 
could be found, a first diagnostic algorithm is proposed which employs the above 
diagnostic rules. 

3.4 Initial Fault Range Algorithm 

3.4.1 Pre-Test Phase 

For a given analogue circuit containing a number of components their corresponding fault 
ranges have to be calculated, for all unknown nodes (ie nodes that are not determined like 
input stimulus nodes, reference node and supply nodes). After applying an appropriate 
stimulus to the circuit, tolerance ranges VT has to be found for all measurement nodes. 
Then the fault ranges VF of all components have to be obtained for all measurement nodes. 
These voltage ranges form the initial diagnostic data base. 
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3.4.2 Test Phase 

A. Fault Detection 

Diagnosis starts by determining whether a circuit is faulty or a pass. For the fault detection 
test a set of initial test nodes, the Fault Detection Nodes have to be measured. These 
measurements are then used to detect a circuit failure according to the following rules: 

• If all measured voltages at the fault detection nodes are within their tolerance ranges 
VT then no fault has been detected and the circuit-under-test is a pass. 

• If at least one measured voltage at a fault detection node can be found outside its 
tolerance margin, then the circuit-under-test has failed. 

B. Fault Location 

Initially nothing is known about the components, therefore they all belong to the Fault 
Suspect Group. During diagnosis components will be removed successively from this 
group (fault elimination). The diagnosis employs a number of Test Nodes of which the 
initial fault detection nodes are usually a subset. The measurement information obtained 
during the fault detection phase will be utilized first for the process of fault elimination 
before further measurements will be taken. 

One node at a time is tested: the node is measured and its consistency with the fault ranges 
of all components in the fault suspect group is checked according to the diagnostic rules 
given in Section 3 .4. The diagnosis terminates at that moment, any one of the following 
criteria is fulfilled: 

• the number of remaining suspects is reduced to exactly one. (The single fault 
has been located) 

• the number of suspects is suddenly reduced to zero (All single fault candidates 
have been ruled out and a multiple fault condition has been detected) 

• the set of test nodes is exhausted (the fault ranges of all test nodes have been 
tested) . 

In all cases the components remaining in the fault suspect group are given as the diagnosis 
result. 

3.4.3 Pseudo Code Implementation 

Following now is a description of the algorithm in pseudo code It consists of three 
procedures: Diagnose, LocateFault, and DoFaultRangeConsistencyChecks. First 
Diagnose performs the initial fault detection, then LocateFault makes repeated use of 
DoFaultRangeConsistencyChecks to exonerate fault suspects. 
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Get TestNodes from Database 
Get Fau ltDetectionNodes from Database 

Begin 
While (No Fault Detected) And (Fault Detection Nodes remain to be tested) 

Take a measurement at next FaultDetectionNode 
Store this measurement 
If measurement is outside node's Tolerance Range Then Fault Detected 

WhileEnd 
If (No Fault Detected) Then 

Return (No Fault Detected) 
Else 

Call Procedure LocateFault 
Return (Located Fault) 

End If 
End 

Procedure LocateFault 

Begin 

PhD Thesis 
Section 3.4.3 

Put all components into FaultSuspectGroup: (No of Suspects equals No of Components) 
Recall all stored FaultDetectionNode measurements 

While (No of FaultSuspects > 1 )  
Get next FaultDetectionNode measurement 
DoFaultRangeConsistencyChecks (this node, this measurement) 

EndWhile 

While (No of FaultSuspects > 1 )  and (TestNodes remain to be tested) 
Get next Test Node 
Measure this TestNode 
DoFaultRangeConsistencyChecks (this node, this measurement) 

EndWhile 

Return remaining FaultSuspectGroup as Located Fault 
End 

Procedure DoFaultRangeConsistencyChecks(this measurement, this node) 

Begin 
For all components 

Get next component 
Get FaultRange for this component at this node 
If this measurement is outside this FaultRange Then 

Remove this component from FaultSuspectGroup 
End If 

EndFor 
End 

The following diagnosis experiment has been performed to confirm the conceptual validity 
of the previous considerations. It utilizes the proposed algorithm for diagnosing a typical 
analogue circuit. 
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The approach as given so far has been applied to a small differential amplifier as shown in 
Figure 3 .4. This circuit, which has also been used in [McKeon2] ,  seemed to be appropriate 
for trying out fault finding 
approaches within this research Vee 
programme, since it 

• is a non-linear network 
• is small enough to handle without 

huge efforts 
• is large enough to have too many 

fault combinations to be predict
able 

• is a feedback network which com
plicates fault tracing 2 

R3 
6k8 

4 

R4 
6k8 

6 

5 

1 0  
Yin R l  Vout 

l Ok 3 
The purpose of this first experiment 
was to establish the feasibility of this 
fault finding concept. For this reason 
two simplifications have been made: R7 

1 5k 
R2 
l Ok R8 

3k3 
1 .  All components are considered at 

nominal. 
2. The transistors are considered as 

fault free. 

8 
Vee 

Figure 3.4: Differential Amplifier 

These simplifications leave only the eight resistors as components for which node voltage 
ranges have to be found. 

3.5.2 Obtaining Voltage Ranges for Resistors 

As stated in Section 3.2 there are three types of fault mechanisms to consider: parameter 
changes, topological changes and wrong devices. The simulator package used for obtaining 
diagnostic data throughout is PSPICE which has the advantage to be generally available . 
Node voltages for parameter variations in a resistor can be simulated by sweeping its 
resistance. Topological changes, as far as they concern the resistor as a component are open 
or short circuit of its pins. They can also be modelled satisfactorily in PSPICE by making 
the resistance very large (eg l e8Q) or very small (eg l e-30). A wrong device would be any 
one-port component other than a resistor (eg a diode). A general one port component type 
consists essentially of an intrinsic resistance between its two pins for DC which has already 
been modelled by varying the resistance. (For transistor fault models see Section 4.4.3 .2 
Three-Tenninal Components. ) 
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To obtain the set of fault ranges for, say, R7 in the amplifier circuit, the corresponding 
lower and upper bounds Y;1 (R7) and V;u (R7) have to be found for all undetermined circuit 
nodes i E {2,3,4,6,7 ,9,10}. Since the circuit is considered at nominal for now, the node's 

tolerance ranges VT reduce to the nominal node voltages Y;0 • 

R 7  Paaneter S weep 

1 0.00 

5.00 

VlO  0.00 

-5.00 

- 1 0.00 

- l 5. 00 -1-...,................,....,....i--.-....-....m---.--.......rrrrr!f-----ic-ro-rrrrii--r""'T"..,..,.....,.,.,r--,...-,-.-,-nm--,..-r-r-M'T'ni 
l .OE +0 l .OE + l l .OE +2 l .OE +3 l .OE +4 l .OE +5 l .OE +6 l .OE +7 

R 7  
Figure 3.5: R7 parameter sweep is not monotonic at node 10 

It would be sufficient in a network with linear parameter-output relations to simulate with 
resistance at its extremes to find the upper and lower bounds of a resistor's voltage range. 
However, in a circuit like this monotonicity cannot be guaranteed, therefore the resistance
voltage space has to be sampled for absolute maxima and minima. Figure 3 .5 gives an 
example for a simulated parameter sweep of R7. There we can observe that a maximum for 
the output V l O  voltage range does not occur at the parameter extremes. 

The diagnostic data is now generated as follows: First the bias solution is simulated, giving 
all node voltages at nominal (eg. with a stimulus of Vin= 1 V). Then the resistors are varied, 
one at a time, whilst the Rest-of-Network cluster (RON) stays at nominal . This yields the 
desired changes in node voltages, which are then examined for their upper and lower 
bounds. The results are stored away for later diagnostics .  Table 3 . 1  gives the final fault 
ranges for the eight resistors as stored in the database. 
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Resistor Fault Ranges for Differential Amplifier (Vln=1 V), RON at nominal 

all values In Volts 

Node Bias 
y.o VF- Rl VF-(R8) 

2 -0. 1 3 1 .00 0.02 0.94 

-0. 1 9  -0.02 -1 4.27 -7.00 

3 -0.64 0.36 -0.64 -0.03 -0.48 0.29 

-0.64 -0.65 -0.67 -1 5.00 -0.67 

4 1 1 .73 1 1 .98 1 5.00 1 5.00 1 5.00 1 5.00 

8.08 -0.64 8.60 - 14 .98 8.1 1 

6 1 1 .91 1 5.00 1 1 .91 1 5.00 1 5.00 1 5.00 

1 1 .67 1 1 .09 1 1 .86 - 14 .90 8.79 

7 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -1 4.21 -0.03 

9 1 2.67 1 5.00 12 .67 1 5.00 1 5.00 1 5.00 

1 2.44 1 1 .86 1 2.62 -1 3.53 9.57 

1 0  -0.99 2.60 1 0.02 0.94 
-1 .00 - 13 .54 -1 5.00 

Table 3.1 :  Initial diagnostic data for the Fault Range approach 

3.5.3 First Results 

The ranges in Table 3 . 1  have been tried out with a set of faults for all eight resistors. For 
each resistor four fault types have been chosen: open, short, factor ten larger and factor ten 
smaller. The diagnosis gave the following results: 

1 .  1 9% of the faults were located correctly 
2. 34% of the faults were located with maximal two more suspects 
3 .  the remaining 47% could not be located satisfactorily (three or more additional suspects 

were left at the end of the diagnosis) 

3.5.4 Discussion 

The true fault was contained in all cases in the final set of fault candidates, which means 
the faulty component has never been eliminated wrongly. However, non-faulty elements 
could not be ruled out sufficiently. This indicates strongly that the overall performance of 
the approach in this form is rather poor and is not likely to improve under the presence of 
tolerances. 
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An explanation for this humble result must be found in the obvious fact that the current 
approach obviously does not provide sufficient diagnostic resolution to distinguish between 
the possible causes of the failure. 

Two reasons can be identified as cause for the moderate diagnostic performance:  

1 .  The approach is equivalent to binary decision making. 
2. The algorithm does not take into account the correlation between fault ranges for a 

single fault. 

To explain the first reason, reconsider how a component is diagnosed to be fault-free. 
Recall Diagnostic Rule 2 from Section 3 .3 .2, which determines whether a component can 
be exonerated as fault suspect: If V;M 'l. VF; (k) then component k is exonerated, or 
verbally: If a taken node measurement hits the component' s  fault range then the component 
is bad, if it misses, the component is good. This is binary decision making. As discussed in 
Section 2.4.3 when addressing binary diagnostic trees, good/bad decisions do not provide a 
significant degree of diagnostic resolution for analogue networks. 

To explain the second reason, recall that a resistor' s  fault ranges have been generated by 
sweeping its parameter. A certain parameter value coincides therefore with certain regions 
within the corresponding ranges. If two measurements hit the fault ranges of a component 
then they should end up in correlated regions, ie regions corresponding to the same shift in 
parameter value. Only then could the hypothesis that the component is faulty consistently 
be supported. However, information correlating the fault ranges in this form is not utilized 
in the current approach. Therefore a modification addressing this issue will be introduced 
next. 
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The Fault Range approach developed so far utilizes the fault ranges of a specific 
component in an isolated manner, ie without any further correlation across the circuit 
nodes. To illustrate this situation, consider a particular fault from the previous experiment. 
Table 3.2 shows the differential amplifier node voltages, obtained for R2 being 10 times to 
large. 

Differential Amplifier Node Voltages caused by an R2-Fault (values In Volts) 

VM 
2 VM 

3 VM 
4 VM 

6 VM 
7 VM 

9 Yi� 
0.02 -0.61  10.21 13 .36 -0.0 1 14.09 -9.34 

Table 3.2: Node voltage measurements for a fault in R2 

After applying the diagnostic algorithm from Section 3 .4 to these measurements and the 
fault range data from Table 3 . 1 ,  only two components could be exonerated from the fault 
suspect group: 

R3 , by using measurement V9 
M : 

V9M e V9 (R3) : 14.09V e [1 l.86,12.67]V :. R3 = OK 

R6, by using measurement V4 M : 
vt e V4 (R6) : 10.2 1V e [l l.1 8,l l.74]V :. R6 = 0K 

The remaining good components cannot be distinguished from the fault in R2, since the 
fault ranges of all other components contain the measured node voltage values at every 
node. 

Let us now look at how fault ranges of different nodes relate to changes in the components' 
parameters . Consider the plots in Figure 3 .6  and Figure 3 .7 .  There the voltages V4 and V6 
are shown as functions of changes in resistors R2, R4, and R7, some of the resistors which 
were wrongly diagnosed as faulty. Given in x-direction are the resistor shifts normalized 
with their nominal values. At R/Rnom = 1 all plots intersect, naturally, at the nominal 
voltages for nodes 4 and 6. For values < 1 the parameter change is qualified as "low", ie it 
has dropped below its nominal value and for values > 1 it is qualified as "high", ie above its 
nominal value. (V4N means 'V4 in Volts ' .) 
The plots in these figures illustrate the correlations between parameter shifts and incurred 
voltage shifts mentioned earlier. So how does this help us diagnosing the circuit? 

Assume that, say, R7 is the single fault in the circuit. Considering Figure 3 .6 it is obvious 
that R7 must have changed below nominal in order to be the cause for the measurement 
taken at node 4. However, in Figure 3 .7 R7 is required to be above nominal to explain the 
measurement at node 6. Since R7 cannot assume two different values at the ame t ime, this 
is clearly an inconsistency with the fault assumption made. Thus we have to deduce that R7 
cannot be the single fault. 
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R2·R4-R7 Normalized Parameter Swaaps at V4 
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Figure 3.6: Parameter shifts able to explain measurement at node 4 
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Figure 3. 7: Parameter shifts able to explain measurement at node 6 
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In fact the only resistance shift direction capable of explaining both measurements 
simultaneously is the one of R2, since R4 is also ruled out for the same reasons as R7 . 

Please note, that the parameter correlation between the fault ranges, in the way it has been 
employed here, is rather loose. To be more precise one really has to check that the 
parameter shifts deduced are all the same at the nodes measured. If R2 is really the fault 
then not only should we be able to find that R2 has gone "high" in fault ranges of all nodes 
but also that the amount of parameter change is the same. However, already by using the 
very general qualitative values "low" and "high" for distinguishing parameter changes, an 
improvement in diagnostic resolution is feasible. 

After having implemented such a very coarse correlation with the qualitative values "high" 
and "low", the initial fault suspect group { R l ,  R2, R4, R5, R7, R8} ,which was obtained 

with the measurements from Table 3 . 1 ,  could now be reduced to { R l ,  R2} , of which R2 

was the true fault. 

3.6.1 Parameter Mapping of Fault Ranges 

The parameter changes of a component (the cause of the component' s  node voltage fault 
ranges) will be assigned qualitative values as illustrated before: they will be qualified into 
Low (being below the parameter nominal) and High (being above the parameter nominal) .  
The fault ranges for a component are thus correlated across the nodes by distinguishing 
regions which are consistent with parameter shifts in Low direction from regions which are 
due to parameter shifts in High direction. The direction of parameter shift will then be 
assigned to the corresponding region as qualitative value. Therefore, the quality of 
parameter change is mapped onto the fault range. 
Note, that in a non-monotonous parameter-node voltage relation, a part of the fault range 
may be the due to both, high and low parameter deviations (which is in fact illustrated in 
Figure 3 .5). We may therefore have to face situations where the deduction of qualitative 
parameter changes from taken measurements is ambiguous. 

Representation: 

The qualitative Parameter Shift Value of a component k, which is mapped onto the node-i 
fault range VF; (k) , is denoted PS; (k) .  It corresponds to component k and is associated 

with the region of the fault range which has been 'hit' by a measurement of node i . 
If PS; (k) is unambiguous, it has a value of either high or low; otherwise it represents a 

section in the fault range VF; (k) ,  which can be the cause of both, high or low parameter 

shifts . 

3.6.2 Diagnosis with Correlated Fault Ranges 

For the diagnosis of components, which cannot be eliminated directly by measurements 
missing their corresponding fault ranges, the mapped parameter shifts will be utilized: 
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Whenever a measurement taken at a node i the corresponding qualitative Parameter Shift 
Value PSi (k) will be derived for each component. This is done by checking which region 

of the fault range is hit by the taken measurement and then retrieving the value for PS; ( k) 
associated with this region. The first parameter shift values found for each of the 
components establish Parameter Shift Hypotheses for the components. 

The qualitative fault range correlation is then used to see whether subsequent parameter 
shift values, obtained from further measurements are consistent with these hypotheses. The 
detection of an inconsistency for a particular component indicates that its fault range 
correlation cannot explain the set of measurements taken so far, leading to the conclusion 
that this component can therefore not be the cause of the fault. The component is thus 
exonerated as fault suspect. 

3. 7 Correlated Fault Range Algorithm 

3.7.1 Pre-Test and Test Phases 

A. Simulation of Fault Ranges 
The fault ranges is calculated for each component as before, only now the simulated 
parameter shifts are used for mapping the qualitative parameter values along with the fault 
ranges. Each fault range is therefore subdivided into regions corresponding to either high or 
low component parameter shifts. 

B. Fault Detection 
The fault detection is carried out as before, by measuring the Fault Detection Nodes. and 
checking whether the measurements coincide with the node's tolerance ranges. 

C. Fault Location 
The fault elimination from the Fault Suspect Group takes place as before, by first utilizing 
measurements which were already taken during the fault detection process. 
The consistency check of a node's measurement with the node 's  fault ranges is now taken 
further if both coincide: For each component to be considered the qualitative Parameter 
Shift Value, corresponding to the measurement, will be retrieved. It is then compared with 
the component' s  Parameter Shift Hypothesis, which has been established from previously 
taken measurements. Should they differ from each other, the corresponding component will 
be removed from the Fault Suspect Group. 

3. 7 .2 Pseudo Code Implementation 

Since the mapped parameter changes will only be employed for the fault location part of 
the algorithm, the fault detection is implemented as before. The only modification required 
takes place in Procedure DoFaultRangeConsistencyChecks, where the comparison of 
established ParameterShiftHypotheses with newly found ParameterShiftValues is 
performed. 
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Procedure Diagnose 

Get TestNodes from Database 
Get FaultDetectionNodes from Database 
Begin 

While (No Fault Detected) And (Fault Detection Nodes remain to be tested) 
Take a meaurement at next FaultDetectionNode 
Store this measurement 
If measurement is outside node's Tolerance Range Then Fault Detected 

WhileEnd 
If (No Fault Detected) Then 

Return (No Fault Detected) 
Else 

Call Procedure LocateFault 
Return (Located Fault) 

End If 
End 

Procedure LocateFault 

Begin 
Put al l components into FaultSuspectGroup: (No of Suspects equals No of Components) 
Recall all stored FaultDetectionNode measurements 
Set the ParameterShiftHypotheses for all components to 'non-existent' 
While (No of FaultSuspects > 1 )  

Get next FaultDetectionNode measurement 
DoFaultRangeConsistencyChecks (this node, this measurement) 

EndWhile 
While (No of FaultSuspects > 1 )  and (TestNodes remain to be tested) 

Get next Test Node 
Measure this TestNode 
DoFaultRangeConsistencyChecks (this node, this measurement) 

EndWhile 
Return remaining Fau ltSuspectGroup as Located Fault 

End 

Procedure DoFaultRangeConsistencyChecks(this measurement, this node) 

Begin 
For al l components 

Get next component 
Retrieve FaultRange for this component at this node 
If this measurement misses this FaultRange Then 

Remove this component from FaultSuspectGroup 
Else 

Look up Fault Range's ParameterShiftValue, corresponding to this measurement 
If this ParameterShiftValue is unambiguous Then 

If ParameterShiftHypothesis exists for this component Then 
Retrieve existing ParameterShiftHypothesis 
Compare existing ParameterShiftHypothesis with this ParameterShiftValue 
If inconsistent Then remove this component from FaultSuspectGroup 

Else 
Store this ParameterShiftValue as new ParameterShiftHypothesis 

End If 
End If 

End If 
End For 

End 
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3.8 Diagnosis Experiment 2 

The Parameter Mapping approach for implementing the fault range correlation has been 
tried out with data under the same conditions as in the first experiment (ie the circuit is 
assumed to be tolerance free and the transistors are assumed to be fault free), in order to 
check if any improvement of the diagnostic performance can be achieved with this 
modification. 

The node voltage fault ranges for the eight resistors from Table 3 . 1  have been modified and 
are given in Table 3.3 below. 

Resistor Fault Ranges for the Differential 
Amplifier, mapped with Parameter Shift Values 

(Vin=1 V), RON at nominal 
all values in Volts 

Resistor Fault Range Bounds with corresponding Parameter Shift Values 
R1 R2 R3 R4 RS R6 R7 RB 

Node VF PS VF PS VF PS VF PS VF PS VF PS VF PS VF 

1 .00 L 0.94 H 0.03 H 0.1 0  H 0.94 L 0.00 L 0.02 HL 0.94 
2 -0. 1 3  N -0. 1 3  N -0.1 3  N -0. 1 3  N -0. 1 3  N -0. 1 3  N -0.1 3  N -0. 1 3  

-0. 1 9  H -0. 1 7  L -0.02 L -5.87 L -5.87 H -5.89 H -5.87 HL -7.00 
-14.27 L 

0.36 L 0.29 H -0.64 L -0.03 H -0.59 L -0.62 L -0.48 H 0.29 
3 -0.64 N -0.64 N -0.64 N -0.64 N -0.64 N -0.64 N -0.64 N -0.64 

-0.64 H -0.64 L -0.65 H -0.67 L -0.67 H -6.51 H -15 .00 L -0.67 

1 1 .98 H 1 1 .90 L 1 5 .00 L 1 5.00 L 1 5.00 H 1 1 .74 L 1 5.00 H 1 5.00 
4 1 1 .73 N 1 1 .73 N 1 1 .73 N 1 1 .73 N 1 1 .73 N 1 1 .73 N 1 1 .73 N 1 1 .73 

8.08 L 8 . 1 1 H -0.64 H 8.60 H 9.38 L 1 1 . 1 8  H -1 4.98 L 8.1 1 

1 5.00 L 1 5.00 H 1 1 .9 1  L 1 5.00 L 1 4.24 L 1 5.00 H 1 5.00 H 1 5.00 
6 1 1 .9 1  N 1 1 .9 1  N 1 1 .91 N 1 1 .9 1  N 1 1 .9 1  N 1 1 .9 1  N 1 1 .9 1  N 1 1 .9 1  

1 1 .67 H 1 1 .76 L 1 1 .09 H 1 1 .86 H 8.54 H 1 1 .90 L -1 4.90 L 8.79 

0.00 L 0.00 H -0.01 L 0.00 H 0.00 L 0.00 L 0.00 H 0.00 
7 -0.01 N -0.01 N -0.01 N -0.01 N -0.01 N -0.01 N -0.01 N -0.01 

-0.02 H -0.01 L -0.02 H -0.03 L -0.03 H -6.32 H -1 4.21 L -0.03 

1 5.00 L 1 5.00 H 1 2.67 L 1 5.00 L 1 5.00 L 1 5.00 H 1 5.00 H 1 5 .00 
9 1 2.67 1 2.67 1 2 .67 1 2.67 1 2.67 1 2.67 1 2.67 1 2.67 

1 2.44 H 1 2.52 L 1 1 .86 H 1 2.62 H 8.96 H 1 2.66 L - 1 3 .53 L 9.57 

0.01 H -0. 1 2  L 2.60 H -0.73 H -0.86 L -0.97 L 1 0.02 L 0.94 
10 -0.99 N -0.99 N -0.99 N -0.99 N -0.99 N -0.99 N -0.99 N -0.99 

-1 1 .03 L -1 5.00 H -1 .00 L -1 2.73 L -1 2.73 H -1 2.74 H -1 2.74 HL -1 5.00 
-1 3.54 L 

Legend: VF - Node Voltage Fault Range 
PS - Parameter Shift Value (H=high, L=low, HL=high or low, N=nominal) 

Table 3.3: Modified diagnostic data for correlating fault ranges 

PS 

H 
N 
L 

H 
N 
L 

L 
N 
H 

H 
N 
L 
H 
N 
L 

H 

L 

H 
N 
L 

Next to each voltage value, representing a fault range bound, the corresponding parameter 
shift value can be found: 
The node voltage fault range for R4 at node 4, for example, is now associated with a 
parameter shift value of high, ie above nominal (denoted "H"), for voltages between 8.6V 
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and 1 l .73V and with a value of low, ie below nominal (denoted "L"), for voltages between 
1 l .73V and 1 5V (compare also with Figure 3 .6). In the table only two cases of an 
ambiguous parameter shift value can be found, ie a fault range section can be caused by a 
parameter shift being either high or low: Both occur with R7, at nodes 2 (section 0.02V to -
5 .87V) and 10  (section -0.99V to - 12.74V). 

3.8.1 Results 

The same set of faults as used for the initial experiment has been tried out again, now 
utilizing the fault range data given in Table 3.3 with the introduced Correlated Fault Range 
Algorithm. The diagnosis results were significantly better: 

1 .  56% of the faults were located correctly as single fault. 
2. the remaining 44% of the faults were located as double faults, containing the true fault 

and just one more suspect. 

Whenever a double fault was diagnosed, its two fault suspects belonged to one of three 
ambiguity sets, consisting of (Rl ,R2), (R5,R8) and (R3,R7).  The resistors R4, R6, and R7 
could always be located correctly as single fault. Whenever R3 was faulty it was located 
together with R7. The other resistors could be separated from their ambiguity sets in 38% 
of the cases. 

3.8.2 Discussion 

The answer for why there are ambiguity sets must be found in the way the fault range 
correlation of the affected resistors are related to each other. Consider for example R l  and 
R2 in Table 3 .3 .  There we can observe, that for fault range sections where Rl  ' s  parameter 
shift is high, R2' s  is low and vice versa. Since this is the case for all measurement nodes, it 
is impossible to distinguish a fault between the two resistors with the qualitative fault range 
correlation, even by employing all of the available measurements. Both components will 
either be exonerated together, or remain together as fault suspects. The same is true for the 
resistor pairs of the other two ambiguity sets. The cases where they could be distinguished 
from their counterparts are due to the fact that the corresponding fault ranges were non
overlapping at the measurements taken, so the parameter shift consistency checks need not 
be applied in the first place. 

Compared with the initial diagnosis attempt, where only binary decision making was used, 
the modification introduced has significantly improved performance. Dividing the fault 
ranges further into two distinct regions, means in effect that now ternary decision making 
has been carried out. This can be compared with the decision structure of a ternary 
diagnostic tree. According to Section 2.4.3 an increase in diagnostic resolution goes 
together with an increase in the branching factor of diagnostic trees .  The results of this 
experiment, when compared with the initial one support these findings. 
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The introduced Fault Range diagnosis concept has been tested out with a simplified fault 
scenario, where only resistors were assumed to be faulty and component tolerances were 
neglected. The intention was to obtain results which can prove the conceptual feasibility of 
the fault range approach. This goal has been achieved. It has also been demonstrated that 
the initially low diagnostic resolution can be improved significantly by utilizing additional 
information relating to the inter-nodal correlation of a component' s  fault ranges. 

The fault range diagnosis method is a Simulation-before-Test approach and as such related 
to the Fault Dictionary diagnosis method. However, due to its diagnostic concept a fault 
range database is holistic for every component, since by definition it will diagnose any fault 
in a particular component provided the component's  fault ranges are available. Recall that, 
in contrast, a fault dictionary database is by definition not able to provide diagnostics for 
component faults which are not contained there in the first place. 
Both, the fault range and the fault dictionary approach are targeted as single fault methods, 
although, by design, both could diagnose multiple fault conditions as well: It is conceivable 
that a multiple fault signature could be stored in a fault dictionary in the same way as a 
multiple fault range, reflecting the faulty behaviour of a group of components, may be 
generated. The combinatorial effort necessary for a practical implementation however is 
prohibitive. But the fault range approach, unlike the fault dictionary approach, is capable of 
detecting a multiple fault condition, via sudden elimination of all single fault suspects at 
the end of a diagnosis. 

The following chapter investigates the fault range approach further. It will address the 
problems of generating toleranced fault ranges and fault ranges for components other than 
resistor, and look at the fault range correlation topic which appeared to be essential for 
providing a good diagnostic resolution. 
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Chapter 4: Single Fault Diagnosis with 

Parameter Expansion Trajectories 

4.1 Introduction 

The results from the previous chapter established that a diagnosis with the introduced Fault 
Range concept is feasible and indicated that it provides good diagnostic resolution if the 
fault range correlation between nodes is taken into account. To enable the previous 
experiments temporary simplifications had been introduced: component tolerances were 
neglected and only resistors were considered as faulty. In this chapter the fault range 
approach will be investigated further, with the previous simplifications withdrawn. Thus 
the following problems have to be tackled: 

• how to generate toleranced circuit data 
• how to generate fault ranges for components other than resistors and 
• how to utilize the inter-nodal fault range correlation 

The Tolerance Problem: 

Although the concept of a toleranced fault range had been introduced from the start, a 
practical approach for generating appropriate simulation data is missing. Simultaneous 
tolerance perturbations of all network components will push the boundaries of each 
component' s fault ranges further. This additional shift, which has to be calculated, 
represents effectively a worst case problem. 

The Failure Simulation Problem: 

The process necessary for effecting a component' s fault range is to incur a general 
failure of the component, which represents all of its possible faults. This could be done 
successfully for the resistor since only one model parameter, its resistance, had to be 
considered. By sweeping the resistance a failure of the resistor representing all possible 
faults could be achieved. 
To make the fault range approach applicable to any analogue circuitry a method for 
incurring general faulty behaviour of components other than resistors is required. Since 
the number of model parameters to be considered with other components may become 
large, the approach of sweeping a component' s  model parameters may have to face 
practical limitations. 
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The initial approach for utilizing the nodal correlation of fault ranges has been to track 
the qualitative resistance shift with regions of the corresponding fault range. This 
approach has been termed Parameter Mapping. Again, since the number of model 
parameters will increase with other components, the parameter mapping approach for 
utilizing the fault range correlations is expected to become unwieldy. 

Resource Limitations: 

The circuit simulator which has been available for this research project is the freely 
distributed PSPICE evaluation package [Tuinengal ] .  Since the SPICE simulators are 
general purpose circuit simulators they feature component models and simulation types 
which meet the requirements of electronic circuit developers and manufacturers, but not 
necessarily those of fault finders. 
Apart from a Monte Carlo analysis feature a general tolerance simulation mechanism, 
for example to generate values as toleranced ranges, is not provided by PSPICE. This 
however may be due to the inherent complexity of the tolerance problem itself. 
Also, faulty behaviour simulation models for components, which could be used for the 
generation of fault ranges, are lacking. 

The purpose of generating circuit simulation data for this research programme has been to 
prove the validity of the proposed fault finding approaches. Although PSPICE has been 
utilized by the author for obtaining the data, any other simulator capable of providing the 
required type of data could have been used as well. However, other circuit simulators, 
which might have been better suited for generating the required type of data, for example 
the range simulator used by McKeon et al, have not been available to the author. 
The conceptual feasibility of the researched approaches is of prime interest and has 
therefore been the focus for utilizing PSPICE circuit simulations. The feasibility has to be 
demonstrated first before one can concentrate on refining the accuracy of the circuit 
simulation data, for example by using a more appropriate simulator. The emphasis was 
therefore on obtaining simulation data which possesses the properties required by the 
researched approaches .  Of secondary interest was the minimisation of inevitable simulation 
error. 

The first part of this chapter will address the tolerance problem and the failure simulation 
problem to enable the utilization of PSPICE for generating the required toleranced fault 
range data. The resulting simulation approach will also be employed later for the 
generation of toleranced Load Line data for multiple fault diagnosis (see Section 5 .4.2) . 

4.2 The Tolerance Problem 

So far the experiments carried out were only addressing an analogue network with 
components at nominal. Although tolerances were considered when the initial diagnostic 
concept of the Fault Range approach had been introduced (Section 3 .2), the question how 
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to obtain valid toleranced data with circuit simulations for fault ranges has not been 
addressed yet. 

The effects of tolerance uncertamtles on a component fault range are illustrated in 
Figure 4. 1 .  A possible fault range for component k with the Rest Of the Network (RON) at 
nominal is shown on the left. There the upper and lower bounds and the bias solution for 
node i are single values. (This situation was covered in the previous two experiments.) 

If the RON components are variable within their tolerances the single values turn into 
ranges as shown with the toleranced fault Vi RON at RON 
range to the right. nominal toleranced 
The four values characterising a toleranced vt( k) 
fault range for component k at node i are vt( k) 

therefore the lower and upper bounds of the 

fault range VF;(k) =  [v;1 (k),V;u (k)] and the 

tolerance margin VI; =  [v;'- ,  v;r+ ] (see also 

Section 3 .2) . 

With all component parameters allowed to 
vary freely within tolerances there will be a 
combination of tolerance shifts which will 
yield the largest possible fault ranges and 
tolerance margins. In order to obtain these 
ranges with circuit simulations we need to 
find such a set of tolerance shifts. This 
means essentially solving a worst-case 
problem. 

4.2.1 Monte Carlo Analysis 

k k 

V: tl 

Figure 4.1 :  Effect of tolerances on a fault range 

When tolerance effects on a circuit have to be considered the approach usually applied with 
a circuit simulator is Monte Carlo analysis .  [Spence l ]  

Monte Carlo analysis of  a circuit works by randomly varying component parameters within 
their tolerances and then simulating the circuit for each parameter variation. This, in effect, 
is equivalent to randomly taking samples from the circuit's tolerance space 1 .  The Monte 
Carlo approach is therefore considered to be a statistical method and hence increases in 
accuracy with the number of samples taken. 
The major advantage of the Monte Carlo approach is that it allows for modelling of the 
effects, component parameter deviation in circuit production has on circuit performance. 
Each simulated Monte Carlo sample constitutes a 'manufactured circuit'. The drawback is 
that a large number of simulations is required for obtaining reliable results. 

1 The tolerance space is assumed to contain all relevant circuit state variables (eg voltages) which are 
consistent with the component tolerance specifications. 
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The Monte Carlo method can also provide information about the worst performance 
deviation. If the number of Monte Carlo samples is large enough then those samples 
representing the extremes of the accumulated performance distributions may with some 
confidence be considered as reasonable worst case solutions. 
Monte Carlo analysis is provided by the Spice simulator as an option, however, the 
variations of only one output variable can be obtained at a time. 
With a sufficient number of randomly varied parameter simulations the worst case 
tolerance margins VT could be determined for all node voltages V; by using i Monte Carlo 
runs. 

However, in order to determine the upper and lower fault range boundaries V; '' (k) and 

V;' (k) the number of required Monte Carlo runs increases drastically: Given m component 

parameters, where the change in each parameter is sampled in s steps, a total of m x s x i 
Monte Carlo runs are needed. 
In the differential amplifier circuit used for the previous experiments (Figure 3 .4) the 
number of undetermined nodes is i = 7 ,  the number of components is m = 1 1 . To generate 
such Monte Carlo data for this small circuit, with perhaps 5 samples per parameter sweep 
(assuming one parameter per component is considered), 385 Monte Carlo runs are already 
required. Each of the 385 Monte Carlo runs has to simulate the whole circuit many times in 
order to highlight the worst cases with reasonable confidence. This will make computation 
costly and more components and nodes the simulation effort would quickly get out of hand. 

Furthermore, considering the fact that only the extremes of circuit tolerance performance 
are searched for, only a small fraction of the generated Monte Carlo simulation data is 
required, namely those samples representing the worst case perturbations. The bulk of the 
simulation data would not be used. 
Therefore an alternative approach has been followed to enable a more economical 
computation. This approach is based on sensitivity analyses and a worst case 
approximation concept. It will provide a workable toleranced circuit model with which the 
required type of toleranced data can be obtained rather quickly. 

4.2.2 The Worst Case Problem 

The tolerance deviation of circuit behaviour depends on its component parameter 
variations. A common problem (eg during circuit design) is to find all points of extreme 
circuit performance possible with the given component tolerances . The task is to identify 
those particular combinations of parameter perturbations leading to performance extremes 
(the Worst Case parameter perturbations) and then to analyse the circuit at these extremes 
found. This process is inherently complex since all possible parameter combinations should 
be considered. And there is no guarantee that the absolute extremes of a performance 
function do always occur with the component tolerance extremes. 
However, due to the lack of any complete and safe method of actually calculating the 
absolute worst cases, the circuit is usually considered at the component tolerance extremes. 
The problem then is that with n parameters there are 2" parameter combinations, all of 
which have to be checked in order to find the parameter combination causing a worst case 
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performance deviation. The combinatorial nature of this approach is usually prohibitive for 
analysing larger circuits. [Spence 1 ] .  

The literature also suggests to assume that circuit performances are linear within the 
tolerance region, which allows for a considerably simplified approach of determining worst 
cases in order to make it practically applicable. However, the same can be achieved with a 
not so strict monotonicity assumption. 

4.2.3 Monotonicity in the Tolerance Region 

The justification for inspecting circuit performance functions at its components' tolerance 
extremes in order to find the performance worst cases is the assumption that the worst 
cases are occurring there in the first place. This is indeed the case if the performance 
functions are approximated linearly [Spence! ] .  The linearity constraint is very rarely met 
by performance functions, monotonicity in the tolerance region however is much more 
likely to occur than linearity. 
Here a monotonicity assumption is utilized to deduce that worst cases occur at the 
parameter tolerance boundaries . Not having to rely on linearity but only on monotonicity in 
general should provide more confidence in the worst case result. The following assumption 
is made: 

Assumption: 

A circuit performance as function of the circuit' s  component parameter variations 
changes monotonically within the tolerance region, if only one parameter is variable at a 
time. 

Consider Figure 4.2 where a possible shape of a performance graph in the tolerance region 
is illustrated. The performance is assumed to be a function of two parameters f (p, , p2 ) 
resulting in a surface in the tolerance region. It can be shown that the function surface can 

be constructed by moving the function segment f (p1 'II in p2-direction, or by moving the 
JIP2 

function segment f (p2 � in pi-direction (see Appendix A. 1 for further details). 
P1 , 

The above assumption implies that at least two independent directions can be identified in 
the function surface for which f (p" p2 ) will change monotonically: the directions of p1 
and p2. This makes the function surface 'monotonically grained' along the p1- and p2-axes. 
Since any location in the surface can be reached from a given starting point (eg nominal) , 
when moving along these two directions at least one 'monotonic trajectory' exists in the 
surface between any two points2 . 

Similar can then be deduced for performance functions of three parameters f ( p, , p2 , p3 ) or 

more: In the general case of a performance f ( P) , which is function of n parameters 

2 Note that there can also be other directions in the surface along which changes in the performance function 
may not be monotonic, for example the direction diagonal to p1 and p2. 
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(P = {pp p2 , . . .  , pk ,  . .  . , pn }) , the function' s 'hyperbody' in the tolerance region must be 

monotonically grained along all its n parameter directions, according to the above 
assumption. 

The following two propositions for tackling the worst case problem are now given: 

Proposition 1: The worst cases as function of one single parameter 
occur at the parameter' s tolerance extremes. 

Proposition 2: The separate worst cases of single parameter changes can 
be combined to yield the total worst case as function of 
all parameters. 

Proposition 1 is directly justified by the monotonicity assumption, and a justification for 
Proposition 2 is provided m 
Appendix A. 1 .  
The application of 
Propositions 1 and 2 is 
illustrated in Figure 4.2. The 
process is equivalent to 
following a monotonic trajectory 
('uphill' or 'downhill') m 
parameter-performance space: 

Suppose the total upper worst 
case is sought which is the 
'highest' point in the tolerance 
surface. The search starts at 
nominal in the centre of the 

surface (point 0). Since f (p1 )I 
P2 

J(p,'+t>p,.pf-6P,) 

J(p�+6/),.p,•) 

js monotonic rising and f (p2 )I 
P1 Figure 4.2: Monotonic trajectories in a tolerance surface 

is monotonic falling in the 
illustration the perturbations +�p1 and -/lp2 increase the value of J(ppp2 ) .  Using these 

separately moves the search along the trajectories of f (Pt �  0 or f (p2 � 0 to point A, or B, 
Pi P ,  

respectively. A and B are the upper single parameter worst cases (Proposition 1) .  

To reach the total upper worst case the effects of the +�p1 and -/ip2 perturbations are 

combined: Having reached point A with +�p1 , for example, a -/ip2 shift will proceed from 

A to C, which obviously is the highest location in the surface and therefore the absolute 
maximum of J(P) in the tolerance region (Proposition 2). 

Monotonic Trajectory: 

The complete path leading to the total upper worst case is 0-A-C, consisting of the 
monotonic function segments 0-A and A-C, thus forming a monotonic rising trajectory 
in th.e tolerance region of the parameter-performance space. Since each of the segments 
reaches the boundary of the tolerance surface the trajectory terminates in a vertex of the 
tolerance surface. 
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The significance of the above considerations is that the shape of a linear surface (a plane) ,  
or even a totally monotonic surface is not required for executing a worst case search as 
proposed. All what is needed is the presence of two independent directions along which the 
surface changes monotonically. This is provided with the proposed single parameter 
monotonicity assumption. 

4.2.4 Worst Case Determination with Sensitivity Signatures 

To identify the total upper and lower worst cases of a performance function f (P) (with 

parameters pk , P; E P), the directions in which to shift each of the function ' s  parameters 
has to be determined. 

The shift direction for a specific pk is dependent on whether f (pk t1 is monotonic rising or 

falling. The direction could be determined by examining how f changes when changing pk, 
but a simpler determination is possible by employing sensitivities : 

The sensitivity off at nominal with respect to Pk is given as Sk = af (P)/apk l p0 •  To obtain 

the type of monotonicity, it is sufficient to check the sign of the corresponding sensitivity . 

(see also Appendix A.2.). The sensitivity sign3 sk = sign(Sk ) , together with the single 

parameter' s  maximum tolerance perturbation Apk , yields the parameter value necessary for 

causing an upper worst case as : 

(4.1) 

To obtain Pi' for the lower worst case -sk is employed accordingly. All sensitivity signs s; 
of a performance functionfmay be combined in a vector S:  

(4.2) 

Since S provides all the information necessary for finding the total worst cases of the 
performance function it shall be referred to as Worst Case Sensitivity Signature. Such 
Sensitivity Signatures will later be utilized in the toleranced circuit simulation model for 
PSPICE. 

Summary: 

If a performance function is monotonic for each of its parameters eparately then the total 
upper and lower worst cases exist at two of the vertices of the tolerance region in 
performance-parameter space. These vertices occur at the endpoints of monotonic rising 
and falling trajectories, emanating from the nominal point. Such trajectories are represented 

3 The sign of a sensitivity is expressed as either ( + 1 )  or (- 1 ), see also Appendix A. 
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by the two sets of parameter perturbations, leading to an increase in performance value, or 
to a decrease, respectively. 
The justification for using sensitivities as suggested above has been based on the 
monotonicity assumption made. A similar justification for using sensitivities in this 
manner, which is based on the more constrained linearity assumption in the tolerance 
interval, has been given in [Spencel ] ;  and the application of single parameter worst case 
superposition by Pahwa and Rohrer has been referred to in [Bandler l ] .  

With the monotonicity assumption made the problem of finding the worst cases for a 
performance function fj E F could be reduced to finding the vector of all its sensitivity 

signs Sj. Unfortunately, the set of worst case solutions for all functions in F is not 
consistent, ie. they cannot occur simultaneously. This, however, is an inherent property of 
any worst case scenario and will be considered next in more detail. 

4.2.5 The Inherent Worst Case Inconsistency 

Let' s recall: The question posed, which triggered the above considerations about worst 
cases, was how to obtain toleranced diagnostic data with PSPICE circuit simulations. The 
search for a node voltage's tolerance margin has been identified as a worst case problem. 
The approach followed therefore is to employ worst case analyses for finding the required 
tolerance margins, this results therefore in margins which are actually worst case ranges. 
Normally worst case results are considered independently, ie for one performance at a time. 
If the worst case tolerance margins become part of the required diagnostic database, 
however, they are going to be used simultaneously and as a consequence the following 
inconsistency has to be faced: 

When considering any two performances fa and fb in a network, it is most likely that they 

depend, if not on the same, usually on some parameters common to both, implying that 
their parameter sets Pa and Pi, contain a subset P,,b = ?,, n Pi, :t= 0 . 
After performing the sensitivity analyses Sa (P,,b )  and Sb (P,,b )  we can employ Equation 4.2 

to get the worst case sensitivity signatures for both functions fa ( P,,b ) and fb ( P,,b ) ; 

Although the parameters of set P,,b can be perturbed in many ways there can be only one 

combination of parameter perturbations at a time. Since any sensitivity signature vector 

sr·b represents such a unique set of perturbations only one signature can be valid at a time. 

Generally we should expect to obtain different worst case signature vectors for the 

performances fa and fb such that s:•h * ±S=•b . Since both signatures refer to the same set 

of parameters this implies that the worst cases of fa and fb must be inconsistent with each 
other, ie they cannot both occur in the same network at the same moment in time. 

This can already be the case with very simple circuits like the voltage divider of Figure 4.3. 
Let us consider the performances V2 and I as functions of the two parameters R, and R2 :  
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V (R R ) =  Vo 2 I ' 
2 R, I Rz + l 

and 

Obviously these functions are both monotonic if only one of the two resistors is variable so 
we should expect the performance worst cases at the combined tolerance extremes of the 
two resistors. 

I R2min 

Imax 
R2max 

Figure 4.3: Voltage Divider /min R1 min 

R1 max 
V2 WORST CASE 

Since V2 and I both depend 

on two resistors there are four 
max/min tolerance combina
tions to be considered at 
which the worst cases of each 
could occur. 

+-������������������-... 
Vi 

This situation is illustrated in 
Figure 4.4: Worst cases of voltage divider performances 

Figure 4.4 where V2- l  -
characteristics for the tolerance extremes of R1 and R2 are shown. A consistent V2- l  pair (a 

bias solution) is obtained wherever a graph of R1 intersects a graph of R2 •  
Evidently the four resulting intersections represent worst cases for V2 and I , and projected 

onto the axes the worst case tolerance margins for the two performances are obtained. It is, 
however, also quite evident that the tolerance margins are not consistent with each other: A 
voltage worst case for instance will never coincide with any of the current worst cases. 

Table 4. 1 summanses what Figure 4.4 
illustrates: The combinations of parameter 
shifts required for the voltage worst cases are 
not coincident with the ones required for 
current worst cases. This table can easily be 
created by inspecting the dependencies 
illustrated in Figure 4.4 or just by looking at 

v2 mnx v2min /nuu 
mm max min max 
max mm min max 

Table 4.1 :  Tolerance combinations leading to 
vol�age divider worst cases 

the very simple circuit itself. The alternative for tackling larger circuits is to use the worst 
case sensitivity signatures, since such a table is nothing else than a representation of these 
vectors . After examining the results of a sensitivity analysis for the performances to be 
considered, the signatures can be found directly. According to Equation 4.2 the worst case 
signatures for V2 and I would be: 
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S v
, 

= [::: ::: ] = [ ::] and 

They are very easy to read, for instance to obtain the upper worst case of V2 push R1 to its 

tolerance minimum (- 1 )  and R2 to its tolerance maximum (+1) .  In Table 4. 1 the above 
worst case signatures appear in the columns for V2max and I max· Both signatures are based on 
the same parameters but they are obviously not 'congruent' to each other ( Sv -:t ±S 1 ) . This 2 

indicates that the tolerance worst cases of their performances are inconsistent. There are, 
however, also consistent cases. As an example for two consistent performance worst cases 
from the voltage divider compare the functions for V1 and V2 : 

V'. (R R ) = Vo 
I , ,  2 

R /R + l 2 I 

and V (R R )  = Vo 2 I , 2 
RJ R2 + 1 

Since the roles of R1 and R2 are interchangeable the worst cases of the two functions must 

be the opposite from each other. This becomes immediately obvious when comparing the 
corresponding worst case sensitivity signatures: 

and 

Clearly, one is the complement of the other which means that the parameter perturbation 
for the upper worst case of one function is coincident with the one for the lower worst case 
of the other. Although this is nice, it is of little significance for larger circuits. Obviously 
for any given worst case signature there is exactly one complement signature. This implies 
that the worst cases of any given performance function can only be consistent with worst 
cases of other performance functions if they are linearly dependent. It would be wrong to 
expect this from performance functions of larger circuits. Therefore larger circuits should 
always exhibit performances with inconsistent worst cases and this is the situation we are 
normally facing. 

4.2.6 Using Worst Case Ranges for Fault Diagnoses 

To let worst case node voltages define the tolerance regions in the Fault Range approach 
suggested itself because tolerance specifications of circuit performance are usually given in 
the form of worst case margins. When using such margins for fault finding purposes, 
however, we should keep in mind that they are not correlated: 

4.2.6.1 Measurements in the Tolerance Region 

The foremost use the tolerance margins will be put to is fault detection. Measuring a node 
voltage to be outside a worst case tolerance margin is a sure indicator for the presence of a 
fault. The fact that a measurement falls into the tolerance margin, however, may not 
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necessarily guarantee that the circuit is fault free. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4.5 
which refers to the voltage divider from Figure 4.3.  The two measurements I,,, and V2111 both 
fall into the tolerance margins, but are outside the tolerance range of R2 • So the fault in R2 

may not be detected. 

The worst case tolerance margins delimit a 
rectangle in V2 - I  -space which contains areas 

where measurements are inconsistent with 
the toleranced operation of the circuit. They 
are highlighted in grey. The consistent area is 
the tolerance region in the centre delimited by 
the max/min characteristics of the resistors. 

Any combination of tolerance margins based 
on worst case ranges will, beside a consistent 
region, include inconsistent (grey) areas . 
Measurements in these grey areas are prone 
to distort fault finding and that is what we 
have to keep in mind when using worst case 
ranges. 

R2min 

lmax 
R2max 

Im 
... .. 
� ; " 

lmln 
:!! A1min 

R1max 

• V Tolerance Margin 
V2m1n' 

V2m 
V2max ' 

Figure 4.5: Inconsistent regions of worst case 
margins 

4.2.6.2 Constraint Propagation in the Tolerance Region 

A solution to the problem may be the re-evaluation of the tolerance margins in conjunction 
with measurements. So lets take worst case tolerance ranges for what they are: the regions 
of possibility for independent measurements which are explainable by uncorrelated 
tolerance perturbations in the circuit. 
As soon as a measurement is actually taken somewhere at a node we gain additional 
information about the true behaviour of the circuit. If we were able to feed this information 
back into the process of worst case analysis it would cause the regions of possible 
measurements at the other nodes to tighten. By doing this we could maintain consistency 
and reduce the uncertainty of worst case ranges. 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the idea. The voltage measurement taken at V2 slices out the new set 
of possible currents I . This new tolerance margin for I is tighter that the original worst 
case margin and is consistent with the measurement V2,,, . The example current measurement 

I,,, from the previous Figure 4.5 would now be outside this new consistent tolerance margin 
and hence successfully unveil faulty behaviour. 
Propagating the measurement constraint to all initial worst case ranges would yield a new 
tighter set of tolerance ranges which still contain inconsistent regions but are now 
consistent with the additional information provided by the measurement. 

Starting with the initial set of worst �ase tolerance margins every new measurement falling 
into a tolerance margin would further constrain the regions of non faulty performance for 
the circuit under test or, in other words, increase diagnostic resolution. 
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The process described is what one would 
like to do ideally, however, the diagnostic 
advantage gained when implementing this 

I 

strategy must be traded in for certain 1�ax _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -.--+-------,.,:-------. 
drawbacks which are questioning its 
feasibility : 
To implement the constraint propagation of 

New Tolerance Margin 
measurements by re-calculating the worst 
case ranges makes it a simulation after test 11T!in_ • • _ _ 

procedure. It may be possible to deduce the 
tightening of tolerance margins due to a 

: V2 Tolerance Margin 

V2min
' 

V2m 
V2max ' 

measurement by re-running worst case 
analyses for all relevant circuit performances 
with the measured nodes fixed at their, now 
determined, voltages. To answer the 
feasibility question one has to weigh the on-

Figure 4.6: Measurement constraining a 
line computational effort required against the 

tolerance margin 
additional diagnostic advantage. (Being a 
post test process on-line worst case analyses 
must be re-run for each subsequent test performed for every circuit tested.). This approach 
is in fact implemented in [McKeon2] ,  but there the implementation of global (ie. circuit 
wide) worst case re-iterations has not been considered as feasible by McKeon et al, which 
is why the problem is tackled there locally (ie. only for the actual propagation path) with a 
"calculate-when-needed-approach" 

An attempt to modify pre-test data to allow the reduction of worst case ranges in the form 
described implies finding the correlation of all performance values within the worst case 
ranges. This is equivalent to the knowledge of the shape of the tolerance region in 
performance space. Doing this before testing would require to sample the tolerance region 
sufficiently dense, ie to record sufficient sets of performance values (the bias solutions), as 
results of all possible combinations of component parameter perturbations. For obvious 
combinatorial reasons approaching the problem in this form is not feasible. 

4.2. 7 Summary and Interpretation 

To implement the effects of component tolerances in the Fault Range approach requires 
finding the range of all node voltages which are due to tolerance deviations of the circuit 
rather than faulty behaviour. These tolerance margins are (by definition) delimited by the 
upper and lower worst case node voltages. The worst case analyses necessary for finding 
the margins can be reduced to the much simpler problem of determining the signs of node 
voltage sensitivities provided the node voltage changes are monotonic in the tolerance 
reg10n 
Using uncorrelated worst case tolerance ranges for defining the good node voltages though 
allows measurements still to be within the tolerance ranges while representing a location in 
voltages space outside the true tolerance region. The deduction that the circuit is fault free 
as long as measurements are within worst case specifications is therefore incorrect in these 
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cases and may lead to a false diagnosis. However, a measurement outside these tolerance 
margins is a fault detection beyond doubt. If these margins are small compared with the 
overall voltage range the problem as such may not be of much significance. We just have 
to remember that there can be a certain amount of error introduced into diagnosis when a 
measurement falls into the worst case tolerance margin and unless there is a way of 
knowing the consistent sections in the worst case ranges we simply have to accept this as a 
matter of fact, as something we have to live with. 

A solution to the problem, which is equivalent to the knowledge of the true shape of the 
tolerance region, is to re-iterate the tolerance margins with the additional measurement 
constraint, as it is done in [Mckeon2] for example. Since this actually requires taking 
measurements it would be a Simulation-after-Test solution and as such can only be done as 
an on-line process which means that its practicality has to be considered. It would, 
however, yield a unique, consistent set of tolerance ranges for every individual CUT 

Another way of dealing with the worst case inconsistency is simply by re-defining 
faultiness to suit fault detection with worst case ranges: A circuit would only then 
considered to be faulty if at least one of its performances is outside the worst case margin. 
This would imply that a good circuit may actually contain components far beyond their 
tolerances . But then the circuit design must ascertain that multiple simultaneous worst case 
tolerance deviations do not lead to a circuit malfunction, for instance by specifying tighter 
component tolerances. 

At the moment, however, we need a method for producing toleranced circuit descriptions 
applicable to general purpose simulators. This will allow us to find the diagnostic data as 
required by the Fault Range approach in order to test out the approach. The following 
section therefore shows how to develop a workable circuit model which is simple to handle 
and suitable for simulators like the SPICE family. This model is based on the previous 
considerations about tolerances and can be used for both, generating pre-test data and 
simulating circuit faults. 
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4.3 A· Toleranced Circuit Simulation Approach 

When referring to a toleranced circuit model what we generally have in mind is a 
description of circuit behaviour which also somehow takes component tolerance effects 
into account. Using this description with a circuit simulator should then provide us with 
some knowledge of toleranced circuit performance, ie solutions also representing the 
effects of tolerances. 

The question then is how to actually implement component tolerances within the circuit 
description which in turn depends on how we wish to represent the toleranced results. 
There are various concepts for representing a toleranced quantity, for instance it could be 
given as a value with a deviation percentage attached to it, or as two values depicting the 
upper and lower bounds of a range. 

It is desirable for a toleranced circuit description to cover all possible component tolerance 
deviations. This will inevitably lead to the worst case scenario previously described. If the 
simulator is producing toleranced quantities as ranges then the simulation results will be 
worst case ranges. 

To represent the effects of tolerances as ranges is an obvious choice since it also lends 
itself to our fault finding approach where the effects of component faults are already 
represented as ranges and the tolerance margins of the good circuit will also be given as 
ranges. The implementation of tolerance in the simulation model will therefore provide the 
results as upper and lower bounds. 

As previously stated, the circuit simulator available to the author was PSPICE so a 
toleranced circuit description compatible with simulators like SPICE has been sought. 
SPICE itself provides some built-in mechanisms for dealing with component tolerance, but 
only as a feature of its Monte Carlo analysis option. For reasons, given in Section 4.2. 1 ,  
using this method for finding the boundaries of a tolerance distribution is possible but 
unwieldy. The author has therefore implemented a self-made alternative which will yield 
upper and lower tolerance bounds directly. This implementation will be described next. 

4.3.1 Sensitivity Signatures for the Differential Amplifier 

The toleranced simulation model for the Differential Amplifier (DA) from Figure 3 .4, shall 
utilize Equations 4. 1 and 4.2 from Section 4.2.4. which makes it necessary to find the signs 
of its component parameter sensitivities for each node voltage to be considered. Since 
PSPICE provides its own, built-in sensitivity analysis· feature this process is 
straightforward. 

After running a sensitivity analysis for the DA with Spice the following normalized 
sensitivities (Table 4.2) for the node voltages as performance functions have been 
obtained1 : 

1 Note that for simplicity reasons only one significant transistor parameter, its forward beta (BF), has been 
considered, although others could have been included in the analysis as well. 
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Stimulus: V(1) = +SV 
Normalized Parameter - Node Voltage Sensitivities for 
the Differential Amplifier 

Component Parameter Nom. Value V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(10) 

R1 r1 1 .00E+04 -2.43e-4 -1 .67e-4 1 .20e-2 - 1 . 1 4e-2 -3.30e-5 -1 . 1 2e-2 4.94e-2 

R2 r2 1 .00E+04 1 .82e-4 1 .25e-4 -8.99e-3 8.53e-3 2.47e-5 8.38e-3 -4.93e-2 

R3 r3 6.80E+03 -2.39e-1 3  -1 .40e-1 2  -4.1 3e-2 -9.55e-1 1 -2.77e-1 3  -9.38e-1 1 4 . 1 4e-1 0  

R4 r4 6.BOE+03 4.48e-4 3.09e-4 -2.22e-2 -2. 1 1  e-4 6.1 0e-5 -2.0Be-4 1 .03e-3 

R5 rS 5.60E+02 -2.BBe-4 -1 .99e-4 1 .43e-2 -1 .42e-2 -3.92e-5 -1 .42e-2 -6.60e-4 

R6 r6 4.70E+03 -6.32e-5 -6.32e-5 1 .776-6 2.56e-5 -6.35e-5 2.51 e-5 -1 .26e-4 

R7 r7 1 .50E+04 -3.97e-4 3.63e-6 6.41e-2 2.48e-4 7.1 7e-7 2.43e-4 - 1 . 1 7e-3 

RB re 3.30E+03 3.67e-4 2.53e-4 -1 .82e-2 1 .730-2 4.99e-5 1 .69e-2 8.41 e-4 

01 Bf1 2.50E+02 2.1 8e-6 8.06e-7 -2.23e-4 5.49e-5 1 .59e-7 5.39e-5 -2.38e-4 

02 Bf2 2.50E+02 6.38e-5 6.32e-5 -9.30e-5 -2.59e-5 6.35e-5 -2.54e-5 1 .28e-4 

03 Bf3 2.50E+02 1 .51 e-5 1 .04e-5 -7.47e-4 5.00e-5 2.05e-6 5.01 e-5 3.46e-5 

Legend: r - Resistor's resistance Bf - Transistor forward beta 
Sensitivities are normalized with parameter's nominal value 

Table 4.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Differential Amplifier 

From the sensitivities above the required signatures can easily be extracted by retaining the 
sensitivity signs (either +1  or -1) .  The result is shown in the table below: 

Worst Case Sensitivity Signatures 
for the Differential Amplifier 

Parameter V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(1 0) 
r1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 

r2 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 

r3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 

r4 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 

rS -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

r6 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 

r7 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 

re +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 

Bf1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 

Bf2 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 

Bf3 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 

Table 4.3 Sensitivity Signatures for Differential Amplifier 

The signs in a specific column of Table 4.3 represent the sens1tlv1ty signature for the 
corresponding node voltage. According to Section 4.2.4 we can now obtain an upper worst 
case tolerance solution for the DA' s node voltages by pushing the circuit parameters with a 
positive signature to their tolerance maxima and those with a negative signature to their 
tolerance minima, and vice versa for the lower worst case margins. 
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4.3.2 Implementing Sensitivity Signatures in SPICE 

As stated earlie_r Spice does not provide a tolerance mechanism other than the Monte Carlo 
feature. However, Spice provides a 'parameter' statement which is in effect a means of 
declaring simulation variables and expressions. These variables may be altered 
automatically between simulation runs of a session. By associating each of the relevant 
component parameters with an appropriate expression containing a sensitivity sign it was 
possible to implement an automatic mechanism for simulating the required worst case 
tolerance deviations. 

The following variables are defined to be used in a parameter perturbation function: 

perturbed parameter value 
nominal parameter value 
parameter tolerance in percent 
sign of desired worst case shift ( + 1 for upper, -1  for lower) 
parameter worst case sensitivity sign ( + 1 or -1) 

The idea is to enforce a lower and an upper worst case perturbation by setting Swc to either 
- 1  or + 1 .  The direction into which an individual parameter has to be perturbed is 
determined by its sensitivity sign Sp . The parameter perturbation function to be 
implemented in Spice then reads as follows: 

(4.3) 

With considering two components from the DA (Fig3.4), say R3 and Q2 as representative 
examples, the implementation in Spice would be as follows: 

1 .  Component Declaration: 

R3 5 4 r3mod 6.Bk 
02 6 7 3 q2mod 

;Resistor with nominal value 
;Transistor (nominal B value declared below) 

2. Simulation Variables and Function Declaration: 

.param 
+ R3tol = 5 ; Resistor tolerance in percent, eg 5% 

; Transistor nominal DC forward beta, eg 250 
; Transistor tolerance in percent, eg 50% 

+ 028=250 
+ 02tol=50 
+ Swc = 0 
+ R3sig = -1  
+ 02sig = 1 

; Worst case tolerance shift. Defau lt: no shift, all at nominal 
; Worst case sensitivity sign for resistor, eg negative 

+ R3tp = {R3sig*Swc*R3tol/1 00} 
+ 02tp = {02sig*Swc*02tol/1 00} 

; Worst case sensitivity sign for transistor, eg positive 
; Resistor tolerance perturbation 
; Transistor tolerance perturbation 

3. Worst Case Tolerance Models for Components: 

.model r3mod res (r={1 +R3tp}) ; resistor model with tolerance perturbation 

.model q2mod npn (Bf={02B*(1 +02tp)} ; transistor model with tolerance perturbation 
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Once the components, variables and functions are declared as above a worst case 
simulation becomes very simple: only a 2-step de sweep is required which first simulates 
the circuit at the lower worst case point and then at the upper worst case point as follows: 

4. Worst Case Simulation: 

.de param Swc list -1 1 ; simulation first at lower we, then at upper we 

To adjust the circuit simulation description for the worst case output for a particular circuit 
variable its sensitivity signature has to be entered into all participating component models. 
To exemplify this consider the worst case sensitivity signature for the DA' s node-10-
voltage and its implementation for the SPICE worst case tolerance models, as given in the 
table below: 

Sensitivity Signature Implementation in SPICE 
Component Signature Implemented with SPICE's 
Parameter for VC1 0) ".caram" Statement 

r1 + 1  r1 sig = +1 

r2 - 1  r2sig = -1 

r3 + 1 r3sig = +1 

r4 + 1  r4sig = +1  

r5 - 1  r5sig = -1 

r6 - 1  r6sig = -1 

r7 - 1  r7sig = -1 

re + 1  rBsig = +1  

Bf1 - 1  q1 sig = -1 

Bf2 + 1 q2sig = +1  

Bf3 + 1  q3sig = +1  

Table 4.4: Example of SPICE Sensitivity Signature 
Implementation as used for the Differential Amp 

To obtain the worst case tolerance margins for all node voltages one simulation per node is 
performed. For each simulation the required parameter sensitivity signature has to be re
adjusted (as in Table 4.2) with one of the signatures from Table 4.3.  

Since the version of Spice available to the author was the (limited) evaluation package, the 
above implementation has been simplified, without loss of generality, by setting all resistor 
tolerances to 5% and all transistor tolerances to 50%. Doing this reduced the amount of 
variables and functions required. 
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With the implementation of worst case tolerances in Spice as described in the previous 
section, the monotonicity assumption (Section 4.2.3) has been tested out. The results are 
given in Table 4.5 below. 

Differential Amplifier: Worst Case Tolerance Margins (Values in Volts, V(1 ) = +SV) 

Circuit 
V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(1 0) Simulation 

at nominal 8.82e-3 -7.53e-1 1 .09e+1 1 .28e+ 1 -6.36e-3 1 .36e+1 -4.96e+O 

for V(2) -1 .1 9e-2 -7.67e-1 1 . 1 5e+1 1 .25e+1 -1 .62e-2 1 .33e+1 -4.51 e+O 

worst case 2.05e-2 -7.45e-1 1 .04e+1 1 .30e+1 -3.38e-3 1 .38e+1 -5.46e+O 

for V(3) -7.36e-3 -7.68e-1 1 .09e+1 1 .25e+1 -1 .62e-2 1 .33e+1 -4.49e+O 

worst case 1 .68e-2 -7.45e-1 1 . 1 0e+1 1 .30e+1 -3.38e-3 1 .38e+1 -5.47e+O 

for V(4) 2.05e-2 -7.45e-1 9.90e+O 1 .30e+1 -3.38e-3 1 .38e+1 -5.46e+O 

worst case - 1 . 1 9e-2 -7.67e-1 1 . 1 9e+1 1 .25e+1 -1 .62e-2 1 .33e+1 -4 .51 e+O 

for V(6) 8.44e-3 -7.53e-1 1 .06e+1 1 .25e+1 -4.47e-3 1 .33e+1 -4.46e+O 

worst case 4.08e-3 -7.56e-1 1 . 1 2e+1 1 .30e+1 -1 .23e-2 1 .38e+1 -5.50e+O 

for V(7) -7.36e-3 -7.68e-1 1 .09e+ 1 1 .25e+ 1 -1 .62e-2 1 .33e+1 -4.49e+O 

worst case 1 .68e-2 -7.45e-1 1 . 1 0e+1 1 .30e+1 -3.38e-3 1 .38e+1 -5.47e+O 

for V(9) 8.44e-3 -7.53e-1 1 .06e+1 1 .25e+1 -4.47e-3 1 .33e+1 -4.46e+O 

worst case 4.08e-3 -7.56e-1 1 . 1 2e+1 1 .30e+1 -1 .23e-2 1 .38e+1 -5.50e+O 

for V(1 0) -5.75e-3 -7.63e-1 1 . 1 6e+1 1 .27e+ 1 -1 .47e-2 1 .35e+1 -5.52e+O 

worst case 1 .66e-2 -7.48e-1 1 .01 e+1 1 .28e+1 -3.71 e-3 1 .36e+1 -4.44e+O 

Table 4.5 : Worst Case Tolerance Margins for Node Voltages of the Differential Amplifier 

To obtain the table, the circuit has been simulated seven times, every time the worst case 
signature of another node voltage has been used. Also shown (in the first row) are the node 
voltages for all components at nominal. Each row in the table contains the result of one 
simulation, ie a minimum and a maximum voltage value for each node voltage. The 
voltage range set in grey is the worst case range of the node voltage for which that 
particular simulation has been optimized. 

Results: 

As predicted in Section 4.2.4 the upper and lower bounds of a worst case range for a 
specific circuit performance (here: node voltages) can be obtained by simulating a circuit 
twice with opposite sensitivity signatures. The monotonicity assumption made seems to be 
appropriate, since the ranges designated as worst case tolerance margins are indeed the 
widest of all voltage ranges for every column in Table 4.5, and they always include (as they 
should) the nominal voltages. 
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All greyed fields together form the set of worst case tolerance margins (identified as VT; in 
Section 3 .2, see Node Voltage Tolerance Range Definition) . However, each worst case 
range is based on its own component parameter perturbation, the tolerance margins are 
therefore not correlated. They contain a certain measure of inconsistency, or error, as 
described in Section 4.2.5 and illustrated in Figure 4.5. 

Since there is no way to eliminate this type of error without knowledge of the shape of the 
worst case tolerance region, we may look for a 'consistent' approximation, ie . a set of 
adjusted tolerance ranges which are consistent with each other. Although the worst case 
margins of different rows in Table 4.5 above are inconsistent, all node voltage ranges 
within a specific row are consistent with each other since they all are the result of the same 
parameter perturbation. The question then is: Can we approximate the inconsistent absolute 
worst case tolerance margins (the greyed ranges along the diagonal in Table 4.5) with 
tolerance margins which are based on a common parameter perturbation and are thus 
consistent? 

A closer inspection of the voltage ranges in Table 4.5, for instance, reveals that the margins 
of the 'worst case at node 4' -row constitute the closest approximation to the absolute worst 
case margins in the diagonal: For instance, of all voltage ranges in the 'node 2 column' the 
range which approximates the 'node 2 worst case' best belongs to the 'worst case at node 4 
row' If each column is inspected accordingly then the 'worst case at node 4 row' is found 
to contain most of the voltage ranges which best approximate the absolute worst cases. 

Thus, if a specific parameter perturbation (as in the case of the node 4 worst case) can 
approximate the absolute worst case ranges, are there rules for finding sensitivity 
signatures which deliver a reasonable worst case range approximation? If this is the case, it 
may then be possible to modify the worst case simulation approach by replacing the error 
introduced by inconsistent absolute worst case ranges with an approximation error related 
to a consistent set of tolerance ranges. The useful side effect should be that (since 
consistent solutions will be generated) the computational effort required can be reduced. 

4.3.4 A Worst Case Tolerance Approximation Model 

From Section 4.5 .2 we know already that absolute worst case tolerance ranges do always 
suffer from an inconsistency in their parametric distribution, there is nothing one can do 
about that. There are however regions of worst case tolerance ranges which are consistent 
with regions of other worst case ranges, ie they can explained with the same parameter 
perturbation. (See Figure 4.5) These regions normally represent tighter ranges, included 
within the absolute worst case ranges . An approach for finding such a set of tighter (but 
consistent) tolerance ranges is a weaker form of the more accurate (but inconsistent) worst 
case approach previously formulated in Section 4.3 .3 .  Since there is an element of error in 
both approaches we may as well decide to adopt the one delivering a higher degree of 
consistency. Altogether three advantages can then be identified: 

1 .  Since the tolerance ranges generated belong to the same parameter perturbation the 
chance of a diagnostic error due to inconsistent data sets is reduced. 

2. The computational effort will simplify since only one parameter perturbation is needed 
to generate all tolerance margins. 
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3. The simulator' s circuit, description implementing an approximated worst case 
sensitivity signature, can then be considered as a workable toleranced circuit model and 
as such a basis for obtaining further diagnostic data with which to test out fault finding 
approaches. 

4.3.4.1 Further Analysis of the Sensitivity Data 

In order to discover rules for determining a sensitivity signature which gives a good worst 
case approximation the sensitivity data for the differential amplifier (Figure 3 .4), as given 
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3,  has been analyzed. Four approaches for finding an approximation 
signature have been tried out. The first three are parameter related, they utilize all 
sensitivities for a specific parameter. The fourth utilizes all sensitivities of a specific node 
voltage. They are identified as follows: 

1 .  APS : 
2. MOSS: 
3 .  PSM: 
4. MCS: 

For each parameter find an average of all its sensitivities. 
For each parameter select a sign equal to the majority of the sensitivity signs. 
For each parameter find the absolute maximum of all its sensitivities. 
For each node voltage accumulate all sensitivities, then select the maximum 

With Sj,; (the sensitivity of a performance function fj(P) and a parameter P; E P )  the 

above approaches are implemented as follows :  

1. Average Parameter Sensitivity {APS) 

- 1 II 
The average of the parameter Pi - sensitivities S; = - Li sj.i of n performance functions 

n J=I 
fj (P) , (j = l . .n) is calculated for all parameters and then the new sensitivity signature is 

extracted. 

2. Majority of Sensitivity Signs (MOSS) 

The majority value of the parameter p; - sensitivity Signs, sign( t, sign( S 1 ,; ) } of all 

functions f/P) is determined. All majority values together form the required new 

sensitivity signature. 

3. Parameter Sensitivity Maximum (PSM) 

For each parameter p; the sensitivity with the largest magnitude S; = max[\s j ,i IT=I of all 

functions fj(P) is selected and its sign is extracted. All signs found form the required new 

sensitivity signature. 
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4. Maximum of Cumulated Sensitivities (MCS) 

This approach differs from the other three. It is used to determine which of the performance 
functions' sensitivity signatures could be used as worst case approximation signature: For 
each performance the sensitivities of all parameters p;, (i = l. .q) are cumulated (the 

absolutes are added) . The worst case sensitivity signature of the performance function with 

the largest cumulated sensitivity, max[t Js1,; JI
,
, will be used as approximation. 

The resulting sensitivity signatures for the APS, MOSS, PSM and MCS approaches are 
shown in the table below: 

Worst Case Approximation Sensitivity Signatures for the Differential Amplifier 
Normalized Sensitivities (as of Table 4.2): Approximation Signatures 

Comp Param V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(10) APS MOSS PSM 

R1 r1 -2.43e-4 -1 .67e-4 1 .20e-2 -1 . 1 4e-2 -3.30e-5 - 1 . 1 2e-2 4.94e-2 5.48e-3 +1 -1 4.94e-2 +1 

R2 r2 1 .82e-4 1 .25e-4 -8.99e-3 8.53e-3 2.47e-5 8.38e-3 -4.93e-2 -5.86e-3 -1 +1 -4.93e-2 -1 

R3 r3 -2.39e-1 3  -1 .40e-1 2  -4.1 3e-2 -9.55e-1 1 -2.77e- 1 3  -9.38e-1 1 4.14e-1 0 -5.91 e-3 -1 -1 -4.1 3e-2 -1 

R4 r4 4.48e-4 3.09e-4 -2.22e-2 -2. 1 1 e-4 6.1 0e-5 -2.08e-4 1 .03e-3 -2.97e-3 -1 +1 -2.22e-2 -1 

R5 r5 -2.88e-4 -1 .99e-4 1 .43e-2 -1 .42e-2 -3.92e-5 -1 .42e-2 -6.SOe-4 -2.1 8e-3 -1 -1 1 .43e-2 +1 

R6 r6 -6.32e-5 -6.32e-5 1 .77e-6 2.56e-5 -6.35e-5 2.51 e-5 -1 .26e-4 -3.77e-5 -1 -1 -1 .26e-4 -1 

R7 r7 -3.97e-4 3.63e-6 6.41 e-2 2.48e-4 7.1 7e-7 2.43e-4 -1 . 1 7e-3 9.00e-3 +1 +1 6.41 e-2 +1 

RB re 3.67e-4 2.53e-4 -1 .82e-2 1 .73e-2 4.99e-5 1 .69e-2 8.41 e-4 2.50e-3 +1 +1 -1 .82e-2 -1 

Q1 Bf1 2.1 8e-6 8.06e-7 -2.23e-4 5.49e-5 1 .59e-7 5.39e-5 -2.38e-4 -4.97e-5 -1 +1 -2.38e-4 -1 

02 Bf2 6.38e-5 6.32e-5 -9.30e-5 -2.59e-5 6.35e-5 -2.54e-5 1 .28e-4 2.49e-5 +1 +1 1 .28e-4 +1 

03 Bf3 1 .51 e-5 1 .04e-5 -7.47e-4 5.00e-5 2.05e-6 5.01 e-5 3.46e-5 -8.35e-5 -1 +1 -7.47e-4 -1 

V(4) 

+1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

+1 

+1 

+1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

Cumulated 2.07e-3 1 .20e-3 1 .82e-1 5.20e-2 3.38e-4 5.1 3e-2 1 .03e-1 - V(4) has MCS � . 

Legend: Comp - Component MOSS - Majority of Sensitivity Signs 
Param - Parameter PSM - Parameter Sensitivity Maximum 
APS - Average Parameter Sensitivity MCS - Maximum of Cumulated Sensitivities 

Table 4.6: Further Analysis of Sensitivity Data 

The DA circuit (Fig 3 .4) has been simulated with each of the above approximation 
signatures from Table 4.6, the error of the resulting worst case approximation ranges with 
the original worst case ranges from Table 4.5 has then been evaluated in order to chose the 
best worst case approximation. 

4.3.4.2 Approximation Error Evaluation 

To evaluate the approximation error of each of the approaches the following simple error 
function has been used which provides a measure for the overlap error of two ranges. 

Consider for this Figure 4.7 where two partially overlapping ranges a and b are shown. If 
one of the ranges is considered as the reference, then the combined upper and lower margin 
mismatch, in relation to the reference range, can be used to qualify the overlap error of the 
other range. 
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Range a is given as the interval [al ' a11 ] and Range b as 

[bl 'bu ] .  If Range a is chosen as reference range then the 

mismatch between the ranges' upper margins a11 and b11 and the 
lower margins a1 and b1 can be put in relation to the size of 
Range a as follows :  

Figure 4. 7 :  Range Overlap 
Error 

(4.4) 

Only if both ranges are identical then the Range Overlap Error ROE is zero. Even if both 
ranges are of same size but only displaced the result is a ROE > 0 

4.3.4.3 Approximated Worst Case Tolerance Simulation 

The approximation signatures from Table 4.6 have then been implemented with the SPICE 
worst case simulation approach. The resulting tolerance margins are shown in the table 
below. Also shown again are the (uncorrelated) worst case tolerance margins from the 
previous simulations (as of Table 4.5): 

Worst Case Approximation Analysis (Voltage Values In Volts, V(1 ) = +SV) 

Node Voltages Error 
Simulation V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(1 0) 

Mean 
ROE 

1 .  Margins for Worst Case Tolerance Ranges (as of Table 4.5): 

at nominal 8.82e-3 -7.53e-1 1 .09e+1 1 .28e+1 -6.36e-3 1 .36e+1 -4.96e+O 

for absolute max 2.05e-2 -7.45e-1 1 . 1 9e+1 1 .30e+1 -3.38e-3 1 .38e+1 -4.44e+O 

we ranges min -1 . 1 9e-2 -7.68e-1 9.90e+O 1 .25e+1 -1 .62e-2 1 .33e+1 -5.52e+O 

2. Tolerance Margins approximating above Worst Case Ranges: 

max 6.53e-3 -7.52e-1 1 . 1 5e+1 1 .28e+1 -4.25e-3 1 .36e+1 -4.47e+O 

with APS min 5.80e-3 -7.58e-1 1 .02e+1 1 .27e+1 -1 .29e-2 1 .35e+1 -5.50e+O 

Signature ROE 9.77e-1 7.24e-1 3.46e-1 8 .1 5e-1 3.32e-1 8 .1 1 e-1  5.44e-2 0.580 

max 1 .68e-2 -7.45e-1 1 . 1 0e+1 1 .30e+1 -3.38e-3 1 .38e+1 -4.49e+O 

with MOSS min -7.36e-3 -7.68e-1 1 .09e+1 1 .25e+1 -1 .62e-2 1 .33e+1 -5.47e+O 

Signature ROE 2.52e-1 O.OOe+O 9.28e-1 1 .85e-2 O.OOe+O 1 .89e-2 9.59e-2 0.188 

max 1 .26e-2 -7.53e-1 1 . 1 9e+1 1 .30e+1 -4.90e-3 1 .38e+1 -4.49e+O 

with PSM min -4.88e-4 -7.56e-1 9.92e+O 1 .25e+1 - 1 . 1 2e-2 1 .33e+1 -5.48e+O 

Signature ROE 5.94e-1 8.53e-1 1 . 1 2e-2 1 .85e-2 5.1 1 e-1 1 .89e-2 8.49e-2 0.299 

with MCS-Node max 2.05e-2 -7.45e-1 1 . 1 9e+1 1 .30e+1 -3.38e-3 1 .38e+1 -4.51 e+O 

we-Signature mln -1 . 1 9e-2 -7.67e-1 9.90e+O 1 .25e+1 -1 .62e-2 1 .33e+1 -5.46e+O 

(node 4) ROE O.OOe+O 4.44e-3 O.OOe+O 3.?0e-2 2.57e-3 3.77e-2 1 .20e-1 0.029 

Legend: we - Worst Case PSM - Parameter Sensitivity Maximum 
APS - Average Parameter Sensitivity MCS - Maximum of Cumulated Sensitivities 
MOSS - Maioritv of Sensitivitv Sians ROE - Ranae Ovarian Error 

Table 4.7: Simulation Results for Worst Case Approximation 
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Inspection of the tolerance ranges in the table reveals that the simple MOSS approximation 
approach, where the required parameter sensitivity sign is set to be the sign which occurs 
most often, gives a reasonably good result. The worst case solution for node 4 however is a 
remarkably good approximation for the absolute node voltage worst cases. 

This is confirmed by the approximation error evaluation with the ROE function: Each of 
the approximation ranges in the second part of the table is related to the corresponding 
worst case range in the first part of the table. The resulting ROE is given below each range 
and the arithmetic mean of all errors is given in the leftmost column for each of the 
approximation approaches. The 'worst case at node 4' signature yields the best result. 

Why this is so (and whether the MCS approach is a valid indicator for this) should be 
investigated. However, since the main objective was to find a workable toleranced 
simulation approach the result will be accepted as empirical. Further research into worst 
case approximations is certainly indicated, but is not the focus of this thesis. 

Therefore the 'worst case at node 4 signature' will be chosen as worst case approximation 
signature for the simulation model of the Differential Amplifier. Generally, where an 
empirical result like the previous one is not available, the MOSS approximation approach 
should be considered as the next best choice. 

4.3.5 Results 

By employing Sensitivity Signatures (Equation 4.2) the monotomc1ty assumption from 
Section 4.2.3 has lead to a worst case simulation approach which is applicable to any 
general purpose simulator like SPICE. The simulation data of the SPICE implementation 
showed that the worst case simulation approach can deliver reasonable results, and, in 
absence of a better method, provides a workable solution for a toleranced simulation 
model. 

Inspection of the simulation results then instigated an approach for approximating the 
parametrically uncorrelated worst case solutions with a sensitivity signature common for 
all node voltage functions, thus enforcing a consistent parameter perturbation. The 
Majority of Sensitivity Signs (MOSS) approach appears to provide reasonable worst case 
approximations. Since the 'worst case of node 4 voltage' signature (MCS approach) 
provides an even better result it has been chosen as worst case approximation for the 
Differential Amplifier model. 

Now that a toleranced simulation model has been developed for the Differential Amplifier, 
it will be employed for generating toleranced component fault ranges, as required for the 
Fault Range approach. 
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4.4 Obtaining Toleranced Fault Ranges with the 

Parameter Expansion Approach 

In Section 3 .5 .2 Obtaining Voltage Ranges for Resistors an initial approach for generating 
a resistor' s  fault ranges has been to run a parameter sweep from virtually zero to virtually 
infinite resistance while recording the relevant node voltages, which in effect is a model for 
a resistor' s possible fault range. Although this works fine for resistors we need to find more 
general methods of varying parameters for creating node fault ranges for diodes, transistors, 
etc. 

This concept of varying, or expanding, a component' s  parameter range far beyond its 
tolerance bounds for obtaining node voltage fault ranges will be referred to as Parameter 
Expansion . 

4.4.1 Expanding Parameters of Complex Component Models 

The underlying principle is simple: Expanding a component' s  parameter value from its 
nominal point beyond its tolerance margins towards its electrically possible limits effects 
changes of dependent node voltage values. All these changes together constitute the 
required node voltage fault ranges. In order to simulate the effects of such wide parameter 
deviations SPICE's  parameter sweeping feature has been employed. This works fine for 
resistors, or components with only a few relevant parameters like diodes, however, the 
feasibility of the approach followed so far stands to reason with more complex component 
models like that for a transistor, not at least for the limitations Spice itself imposes upon it. 

Note, that to simulate a component parameter sweep is only an advanced way of a 
parameter fault simulation, since the sweep ideally represents the continuous set of all dis
crete parameter faults possible. When dealing with normal component models consisting of 
more than one parameter, the method of sweeping these parameters becomes unwieldy, 
since it suffers from the same combinatorial drawbacks as does the multiple fault 
simulation concept. For example, to sweep the more than 30 parameters of only one 
Gummel-Poon transistor model simultaneously, in order to cover all possible parameter 
faults, is practically not feasible. Furthermore, even then it cannot be guaranteed that this 
'multiple parameter sweep' will deliver the appropriate fault ranges since these transistor 
parameters, even when being at their extremes, model a functioning transistor. But an 
arbitrarily faulty transistor may effect even a wider fault range, since it is not necessarily 
behaving within the scope of the transistor model' s  expanded parameters . 

To avoid following this fruitless path we need to reconsider the requirements for 
diagnostics : Are the component models used by traditional circuit simulators (like SPICE) 
really suited for these requirements? Or can certain properties of these models be 
abandoned since they are irrelevant for the diagnostics? 
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4.4.2 Topological Equivalent Component Fault Models 

Remember that the philosophy behind a fault finding situation differs from that of a circuit 
development situation. Traditional component models have been developed to cover 
problems a circuit developer may have to face. There it is important to quantify the 
operation of a component. A circuit diagnosis however is facing the picture from a 
different angle. 
What is the target of a diagnosis? Primarily, it is the identification of a component as 
defective within a real circuit. Once located it can be replaced. 
For this, it is not important to quantify what went wrong within the component, eg which 
of its thirty-or-so parameters has deviated by such and such amount from its specification 
(fault identification) .  It is only necessary to qualify that something did go wrong with this 
particular component (fault detection on component level ) .  This is sufficient to enable its 
replacement. 
So from this point of view, alternative, 'diagnostic' component descriptions may be sought 
which only need to contain elements allowing the detection of improper component 
behaviour. 

Back to our problem of generating fault ranges: Instead of employing a traditional 
developer' s  component model we have to look for a simpler alternative, ie a component 
fault model using the minimum set of 'pseudo-parameters' necessary for cons training its 
electrical environment such that the dependent node voltages deliver the required fault 
ranges. This is justified, since a fault range by definition depicts the effects of "all possible 
behavioural changes" of a component on a node voltage. It is therefore not necessary to 
know the component' s  internal parameter relations (as provided by a developer' s  model) 
for obtaining the ranges, only the faulty component' s  external current-voltage interactions 
are of interest. 

A component model able to mimic a particular parameter fault is therefore not required 
anymore, but rather a model for a 'randomly faulty component' which as such can be less 
constrained than its correctly operating counterpart. Because the only constraint necessary 
for a randomly faulty component is its external topology a satisfactory set of "all possible 
behavioural changes" may also be obtainable by utilizing topological equivalent component 
models for the fault range simulations .  

Two approaches regarding the pseudo parameters of a topological equivalent component 
model can then be identified: 
• Passive Approach: We can employ resistance parameters to model the intrinsic 

resistances into the component' s  external legs. 
• Active Approach: We may utilize voltage or current sources to model the component' s 

external input/output behaviour I .  

1 The terms 'active' and 'passive' i n  this context refer to the property of infusing electrical energy into a 
network and the property of removing e lectrical energy (eg by conversion into heat) from a network. They 
should not be confused wilh lhe terminology used for describing the small signal ac-behaviour of 
components. 
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4.4.3 Component Fault Models with Pseudo Parameters 

4.4.3.1 One-Ports 

A one-port can be modelled very easily. Since its topology consists of just one branch 
connecting two nodes, the fault model only needs to simulate possible faults within this 
branch. Within the extreme faults, open branch (zero current) and shorted nodes (zero 
voltage), the symptoms of any other fault are always a combination of current in the branch 
and voltage between the nodes. If the current and the voltage are both oriented in the same 
direction (which is usually the case with devices not able to store energy) then the obvious 
parameter to employ is resistance. 

Since a resistor model's  main parameter is resistance, it is already suited as its fault model. 
As shown in Section 3 .5.2, by expanding resistance as parameter we have already been able 
to obtain fault ranges for a resistor. 
Any other passive one-port, like the diode, for example, consists essentially of an intrinsic 
resistance between its two pins. A fault in a diode may also effect any (passive) current 
voltage combination, like a faulty resistor. Since this behaviour has already been modelled 
by varying the resistance of a one-port component between extreme values we may 
consider the fault range of a resistor so obtained as valid even if the resistor is replaced by 
the diode. 
Thus the general random fault model for a passive one-port is a resistor with resistance as 
expansion parameter. 

If the faulty one-port is supposed to exhibit active behaviour, ie produce situations where, 
apart from random current-voltage values their orientation can also change, the obvious 
choice for a pseudo expansion parameter must be a source, either as current or as voltage 
source. 

Consider Figures 4.8 to 4. 10 showing the Differential Amplifier in three variations . The 
feedback resistor R2 has been replaced with a diode D2 and with a battery B2 . The bias 
voltages at nodes 4 and 9 for the three versions are given in Table Table 4.8 .  
Then consider the data plot below (Figure 4. 1 1  ) .  It  shows two graphs in V 4-V9 space. The 
first graph has been created with SPICE by replacing R2 with a variable resistor expanded 
from l e-30hms to l e90hms. It represents the passive pseudo parameter fault model (bold 
line). The second graph has been generated by replacing R2 with a variable voltage source 
which has been varied from - 1 5V to +20V. It represents the active pseudo parameter fault 
model for R2 (thin line). Note that the two graphs follow each other tightly (the small 
deviations are due to SPICE performing the passive and active parameter expansion in 
discrete steps). The graph for the active model however extends beyond the passive model 
graph into a region which is inconsistent with passive behaviour of the one-port. 

Both approaches model the fault range for a R2-topology component satisfactorily . The 
bias points for R2, D2 and B2 are all located on the graphs. However, since B2 is an active 
element it is beyond the passive parameter expansion range. 
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Since the passive graph is a subset of the active graph modelling the R2-topology with the 
active approach (source) is sufficient for modelling passive and active faults. However, in 
order to model R2 as a resistor its fault range should be limited to its passive boundaries . 

fl7 
1 5�  

R2 
10k 

8 
Vee 

1 0  
Vout 

RB 
3k3 

Figure 4.8: Differential 
Amplifier - R2 is fault free 

Vee 

Figure 4.9: R2 has been 
replaced by a diode D2 

RB 
3k3 

Differential Amplifier: Components replacing R2 

Node Voltaae R2 Bias 02 Bias 
V(2,1 0) 4.97 0 .64 

V(4) 1 0.87 1 1 .64 

V(9) 1 3.57 1 2.81 

Table 4.8: Bias solutions for R2 component variations 
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As it has been shown that it is possible to model random faults in a simple one-port 
component type with the passive and active pseudo parameter expansion approach, their 
application to higher order port component types, eg three-terminal components (as is the 
transistor) should be equally valid. 

4.4.3.2 Three-Terminal Components · 

The obvious example for this category is the transistor. As with the diode the transistors 
pn-junctions may be considered as intrinsic resistances for any given de bias. A transistor 
random fault model with resistances as passive pseudo parameters is therefore obtained 
when each transistor branch is replaced by a resistance parameter. For implementing the 
active approach we may utilize current or voltages sources as active pseudo parameters. 
This is illustrated for the transistor in Figure 4. 12  below. Note that although the model 
parameters show the transistor' s  terminology they are generally applicable to any three
terminal component. 

1 5.00 

1 4.00 

V(9) 1 3.00 

1 2.00 

1 1 .00 

Differential Amplifier Passive and Active Parameter R2-Fault Models 

R2 Passive 
Boundary 

- R2 Passive Fault Model 
- R2 Active Fault Model 

B2 Bias 

1 0.00-t-����-+-����-t-����-t--����-+����--+����--I 
4.00 6.00 8.00 1 0.00 

V(4) 

1 2.00 

Figure 4.11 :  Active and passive R2-Parameter Expansion in V4-V9-space 
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Transistor Pseudo Parameter Fault Models 
Passive Models Active Models 
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B 

Figure 4.12: Topological equivalent fault models for 3-terminal components 

The resistor star represents the transistor' s  intrinsic de-resistances. However, by utilizing 
the star-delta transformation a resistor-delta configuration is equally applicable. The active 
models employ pseudo parameters based on the transistor' s  terminal current and voltages. 
For each passive models there is an active equivalent: the current source configuration is 
based on the star topology and the voltage source configuration utilizes the delta topology. 
Kirchhoff s Laws tell us that only two currents and two voltages are necessary to define the 
de-behaviour of a three terminal component. For the fault simulation in our case it is 
sufficient to enforce either two terminal currents or two terminal voltages, the constraints 
of the surrounding circuitry (RON-constraints) then determine values for the other two 
parameters. Thus the active modelling approach requires one parameter less than the 
passive approach, which will be more economical in simulations. 

To compare the fault models created with the passive and active parameter expansion 
mechanism, they have been applied to the differential amplifier circuit (Figure 4.8) to 
generate fault ranges for the output transistor Q3. 
First the passive expansion fault model has been utilized by replacing Q3 with a variable 
resistor star configuration (Figure 4. 12) in its Spice circuit file. The three resistances have 
been expanded in a nested sweep between le-30hms and l e90hms. 
As active expansion fault model the voltage source configuration from Figure 4. 1 2  has 
been chosen. It would have been possible of course to simply sweep the two sources, say, 
between -30V and +30V each. However, by utilizing range information from the passive 
expansion data the expansion range f6r the active model simulation can be set to focus 
more closely on the passive region: 

From the obtained passive data the maximum and minimum voltages around the Q3 nodes 
were extracted. Since they represent the voltage limits obtainable with the passive model 
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they can be used as guidelines for setting the voltage range for the active model sources . 
The following values (in Volts) for Q3 were obtained: 

Q3 Passive Expansion Fault Model Ranges 

Voltage Range V(9,6) V(6,1 0) V(9,1 0) 
max 1 7.61 26.68 27. 1 7  

min -4.52 0.00 0.00 

Table 4.9: Passive Pseudo Parameter Expansion Fault Ranges for Q3 

Based on above values the following voltage source expansion ranges (in Volts) have been 
chosen for the two active model sources: 

Q3 Active Model Source Expansion Ranges 

Voltage Range V(9,6) V(9,1 0) 
max 20 30 

min -1 0 -5 

Table 4.10: Voltage Limits for Active Pseudo Parameter Expansion of Q3 

Since the two expansion approaches are expected to be equally valid both data sets 
obtained should yield the same fault ranges in the circuit' s voltage space. Consider for this 
Figure 4. 1 3 ,  showing the data sets of the passive and active approaches as scatter plots, (ie. 
plots of the raw data points) in V6-V 10-space. To visually track the area occupied by the 
passive data set its data points have been connected with a trajectory. On first sight the two 
data sets do not look related. However, the area approximated by the passive data scatter 
points is embedded in the area approximated by the active data scatter points. 
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Figure 4.13: Passive and active Q3 Parameter Expansion models in V6V10-space (scatter plots) 
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Figure 4.14: Passive and active Q3 Parameter Expansion models in V3V6V10-space (scatter plots) 
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This at least is consistent with the properties of the two fault models : The passive model 
consists of resistances only, their expansion is not able to force the node voltages of the rest 
of the network beyond certain boundaries typical for passive behaviour (see later: Section 
4.4.4 Passive Boundaries). 

The active model expansion in contrast is able to push these boundaries further since the 
direction of a voltage along a particular branch can be reversed to the direction of its 
current, which is active behaviour. Active model expansion data visualized in performance 
space should therefore always embrace passive model expansion data and this is what we 
can observe in the scatter plot of Figure 4. 13 .  

To get a better picture of  what i s  going on we need to visualize the parameter expansion 
data in 3d-space. Consider now Figure 4. 14 where both data sets are displayed in 
V3V6V 10-space. It is obvious now that the scatter data of Q3 ' s  passive model (which has 
been connected with a trajectory line) is embedded in the surface approximated by the 
scatter points of the active fault model for Q3 . To support this both data sets have been 
projected into the V3V10-plane. There we can see that the passive data plot follows the 
active data plot very nicely within its passive boundaries, and also that the Q3 changes are 
much tighter constrained in V3V10-space. 

Visual inspection of the simulation data has indicated that the proposed active and passive 
pseudo parameter expansion topologies for 3-terminal components are equally valid for 
approximating regions in performance space which are consistent with randomly faulty 
behaviour of such components. 

For completeness we may now generalize the pseudo parameter expansion approaches with 
fault model topologies for n-terminal components. Their complexity however will be 
beyond the capabilities of the circuit simulator available to the author. 

4.4.3.3 N-terminal components 

The reasoning applied to the problem of modelling 3-terminal components with pseudo 
parameters in a topological equivalent configuration may also be used for the general case 
of n-terminal components. As before with the transistor the passive parameter fault model 
for a general component is obtained by modelling its branches with n resistance 
parameters, either in a star-topology or as a resistance polygon. The active parameter fault 
models using either current or voltage source follow the same topologies . All four 
modelling topologies are illustrated in Figure 4. 15 .  

Resource Limitations 

The practical application of these parameter expansion models becomes more elaborate 
with increasing number of nodes. Unfortunately, the PSPICE simulator available is limited 
to defining three variable parameters simultaneously, therefore the models given above 
could not be tried out with it. The right solution for an implementation of n-terminal fault 
models would be to incorporate them as internal models, rather than as the self-made 
external code implementation the author had to carry out. This would make the approach 
readily available to the simulator and easily applicable by the user. Again, additional work 
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N-Terminal Component Pseudo Parameter Fault Models 
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Figure 4.15: Topological equivalent fault models for n-terminal components 
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in this directions is indicated, perhaps towards a general purpose fault finder' s  simulator, 
but this lies beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Furthermore, in order to visualize the resulting fault simulation data sets one should, as a 
rule of thumb, project the data into a performance space ( eg. of node voltages) with a 
dimensionality equal to or higher than the number of pseudo parameters used in the fault 
model. Since we, as humans, (regrettably) cannot see a space of more than three 
dimensions, alternative (ie. numerical) methods for investigating such simulation data must 
be applied. 

This generalisation of the passive and active pseudo parameter fault models for n-terminal 
models has therefore been given here for completeness. The concept has been 
demonstrated with the transistor as 3-terminal component and appears to be valid. 

4.4.3.4 Summary and Interpretation 

A satisfactory set of "all possible behavioural changes" could be obtained by utilizing 
topological equivalent component models for the fault range simulations .  

N-terminal fault models realized with the passive pseudo parameter expansion approach 
require a topology with n independent parameters, whereas employing the active pseudo 
parameter expansion approach has the advantage of requiring n-1 necessary independent 
parameters which can reduce the computational effort. In the case of the 3-terminal 
transistor employing active models reduces the required pseudo components from 3 to 2 
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which is of special interest since the employed version of PSPICE does not permit 
simultaneous parameter expansions of more than three parameters . This limitation however 
is entirely due to the resources available to this research project. The concepts and 
approaches developed by the author are not restricted in such manner, they are of general 
validity and will benefit from an implementation with other, more suited resources. 

There remains however the problem that parameter expansion data obtained with an active 
parameter fault model does not automatically highlight those regions where the modelled 
component exhibits passive behaviour. If we want to utilize active parameter expansion 
data for components with passive behaviour (remember that the transistor is also a passive 
component for DC) we have to find a way to determine the passive boundaries within data 
generated by an active parameter fault model. 
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The scatter plots in Figures 4. 1 3  and 4. 14 illustrate that the random fault distribution 
obtained from an active parameter expansion covers a wider range than the one from a 
passive parameter expansion fault model. This is to be expected; the passive model has a 
passive behaviour constraint 'built-in' which delivers tighter fault ranges. They will be 
referred to as Passive Boundaries, or short: P-Bounds, since they delimit the voltage fault 
ranges to be consistent with passive behaviour faults. Compare the fault ranges for the 
DA' s relevant node voltages extracted from the passive and active model data. They are 
shown in Table 4. 1 1  below. 

Q3 Pseudo Parameter Fault Model Fault Ranges (values in V) 

V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(1 0) 
Passive Expansion 7.1 1 6.33 1 5.00 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 1 0.77 

........................ .. ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . . . . .  ······················· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Fault Ranges -3.58 -1 . 1 2 5.38 -2.61 -1 .86 1 0.48 -1 2 . 1 7  

Active Expansion 8.30 7.51 1 5.00 23.92 0.00 1 6.60 1 7 .34 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fault Ranges -4.04 -3. 1 1 1 .76 -7.66 -6.88 9.32 -1 3.08 

Table 4.11: Q3 Fault ranges extracted from active and passive parameter expansion data 

The fault ranges from the active model are obviously larger, in some cases significantly 
larger (eg V6) than the passive model ranges. So, how useful is the active parameter 
expansion data after all? Let's recall the objective of the fault range concept: The 
diagnostic content of a component' s node fault range was to provide a range of fault 
hypotheses (node voltages consistent with the failure of the concerned component) which 
could be checked against an actual measurement of the node. 

If Q3 from the example above is defective then any observable change in node voltages 
should lie within the ranges given by the passive model, since Q3 is nothing else than a 
piece of silicon with intrinsic de-resistances into its branches. The ranges given by the 
active model are therefore too wide ie they contain additional fault hypotheses which are 
not consistent with a 3-terminal piece of silicon. Nevertheless, if we want to cover (rare) 
faults where a 3-terminal active device (eg. a photo-transistor) is placed into the PCB 
instead of the transistor, then its fault symptoms should coincide with one of the additional 
fault hypotheses provided with the active fault range. 

In most cases however the passive fault range data should suffice the diagnostic 
requirements, and, since the passive ranges are expected to be smaller, the inter-component 
diagnostic resolution should improve. 

In order to utilize the raw active model data obtained we have to find a way of performing 
something like a 'passive behaviour analysis ' .  This should allow us to extract a subset of 
data which is consistent with a passive fault. The question to ask is what distinguishes 
passive behaviour from active behaviour. This can be easily answered for one ports: 
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4.4.4.1 Passive behaviour of one-ports 

For the determination of passive behaviour with port-variables, the polarity of terminal 
current with respect to terminal voltages is of interest. A positive voltage is the voltage 
from the node with higher potential (positive node) to the node with lower potential 
(negative node). Positive current is flowing from the positive node to the negative node of 
a dissipative load. This implies that it must flow from the negative node to the positive 
node of a source since it has to flow back into the source. 

Consider now the simple voltage divider in Figure 4. 1 6. I and V R2 are always oriented in 
the same direction. For arbitrary values of R2 we obtain the graph shown to the right. Since 
negative values for dissipative resistance are not allowed the graph is limited by the V and I 
axes. This is equivalent with the constraint that the product of I and V 2 must be >0 or in 
other words that I and V 2 are oriented in the same direction. 

V1 
... 

YQ 
R1 R1 

+ 

R2 V2 

Vo 

Figure 4.16: Voltage divider: Passive behaviour of variable resistor R2 

When R2 is replaced by a source (Figure 4. 17) the V 2-1 graph is not limited to the first (or 
third) quadrant anymore. It can extend into regions where either V 2 or I are reversed. 

Vo 

Figure 4.17: Voltage divider: Active behaviour of variable source V2 
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This means that the constraint V 21 >0 is no longer valid. The product can now assume any 
value. We can observe that in regions where the product is negative (2nd and 4th quadrant) 
the orientation of V 2 and I are opposed. This is an indicator that the source V2 operates as 
energy source, ie exhibits active behaviour. Where V 21 >0 is satisfied the source behaves 
like the resistor, ie exhibits passive behaviour. 

We can therefore utilize either the orientation of a one-port' s current and voltage or their 
product as indicator for passive or active behaviour. 

4.4.4.2 N-terminal components 

The method of checking the sign of the current voltage product cannot be applied to n
tenninal components. Consider the example of a general 5-tenninal component in 
Figure 4. 1 8 . If the tenninal voltages and currents are known how can we determine 
whether this component exhibits passive behaviour, ie none of its branches operates as an 
energy source? 

Is 

Vs 

Figure 4.18: General 5-terminal component and equivalent passive topology 

To shed some light on this lets assume for the moment that this component is in fact a star 
topology of resistances of which we know that it cannot assume active behaviour. 
If we knew the star-voltage V 0 we could easily check passive behaviour by applying the 
one-port passive behavioural criterion from above to each of the resistors. But what can we 
deduce without knowing V 0? 

The actual value of V 0 depends on the five resistance values. However, no matter which 
combination of values the resistances assume since they are all passive devices there must 
be at least one tenninal with a voltage above (or equal) to Vo (which is always the most 
positive tenninal) and at least one tenninal with a voltage below (or equal) to V0 (which is 
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always the most negative terminal) . Surely current must flow into a terminal above V 0 and 
out of a terminal below Vo. 
Consider the resistor-star in Figure 4. 1 8 .  Without loss of generality assume that V 1 is the 
highest terminal voltage and V4 is the lowest terminal voltage. We then expect 11 to be 
positive and 14 to be negative for passive behaviour. 

In general terms we have to find the two terminals with the maximum and minimum 
voltage and then check that current is flowing into the maximum voltage terminal and out 
of the minimum voltage terminal. With all currents assumed to flow into the n-terminal 
component we have to check the V rnin and V max currents. 

This passive behaviour criterion, which is more general than checking for a positive current 
voltage product (one-ports), is also applicable to one ports, although it becomes trivial 
there. Lets apply it now to filter out passive behaviour data from the active parameter 
expansion simulations of Q3 and test its usefulness. 

4.4.4.3 P-filtered pseudo parameter data 

The active model expansion data for Q3 from Section 4.4.3.2 has been filtered with the 
passive behaviour criterion. The reduced data set obtained should deliver the same failure 
distribution as previously obtained with the passive parameter expansion. The active 
parameter expansion fault ranges from Table 4. 1 1  are also expected to improve. 

Table 4. 1 2  below gives the new fault ranges extracted from the p-filtered active parameter 
expansion model data, together with the P-Bounds from the passive model data. 

Q3 Passive and p-fi ltered Active Fault Model Fault Ranges (values in V) 
V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(1 0) 

Passive Expansion Fault 7. 1 1  6.33 1 5.00 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 1 0.77 

Ranges (P-Bounds) -3.58 -1 . 1 2  5.38 -2.61 -1 .86 1 0.48 -1 2. 1 7  

Active Expansion Fault 7.1 1 6.33 1 5.00 1 4 .99 0.00 1 5.00 1 0.77 

Ranges (p-filtered) -3.56 -1 .32 5.73 -2.21 -1 .46 1 0.52 -1 2. 1 2  

Table 4.12: P-Bound Fault Ranges extracted from passive and filtered active expansion data 

The new active model fault ranges have improved significantly and are now remarkably 
close to the passive model fault ranges. 

Next the scatter plots from Section 4.4.3 .2 will be updated with the new filtered data. They 
are shown in Figure 4. 19  and 4.20 on the following pages. As a third data set the filtered 
data is included. 

Observe that the region approximated by the original passive expansion data Uoint by a 
trajectory) and the region approximated by the filtered active data are almost identical. This 
is a certain indication for a successful application of the passive behaviour filter criterion. 
Figure 4.21 shows the three data sets from an angle which illustrates that they are 
embedded in the same surface, and Figure 4.22 displays a view from 'below' .  These views 
from different angles have been chosen to emphasize the equivalence of the passive and p
filtered active model data and to help the reader visualize 3-dimensional data with 2-
dimensional plots. 
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To demonstrate that no active data residue is left in the passive region obtained with the p
filter, a reversed p-filter has been applied to the active model data which yields the 'active 
behaviour only ' region of Q3 . This reversed data set, displayed in Figure 4.23, shows a 
clean 'cut-out' for the passive region. It illustrates that all data points within the boundary 
of the passive region have been caught by the applied p-filter. The passive data and the p
filtered active data fit into the cut-out as shown with Figure 4.24 

And finally the locations of a few representative Q3 faults in V3V6V 10 space have been 
added in Figure 4.25. The faults are not only defects in Q3 but also more radical : NPN 
(wrong type), JFET (wrong transistor), Two Diodes (as crude po-junctions) are also located 
within the boundaries of the passive region obtained by the p-filter. For reference the bias 
location of a fault free Q3 has been included. 

4.4.5 Summary 

The method used initially to obtain fault ranges for the resistor, which was to expand its 
parameter resistance, was not applicable in this form to other, more complex components. 
Their behaviour is usually non-linear and they can possess complex simulation models 
with a higher number of parameters which is prohibitive to the parameter expansion 
approach for combinatorial reasons. The solution has been to reduce the number of 
expansion parameters to the topologically necessary minimum by modelling the arbitrary, 
or random, faultiness expressed in fault ranges with a few pseudo parameters . 

Two fundamental types of pseudo parameters deemed appropriate for modelling random 
faultiness. Resistance appeared suitable as pseudo parameter for modelling passive 
behaviour faultiness and sources were the obvious choice for modelling active behaviour 
faultiness. The proposed n-terminal passive and active pseudo parameter topologies were 
then tested with the parameter expansion mechanism for two- and three-terminal 
components. The expectation that the passive and the active expansion approach yield 
equivalent results could be illustrated by visualizing the expansion data obtained. However, 
to employ the active approach for modelling random passive behaviour faultiness a passive 
behaviour criterion was given with which it was possible to filter the active expansion data. 
Comparing the active filtered data with results from employing the passive expansion 
approach showed that they indeed yield equivalent regions in performance space and that 
the passive boundaries of both sets of fault ranges match closely. 

The advantages of employing an active pseudo parameter topology with voltage sources are 
that 

• the initial expansion data obtained covers both passive and active behaviour faultiness 
of the associated component. Active and passive data sets can be separated by utilizing 
the p-filter criterion. 

• the number of parameters required is equal to the number of independent terminal 
voltages which is always one less than the number of passive pseudo parameters 
required for an equivalent topology. 

We have now the necessary tools to come back to the Single Fault Voltage Range 
diagnosis. We are able to obtain tolerance margins for the node voltages with the 
toleranced circuit model as described in Section 4.2 and we can generate fault ranges for all 
components as described in this section. 
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Figure 4.19: Scatter plots of passive and active Q3 Parameter Expansion Fault Models with 
the p-filtered active subset in V6V10-space 
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Figure 4.20: Scatter plots of passive and active Q3 Parameter Expansion Fault Models with the p
filtered active subset in V3V6V10-space 
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Figure 4.21 :  Passive, active and p-filtered active Q3 expansion fault models viewed in v6-direction 
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Figure 4.22: The three Q3 fault models viewed from 'below'. 
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Figure 4.23: Passive region 'cut-out' of active parameter expansion data with reverse p-filter applied 
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Figure 4.25: A few representative Q3 faults, all within the passive boundaries obtained by the p-filter 
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The initial (uncorrelated) fault range approach from Section 3.2 could be improved with 
the parameter mapping concept introduced in Section 3.6 for the correlated fault range 
approach. The concept was based on the fact that all node fault ranges of one component 
are functions of the same component parameter. Each fault range is naturally divided by the 
nominal point into two sections, one incurred by parameter values higher than nominal and 
the other by values other lower than nominal. 

Let 's  recall the problem: A fault range section of one node which was due to a high-change 
could therefore not be valid simultaneously with a fault range section of another node due 
to a low-change if both were incurred by the same parameter. Voltage measurements 
'hitting' such inconsistent sections could exonerate the associated component. Employing 
qualitative values to identify the parameter shift directions ( 'high' and 'low' )  of 
corresponding fault range sections made this consistency check available for diagnosis. In 
effect the fault ranges of a certain component which had initially been uncorrelated by 
definition consisted now of binary correlated sections. 

The parameter mapping concept has to be reviewed again for the following reasons: 

• pseudo parameters are used now for generating the fault ranges instead 
• binary range correlation is very coarse 
• binary range correlation is unambiguous only if a fault range section is unique to a 

qualitative parameter change. 

To clarify the latter point let us have another look at parameter expansion data in node 
voltage space. 

4.5.2 The Concept of Parameter Expansion Trajectories 

A. Visualisation of correlated Parameter Expansion Data 

Consider for this Figure 4.26. The data obtained from parameter expansions with the 
differential amplifier circuit (Figure 3 .4) has been visualized in V6V 10-space. Starting 
from the nominal point (with V l  = +5V), the pseudo parameter for the three resistors R2, 
R7 and R8 has been expanded one at a time. We obtain a line for each resistor which 
expands from the nominal point in two directions. The associated resistance expansion 
limits are given at the ends of the lines. 
These lines are not graphs for V l O  as function of V6, as one might think on first sight, but 
true parameter trajectories, ie. they may generally assume any shape in voltage space. Since 
they are a product of the parameter expansion mechanism they have been termed 
Parameter Expansion Trajectories by the author and are also abbreviated with the 
acronym PETRA in the text to follow. 
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To obtain the V6 and V l O  fault ranges for the three resistors we simply have to project the 
trajectories onto the voltage axes. Numerically this is equivalent to extracting the 
maximum and minimum voltages from the expansion data. Together they form a fault 
range. (We did this already in Section 4.4 when considering Passive Boundaries) . 

The parameter mapping information as implemented in the binary correlated fault range 
approach can now be extracted directly. For instance, the trajectory for R8 yields a V6 fault 
range of about [8, 1 5]V. Between [8, 13]V the parameter quality would be 'R8-low' and 
between [ 1 3 , 1 5]V the quality would be 'R8-high' . Doing the same for V l O  would yield a 
V l O  range of [- 1 5,-5]V for 'R8-low' and [-5,5]V for 'R8-high' . The two ranges for 'R8-
low ' ,  and for R8-high respectively, are thus correlated. This is indicated by the two greyed 
areas which are, in effect, a coarse approximation of the 'R8-low' and 'R8-high' trajectory 
segments in V6V 10-space. 
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Figure 4.26: Parameter Expansion Trajectories for resistors in V6V10·space 
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To illustrate the point made before about unambiguous range correlation consider the 
R7-trajectory. The parameter mapping for its V lO-fault range yields [- 12,5]V for 
'R7-high' ,  but [- 14,9]V for 'R7-low ' .  The fact that the high-range is included in the low
range is ambiguous and nullifies the high-low cross-correlation for V l O  values. 

Obviously parameter mapping is an approximation mechanism of the shape of a parameter 
trajectory. Knowledge of the true shape of the trajectories should be of diagnostic 
advantage and is therefore desirable. Fortunately, to obtain this additional knowledge, we 
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just need to further exploit the parameter expansion data, which so far has only been 
utilized for finding the max/min node voltages of fault ranges: 

B. Examination of correlated Parameter Expansion Data 

Table 4. 1 3  shows a data extract of the parameter expansion data for the 'R8-high' 
trajectory segment. In 'database terms' the process of parameter expansion generates data 
series consisting of data records with voltages as fields. Each record is the result of a 
specific parameter perturbation (here: R8) and therefore correlates the voltages directly. If 
we are able to utilize this correlation we do not have to bother about parameter mapping 
anymore. 

RB Parameter Expansion Data - Extract for RB above nominal (Voltages in V) 

R8 V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(1 0) 
3.3E+3 0.01 -0.75 1 0.87 1 2 .77 -0.01 1 3.57 -4.96 

5.2E+3 0.02 -0.74 1 0. 1 9  1 3.41 0.00 1 4.20 -4.93 

8.3E+3 0.04 -0.73 9.75 1 3.83 0.00 1 4.59 -4.90 

1 3.1 E+3 0.04 -0.72 9.46 1 4. 10  0.00 1 4.84 -4.88 

20.8E+3 0.07 -0.70 8.89 1 4.66 0.00 1 5.00 -4.82 

33.0E+3 1 . 1 9  0.42 8.04 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 -2.57 

52.3E+3 2.20 1 .42 7.59 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 -0.56 

82.9E+3 3.02 2.24 7.22 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 1 .08 

1 31 .4E+3 3.63 2.86 6.94 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 2 .32 

208.2E+3 4.08 3.30 6.74 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 3.20 

330.0E+3 4.38 3.60 6.60 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 3.81 

523. 1 E+3 4.58 3.80 6.51 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 4.22 

828.9E+3 4.72 3.94 6.45 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 4.48 

1 .3E+6 4.80 4.02 6.41 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 4.65 

2.1 E+6 4.85 4.07 6.39 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 4.76 

3.3E+6 4.89 4 .1 1 6.37 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 4.83 

Table 4.13: R8-parameter expansion data extract 

Adjacent data records represent small trajectory segments as ranges. For a possible 
diagnosis situation assume that V6 has been measured to be at 14.3V. Remember that the 
above data is a collection for fault hypotheses of RS . The measurement can now be used to 
find a matching range of hypotheses by extracting the records with node voltages adjacent 
to the measurement. The two records with V6 below and above 14.3V have been set in 
grey. They represent a short trajectory segment (with the node voltages as co-ordinates) 
which has been 'hit' by the measurement. The other records (ie. trajectory segments) are 
not consistent with this measurement and can be discarded as R8-fault hypotheses. If any 
other measured node voltage does not fall within the remaining range, given by the two 
greyed records, R8 can be exonerated as fault suspect immediately. 

The effect of extracting data records which are adjacent to measurements is to obtain 
ranges which are consistent with the measurements . Initially large fault ranges can so be 
reduced to much smaller ones. It is important that similar data collections can be obtained 
with an active parameter expansion. Since the range correlation with data records does not 
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depend on a mapping of parameters, the trajectory approach will work with pseudo 
parameter expansion data as well. 

4.5.3 Diagnosis with Parameter Expansion Trajectories 

A. Diagnostic Concept 

The diagnosis situation previously sketched with the numeric values from Table 4. 13  shall 
now be visualized with the three trajectories from Figure 4.26. This will help us to 
understand what is going on. Consider for this Figure 4.27 where the Parameter Expansion 
Trajectories (PETRAs) are shown again

1
. Also included are a few simulated faults. Their 

symptoms are the measured voltages V6 and V lO, which are also their co-ordinates in the 
voltage space shown. 

Since a PETRA is a path through the voltage space which represents the arbitrary faultiness 
of its component, we have to expect the location of a specific fault in this component to 
coincide with its trajectory. This is indeed the case in Figure 4.27 with faults for R7 and 
R8. They are all located on their trajectories. 
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1 Please note that the trajectories in Figures 4.26 and 4.27 and the fault signatures in Figure 4.27 are true data 
plots, ie. they are all based on simulation data obtained with SPICE, rather than an artistic illustration of the 
concept. 
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In contrast, if the measured location of an unknown fault does not coincide with the 
PETRA of certain component, this component can be exonerated as suspect for this fault. 
Non-coincidence represents inconsistency of the fault' s symptoms with the collection of 
fault hypotheses of a specific component. This situation can be observed for the faults of 
Q3 and R l .  None of these faults coincides with any of the three trajectories . This would 
exonerate their components, R2, R7 and R8, as culprits. On the other hand, the fault 
located on the R7-PETRA would exonerate R2 and R8 but support R7 as fault candidate. 

B. Diagnostic Rule 

Diagnosis with Parameter Expansion Trajectories obviously boils down to the problem of 
locating a fault signature with respect to available trajectories . The following very simple 
rule for diagnosing with the PETRA approach can therefore be given: 

PETRA-Rule: If a fault signature does not coincide with a PETRA then the associated 
component can be removed from the set of components suspect to be faulty 
(otherwise it is retained). 

Multiple application of this rule should reduce the set of fault candidates until, ideally, the 
real fault is isolated. 
The PETRA diagnostics are therefore very simple and can be compared with rule-based 
approaches. However, their power lies in the informational content of the Parameter 
Expansion Trajectories which in contrast is comparable to model-based approaches . 

The next step in developing the PETRA approach is to implement component tolerance 
behaviour according to the results of Section 4.2 and 4.3 .  

4.5.4 Toleranced Trajectories 

A. Generation of toleranced PETRA data 

In Section 4.3 a workable toleranced simulation approach has been suggested. It can be 
applied to analogue networks like the differential amplifier which is used as test circuit. 
The developed tolerance approach could reduce the number of simulations needed for 
obtaining tolerance margins to two by approximating absolute worst case perturbations. 

The Parameter Expansion mechanism with which PETRA data can be obtained works by 
modelling the considered component with pseudo parameters as described in Section 4.4. 
and then expanding these parameters away from nominal. 

The two approaches may be combined by running a tolerance simulation for each 
parameter expansion step, or running a parameter expansion first for one tolerance 
perturbation and then for the other. The results will be equivalent and will only differ in the 
order of the data records. In either case the data obtained contains a tolerance margin for 
each data record, ie each computed parameter expansion sample will consist of two voltage 
records representing the upper and lower tolerance margins of a voltage range. 

The parameter expansion simulations for the three resistors R2, R7 and R8 from the 
previous example have been re-run, but now with additional tolerance perturbations. (All 
resistors +/- 5%, all transistors +/- 50%) The resulting toleranced PETRA plots are shown 
in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29 on the next page. 
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Instead of being single lines as in Figure 4.26 the trajectories now possess a certain width 
which is due to the additional tolerance perturbation. In effect a toleranced trajectory is 
delimited by two boundaries. One represents the upper tolerance limit and the other the 
lower limit. As before all three trajectories have to intersect each other at nominal but due 
to their tolerance width there is an intersection area which contains the nominal point. 

B. Toleranced PETRA Diagnostics 

Now, let' s have a look again at the fault signatures as shown before in Figure 4.27. How 
they position themselves with the toleranced PETRAs is displayed in Figure 4.30. The fault 
signatures are still points, of course, since they represent actual measurements. 
(Measurement tolerances are neglected.) Whereas before a component' s  fault signature was 
'sitting' on its trajectory line, we can now observe that a component' s  fault location has to 
be somewhere ' inside' its trajectory, since it now has a tolerance width. The principle, 
however, has not changed. Faults outside of trajectories exonerate their associated 
components and faults at the boundary or inside trajectories support the suspicion that the 
associated component is faulty. 

A toleranced Parameter Expansion Trajectory represents therefore a region in a circuit' s  
performance space which is consistent with the arbitrary faultiness of the associated 
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component. Coincidence of observed fault symptoms (changes in performance due to a 
fault) with this simulated region of component faultiness suggests the component failure as 
a possible explanation for the detected fault. 

For utilizing this fault signature the diagnostic PETRA-rule from the previous section can 
be adopted unchanged, although the term 'coincidence' used there has to be specified 
further with slight changes. As illustrated in Figure 4.30 a fault signature can be located in 
two different ways with respect to a toleranced fault trajectory: it has to be either inside or 
outside a PETRA. 

Toleranced-PETRA-Coincidence: A fault signature coincides with a PETRA if it is 
within or on the boundary of the PETRA. 

With this coincidence definition the PETRA-rule previously introduced applies unchanged: 

PETRA-Rule: If a fault signature does not coincide with a PETRA then the associated 
component can be removed from the set of components suspect to be faulty 
(otherwise it is retained). 

Observe that there can be regions in performance space (different from the tolerance region 
around nominal) which are occupied by more than one trajectory: In V6V 10-space 
(Figure 4.30, previous page) there is a close overlap of the R2 and R7 PETRAs, and in 
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V4V 10-space (Figure 4.3 1 )  similar is true for sections of the R7 and R8 trajectories. This 
means that a fault signature falling into such an overlap-region will retain the components 
of the overlapping trajectories as fault suspects. Representative for this is the R2x2 fault 
(R2=20k) . Applying the diagnostic rules in V6V10-space will support R2 and R7 as fault 
suspects. However, we must not forget that the PETRA data is multi-dimensional, of which 
the V6V10 and V4V10 displays are only projections in two-dimensional space. The fact 
that two PETRAs overlap in one space may not be true in another. So does the V 4V 10 
projection reveal that the R2 trajectory is clearly separated from the R7-PETRA. And so 
would R7, which remains a R2x2-fault suspect after applying measurements of V6 and 
V l O, clearly be exonerated with an additional measurement of V4, which would locate the 
R2-fault signature in V 4V 10-space outside of trajectory R 7 .  
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To get a glimpse of their multi-dimensional nature compare Figure 4.32 above where the 
R2, R7, and R8 trajectories are plotted in 3-dimensional V4V6V 10 space. The trajectories 
in the previous figures are thus 2d-projections of the trajectories in this figure. 
And how the fault signatures shown in Figures 4.30 and 4.3 1 establish themselves in this 
3d-space can be seen in Figure 4.33.  

Rotating the 3d-displays, in a computer animation for instance, would be ideally suited as 
visualisation. Since this is not possible with printed media, the trajectory-plots are shown 
in Appendix B from four different angles in space, which may make up for this . 
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Diagnosis with Fault Ranges initially took place by eliminating a component as fault 
candidate if its Fault Ranges were missed by measurements. Diagnosis with Parameter 
Expansion Trajectories takes place by eliminating a component as fault candidate if its 
trajectory does not coincide with the fault' s  voltage signature. 

The initial fault range concept can be viewed as a one-dimensional approach since the 
ranges were not correlated to each other. Accordingly diagnostic resolution was rather bad. 
In fact all fault ranges for a component are one-dimensional views of the component' s  
higher-dimensional Parameter Expansion Trajectory, projected into separate voltage 
dimensions. Parameter Mapping re-established a simple link between these projections and 
could improve diagnostic resolution. However, by utilizing the Parameter Expansion data 
fully, the isolated Fault Ranges could be correlated very tightly. This is equivalent to a 
good approximation of the trajectory' s  true shape. 

Combining the toleranced circuit simulation approach from Sections 4.2 and 4.3 with the 
Parameter Expansion technique from Section 4.4 simulation data representing toleranced 
Parameter Expansion Trajectories (PETRAs) could be obtained. The rule introduced in 
Section 4.5 .3 for diagnosing with PETRAs could be retained after reconsidering the 
coincidence requirements of a fault signature with a toleranced PETRA (Section 4.5 .4). 
The diagnostic distinction is made by qualifying the position of a fault signature relative to 
a trajectory, ie by determining whether or not a signature is part of a Parameter Expansion 
Trajectory. 

A comparison as to the success rate of the uncorrelated and binary correlated fault range 
approaches with the PETRA approach can be found in Tables 4.20 and 4.2 1 .  For this the 
results of the next diagnosis experiment (Section 4.5.7) are required. 

The problem which remains to be solved is how to determine if a fault signature coincides 
with a given trajectory. This of course has to be done with the data-sets obtained by the 
toleranced parameter expansions. Now we have to consider that apart from a range 
delimited by two adjacent data records (as in Table 4. 1 3) there is also the tolerance range to 
be taken into account. 
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4.5.5 Utilizing PETRA Data for a Diagnostic Database 

To find a mechanism for processing toleranced PETRA data with measurement values we 
need to have a closer look at the distribution of the data points with respect to any fault 
signature in voltage space. 

A. Fault Signature - PETRA Data Coincidence Test 

Consider Figure 4.34 where the toleranced R2-expansion data for V4 and VlO  is displayed 
in detail. (The plots are based on a p-filtered active parameter expansion for R2.) The data 
points (Val to Vb20) are shown as scatter plots of two series which are the result of two 
parameter expansions, one with negative tolerance perturbation (Margin T-, points Va) and 
the other with positive perturbation (Margin T +, points Vb ). Each of the series is connected 
with a trajectory, forming a tolerance boundary of the R2-PETRA. Also shown are a few 
faults. To implement the PETRA-diagnostics from the previous Section, the location of 
each of the faults with respect to the toleranced PETRA has to be determined. Based on the 
co-ordinates of the data points we need to check if a fault signature coincides with the 
region enclosed by the data points. This can be done as follows: 
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Figure 4.34: Obtaining the positiop of a fault signature relative to the toleranced R2 PETRA 

Since each parameter expansion series is truncated by a p-filter for the 'component' s  
passive behaviour the end points of the T- and T + trajectories are connected as shown to 
form a closed loop around the region of passive faultiness for R2. The closed loop is the 
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passive boundary of the R2 parameter expansion data. Every two adjacent data points (eg 
Va1 5  and Val 6) on the passive boundary of R2 define a boundary segment. 

Consider the fault signature for 'R2xl .5 '  as an example for a coincidence. The co-ordinates 
for this fault are about ( 10.4V,-7.4V). The V4-measurement 'hits ' the boundary segments 
Va3-Va4 and Vb 12-Vb 13 .  The maximum and minimum V lO-co-ordinates of these four 
data points define an interval into which the VlO  measurement must fall if the fault 
signature is within the passive boundary. 
Alternatively a V lO-measurement will lead to a V4-range given by the maximum and 
minimum V4-co-ordinates of the segments Va8-Va9 and Vb8-Vb9 into which the V4-
measurement must fall. 

The fault 'Rl short' , a non-coincidence situation in contrast, would yield segments Val 8-
Va19 and Va20-Vb20. Their V l O  range does not include the fault ' s  V l O  co-ordinate which 
means that the fault cannot coincide with the toleranced PETRA region of R2. 

To exemplify the above procedure with the p-filtered active parameter expansion data on 
which the diagram in Figure 4.34 is based, consider the next three tables . 

Table 4. 14 corresponds to the fault 'R2xl .5 '  and an initial voltage measurement taken for 
V4. Based on the measured voltage V4= 10.42V data has been extracted for 
1 0V<=V4<= 1 1V. Two ranges containing the V4-measurement are obtained with the 
adjacent data records Va2-Va3 and Vb1 2-Vbl3 .  Their corresponding V lO-values yield a 
maximum V lO-range of [- 1 l .97,-0.99]V (greyed out in the V lO column). A further 
measurement now at V 10 yields -7.4 1 V, and since this is within the obtained V 10-range 
R2 has to be retained as fault suspect. 

R2 Parameter Expansion Data Neighbouring V4 = 1 0.42V 

Data Point V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(1 0) 

R2x1 .5 0.02 -0.75 1 0.42 1 3.20 -0.01 1 3.99 -7.41 

Va1 0.00 -0.76 1 0 .79 1 2. 1 6  0.00 1 2.97 0.00 

Va2 0.01 -0.75 1 0.63 1 2.32 0.00 1 3. 1 2  -0.99 
Va3 0.01 -0.75 1 0.47 1 2.47 0.00 1 3.28 -1 .99 

Va4 0.01 -0.75 1 0.31 1 2.63 0.00 1 3.43 -2 .99 

Vas 0.02 -0.75 1 0 . 1 5  1 2.78 0.00 1 3.58 -3.98 

Vb1 0 0.01 -0.75 1 0.92 1 3.36 -0.01 1 4. 1 4  -8.99 

Vb1 1 0.02 -0.75 1 0.71 1 3.55 -0.01 1 4.33 -9.98 
Vb1 2 0.02 -0.74 1 0.49 1 3.75 -0.01 1 4.52 - 10 .98 
Vb1 3  0.03 -0.73 1 0.27 1 3.95 -0.01 1 4.70 -1 1 .97 
Vb1 4 0.04 -0.73 1 0.04 1 4. 1 6  -0.01 1 4.89 - 1 2 .96 

Table 4.14: R2 Expansion Data extract for a node-4-voltage measurement caused by an R2 fault 

Table 4. 1 5  corresponds to the same fault with an initial voltage measurement of V l O  to be 
at -7.41 V. Based on this measurement data has been extracted for -9V <= V l O  <= -5.5V. 
The two ranges containing the V lO-measurement are obtained with the adjacent records 
Va8-Va9 and Vb8-Vb9. Their corresponding largest V 4-range (greyed out in the V 4 
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column) is [9.49, l l .34]V. A further measurement of V4 with 1 0.42V falling into this range 
also retains R2 as fault suspect. 

R2 Parameter Expansion Data Neighbouring V10  = -7.41 V 

Data Point V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(1 0) 

R2x1 .5 0.02 -0.75 1 0.42 1 3.20 -0.01 1 3.99 -7.41 

Va7 0.02 -0.74 9.82 1 3. 1 0  0.00 1 3.89 -5.98 

Va8 0.03 -0.74 9.66 1 3.25 0.00 1 4.04 -6.98 

Va9 0.03 -0.74 9.49 1 3.41 0.00 1 4.20 -7.97 

Va1 0  0.03 -0.74 9.33 1 3.57 0.00 1 4.35 -8.97 

Vb7 0.00 -0.76 1 1 .55 1 2.78 -0.01 1 3.58 -6.00 

Vb8 0.00 -0.76 1 1 .34 1 2.97 -0.01 1 3.77 -7.00 

Vb9 0.01 -0.75 1 1 . 1 3  1 3. 1 7  -0.01 1 3.95 -7.99 

Vb10 0.01 -0.75 1 0.92 1 3.36 -0.01 1 4. 1 4  -8.99 

Table 4.15: R2 Expansion Data extract for a node-10-voltage measurement caused by an R2 fault 

Table 4. 1 6  corresponds to the fault 'Rl short' and an initial voltage measurement of 
V4=6.32V for which neighbouring data has been extracted. The adjacent records Va2-Va3 
and Vb12-Vb1 3  define ranges containing the V4-measurement and yield a maximum V l O
range of [- 14.79,- 14.2 1 ]V (greyed out in the V l O  column). A subsequent measurement of 
V l 0=- 10.04V exonerates R2 as fault suspect, since it is outside the obtained V lO-range. 

R2 Parameter Expansion Data Neighbouring V4 = 6.32V 

Data Points V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) V(1 0) 

R1 short 5.00 4.22 6.32 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 -1 0.04 

Va1 5  0.60 -0. 1 8  7.59 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 -1 3.40 

Va16 1 .33 0.55 7.23 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 -1 3.67 

Va1 7  2.06 1 .28 6.86 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 - 1 3 .94 

Va18 2.79 2.02 6 .50 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 -1 4.21 

Va19 3.53 2.75 6.13  1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 - 14 .47 

Va20 4.26 3.48 5.77 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 - 1 4.74 

Vb20 4.21 3.43 7.50 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 -1 4.79 

Vb1 9 3.44 2.66 7.81 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 - 1 4.56 

Table 4.16: R2 Expansion Data extract for a node-4-voltage measurement caused by an Rl fault 

B. Discussion 

The above examples demonstrated the underlying diagnostic strategy. An initial node 
voltage measurement is used to extract a subset of the parameter expansion data to which it 
is consistent. Based on the ranges found from the data extract reduced voltage fault ranges 
for other nodes can be derived. They represent next measurement hypotheses for the 
assumption that the component corresponding to the parameter expansion data is faulty. If 
any of these node voltages is determined it can be compared immediately with its reduced 
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voltage range (the hypothetical fault symptom). This .will either exonerate or retain the 
associated component as fault suspect. 

Each node voltage measurement which hits the node's  initial Fault Range will therefore 
reduce the Fault Ranges of the other nodes. Reconsider above tables with the R2 fault. The 
initial measurement of V4 leads to a new V9 Fault Range of [ 1 3 . 12 , 14.70]V but the initial 
measurement of V l O  leads to a V9-range of [ 1 3 .77, 14.20]V. Both ranges are valid next 
measurement hypotheses for R2 being faulty. Thus for R2 to be retained as suspect a 
subsequent measurement at V9 has to satisfy both measurement hypotheses. 
A new combined Fault Range for V9 must therefore contain only values which are 
consistent with both, the V4 and V l O  measurement, which is the overlap of the two 
separate V9-ranges. After taking the V4 measurement it would have been sufficient to 
measure V9, say to be at 13 .5V, to retain R2 as suspect. However, after taking V4 and VlO, 
measuring V9 at 1 3 .5V would exonerate R2. 

Each subsequent measurement of a node voltage can therefore contribute to a reduction of 
the Fault Ranges of the unmeasured node. This is equivalent to enhancing the diagnostic 
resolution during the process of diagnosis, a feature, so far only found in Simulation-after
Test techniques. 

4.5.6 PETRA Diagnosis Algorithm 

A. Structure 

The fault detection and location strategy used follows that of the first two algorithms from 
Section 2.4 and 2.7.  For the detection process the previously calculated tolerance margins 
are utilized. All measurements must coincide with the corresponding tolerance margins for 
the circuit to be a pass. If the circuit fails then initially all components belong to the Fault 
Suspect Group. The diagnostic strategy is, as before, to eliminate those components as 
suspects which cannot consistently explain the observations made. 

The algorithm given here pivots around the utilization of a taken measurement. Since it is 
desirable to be economical with the number of necessary measurements, as much 
diagnostic information as possible has to be extracted from every single measurement. 
The fault location process therefore first utilizes the measurement information already 
available from the fault detection process before requesting additional measurements. 

With employing the diagnostic rules for PETRA-coincidence established in Section 4.5.4 
the PETRA data of each component is processed with each new measurement taken. 
If a node voltage measurement does not coincide with a component' s  fault range then the 
component is exonerated immediately, otherwise the component' s  PETRA data is 
processed with this measurement in order to reduce its other node voltage fault ranges. The 
previously taken measurements are then checked again in turn with the new, reduced fault 
ranges to see whether PETRA-coincidence is still maintained or if the component is 
exonerable now. 
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As before diagnosis terminates if the number of fault suspects reaches one or if the set of 
measurement nodes is exhausted. 

B. Pseudo-Code Implementation 

The algorithm, given in Pascal-like pseudo-code notation, uses the following identifiers : 

Component a component from the Circuit-under-Test 
the set of Components suspect to be faulty 
number of Components in the Fau ltSuspectGroup 
the Components eventually remaining in the Fau ltSuspectGroup 
circuit nodes where voltage measurements can be taken 
those TestNodes which are used for fault detection 

Fau ltSuspectG rou p 
FaultSuscpectNo 
Located Fault 
TestNodes 
FaultDetectionNodes 
Measured Nodes 
this Node 
thisMeasurement 
thisComponent 
ToleranceRange 
Database 

those TestNodes where voltage measurements have been taken 
the circuit node currently considered 
the node voltage measurement currently considered 
the Component currently considered 
range of node voltages within tolerances 

PETRA 
PETRA-FaultRange 
PETRA-DataField 
PETRA-Segment 
SegmentRange 

simulation-before-test diagnostic database containing all PETRA 
data tables plus additional test information (eg set of TestNodes) 
Parameter Expansion Trajectory 
PETRA's Fault Range for a specific node 
A field in a PETRA data table (eg a node-voltage) 
two neighbouring PETRA data records 
the voltage range of all PETRA-Segments containing the same 
measurement 

Nothing a result of non-existence, equivalent to an empty set 

Procedure Diagnose 

Get TestNodes from Database 
Get FaultDetectionNodes from Database 

Begin 
DetectFault 
If (No Fault Detected) Then 

Return (Circuit-under-Test has passed) 
Else 

LocateFault 
Return (LocatedFault) 

End If 
End 

Procedure DetectFault 

Begin 
While (No Fault Detected) And (Fau ltDetectionNodes remain to be tested) 

Take a meaurement at next FaultDetectionNode 
Store thisMeasurement 
If thisMeasurement is outside thisNode's ToleranceRange Then Fault Detected 

WhileEnd 
End 
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Procedure LocateFault 
Begin 

Put all Components into Fau ltSuspectGroup 
Recall all stored FaultDetectionNode measurements 
While (Fau ltSuspectNo > 1 )  

Get next FaultDetectionNode measurement 
ProcessMeasurements(thisNode, thisMeasurement) 

EndWhile 
While (FaultSuspectNo > 1 )  and (TestNodes remain to be tested) 

Get next T estNode 
Measure thisNode 
Store thisMeasurement 
ProcessMeasurements(thisNode, thisMeasurement) 

EndWhile 
Return remaining FaultSuspectGroup as LocatedFault 

End 

Procedure ProcessMeasurements(thisNode, thisMeasurement) 
Begin 

For al l Components in FaultSuspectGroup 
Get next Component 
Retrieve PETRA data for thisComponent from Database 
If thisMeasurement is outside PETRA-FaultRange at thisNode Then 

Remove thisComponent from FaultSuspectGroup 
Else 

ReduceFaultRanges(thisComponent, thisMeasurement) 
If reduced PETRA-FaultRange at thisNode is Nothing Then 

Remove thisComponent from FaultSuspectGroup 
Else 

While (thisComponent is suspect) And (other MeasuredNodes are available) 
Retrieve measurement of another MeasuredNode 

If thisMeasurement is outside reduced PETRA-FaultRange at thisNode Then 
Remove thisComponent from FaultSuspectGroup 

End If 
EndWhile 

End If 
End If 

EndFor 
End 

Procedure ReduceFaultRanges(thisComponent, thisMeasurement) 
Begin 

From thisComponent's PETRA extract all PETRA-Segments containing thisMeasurement 
For all other PETRA-Nodes 

Get another PETRA-Node 
Extract maximum voltage entry of all extracted PETRA-Segments for thisNode 
Extract minimum voltage entry of all extracted PETRA-Segments for thisNode 
Define thisNode's SegmentRange as the range from extracted minimum to extracted 
maximum voltage entry 
Retrieve existing PETRA-FaultRange for thisNode 
Find the overlap of thisNode's FaultRange with thisNode's SegmentRange 
If an overlap exists Then 

Reduce thisNode's PETRA-Fault Range to become the range of this overlap 
Else 

Set thisNode's PETRA-Fault Range to Nothing 
End If 

End For 
End 
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To test the PETRA diagnosis approach with the Differential Amplifier (Figure 3 .4) a 
diagnostic database has been compiled which was then tested with a collection of single 
faults. Such a database consists typically of a number of data tables, each, containing the 
parameter expansion data for one component. The size of a data table is dependent on the 
parameter expansion step-width and the number of pseudo parameters involved 1 • 
For each of the DA's components toleranced Parameter Expansion data has been generated 
as described in Section 4.5 .3 .  The tolerance margins for the circuit' s node voltages have 
been calculated according to Section 4.3 and are given below in Table 4. 17 .  The single 
fault data for all faults is shown in Table 4. 18 .  The resistor faults are the same as used for 
the previous experiments: short, open and order of magnitude up and down shift. For each 
of the transistors six significant fault types have been considered: the three possible single 
terminal opens and the three possible twin-terminal shorts. 

A. Fault Detection 

The fault detection process is simple and consists of comparing each node voltage of a fault 
(Table 4. 1 8) with its corresponding tolerance margin (Table 4. 17). If at least one fault 
voltage is beyond its tolerance margin the fault is detected. The fault voltages which are 
within tolerances are set in grey. The node voltages of two R7-faults are all within 
tolerances. These two faults (set in grey in Table 4. 1 8) have thus not been detected and will 
therefore not be located by the algorithm. 

B. Fault Location 

The Passive Boundary node voltages of the component' s  parameter expansion data are 
equivalent to the uncorrelated fault ranges as used in the initial fault range approach. 
Before testing if a voltage measurement coincides with a component' s  PETRA these fault 
ranges are compared with the measurement to see if any component can be exonerated as 
fault suspect directly . 

1 A typical data table for a resistor has been about 20kByte in size and for a transistor about I OOkByte. The 
complete diagnostic database for the differential amplifier has therefore been below 0.5Mbyte. (These values 
refer to the data tables being stored as raw ASCII-files.) These sizes are encouragingly small, considering that 
just one high-resolution true-colour photographic image file (ie. in 24bit colour TIFF-format) typically 
occupies many Megabytes. 
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Node Voltage Tolerance Margins for the Differential Amplifier (Vin=5V) 
Node Voltages (V) V(2) V(3) V(4) V(6) V(7) V(9) 

Upper Margin 0.02 -0.75 1 1 .86 1 3.02 0.00 1 3 .81 

Lower Margin -0.01 -0.77 9.90 1 2.50 -0.02 1 3.30 

Table 4.17: Differential Amplifier Tolerance Margins 

Differential Amplifier Single Fault Node Voltages (Vin=5V) 
Slngle Faults V(2) V(3) V{4) V(6) V(7) V{9) 

short 5.00 4.22 6.32 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 
R1 x 0.1  3.60 2.82 6.95 1 5 .00 0.00 1 5 .00 

x1 0 ·O.Q1 -0.77 1 1 .95 1 1 .74 -0.01 1 2 .56 
ooen -0.01 -0.77 1 2.07 1 1 .63 ·0.01 1 2.44 

short -0.01 -0.76 1 1 .77 1 1 .92 -0.01 1 2 .73 
R2 x 0.1 -0.01 -0.76 1 1 .68 1 2.00 -0.01 1 2.81  

x1 0 3 . 1 9  2.42 7. 1 4  1 5 .00 0.00 1 5 .00 
ooen 4.95 4.17 6.35 1 5.00 0.00 1 5 .00 

short 0.01 -0.75 1 5.00 1 2.77 -0.01 1 3.57 
R3 x 0.1  0.01 ·0.75 1 4.59 1 2.77 ·0.01 13.57 

x1 0 0.01 -0.76 -0.73 1 2 . 1 3  ·0.01 1 2.94 
open 0.01 -0.77 ·0.75 1 1 .74 -0.01 1 2.55 

short ·3.58 ·0.79 1 5 .00 1 5.00 -0.02 1 5.00 
R4 x 0.1 -3.58 ·0.79 1 5.00 1 4.36 ·0.02 1 5.00 

x10 0.08 -0.69 8.84 1 2.74 0.00 1 3.54 
open 0. 1 2  -0.66 8.60 1 2.72 0.00 1 3.52 

short 0.05 ·0.72 9.42 1 4.20 0.00 1 5.00 
RS x 0.1 0.04 -0.73 9.57 1 4.06 0.00 1 4.86 

x10 ·2. 1 7  -0.79 1 5.00 8.61 -0 .02 9.39 
ooen -3.58 -0.79 1 5 .00 8.58 -0.02 9. 1 1  

short 0.02 -0.75 1 0.87 1 2.77 0.00 1 3.57 
R6 x 0.1 0.01 -0.75 1 0.87 1 2.77 0.00 1 3.57 

x1 0 -0.05 -0.81 1 0.87 1 2.79 -0.06 1 3.59 
open -3.60 -4.36 10.26 1 4.94 ·3.71 1 5.00 

short - 1 4 . 1 7  -1 5.00 -1 4.96 -1 4.92 - 14 . 12  -1 4.03 
R7 x 0.1  -0. 1 1 -0.93 -0.89 7.24 -0.1 1 8.08 

x1 0 -3.58 ·0.72 1 5.00 1 4.36 0.00 1 5.00 
ooen -3.58 -0.55 1 5.00 1 5 .00 0.00 1 5.00 

short -5.00 ·0.79 1 5.00 8.84 -0.02 9.67 
RB x 0.1  -3.30 -0.79 1 5.00 8.84 ·0.02 9.67 

x1 0 1 . 1 9  0.42 8.04 1 5.00 0.00 1 5 .00 
open 4.95 4.17 6.35 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 

basis open 7.66 ·0.79 1 4.87 9.64 -0.02 1 0.47 
emitter open 7.68 -0.79 1 5.00 9.63 -0.02 1 0.46 

01 collector open O.Q1 -0.77 1 5.00 1 1 .74 -0.Ql 1 2 .55 
be short -0.76 -0.76 15.00 1 1 .97 ·0.01 1 2 .78 
be short 1 .62 0.84 1 .62 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 
ea short -3.58 5.64 5.64 1 5 .00 0.00 1 5.00 

basis ooen -3.60 -4.36 1 0.26 1 4.94 0.00 1. 5.00 
emitter open -3.60 -4.37 1 0.20 1 5.00 0.00 1 5.00 

02 collector open -3.58 -4. 1 7 1 4.99 1 5.00 -3.39 1 5.00 
be short -3.58 -3.58 1 5.00 1 5.00 -3.58 1 5.00 
be short 7 . 1 8  7.78 1 5.00 8.56 8.56 9.40 
ce short 7.55 9.33 1 5.00 9.33 0.00 1 0 . 1 6  

basis open -3.56 -0.79 1 5.00 8.58 -0.02 1 4.99 
emitter ooen -3.58 -0.79 1 5.00 8.58 -0.02 1 5 .00 

03 collector open -3.58 -0.79 1 5.00 1 3.79 -0.02 1 4.57 
be short -3.58 -0.79 1 5.00 1 4.51 -0.02 1 4.51 
be short 6.95 6. 1 7  6.24 1 0. 1 3  0.00 1 0.96 
ce short 7.04 6.26 6.32 1 5.00 0.00 1 0.48 

Table 4.18: Differential Amplifier Single Fault Voltage Signatures 
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- 1 2 . 1 7  
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-2.57 
4,95 
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1 0.35 
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The Passive Boundary data for all components is given below in Table 4. 19 .  Only the 
measurements which are outside of their tolerance margins need to be checked whether 
they are also outside any of the component' s  Fault Ranges and can thus exonerate the 
component. If any component can be exonerated at this stage the more complex process of 
PETRA diagnosis need not be entered. 

PE-Data Passive Boundary Node Voltages (Vin=5V} 

I V(2) I V(3) I V(4) I V(6) I V(7) I V(9) I V{10) 

R1 I 5.00 I 4.22 I 1 3. 1 1  I 1 5.00 1 0.00 I 1 5.00 I 0.02 

J -0.04 I -0.78 l 5.40 I 1 1 .35 l -0.02 I 1 2. 1 7  I -1 1 .23 

R2 I 4.97 I 4. 1 8  I 1 2.80 I 1 5.00 I 0.00 I 1 5.00 I 0.00 

I -0.03 I -0.78 I 5.41 I 1 1 .64 I -0.02 I 1 2 .45 I -1 5.00 

R3 I 0.02 I -0.75 I 1 5 .00 I 1 3.02 I 0.00 I 1 3.81 I 0.21 I -0.02 I -0.78 I -0.76 I 1 1 .67 I -0.02 I 1 2.48 I -5.46 

R4 I 0.1 3 I -0.64 I 1 5.00 I 1 5.00 I 0.00 I 1 5.00 I -4.28 

I -4.08 I -0.81 I 7.87 I 1 2.44 I -0.04 I 1 3.25 I - 1 2 .29 

RS I 0.05 I -0.72 I 1 5.00 I 1 4.20 I 0.00 I 1 5.00 I -4.40 

I -4.08 I -0.81 I 8.70 I 7.90 I -0.04 I 8.36 I -1 2.29 

R6 I 0.02 I -0.74 I 1 1 .86 I 1 5.00 I 0.00 I 1 5.00 I -4.48 

I -4.1 1 I -4.87 I 9.45 I 1 2.49 I -4.29 I 1 3.29 I -1 2.30 

R7 I 0.05 I -0.49 I 1 5.00 I 1 5.00 I 0.00 I 1 5.00 I 1 0.40 

I - 1 4 . 1 7  I -1 5.00 I -1 4.96 I -1 4.92 I -14. 1 2  I - 1 4. 1 2  I - 14 . 16  

RS I 4.97 I 4.1 8 I 1 5.00 I 1 5.00 I 0.00 I 1 5.00 I 4.97 

I -5.50 I -0.81 I 5.41 I 8. 1 1  I -0.04 I 8.95 I -1 5.00 

01 I 1 0.22 I 6.1 2  I 1 5.00 I 1 5.00 I 0.00 I 1 5.00 I 1 0.82 

1 -4.02 I -0.81 I 1 .29 I 9.63 I -0.04 I 1 0.46 I -1 2.28 

Q2 I 7.68 I 9.56 I 1 5.00 I 1 5.00 I 9.34 I 1 5.00 I 1 0.67 
I -4.08 I -4.75 I 4.43 I 8.28 I -3.76 I 9 . 1 2  I -1 2.29 

Q3 I 7.42 I 6.63 I 1 5.00 I 1 5.00 I 0.00 I 1 5.00 I 1 1 .07 

I -4.05 I -1 .33 I 4.84 I -2.25 I -1 .51 I 1 0 . 1 8  I -12 .24 

Table 4.19: Component Fault Ranges obtained from Parameter Expansion data 

Although measurements within tolerance do not contribute to fault detection and are not 
usable for suspect elimination with the Passive Boundary data, they are valuable 
information for performing the PETRA coincidence tests since they are valid co-ordinates 
of the fault signature in voltage space. 

4.5.8 Results 

The results of the fault suspect elimination process are given below in Table 4.20. The 
table consists of three main columns. The left one lists the previously detected faults, in the 
centre are the f�ult suspect elimination results for each component and the right one gives 
the obtained diagnosis results for each fault. The centre column identifies each suspect 
component with F if the fault suspicion could not be removed with the PETRA diagnosis. 
If a component could be eliminated as suspect (ie could pass the PETRA test) the number 
of joint measurements necessary is indicated by p1 ( pass with one measurement), p2 (pass 
with two measurements) etc. 
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Detected Faults Fault Suspect Elimination by testing each component's Fault Suspects remaining 
to be Located Parameter Exoansion Data for a Measurement Coincidence after dlaanosis with 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 01 02 03 Fault Ranae onlv I PETRA 

R1 short F o1 o1 o1 01 01 o1 o1 02 o 1 o1 R 1 ,01 R1 

x 0.1 F o2 o1 o1 o1 o1 o 1 02 02 01 01 R 1 ,R2,RB,01 R 1  

x 1 0 F F o2 p1 P1 p1 p2 p2 p2 p2 P3 R 1 -R3,R7,R8,01 -03 R 1 ,R2 

open F p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p2 p2 o2 p2 o3 R 1 , R7,R8,01 -03 R 1  

R2 short p2 F p2 p 1  p1 p1 p2 p2 p2 o2 o3 R 1  -R3,R7,R8,01 -03 R2 

x 0.1 F F p2 p1 p1 p1 p2 p2 02 o2 o3 R 1 -R3,R7,RB,01 -03 R 1 , R2 

x 1 0 01 F p1  p1  P1 p1 p1 P2 p1 p1 o1 R2,RB R2 

open p1 F p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p2 o1 o1 o1 R2,RB R2 

R3 short p1 p1 F p2 p2 p1 p3 p2 p1 02 o3 R3-R5,R7,R8,02,03 R3 

x 0.1 p1 p 1  F p2 p2 p1 p3 p2 p1 o2 03 R3-R5,R7,R8,02,03 R3 

x 1 0 p1 p1 F p 1  p1 p1 p2 p1 o1 o1 o1 R3,R7 R3 

open p1 p1 F p1 p1 p1 p2 o1 o1 01 o1 R3,R7 R3 

R4 short p1 p1 p1 F p1 p1 p2 p2 01 o1 o1 R4,R7,RB R4 

x 0.1  01 o1 o1 F o1 01 P2 o2 o1 P2 o3 R4,R7 ,RB,02,03 R4 

x 1 0 02 02 01 F p1  01 02 p2 02 02 o3 R 1  ,R2,R4,R7,R8,01 -03 R4 

ooen p2 p2 p1 F p1 p1 p2 p2 p2 02 D3 R1 ,R2,R4,R7,RB,01 -03 R4 

R5 short p1 p2 p1 p2 F p1 p2 F p2 p2 02 R2,R4,R5,R7,R8,01 -03 R5,R8 

x 0.1 01 02 o1 02 F o1 P2 F o2 P2 o2 R2,R4,R5,R7,R8,01 -03 R5,R8 

x 1 0 p1 p1 p1 p1 F p1 p2 p2 o1 o2 01 R5,R7,RB,02 R5 

open 01 p1 p1 p1 F 01 02 F o1 o1 o1 R5,R7,R8 R5,R8 

R6 x 1 0  p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 F p2 p1 02 o1 o2 R6,R7,01 ,03 R6 

ooen P1 P1 01 o1 o 1 F o2 o1 o1 01 o1 R6,R7 R6 

R7 short p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 F p1 o1 p1  o1 R7 R7 

x 0.1  o1 01 P1 o1 01 01 F o1 o 1 o1 01 R7 R7 

x 1 0 p1  p1 o 1 o2 o1 01 F o2 o 1 o2 02 R4,R7 ,RB,02,03 R7 

open p1 p1 p1  p1 p1 p1 F o2 o1 01 01 R7,R8 R7 

R8 short 01 P1 p1 p1 o1 01 01 F 01 o1 o1 RB RB 

x 0.1  p1 p1 p1 p1 F p1 p2 F p1 p2 o1 R5,R7,RB,02 R5,RB 

x 1 0 02 02 o1 p1 o1 o1 o1 F o2 o1 o1 R1 ,R2,RB,01 RB 

open p1 p1 01 p1  01 p1 p1 F 02 01 p1 RB,01 RB 

Q1 b-open p1 p1 p1  p1 o1 o1 01 01 F o2 P1 0 1 ,02 01 

e-open p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1  F p2 p1 01 ,02 01 

c-ooen o1 01 p2 p1 p1 p1 p2 o2 F o2 o2 R3,R7,RB,01 01 

be-short o 1 01 p1 01 o1 o1 o2 o1 F 02 02 RB,01-03 01 

be-short p1 p1 0 1 p1 01 o1 01 o 1 F 01 01 01 01 

ea-short p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 F p1 p1 0 1  0 1  

02 b-open p1 p1  p1 p1 o1 02 02 01 o 1 F 01 R6,R7,02 02 

a-open p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p2 p2 p1 p1 F 01 R6,R7,02 02 

c-open o1 01 01 P1 o1 o1 p2 01 01 F 01 R7,02 02 

be-short p1 p1 p1 p1 01 01 02 o1 o1 F o1 R7,02 02 

be-short p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1  p1  F 01 02 02 

ce-short 01 01 o1 o1 o 1 o1 o1 01 01 F o1 02 02 

03 b-ooen P1 p1 01 01 o2 o1 o2 o2 o1 o2 F R5,R7 ,RS,02,03 03 

e-ooen p 1  P1 01 0 1 o2 o 1 o2 o2 01 o2 F R5,R7,RB,02,03 03 

c-open p1 p1 p1  p2 o 1 o1 o2 P2 o1 P2 F R4,R7,RB,02,03 03 

be-short p1 p1 p1 p2 p1 p1 p2 p2 p1 p2 F R4,R7,R8,02,03 03 

be-short 01 01 p1 p1 p1 01 p1 p1  P1 P2 F 02,03 03 

ea-short p1 p1 p1  p1  01 01 01 p1 01 01 F 03 03 

Legend: e: emitter p1 : pass1 - component exonerable with one measurement 
b: basis p2: pass2 - component exonerable with two measurements 
c: collector p3: pass3 - component exonerable with three measurements 

F: faulty - component is not exonerable 

Table 4.20: Results for the PETRA diagnosis experiment 
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A p l-elimination(pass with one measurement) is equivalent to performing the diagnosis 
with the Passive Boundary fault ranges (Table 4. 19), ie the component could be exonerated 
since even its initial fault range did not include the measurement. A p2- or p3-elimination 
indicates that the PETRA diagnosis concept has been applied which requires at least two 
measurements (for a PETRA coincidence check in 2d-space). 
The right main column highlights the difference in diagnostic resolution between the initial 
Fault Range approach and the PETRA approach. The combined p 1 -results are listed in the 
'Fault Range only' -column and the combined p l -p2-p3-results are listed in the 'PETRA'
column which represents the final diagnosis result. 

4.5.9 Discussion 

The results of the previous experiment indicate that the PETRA-coincidence approach is a 
step in the right direction. Despite the presence of component tolerances all detected faults 
could be located correctly and most of them exclusively as single fault. 

A. Fault Detection 

From the 50 initial faults only 2 could not be detected which leaves a fault detection rate of 
96%. The fact that a fault detection is not possible may be due to several reasons: 

• The fault does not really alter circuit performance. 
• The fault could not be highlighted by the circuit stimulus. 

When considering the differential amplifier circuit briefly (Figure 3 .4) it becomes clear that 
R6 may be decreased down to zero and the amplifier should still work as expected. We 
therefore have the situation that a change of R6 below its tolerances will not necessarily 
cause the circuit to fail .  
Observations like this one may provide valuable contributions to the circuit design process, 
clearly a case of design and test interaction. In fact, since each PETRA stored in the 
diagnostic database can be considered as representation of a component' s  'fault spectrum' ,  
the database could also be employed for carrying out such design issues, eg. by processing 
a range of component values in order to highlight the permissible component' s  tolerance 
boundaries (tolerance design). Further research into this aspect appears to be indicated. 

B. Fault Location 

Of the 48 detected faults 42 could be located correctly as the true single fault which is a 
location rate of 87.5%. The remaining 6 faults ( 12 .5%) could all be narrowed down to sets 
of two suspects of which one was the true fault. These six results are indeed members of 
only two ambiguity sets consisting of the component pairs R l-R2 and R5-R8. These 
ambiguity sets have already been identified with the experimental diagnoses for the two 
fault range approaches of Chapter 3. More severe diagnostic errors have not occurred. 

It can be argued that a single fault location with one additional suspected component is 
practically acceptable and can be justified in cost and effort terms, ie . the additional cost of 
the effort necessary to resolve the ambiguity will outweigh the cost of replacing one more 
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component. From this point of view a success rate of 100% for all detected faults can be 
claimed - a very impressive result. 

Common to the results of all fault range- and PETRA-approach experiments carried out is 
the fact that the true fault has never been missed out in any of the remaining fault suspect 
sets. Note as well, that the situation, where a set of fault suspects reaches zero, does never 
occur. This is due to the nature of the fault simulation approach which does not produce 
discrete fault signatures but a 'fault spectrum', ie. data equivalent to an arbitrary, or 
random, faultiness of a component. It clearly indicates that, unless the circuit has 
undergone a topological change, all faults are contained in the Simulation-before-Test 
database; a confirmation that the representation of faultiness, as intended with the design of 
this fault finding approach, has been achieved. 
This feature contrasts strongly with the 'explicit fault approach' of conventional fault 
dictionaries, since they can only locate faults, which have been explicitly put into the 
dictionary in the first place. 
The PETRA-diagnosis approach is thus a fault-generic Simulation-before-Test approach, a 
feature which is unique in the amongst Simulation-before-Test field. 

To summarize the results from the previous experiment for the PETRA-approach and to 
compare them with the two previous fault range approaches consider Table 4 .21  where the 
experimentally found success rates of the different approaches are shown. 

Single Fault Volta 1e Range Diagnosis Result Comparison 
Percentage of detected faults, located as 

Diagnosis Approach set of fault suspects containing 
None I Slngle Fault I Two Suspects I Three or more 

Initial Fault Ranges 0% I 1 8.8% I 2 1 .9% I 59.3% 

Linked Fault Ranges 0% I 56.3% I 43.7% I 0% 

Pbounds as Fault Ranges 0% I 1 6.7% I 27. 1 %  l 56.2% 

PETRA - Coincidence 0% I 87.5% I 1 2.5% I 0% 

Table 4.21: Comparing the Fault Range and PETRA diagnosis results 

The initial Fault Range approach and the fault suspect elimination based on toleranced 
Passive Boundary Fault Ranges is conceptually equivalent. Accordingly close are the fault 
location rates given in the table. This is remarkable, since the fault range experiments from 
Chapter 3 neglect the effects of component tolerances, whereas the Passive Boundary data 
(which is part of the PETRA-data) explicitly incorporates component tolerances. 
The approach of comparing measurements with the component' s Parameter Expansion 
Trajectories rather than their Fault Ranges could significantly increase the diagnostic 
resolution, despite the fact that the effects of component tolerances were present at all 
times. 
The excellent results for the PETRA-approach indicate that once a fault is detectable by 
voltage measurements it can also be located satisfactorily with PETRA-coincidence 
diagnostics. 
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At the beginning of this Chapter we have set out to approach the research and development 
of a novel Simulation-before-Test based fault finding technique for analogue networks 
which does 

• explicitly implement component tolerances 
• implement tolerances not on a qualitative (eg heuristic) but quantitative basis 
• abandon the discrete fault signature dictionary approach which, with all its limitations, 

is the standard implementation of Simulation-before-Test techniques 
• permit limited observability of node voltages and inaccessibility of current 

measurements 

This could be achieved by taking the following steps: 

• adopting a toleranced representation of node voltages in form of voltage ranges 
• considering a worst-case tolerance approximation which can be implemented with a 

standard simulator (like SPICE) 
• abandoning the diagnostic search for a parameter fault identification (typical for Fault 

Dictionaries) 
• instead considering component faults from a topological point of view which lead to the 

concept of arbitrary, or random, faultiness 
• implementing the generation of data representing random component faultiness with a 

failure modelling approach based on substituting the component with topologically 
equivalent pseudo parameters and a simulation mechanism, termed Parameter 
Expansion, to be applied to the failure model. 

• devising diagnostic rules for processing the Parameter Expansion data with test 
measurements to rule out the faultiness of associated components . 

• implementing the diagnostic rules into a diagnostic algorithm following a fault 
elimination strategy to produce a fault diagnosis. 

The data obtained with the Parameter Expansion mechanism was made up initially of a set 
of node voltage ranges for each component representing its arbitrary faultiness. 
Requirements on the diagnostic resolution imposed the need for a correlation between the 
Fault Ranges which eventually induced the concept of a Parameter Expansion Trajectory as 
the joint n-dimensional set of tightly linked Fault Ranges. 

The excellent results of the PETRA-approach applied to diagnosis test data indicate that 
the research carried out for developing a toleranced pre-test fault finding approach is 
moving into the right direction. The change in the fault finding philosophy, not to search 
for the explanation of a component fault during diagnosis (ie parameter identification) but 
to establish the faultiness of the component, resolves the number-of-faults drawback a 
Fault Dictionary implementation suffers from, ie. the simulation and storage of all discrete 
single component faults possible. This number is endless, even for one component, which 
reflects the continuous nature of the analogue fault scenario. All these faults together may 
be considered as the 'fault spectrum' of a component and this is what is addressed with the 
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concept of component faultiness and represented by a component' s PETRA. The fact that 
the true fault was always contained in the location results implies that if an empty set of 
fault suspects is returned as location result the detected fault has to be a multiple fault. The 
holistic single fault location and the multiple fault detection capabilities make the novel 
PETRA-diagnosis approach unique amongst Simulation-before-Test techniques. 
The processing of a pre-established fault spectrum with measurements according to 
diagnostic rules combines the advantages, the Simulation-after-Test deep-reasoning 
(model-based) fault finding approaches have with those of SaT shallow reasoning (rule
based) approaches, which are addressing diagnostic resolution and diagnosis speed. 

The following two chapters will be concerned with establishing diagnostic concepts and 
algorithms generating and processing Simulation-before-Test data applicable to a multiple 
fault scenario. Wherever possible this will follow the philosophy and employ the concepts 
proven to be of advantage for the Fault Range approach. 
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Chapter 5 :  Multiple Fault Diagnosis 

with Load Lines 

5.1 Introduction 

Research in analogue fault diagnosis aims, in a nutshell, to devise a computer aided test 
system which can automatically create the diagnostics for a fast, inexpensive and reliable 
identification of multiple simultaneous faults in large non-linear circuits , allowing for 
component and measurement tolerances, limited observability of state variables. This has 
been exemplified in Chapter 2. 
These requirements are not easy not achieve as a whole since they constrain each other. So 
developing such a satisfactory fault finding system will require a good deal of compromise. 

It has been generally adopted to categorize automatic fault finding approaches into 
Simulation-before-Test and Simulation-after-Test techniques. With the post-test group 
representing a wide range of approaches, the pre-test group consists basically of fault 
dictionary implementations. (Compare with the taxonomy given in Chapter 2.) 
Post-test techniques are usually strong in multiple fault situations but this has to be traded 
in against on-line computation time. This makes them costly. 
Pre-test techniques are usually fast and therefore economical since the bulk of their 
computation load is performed off-line. Their main weakness is their limitation to single 
faults. 

These were the findings of Chapter 2. Lets look at the multiple fault problem in this respect 
as introduction to this scenario. 

5.1.1 Pre-Test Simulation and Multiple Faults 

As the name implies post-test techniques simulate circuit behaviour with the knowledge of 
actual circuit states (test measurements reflecting the faults), from which possible 
explanations (fault hypotheses) for the failed circuit can be deduced. 
Being mainly model based techniques they can usually work out the faults directly if 
sufficient measurements are available, or, where observability is restricted, provide 
mechanisms (eg constraint propagation) for checking the consistency of fault symptoms 
with fault hypotheses. 
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Since the effort necessary for checking a multiple fault hypothesis is not much higher than 
for a single fault hypothesis they generally provide multiple fault diagnostics or can be 
adjusted for it. 

Regrettably the situation is somewhat different when circuit simulations are performed 
before testing takes place as is the case with any fault dictionary approach. 
In principle these approaches are also capable of dealing with multiple faults: testing out a 
pre-test multiple fault hypothesis (a multiple fault signature) does not require more work 
than is needed for a single fault signature. Implementing it, that is including multiple fault 
signatures in the dictionary, however, is generally considered to be impracticable since all 
possible multiple fault hypotheses, ie all combinations of all single faults, would have to be 
worked out, simulated and stored. The resulting combinatorial explosion of the number of 
multiple fault signatures when dealing with the amount of components in a moderately 
sized real circuit makes diagnosing multiple faults not feasible within the orthodox pre-test 
simulation approach. 
The inherent difficulty with all pre-test implementations is, simply put, the need to 
concisely predict the symptoms of all possible failures for the yet unknown faulty board. 

5.1.2 Fault Simulation And Multiple Faults 

The reason why we get a combinatorial problem with multiple faults in the first place has 
to be found in the way pre-test techniques generate their diagnostics. They usually employ 
some form of fault simulation in order to obtain some form of fault representation. 

Since this is done before testing, all of the fault representations have to be stored away for 
future use, whereas post-test techniques generate their fault representations on the fly and 
discard the ones not needed anymore. 

The fault representation used in conventional fault dictionaries is a fault signature, which in 
its simplest form is a voltage vector, (a snapshot of the symptoms of a certain fault), or, in a 
more advanced form, expressed as a vector of distances from nominal. The representation 
used in the author' s  previously introduced Fault Range and PETRA approaches can be 
viewed as the fault spectrum of a component (a continuous set of fault signatures) . Both 
representation methods have their disadvantages: 

A. Fault Signature Method 

Fault Signatures relate to specific component faults . Each signature typically represents a 
distinct fault. There can be many signatures relating to different faults of the same 
component. When used in this form they pose significant restrictions onto the diagnostic 
fault coverage. Not only are they prohibitive for multiple fault implementations they also 
limit the number of diagnosable single faults since only the (finite) number of stored faults 
can be diagnosed. This method has originated from the digital world, and its use is possibly 
justifiable there, since digital faults tend to be more discrete. 

B. Fault Range Method 

The Simulation-before-Test approach developed by the author in Chapter 3 and 4 for single 
fault diagnosis initially employs Fault Ranges, and then later Parameter Expansion 
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Trajectories 
hypothetical 
opposed to 
component) . 

as representation of the 
failure of a component (as 

a specific fault m a 

The continuous set of fault hypotheses of 
this representation are not employed to 
specify the actual fault in a component 
they only identify the component as faulty. 
To do this makes sense, since the 
identification of a failed component as 
smallest replaceable unit is sufficient for 
PCB repair. Adopting this change of 
philosophy effectively reduces the infinite 
number of possible faults in components 
to the finite number of possible 
(separately) failed components. The 
analogue failure environment now 
becomes comparable to the digital world 
and the use of such fault ranges in a fault 
dictionary is defensible. 
So this method differs from the common 
fault dictionary approach in that it 
eliminates the finite-number-of-faults 
restriction, which makes it conceptually an 
approach with complete single fault 
coverage. It can, on the other hand, be 
compared with a fault dictionary 
implementation in that it stores fault 
representations. The combinatorial 
problem associated with multiple faults, 
may be reduced now, but is still prevalent 
with larger circuits. 

CONVENTIONAL FAULT DICTIONARY 

Stimulus 

Component 
Fault 

Fault 
Signatures 

AUTHOR'S SINGLE FAULT APPROACH 

Stimulus 

Component 
Faulti ness 

Fault Ranges 
and P ETRAs 

AUTHOR'S MULTIPLE FAULT APPROACH 

What Form of 
Diagnostic ? 

Conditioning • 

Figure 5.1: Abandoning Pre-Test Fault 
Simulation 

Figure 5. 1 sketches the functional principle of the above two fault simulation methods: In 
both cases some form of fault conditioning is applied to pre-test simulations. In the first 
case collection of specific component fault signatures (dictionary) is obtained, in the 
second case the fault spectrum of each component is represented by its PETRA. 

C. The New Simulation-Before-Test Multiple Fault Approach 

Since the application of component specific fault conditioning is the major obstacle for a 
pre-test multiple fault implementation, why not try to avoid it in order to overcome the 
restriction to the single fault scenario. The third part of Figure 5 . 1 therefore illustrates that 
a new form of diagnostic conditioning is needed in order to enable the feasibility of a 
Simulation-before-Test multiple fault approach. And what does the resulting diagnostic 
data then represent? 
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The aim of the author' s  research in this area is to develop a toleranced multiple fault 
diagnosis approach which employs data obtained by Simulations-before-Test. 
The general purpose toleranced circuit simulation approach for pre-test diagnostics, 
developed in Chapter 4, will be adopted. This implies that the multiple fault data will also 
represent tolerance in form of upper and lower bounds. 
The diagnostic strategies followed in the previous two chapters are mostly generic and will 
therefore be employed for the multiple fault approach where appropriate. They will only be 
modified or enhanced, if necessary. 
As before, with the Fault Range concept for single faults, a novel Simulation-before-Test 
diagnostic concept for multiple faults will be introduced, then an approach will be 
developed to implement it in simulations and to utilize the resulting data for fault finding. 
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5.2 Diagnosis with Toleranced Load Lines 

A new Simulation-before-Test diagnostic concept, the Load Line concept, will be 
introduced now. It is inherently capable of diagnosing multiple faults. Consider the 
following example as an introduction into the concept: 

5.2.1 Diagnostic Concept 

The concept is best introduced with a very simple analogue network where all 
dependencies are obvious. In Figure 5 .2 such a simple circuit, a voltage divider, is shown. 
The input is stimulated with the constant voltage source V0 • The parameters of the resistors 
R1 and R2 are assumed to possess a certain tolerance. If both parameters can vary freely 

and independently within tolerances, then the output voltage V2 and the common current I 
will also be varying within their tolerance margins (compare with the example in 
Section 4.2.5). 

A. Fault determination 

Since V0 is constant and known the performances V2 y1 
and I completely determine the parameters of R1 
and R2 with R1 ::::J (v0 -VJ/ I and R2 = V2 / / .  

To perform a diagnosis it is therefore sufficient to R1 • 
measure1 V2 and I and then work out the values for 
R1 and R2 according to the above equations. R2 V2 
Implementing this as an automatic fault finding 
procedure, however, would be equivalent to 
performing a circuit simulation. Since actual 
measurements are necessary this circuit simulation 
could only be performed after testing the circuit, 
which would make it a Simulation-after-Test Figure 5.2: Voltage Divider 

method. 
So what needs to be done is to find Simulation-before-Test diagnostic representations for 
R1 and R2 which would enable the determination of their fault condition immediately after 
measuring Vi and /. What are these representations? 

B. Representations of diagnostic states 

There are combinations of V2 and I for which the circuit is considered to be operative 

(within tolerances) and others representing various types of faults in the circuit. In other 
words, knowing V2 and I is sufficient to determine the diagnostic state of the network. 

1Generally, when diagnosing printed circuit boards, it is not practicable to measure internal current. In this 
example, however, it is assumed for explanatory reasons that the current I is observable. 
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Imagine for this the V2- l  -plane, which is the two-dimensional diagnostic voltage-current 
space for the voltage divider circuit. Every possible combination of V2 and I co-ordinates 

determines a location in the plane, therefore every location corresponds to a distinct 
diagnostic state of the circuit. 

Any component can assume only one of two diagnostic states, ie either be faulty or fault
free. From the component' s "point of view" this state may be determined as follows : 

1 .  A component is non-faulty (good) if all its parameters are within tolerance. 
2. A component is faulty (bad) if at least one of its parameters is outside tolerance. 

With considering possible topological failures (opens and shorts) as extreme component 
parameter deviations, there can be only four types of diagnostic states for the voltage 
divider circuit as a whole, which are the combinations of the above two diagnostic states 
for each component: 

A. both, R1 and R2 , are good (no fault) 

B .  R1 is good, R2 i s  faulty (single fault 1 )  
c. R2 is good, R1 is faulty (single fault 2) 

D. both, R1 and R2 , are faulty (multiple fault) 

The diagnostic space of the divider circuit must therefore consist of four types of regions, 
each representing one of the above four diagnostic states (A. to D.). If these diagnostic 
regions can be found with simulations prior to any testing of the circuit, then the simulation 
results can be treated as diagnostic data, to be stored away for later use. Then during 
testing, the data representing the regions may be retrieved and a measured fault signature (a 
V2 , I  -measurement) could be located with respect to the diagnostic regions, and from there 

a diagnosis could be given directly .  

C. Determination of the diagnostic regions 

The performances V2 and I , both, depend on R1 and R2 • Their performance functions, 

which together define locations in V2-/-space, are V2 = V0(R2/ R1 + Ri ) and I =  V0/ R1 + R2 • 

For the dependency between V2 and I with either R1 or R2 as parameter we simply apply 
Ohm's law: 

(5.la) 

and 

(5.lb) 

The graphs of Equations 5 . 1  are in fact the load lines of R1 and R2 • The regions in V2 - I -
space where R1 or R2 is fault free can now be determined when Equations 5 . 1 are modified 

for R1 and R2 to reflect variations within their tolerances. For R1 we can write : 
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I - -
1 

V Vo - 2 +---�'-----
[ R1 - Ml ' R1 + M1 ]  [R1 - Ml ' R1 + M1 ]  

The corresponding region where R2 is fault free is given equivalently with: 
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(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

Since any value within the tolerance interval [ R - M, R + M] is permitted Equations 5 .2 

now define a whole range of V2- /  -pairs which are consistent with R1 or R2 being within 
tolerances. 

The graphs of Equations 5.2 are two areas 
in the V2 -/  -plane, as shown in Figure 5 .3 ,  
containing all load lines for R1 and R2 

within tolerances. 
The whole of all tolerance variations are 
thus represented by these two 'load areas'. 
Each of them is delimited by the two 
peripheral load lines due to the tolerance 
extremes of each of the resistors . In the 
following context such a load area is 
simply referred to as a toleranced load 
line .  

Consider the load line of  R2 first: All 
voltage-current pairs located within its 
toleranced load line are consistent with R2 
being non-faulty; they define values of R2 
being within tolerance. However, any 
measurement yielding a co-ordinate 
outside this load line can only be 
explained by R2 being beyond its 
tolerance margin, or in other words: by R2 
being faulty. 
Equivalent is true for the toleranced load 
line of R1 :  Any measurements locating a 
point inside this load line indicate that R1 
must be good, any other location requires 
R 1 to be faulty. 

The two intersecting toleranced load lines 
partition the voltage-current plane (the 
diagnostic space) into regions. Four 
different types of these regions can be 
identified, labelled A, B,  C, and D in 
Figure 5 .4. They represent, as

· 
predicted 

before, the possible four diagnostic states 

Chapter 5-7 

VO 
V2 

Figure 5.3: The two tolerance load lines for the 
voltage divider. 

R1  D 

VO 
V2 

Figure 5.4: The four types of diagnostic region, 
produced by two intersecting load lines 
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Type A is the tolerance region. Measurements falling in this area indicate that both 
resistors are non-faulty. 
Regions of type B and C represent the two possible single faults (Rl or R2, respectively) . 
A fault signature coinciding with region B is consistent with R l  being OK and R2 being 
faulty, and vice versa for a measurement in region C. 
Clearly regions of type D represent the multiple fault condition, which are all locations 
outside both load lines. Any measurements of I and Vi placing a fault signature into this 
type of region indicate that R1 , as well as R2, have to be faulty. (To explain such a 
measurement a perturbation of both resistances beyond their tolerances is required.) 

Whatever values the measurements result in, their co-ordinates define a location in the 
diagnostic space which must coincide with one of the four types of diagnostic region. The 
diagnostic information associated with the corresponding region type immediately pin
points the fault(s). No further analytical fault finding or circuit simulation is necessary. The 
multiple fault potential of this diagnostic concept is therefore obvious. 

5.2.2 Diagnostic Rules for Load Lines 

The above example illustrated, that toleranced component load lines dissect the diagnostic 
space into regions associated with fault types. Measurements located in regions which are 
not part of the load lines can only be explained by a multiple fault. Since the load lines are 
toleranced they enable the location of multiple faults in a toleranced environment. 

The underlying diagnostic principle is best outlined when considering only the load line of 
one component. Since this load line represents all possible current voltage combinations 
which are consistent with the component operating within its tolerances, its dimensionality 
must therefore be determined by the current and voltage variables necessary to completely 
define the components behaviour. 

There are only two cases of qualifying the location of taken measurements with respect to a 
toleranced load line: Measurements either coincide with the load line or they don't. This 
distinction yields a very simple diagnostic rule: 

Load Line Diagnosis Rule: If a fault signature does not coincide with a toleranced load 
line then the associated component must be faulty (otherwise it is considered good). 

The obvious similarity between this rule and the PETRA diagnosis rule from Section 4.5 .3 
is an indication that some of the data processing, necessary for carrying out a diagnosis, 
may be adopted. More of this later in Section 5 .4.2. 

Since the introduced load lines reside in its component' s  current voltage space the 
application of the above rule requires the knowledge of current. In Section 5 .4, when 
considering networks where the availability of voltage measurements may be limited and 
current observability is generally not provided, we shall see that the diagnostic 
interpretation of measurement - load line coincidence has to be modified slightly, whereas 
the non-coincidence interpretation can be adopted unchanged. 
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The load line concept does not depend on the shape of the load lines dealt with. In the case 
of the voltage divider from the previous example, where the V-I relationship is linear, the 
load lines are straight lines (hence the name), but this cannot be guaranteed in general. 

Consider now Figure 5.5 ,  where one of the resistors is replaced by a diode. The 
corresponding load lines for the components are sketched in Figure 5.6:  Although the load 
line of the diode D has the shape of its VI-characteristic, it is quite obvious that the 

V1 

A 

D 

Figure 5.5: A simple non-linear 
voltage divider 

diagnostic principle should remain 
unchanged and can be applied as described 
before. 

D 

__j.�_,,;===:=::=::::::.._�����---=��I� 
VO V2 

Figure 5.6: Toleranced load lines of a non
linear voltage divider 

Combining these two cases yields the same four types of faults already identified for the 
voltage divider: no fault, two single faults and one multiple fault, and the two toleranced 
load lines produce the same four types of diagnostic region as with the voltage divider 

This illustrates that, due to its simple diagnostic principle, the concept is not restricted to 
linear cases, but can equally be applied to non-linear situations, which occur normally 
when dealing with real circuits. 

5.2.4 Load Lines of Higher Dimensionality 

The behaviour of a passive one-port like a diode or resistor is determined by the current 
into and the voltage across the port. Accordingly the corresponding load line resides in its 
two-dimensional diagnostic space. Since this load line is based on the port variables, it is a 
graphical representation of the function defining the one-port and therefore sufficient to 
determine its behaviour. 
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Let us consider briefly Figure 5.7 .  It illustrates that a three-terminal component like a 
transistor carries three voltages and three currents which are sufficient to define its 
behaviour. However, since KCL and KVL apply always, only two voltages and two 
currents are necessary. Therefore a transistor can be interpreted as a two-port as shown on 
the right. 

y. le v 
. 

- -
· . 

lb ' 
. 

le 

le  

....---�-() 

lb 

Vee 

Figure 5.7: A 3-terminal component is equivalent to a two-port 

Vee 

The four two-port variables Vbe, /b, Vee and le completely determine its behaviour, and the 
corresponding diagnostic space has the dimensionality of four. A load line, which shall in 
the same way determine the behaviour of this two port, must therefore constitute itself in 
this four-dimensional current-voltage space. Since visualisations in dimensions higher than 
three is difficult, transistor data sheets usually show projections into two dimensions of the 
current-voltage space, while mapping the other dimensions as parameters. Although we 
cannot draw a picture of four dimensional transistor load lines in order to illustrate the 
correlations, we can conceive that the diagnostic principle of the load line concept applies 
unchanged also in higher current-voltage dimensionality : 

In order to carry out a diagnosis of the two-port, measurements of the two currents and 
voltages may be compared with the pre-stored load line data in order to determine if they 
coincide with the two-port's load line. 

In the case of general n-ports, which is defined by n currents and n voltages the load line 
equivalent will be of dimensionality 2n. We will later see that not all of these state 
variables are required to be measured or known in order to perform a diagnosis. 

5.2.5 Summary 

The utilization of the Load Line Concept for diagnosing analogue circuits appears as an 
avenue for implementing multiple fault location capabilities in a Simulation-before-Test 
fault finding method. Since the introduced load line diagnostics are conceptually able to 
handle toleranced linear and non-linear circuits alike, they may be successfully applicable 
to real circuits. 
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The load line diagnostics follow the fault finding philosophy underlying the Fault Range 
approach: Components will be located as faulty without the necessity for evaluating the 
associated parameter changes. 

The fundamental difference to the Fault Range approach lies in the interpretation of the 
diagnostic data. Fault ranges and PETRAs represent regions in diagnostic space 
explainable by a component' s  faultiness, but toleranced load lines represent regions 
explainable with the correct operation of the associated component. The notion of fault 
representation has therefore been abandoned, as suggested in Section 5 . 1 .2 at the beginning 
of this Chapter. 
The important fact is that toleranced load lines, as described, may be obtainable prior to 
any testing to be stored for later diagnosis. This simulation data would then represent, as 
shown in Figure 5 . 1 ,  the previously unknown type of diagnostic data necessary for a 
Simulation-before-Test multiple fault implementation. 
Toleranced load lines are a graphical representation of a component's tolerance space, and 
since the diagnosis procedure outlined could in principle be carried out graphically the load 
line concept may be considered as a 'quasi-graphical method' of fault diagnosis. This in 
itself is not new, other quasi-graphical methods are described in [McKeon2, Bandler l ] , 
however, the potential utilization as Simulation-before-Test data for multiple fault 
diagnosis is a unique and novel feature of the introduced concept. 

In order to get there an automatism for generating load line data with simulations has to be 
devised first. This is described in the next section. 
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5.3 Obtaining Load Line Data with Simulations 

The diagnostic principle of the load line concept, has been obviated with a two-component 
voltage divider topology and should equally apply to other, more complex circuits . But 
there the situation is not so straightforward as it appeared with the voltage divider. The 
load lines of the two resistors in Figure 5 .3 have been obtained manually by plotting the 
corresponding component functions while allowing for a certain parameter tolerance. For 
very simple circuits this may b

'
e feasible. To build up sufficient diagnostic data for larger 

circuits many more load lines are required, the expected multi-dimensional nature is 
graphically prohibitive, and the load lines themselves will be much more complex. What is 
needed, is of course a method which is suitable for doing this automatically, ie by 
employing circuit simulations. 

Any simulator capable of producing such load lines could have been employed for this 
approach. The simulator available to the author, unfortunately, does not provide a built-in 
load line option at all, again a limitation which had to be overcome in order to generate the 
required simulation data. The problem was therefore to find an appropriate mechanism for 
delivering the required load line data with standard circuit simulations. This is done in the 
next section. The simulation principle described there is SPICE independent, it can be 
employed with any general purpose simulator. 

5.3.1 The Simulation Principle 

To illustrate the working principle of a possible simulation mechanism for load lines let' s 
consider again a resistive voltage divider. Its simplicity will make it easy to understand 
what 's  going on. 

Assume for the moment that the resistors in the voltage-divider circuit (Figure 5 .2) are at 
their nominal values. A standard simulation of this circuit would yield its bias solution, as 
shown in Plot A of Figure 5 .8 ,  which is a point in VI-space. Manually this solution could 
be obtained by finding the intersection of the resistor's load lines as indicated by the dotted 
lines, the simulation, however would only produce the single point. 
Next let R2 vary within its tolerances. The result of this simulation (Plot B) would be the 
bold black line , a section of the dotted R l  load line. It represents a toleranced bias-solu
tion. In Plot C the parameter R2 has been shifted beyond its tolerance bounds to reach its 
maximum and minimum extremes. The simulation result in this case is a 'string' of bias 
points which together follow the shape of the load line for R l .  If, in addition, R l  itself is 
made variable within its tolerances (Plot D), the simulation would yield the toleranced load 
line for R l .  
Vice versa, to generate the toleranced load line for R2, a simulation with its parameter 
varying within its tolerances, while expanding R l  's parameter over its total possible range, 
has to be run. 

The principle of this mechanism is simple: Varying the resistance of one component yields 
the load line of the other. This is obviously an application of the Parameter Expansion 
mechanism introduced in Chapter 4. If R2 were replaced by a diode, the diode' s  parameters 
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would be required to change arbitrarily in order to obtain Rl 's load line. Such random 
changes could already be achieved by the author' s Parameter Expansion approach, where 
the diode 's  real parameters were replaced with a resistance modelling random behaviour of 
a passive one-port. (See Section 4.4.) Since a resistance can be used for both, the resistor 
and the diode, its expansion will produce the same result for Rl  ' s  load line in both cases. 
R l  's load line should not depend on other components anyway, so this is the correct result 
to expect, an indication for the general applicability of the Parameter Expansion approach. 
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Result 

R1 • d . ·· 
nominal • • , · • . . . . . 

' .  · • R2 ' 

• :•·. • • 
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. ' . 
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. .  
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Figure 5.8: The principle for obtaining a toleranced load line with a simulator 

V2 

V2 

Furthermore, when load lines for components more complex than a one-port are required, a 
large number of real parameters has to be considered. Thus the same situation as discussed 
in Section 4.4. 1 has to be faced: Simultaneous expansion of all relevant normal model 
parameters of a component is prohibitive due to combinatorial constraints . A plausible 
measure to take here is to consider the adaptation of the pseudo parameter substitution 
(PPS) concept which has already been applied successfully to components with the PETRA 
approach in Chapter 4. 
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Since the automatic generation of component load lines is apparently linked to the 
application of the Parameter Expansion mechanism, its utilisation is indicated and will be 
considered next. 

The presence of component tolerances will also be considered from the beginning. The 
tolerance simulation approach developed in Sections 4.2 and its implementation for the 
SPICE simulator will be adopted and, if necessary, be modified. The load line data to be 
generated will therefore inherit the property of tolerance boundaries which have been part 
of the toleranced Parameter Expansion Trajectories as used in the Fault Range approach. 

5.3.2 Utilizing the Parameter Expansion Mechanism 

The simulation requirements for load lines, considered previously in principle, indicated 
that the same simulation mechanism which has been used for generating Fault Range data 
may also be employed for generating Load Line data. As before in Chapter 4, the 
application of the Parameter Expansion mechanism with passive or active behaviour 
pseudo parameters will be discussed. 

A. Employing Passive Pseudo Parameter Expansion 

In order to employ the Parameter Expansion mechanism the component to be expanded 
will be substituted by its appropriate pseudo parameters (compare Section 4.4). Since the 
pseudo parameter substitution (short: PPS) of a resistor is its resistance, a pseudo parameter 
expansion of R2 in the voltage divider will yield the load line for R l  in the same way as 
has been illustrated in Figure 5 .8 .  

When utilized for the Fault Range approach the expansion of a component' s  PPS 
represented the arbitrary faultiness of that component. At the beginning of this chapter the 
author proclaimed that component fault representations will be abandoned in favour of 
some other form of diagnostic data. So how does this tie in with the load line approach? 

Let' s recall that a toleranced load line of a component represents a region in performance 
space which is consistent with the correct operation of this component. This region 
therefore represents the fault-free operation of the component while its 'electronic 
environment' may undergo any behavioural changes possible. All of these possible 
behavioural changes represent in fact the arbitrary failure of this environment. 
In the case of the voltage divider this environment consists only of R2. VO is the supply 
voltage and as such not included in the circuit. 

The way the load line for R l  has been obtained is thus by effecting the arbitrary faultiness 
of its electronic neighbourhood which consists of R2. The application of the pseudo 
parameter expansion mechanism with R2 is therefore consistent with the deductions made 
in Section 4.4 about randomly faulty components . The fundamental difference to the 
utilization with the Fault Range approach is, that the simulation data obtained in this way 
represents a region in performance space con istent with the correct operation of rbe 
component surrounded by the failing environment. This region, the component' s load line, 
is therefore based on the normal behavioural simulation model already available with a 
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simulator like Spice, rather than on a PPS simulating the component' s  faultiness. Here it i 
the fail ing environment to which the pseudo parameter ubstitution is applied. 

B. Employing Active Pseudo Parameter Expansion 

We have seen that the key to an automatic generation of component load lines is found in 
the Parameter Expansion of the component' s  electronic environment, a utilization of active 
pseudo parameters with the expansion mechanism should also be valid. 

Lets consider the voltage divider from Fig 3.2 again: The passive expansion of R2-pseudo 
will cause the rest of the circuit (consisting of the constant voltage input and R1) to produce 
a current range for I and an output voltage range for V2 according to the following 
relations: 

and (5.3) 

It is obvious that a parametric sweep of R2 from zero to infinity causes I to vary from Vo/R1 
to 0 and V2 to vary from 0 to V0. If R l  is constant then V2 depends only on R2. Since Rl  ' s  
load line i s  the graph of the current I as function of the voltage V2 (Equation 5 .  l a) the load 
line is produced with a parametric sweep of R2. 

V1 

R 1  
toleranced 

' 
R 1 min 

" 
R1 max 

Figure 5.9: The voltage divider with active PPS applied to R2. Expanding the PPS yields the load 
line for Rl. 

Instead of varying the voltage V2 indirectly by changing R2, V2 may be varied directly if 
R2 is replaced with a voltage source (Figure 5 .9). This is provided by an active pseudo 

parameter substitution for R2, where the source is expanded within [ 0 < V2 < V0] 1 • Applying 

the Parameter Expansion mechanism to V2 will then yield R l  's load line, as illustrated. If 

1 Alternatively a current source could be utilized within the interval [0 < I < V0/Ri ] ,  however a voltage 

source may be more advantageous in this case since Jim I =  V0/ R1 depends also on the tolerance variations 
Rz�O 

of R 1 •  
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the source is varied within the voltage interval given above then the same load line for R l  
is obtained as with the passive pseudo parameter approach. 
However varying V2 beyond this interval causes the load line to extend into the negative 
quadrants. Although this means that the Rrsubstitution is pushed into active behaviour (as 
already discussed in Section 4.4.4, see Figures 4. 16  and 4. 17), the parameter expansion 
data here does not represent R2 but rather R1 , even if R1 ' s  load line i s  expanded into the 
negative quadrants R1 is still exhibiting passive behaviour: R1 = V0 -V2 /  I is also positive 

in the negative quadrants since l<O wherever V0 - V2 < 0 .  This is consistent with the load 

line data being obtained in conjunction with R1 ' s  normal ohmic model. It also implies that 
a violation of passive behaviour boundaries by an active PPS, as observed with the Fault 
Range expansion data, is irrelevant for the load line concept: 

C. Passive Boundaries 

The Passive Boundary filtering as utilized with the Fault Range approach appears not to be 
necessary with the load line approach since the load line concept does not employ data 
representing faulty components. 
For the Fault Range approach it was necessary to replace a component with a topologically 
equivalent pseudo parameter configuration in order to obtain the required diagnostic data. 
The Passive Boundaries problem then occurred with the use of active pseudo parameters 
which could assume behaviour beyond the original component' s  capabilities. 
To obtain the load line of a component the component itself need not be replaced by a 
pseudo parameter configuration as it was necessary for obtaining fault range data. The 
component representation itself remains unchanged but now its environment undergoes the 
required parameter expansions. The resulting load line data is therefore based on the 
component' s  proper circuit simulation model which implies that a Passive Boundary 
violation cannot be induced. 

D. Application of the previous considerations 

The Parameter Expansion mechanism has been applied to generate toleranced load lines, as 
described, in order to test out the previous considerations. The tolerance simulation 
approach (Section 4.3) could be adopted unchanged. The test circuit is the voltage divider 
as shown in Figure 5 .2,  with R1=2.2k and R2=3 .3k, supplied with V0=+5V. The 
expansion, between OV and 5V, has been performed twice, first with Rl  replaced by a 
voltage source (active PPS) to get R2' s  load line and then with roles reversed. The resistor 
tolerances have been exaggerated to +/- 20 % in order to better demonstrate the results . The 
data plots of the obtained load lines are shown in Figure 5 . 10. 

There it is clearly demonstrated that the Parameter Expansion mechanism can be employed 
for generating toleranced load lines as predicted before. To exemplify the diagnostic 
capability of the introduced load line concept, a few fault signatures, from simulated faults, 
have been included in the data plot. As predicted, the single faults coincide with just one of 
the load lines, all multiple faults are outside both the load lines, and the signature of the 
healthy circuit coincides with both load lines in the tolerance region. All of the faults 
would have been diagnosed correctly . The fault of replacing R2 by a diode exemplifies that 
this novel concept is not limited to specific faults, one of the drawbacks of traditional 
Simulation-before-Test approaches. 
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Figure 5.10: Toleranced load lines for the voltage divider, obtained by Parameter Expansion, and a 
few representative fault signatures. (V0=5V, R1=2k2, R2=3k3, both +/-20 % ) 

5.3.3 A Possible Alternative: Constraint Reduction 

A conventional simulation of the divider circuit can only produce the intersection of the 
two load lines as result (the bias solution), since this is enforced by the model constraints 
of the two resistors . Rl  ' s  load line has been obtained by expanding R2' s parameter. Instead 
of doing this the model constraints of R2 could be relaxed in such a way that a simulation 
would now produce the desired load line of R 1 · (A 'constraint suspension' technique, based 
on a similar concept, but with a different objective and used for Simulations-after-Test, is 
described in [McKeon2].) 

Figure 5 . 1 1  illustrates the approach: Here R2 is substituted by a general one-port, termed a 
Reduced Constraint Element (RCE). The simulation of this configuration will use the 
model equations of the one-port instead of R2. The constraints of the one-port are as 
minimal as necessary in order to let the Rl  constraints (which also need to be relaxed 
slightly to allow for tolerances) generate the load line data. These minimal requirements are 
as follows: 

The first requirement is that the constraints of KCL and KVL are maintained: All currents 
into the element and all voltages around it must sum to zero. Kirchhoff' s Laws are the 
basic conditions which have to be valid for any component, simply to assure the 'integrity' 
of an electrical component as such and the topology of the circuit. If no further constraints 
are added, the one-port is in its most general form and can be used to replace any two-
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legged component. It incorporates both, active and passive behaviour, in the same sense as 
it has been considered with the pseudo parameter concept. 

The second requirement, if desired, should ensure passive behaviour. This requires the 
product of the one-port' s external current and voltage to be positive. (The ohmic constraint 
of the resistor R2 (V2/I=R2) is in fact replaced with a passive behaviour constraint for the 
one-port (V2/I> 0). Note that although the reduced constraint is resistive, it is not ohmic.) 
Passively constrained, the RCE can replace a resistor or a diode (but not a photo-diode). 

� 
V1 I 

R 1  
toleranced 

V2 

additional sampling required 

Figure 5.11 :  A Reduced Constraint Element plus additional sampling of the diagnostic space can 
also produce Rl's load line. 

Since the RCE constraints will be expressed as inequalities the simulation results should be 
ranges. They have to be correlated however, for instance, by collecting samples of the 
performance space during the simulation, which will then highlight the shape of R 1 ' s  
toleranced load line, as illustrated. I f  this i s  not done the result would be the rectangle 
shown, which is not of much use. 
Using such elements could be a very elegant way of obtaining the desired simulation data, 
but it requires a simulator which can handle component models expressed by inequalities 
and processes values as ranges, for instance. (SPICE has not been designed for this type of 
simulation.) 

Since the circuit simulation with Reduced Constraint Elements also requires some form of 
sampling of the performance space its computational effort is comparable to the Parameter 
Expansion approach. Therefore the Parameter Expansion mechanism does not appear to be 
a bad choice as a means for generating load line data with a standard simulator. 

5.3.4 Summary 

As with the Fault Range approach the application of the passive and active parameter 
expansion approaches for obtaining load lines have been illustrated as equally valid 
mechanisms. The data from the passive expansion process is usually a subset of the data 
obtained with the active expansion process, since the passive approach is constrained to 
exhibit passive behaviour only. This has been true with the Fault Range approach and is 
also the case with the Load Line concept. 
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The fundamental difference is that the Fault Ranges of a target component are the result of 
its pseudo parameter substitution and as such can represent passive or active behaviour 
faultiness, whereas the load lines of a component are the result of the component' s  normal 
simulation model which is exposed to the additional constraints of its either passively or 
actively failing environment. In either case the load lines reflect the healthy operation of 
the target component, however, since the active parameter expansion data usually has a 
wider scope than its passive counterpart the load lines can be made to extend further into 
the diagnostic performance space, if required. Since the Passive Boundary restriction does 
not apply to the load line of the target component, the active Pseudo Parameter Substitution 
will be favoured. 

The proposal to employ the Parameter Expansion mechanism for generating toleranced 
load line data has been tried out The results clearly confirm all predictions of the proposal. 
Also, the comparison of the simulated load line data with a few representative simulated 
faults is a first confirmation that the load line diagnostic concept is valid 
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5.4 Load Lines for Larger Circuits 

The approach developed so far for automatically generating toleranced load lines has been 
to replace the electrical environment around the target component with a Pseudo Parameter 
Substitution (PPS) and then to apply the Parameter Expansion mechanism. 

The strategy underlying this approach is following a diametrical partitioning concept: 
Reconsidering the previous voltage divider example in more general terms, the approach 
was to partition it into two blocks, one forming the part of the circuit for which the load 
line is required, the other forming the Rest-of-Network (RON) environment to which the 
Parameter Expansion mechanism is applied. 

If this strategy is 
followed with a larger 
circuit the load line 
approach offers two 
possibilities. The first 
is to partition the 
circuit on component 
level yielding Single 
Component - RON 
partitions. This will 
result in a component 
load line and a RON 
load line. 

The second is to divide 
the circuit in two more 
or less equal partitions 

LOAD LINE APPROACH 

Rest-Of-Network 

Parameter 
Expansion 

Component's 
Load Line 

Figure 5.12: Partitioning of a network into two blocks in order to 
generate load line data with the Parameter Expansion mechanism. 

each containing a number of components. This will yield two load lines each representing 
the components of its target partition. 
Figure 5 . 1 2  illustrates the general approach for a Single Component - RON configuration. 
If this model is compared with Figure 5 .  1 is becomes clear that the new Simulation
before-Test multiple fault approach proclaimed there is provided with the load line 
approach. The new diagnostic conditioning requested is the application of Parameter 
Expansion to the RON-environment of the target partition and the new type of diagnostic 
data is the resulting load line. 

If the target partition contains more than one component a more general form of load line 
can be expected, and since the underlying process for this is the Parameter Expansion 
mechanism it is reasonable to assume that they are a form of the Parameter Expansion 
Trajectory, already known from Chapter 4. There the PETRAs represented a component' s 
faultiness, whereas here the opposite is true: These PETRAs will represent the good 
behaviour of components. 
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We have seen in the voltage-divider example, that the load line of one component could be 
obtained by applying the Parameter Expansion mechanism to the other. What can we 
observe, when a larger circuit is considered? Clearly, the principle must remain the same. 

If a network is simulated in the conventional way, not considering tolerance, a de-bias so
lution can be obtained, which contains the nominal voltages at and the nominal currents in 
all nodes. All independent node voltages and branch currents form thus the multi-dimen
sional diagnostic space of the network in which the de-bias solution is a singularity. 

When tolerance effects are permitted, the separate bias solutions for each of the variables 
widen into ranges, which define the good behaviour of the circuit. Looking into the multi
dimensional space the singularity at nominal has expanded into the tolerance region of all 
currents and voltages, which are consistent with the circuit components being within 
tolerances. 

Consider now the Single Component - RON partitioning situation where the single 
component undergoes parameter expansion to yield the RON load line . 
While all other components are constrained to remain somewhere within tolerances the 
PPS of the single component will be expanded. The path or trajectory, this expansion 
would follow, is determined by the constraints of the RON environment. This yields a 
toleranced Parameter Expansion Trajectory, which must be the multi-dimensional 
equivalent of the simple load line. In this case the toleranced PETRA represents all 
locations in the diagnostic space, which are consistent with the RON partition being within 
tolerances. It represents regions of "good behaviour" (load line) of the Rest-of-Network 
(RON) and will be referred to as good Parameter Expansion Trajectory, or short: g

PETRA. (To distinguish these g-PETRAs from the trajectories of Chapter 4, which 
represented bad component behaviour, the former will be referred to as b-PETRAs hence.) 

If the PPS of the RON partition is expanded, while the single component is within 
tolerances, a g-PETRA for this component will be obtained in the same manner. 

Similarly, when considering the more general case where the network is divided into two 
partitions a g-PETRA for each partition can be generated: . The target partition remains 
within tolerances and the other, the RON partition undergoes expansion thus generating the 
g-PETRA for the target partition. 

The process of generating a g-PETRAs shall now be demonstrated for the simpler Single 
Component - RON partitioning approach. 

5.4.2 Generating good PETRAs 

Consider for this the differential amplifier circuit already known from the Fault Range 
approach (Figure 3 .4). The Single Component - RON partitioning has been applied to it as 
illustrated in Figure 5 . 1 3  · 
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To obtain the g-PETRA of the RON 
partition, its environment, consisting of 
R8 only, needs to be prepared for the 
Parameter Expansion mechanism. For this 
the active Pseudo Parameter Substitution 
(PPS) is applied, ie the resistor is swapped 
for a voltage source. This is shown in 
Figure 5 . 14. Expanding the PPS then 

Vee 

5 

Vln Voul 

Vee 

Figure 5.14: Applying Pseudo Parameter 
Substitution to RS in order to generate the 
RON g-PETRA 

yields the g-PETRA data for the RON 
partition. 

To get the g-PETRA for R8, the roles are 
reversed: R8 ' s environment, the RON 

I Vee I 

5 
R4 

9 
4 6 1------1 Q3 

R7 

Vee 

Figure 5.13: Single Component - RON 
partitioning of the differential amplifier 

5 

Vout 

Figure 5.15: Applying Pseudo Parameter 
Substitution to the RON partition in order 
to generate the RS g-PETRA 

partition, has to be expanded now. For this the PPS has to be applied to RON. There 5 
external terminals can be identified: they are the nodes 1 ,  5, 8 ,  10, and the ground node. 
The PPS network has to be connected to these terminals. But apart form node 10  all other 
terminal are in fact already connected to a network of external sources and therefore fixed. 
The external sources may thus be considered as part of the required PPS network, which 
leaves node 10  (which is in fact is the interface between the RON and R8) . The PPS 
network can therefore be completed by linking node 10  to the other sources via the only 
required expansion source. This is shown in Figure 5 . 1 5 .  Applying the Parameter 
Expansion mechanism to this configuration will then yield the g-PETRA for R8. 
The simulation of the circuit can be carried out in much the same way as already developed 
in Chapter 4 and applied in Section 4.5 .4. Component tolerances are implemented as before 
and the Parameter Expansion mechanism proceeds as already known. The data obtained is 
of the same form a shown in Table 4. 1 3  and examined there. The difference here is the 
application to the target and the type of diagnostic information associated with the resulting 
simulation data. 
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Each partitioned network has its unique set of independent state variables which is also 
unique for its g-PETRA. This means that g-PETRAs are generally multi-dimensional and 
thus cannot be visualized in their entirety, only as projections into 2d- or 3d-space. 
In order to obtain a data plot of two intersecting g-PETRAs, which is comparable to the 
graph of two intersecting load lines, a visualisation space has to be chosen which consists 
of state variables common to both PETRAs. They are the currents and voltages associated 
with the interface nodes, ie the nodes where the two partitions are connected (external 
supply nodes not included) . This space will be referred to as the interface space of 
g-PETRAs. Only there can an intersection of g-PETRAs occur. 
Since the R8-RON configuration features node 10  as the only interface node there are just 

IR8
1 .4e-2 

1 .2e-2 r----------_:_ ____ _ 

RON 
1 .0e-2 

8.0e-3 

6.0e-3 

RB 
4.0e-3 

---·--== --- --_.-_;::::::----

2.0e-3 

0. OeO """""' ......... __._.._.___,__L......L.. ......... _._.L.......L._.__.'-'-......... _._.........__.__.'-'-........... _._....._._-'--''-'-..L......l.-'-J...-L..-'--' 

0 2 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  1 4  1 6  

V1 0.8 

Figure 5.16: Toleranced g-PETRAs for the differential amplifier. 

two common independent state variables available: the interface voltage at node 10 and the 
interface current between RON and R8. 

The resulting two toleranced g-PETRAs are shown in the data plot in Figure 5 . 1 6. The 
g-PETRA for R8 is in fact its load line, however, the shape of the toleranced g-PETRA for 
the RON partition indicates that referring to it as trajectory is justified. In this sense 
g-PETRAs are indeed the load lines of larger networks. 

Both g-PETRAs are intersecting and divide their interface space into the four diagnostic 
regions introduced with the load line concept. This clearly indicates that the newly 
introduced load line diagnostics are applicable to larger circuits. 

Next the load line diagnosis rule previously established has to be reconsidered in order to 
adopt it for the use with g-PETRAs. The limited observability problem with respects to 
g-PETRA diagnostics will also be addressed. 
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5.5 Diagnosing with good Parameter Expansion 

Trajectories 

5.5.1 Diagnostic Rules for g-PETRAs 

The diagnostics of the load line concept can, with slight changes, be applied to larger 
circuits, where the generalized version of toleranced load lines, the good Parameter 
Expansion Trajectories have to be considered. 

As noted in Section 5.2 a toleranced component load line represents all possible current 
voltage combinations which are consistent with the component operating within its 
tolerances. The dimensionality of the load line is thus given by the number of current and 
voltage variables necessary to completely define the components behaviour. 

The dimensionality of a g-PETRA is given equally by the number of state variables 
necessary for determining the behaviour of its target partition (a subnetwork or single 
component). Therefore, if a trajectory is available in its entire dimensionality, (and not as a 
projection into a sub-space) the diagnostic coincidence rule established for load lines in 
Section 5 .2.2 can be adopted. Here two rules are given since the inference from g-PETRA 
coincidence with a fault signature is different to the non-coincidence case. 

g-PETRA Coincidence Rule: If a fault signature coincides with a g-PETRA then all 
components in the associated partition are good. 

g-PETRA Non-Coincidence Rule: If a fault signature does not coincide with a g-PETRA 
then the associated partition contains at least one faulty component. 

To perform the coincidence check a fault signature must be obtainable which contains all 
of the g-PETRAs state variables. For this unlimited observability of the network is 
necessary, a requirement which of course cannot be relied on. If only a subset of 
measurements is available the coincidence check can not be performed with the complete 
g-PETRA but has to rely on a projection of it into the sub-space of known variables. This 
will affect the diagnostics of the g-PETRA rules given above. 

5.5.2 g-PETRA Diagnostics under Limited Observability 

When diagnosing real circuits internal currents are normally not accessible. Furthermore, it 
is usually the case that not all of the necessary voltages can be measured. The g-PETRA 
diagnosis rule has to be reconsidered for this problem area. 

The dimensionality of a fault signature is given by the set of measured state variables. Thus 
it only makes sense to consider a diagnostic subspace made up of these state variables for 
the g-PETRA diagnosis. This diagnostic sub-space will be referred to as measurement 
space. (The typical measurement space for a real circuit will be made up of the node 
voltages available for measurements.) 
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The original g-PETRA can be projected into a subspace formed by its known state 
variables. For this a computation is not necessary at all. Since g-PETRAs will be stored in 
a database (as it has been done with the b-PETRA data for the Fault Range approach), a 
projection into any diagnostic subspace is simply a subset of a PETRA data table , 
containing only those data fields which are state variables in the subspace. 
The subspace to consider for a coincidence check of a fault signature with a g-PETRA is 
given by the set of state variables which belong to both, the measurement space and the g
PETRA space. This space will be referred to as the coincidence space of a g-PETRA and a 
fault signature. Only in this space does it make sense to apply the g-PETRA coincidence 
rules. 

A fault signature may therefore be insufficient with respect to the voltage-current measure
ments required to reliably ascertain, that a partition contains only good components. 
Processing a g-PETRA with an insufficient fault signature is equivalent to the solution of 
an under-determined system of equations defining the proper operation of the 
corresponding partition: Certain dimensions of the complete g-PETRA remain 
undetermined, ie. certain voltages and currents necessary to reliably determine that the 
partition is fault-free remain unknown. 

Nevertheless, such a fault signatures is still of value for g-PETRA diagnostics when the 
following changes in the diagnostic rules are made: 

The rule for a fault signature outside a g-PETRA remains unchanged: 

Subspace g-PETRA Non-Coincidence Rule: If a measured fault signature does not 
coincide with a g-PETRA in the available coincidence space then the associated 
partition contains at least one faulty component. 

The rule for a fault signature inside a g-PETRA has to be modified: 

Subspace g-PETRA Coincidence Rule: If a measured fault signature coincides with a 
g-PETRA in the available coincidence space then the associated partition contains 
probably only good components This probability grows with the dimensionality of 
the coincidence space. 

We may interpret the above rules as follows with respect to the under-determination 
problem: 

Non-Coincidence: A sufficient condition for a partition to be faulty is given if a state 
variable of its g-PETRA is determined which shifts the location of a fault signature out 
of the g-PETRA. 

Coincidence: A necessary condition for a partition to be fault-free is given if a state 
variable of the g-PETRA is determined which keeps the location of a fault signature 
within the partition's  g-PETRA. 
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This hints at how measurements may be taken for performing a multiple fault diagnosis 
with g-PETRAs: The measurement space can gradually be developed by taken 
measurements one by one, whilst re-applying the g-PETRA diagnosis rules with the 
available g-PETRAs, in order to identify faulty partitions of the CuT and to increase 
confidence in the good operation of other partitions. 
The fault diagnosis strategy followed with the b-PETRA approach in Chapter 4 proceeds in 
such a manner: After a new measurement has been taken, all b-PETRAs are processed in 
turn to either rule out fault suspects or at least reduce the size of the remaining fault ranges. 

5.5.3 G-PETRA Diagnosis Illustrations 

The following illustrations of possible fault diagnosis situations is intended to demonstrate 
the application of the diagnostic rules previously established and will also hint at some 
shortcomings of the dichotomic partitioning approach followed until now. For this a 
number of representative faults has been simulated and the locations of their fault 
signatures are shown together with the previous PETRA plot in Figure 5 . 17 :  

The simulation data shows clearly that the diagnostic properties of the load line concept, 
predicted and demonstrated with the voltage divider circuit, are also valid for g-PETRAs: 
For example: 

• The signature for correct operation of the circuit is located in the region of intersection 
of both g-PETRAs. 

• The single fault RSopen coincides with the R8-PETRA, but not with the RON-PETRA. 
• The single faults R8= 1k5 and R8=5k coincide both with the RON-PETRA, but not with 

the R8-PETRA. 
• The multiple fault not including R8 (R1=5k,R2=5k) is correctly found to coincide with 

the R8-PETRA, but not with RON. 

However, the multiple fault of Ql  and R8, although being not part of the R8-PETRA, 
coincides apparently with the RON-PETRA. This is an indication that measurements taken 
in this visualisation space are not sufficient to resolve this fault, which in fact ties in with 
the limited observability considerations from the previous section. 

With the assumption that the visualisation space shown is observable the following 
deductions are made: 

• The g-PETRA of R8 is observable in its entirety since the two state variables of R8 are 
also the dimensions for this visualisation. The information provided with this projection 
is thus sufficient to determine R8 ' s  behaviour. Therefore the g-PETRA coincidence 
rules from Section 5 .4.3 can be applied 

• The RON PETRA shown is a projection into this space. The true PETRA is much more 
complex, it cannot be shown in its entirety, but should be imagined as a multi 
dimensional PETRA-body residing in its state variable space. The observed information 
provided with in this PETRA projection is thus insufficient to completely determine 
RON's  good behaviour, but is sufficient to determine that RON has failed. Therefore the 
subspace g-PETRA coincidence rules from Section 5 .4.4 have to be applied. 
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Figure 5.17: G-PETRAs for RS and the Rest of Network (RON) partition with single and multiple 
fault signatures. (eo=emitter open, bo=basis open) 

The application of g-PETRA rules for limited observability will be abbreviated as LOC 
(limited observability coincidence) and the rules assuming sufficient observability will be 
referred to with SOC (sufficient observability coincidence) in the following considerations 
of some of the shown fault signatures. 

1 .  The single fault "R8=1 k5": 
Non-Coincidence with R8 g-PETRA 
Coincidence with RON g-PETRA 

:. R8 is faulty (SOC) 
:. RON is probably good (LOC) 

2. The multiple fault "Qlemitter open, R8= 1k": 
Non-Coincidence with R8 g-PETRA :. R8 is faulty (SOC) 
Coincidence with RON g-PETRA :. RON is probably good (LOC) 

3 .  The multiple fault "R1=5k, R2=5k": 
Coincidence with R8 g-PETRA 
Non-Coincidence with RON g-PETRA 

:. R8 is fault free (SOC) 
:. RON contains at least one faulty component (LOC) 

4. The multiple faults "Qlbasis open, R1=5k, R8= 1k5" :  
Non-Coincidence with R8 g-PETRA :. R8 is faulty (SOC) 
Non-Coincidence with RON g-PETRA :. RON contains at least one faulty component (LOC) 

Clearly R8 has been diagnosed correctly in all cases, which has been expected since the 
observability is sufficient for it. The RON results are more interesting: In all cases where 
RON has been diagnosed to contain faults it did. In the cases where RON has been 
diagnosed 'healthy' the diagnosis was correct in case 3 but wrong in case 2 .  This has been 
predicted in Section 5.4.4 and is expressed with the coincidence rules for limited 
observability . 
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Although all of the R8 ' s 
PETRA data is shown in 
the above graph, the RON
PETRA data is far from 
being exhausted. Consider 
for example the data plots 
shown in Figure 5 . 1 8  where 
projections of the RON
data into the subspaces V2-
IR2 and V 10-IR2 are 
shown. These state vari
ables are beyond the scope 
of the R8 PETRA. Since 
they have been expanded 
while the R8 PETRA data 
was recorded the R8 
constraints had no effect on 
them. Therefore R8 data is 
not available for these 
spaces, so only the RON
PETRA is shown. 

These plots highlight 
another aspect of multi
dimensional g-PETRA
data. The chosen state 
variables are the terminal 
current and voltages of R2 
which is part of the RON. 
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They look remarkably like Figure 5.18: Projections of the RON g-PETRA data into V2-IR2 

R2' s toleranced load line, space and V10-IR2 space 

and in fact they are 
transformations of it, since the difference of both node voltages (V2-V 10= V2, 10) is the 
voltage dimension of the R2 load line. The reason why the load line data extract is 
apparently incomplete is due to the fact that the R8 expansion, which generated this data, 
was not applied to R2 directly (V2 was floating). However, the important point is that g
PETRA data, generated for a cluster of components, must contain data subsets for each of 
the components, which are readily available and can be extracted to yield, even if only 
partially, smaller g-PETRAs for the components themselves. 

This data may be processed with measurements during a diagnosis to reveal further 
diagnostic information. The diagnostic examples given so far have implicitly relied on the 
assumption that current is observable. In order to make the g-PETRA diagnosis feasible for 
real circuits this obstacle has to be overcome. 
By tapping into this property of g-PETRAs, current information, which is not observable 
directly, can be then obtained by utilizing taken voltage measurements as search criteria for 
extracting data records of g-PETRAs from known good or diagnosed good partitions. This 
process is directly comparable to the constraint propagation mechanism available only in 
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Simulation-after-Test techniques. By extracting matching data records and discarding the 
others the constraints of a measured voltage are effectively available for all stored state 
variables. This process of "data propagation" therefore represents the Simulation-before
Test equivalent to the post test constraint propagation mechanism, a feature which is 
unique under Simulation-before-Test techniques and highlights the novelty of this 
approach. 

IR2 -.-�����-:-�-;--�-:--�--ic:=--:-��--;-���;--���F" 
IRON ! • . .) . . ,. . -......... -...----:--..!-. ............ . . . '. -
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V4 

V1 0,8 

1 6  1 5  

Figure 5.19: 30-Projection of RON g-PETRA into subspace. Shown the background are the RON 
and R8 g-PETRAs intersecting their interface space. 

Consider as a final example the projection of the RON g-PETRA into a 3D subspace (with 
dimensions V 4-V 10,s-IRoN) as shown in the data plot of Figure 5 . 19. In the background a 
projection of this three-dimensional sub-PETRA is shown in the V 10,s-IRoN plane, which is 
the data plot already known from Figure 5 . 17 .  Since this plane is the interface space of the 
RON and R8 partitions they can intersect there, but not in the shown 3D-space. (V 4 is not 
part of the R8 partition). To make the illustration complete the same set of fault signatures 
previously considered has been projected into 3d-space. 

5.6 Conclusions 

The application of toleranced load lines as diagnostic data in order to enable a Simulation
before-Test toleranced multiple fault diagnosis is a novel approach. The Parameter 
Expansion mechanism from the previously presented toleranced Fault Range approach 
(Chapter 4) appeared as the natural engine for generating load lines automatically for larger 
networks. These load lines assumed a shape not dissimilar to the Parameter Expansion 
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Trajectories from Chapter 4 and, since they represent good behaviour of networks, have 
been termed g-PETRAs. 

The generation and the diagnostics of toleranced g-PETRAs for larger network partitions 
has been considered and demonstrated. 

The following conclusions can be drawn: 

1 .  A 'good Parameter Expansion Trajectory' (g-PETRA) for a target partition is created by 
expanding the parameters of the surrounding circuit environment (RON-partition).lts 
Pseudo Parameter Substitution (PPS) is possible either as passive PPS or as active PPS . 

2. A g-PETRA represents the region of fault free behaviour of its target network partition 
while the other, expanded partition can assume arbitrary faultiness. Whatever the faulty 
behaviour of the expanded partition, if the first partition is operative then all its 
measured state variables locate the corresponding fault signature within its g-PETRA. 

3. The interface-nodes of network partitions have not necessarily to be identical with the 
measurement-nodes. Measurement information can be used for retrieving matching 
subsets of PETRA data which effectively constrains the data of all other state variables 
including the interface nodes. The effect is a reduction in the range of values possible 
for an unknown state variable. This process, termed data propagation by the author, is 
believed to be equivalent to the well- known constraint propagation, a simulation 
mechanism used widely in Simulation-after-Test fault verification techniques in order to 
overcome the limited observability problem (see also Section 2.3 .3) .  

4. The data propagation of measurements will thus allow the extraction of unobservable 
current information by utilizing the g-PETRA data of partitions or components which 
are known good or have been diagnosed good. This is a key factor to consider for 
making the g-PETRA diagnosis feasible for real networks. 

5 .  The 'scope' of a PETRA's  internal state variables is initially limited by its partition 
boundaries. Internal state variables of one partition do not contain any information as to 
the faultiness of the other partition if no further assumptions are made. 

6. A comparison to see if measurements coincide with a g-PETRA is equivalent to 
determining whether the measurements are consistent with the correct operation of its 
target partition. 

Although the diagnostic concepts introduced the last two chapters have been relying 
extensively on graphical representations, this has been mainly done to demonstrate and 
clarify the implications involved. The proper diagnosis with g-PETRAs will not take place 
graphically but in form of database operations, quite comparable to the b-PETRA 
diagnostics described in Chapter 4. Therefore visualisation is not necessary for other reason 
than as an aid for understanding what' s going on. If implemented in a computerized system 
then the diagnosis will mostly rely on data extraction and comparison mechanisms, for 
which all dimensions are simultaneously available, comparable to a huge table look-up 
facility. 

The partition strategy followed so far is diametrical, ie it divides a circuit into two blocks. 
This is required by the load line diagnostic concept, but since a circuit like the differential 
amplifier (Figure 3 .4) cannot be diagnosed with just one partitioning topology, a larger 
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number of re-partitions will be necessary to provide sufficient diagnostic data and 
resolution for performing diagnoses down to component level. Rather than following this 
path of diametrical partitioning, the application of a more versatile form of network 
dissection is indicated. But this will also require to re-iterate the load line diagnostics . 
Solving the partitioning problem and its implications for the load line concept are therefore 
issues addressed in the following Chapter. 
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Chapter 6: Multiple Fault Diagnosis with 

the Generalized Load Line Approach 

6.1 The Network Partitioning Strategy 

6.1.1 Problem Definition 

Fundamental to the novel Simulation-before-Test multiple fault diagnosis with load lines is 
the diagnostic database containing all required g-PETRAs. Before any of the PETRAs can 
be generated a strategy has to be developed as to how a network will be partitioned. The 
process of finding the partitions, criteria for the partitioning and the decision aids for which 
partitions to use are the focus of this section. 

A. Expansion Method 

Creating the PETRA for one partition requires to apply the Parameter Expansion 
mechanism to the other partition. According to the previous considerations active Pseudo 
Parameter Substitution will be employed. 

B. Size of Model Database 

An obvious requirement is to keep the size of the database containing the partition models 
as small as possible. The total amount of data entries (e.g. floating point numbers) depends 
on the step width s of an expansion source (resolution), on the number of expansion 
sources (independent dimensions) ni and on the number of state variables (dependent 
dimensions) nd to be stored. 

The step width together with the total expansion range determines the number of samples 
ns(i) per independent dimension i. 
Since the expansion range is usually given by the power supply margins the desired 
accuracy of the PETRA data determines the number of samples per source, the required 
dependent dimensions are given by the size of a partition and by observability conside
rations, and generally every undetermined partition interface node will have one expansion 
source connected to it. 

In order to minimize ne (the total amount of data entries) ns, nd and n; have to be kept small. 
Whereas ne increases linearly with nd, it increases exponentially with ni and n5• In terms of 
partitioning a network this means that the number of undetermined interface nodes n; 
should be the minimized. 
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C. Diagnoseability 

It is also desirable to maximize the diagnoseability provided by the g-PETRA database 
whilst minimizing 'redundant' data. This means that in the ideal case the partitioning of a 
network and the subsequently stored set of the partition' s  g-PETRAs has to be sufficient 
for completely identifying faulty elements down to component level. The more partition 
models are available the higher one would expect the diagnoseability to be, but if the 
partitioning is carried out randomly one should also expect to create unnecessary 
(redundant) data. The optimal set should contain the fewest number of partition models 
still providing the highest diagnoseability. 

6.1.2 Initial Partitioning Approach 

A. Definitions 

There are different approaches of dividing up a network into smaller sections. The 
processes involved and the resulting sections are distinguished as follows: 

Network Partitioning 

The network is topologically divided into 
arbitrary sections, called partitions, by 
tearing network nodes. More than one 
branch at a partitioning node can belong to 
the same partition. 

Network Decomposition 

The network is topologically decomposed 
at appropriate network nodes into 
subnetworks. Each of the branches at a 
decomposition node has to be part of a 
separate subnetwork. Network 
decomposition is a special case of Network 
Partitioning. 

Groupings 

Vee 5 

R R4 R5 

9 
4 6 ____ __, Q3 

1 0  
Vout 

R8 

Vee 8 

Figure 6.1: Differential amplifier to be 
partitioned 

Subnetworks obtained by network decomposition can be topologically re-grouped into 
partitions by reconnecting the branches at the decomposition nodes of the participating 
subnetworks. A particular re-distribution of all subnetworks into two partitions will be 
referred to as Grouping 

B. Initial Approach 

The diagnostic approach so far, according to the load line concept, was to divide a circuit 
into two partitions and then to create the PETRA-data for both partitions. This partitioning 
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has been demonstrated on a 'one component-RON' level in the previous Chapter, now the 
more general case of a variable size partition versus RON topology will be considered. 

The initial partitioning approach is as follows: 

1 .  Categorize the circuit nodes 
2. Choose decomposition nodes and decompose circuit into subnetworks 
3 .  Re-group the decomposed subnetworks into two partitions 
4. Generate the g-PETRA for every partition by applying the Parameter Expansion 

approach as of Section 5 .3 .2 .  

These processes are based on the following criteria, exemplified with the differential 
amplifier circuit (DA) in Figure 6. 1 

C. Criteria for Categorising Nodes 

1. Identify the determined circuit nodes. 

Power supply and stimulus nodes are usually determined and are therefore always 
considered as already decomposed nodes. These are the nodes 1 ,  5, and 8 in the DA. 

2. Categorise (order) all undetermined nodes according to the number of components 

connected. 
There are two categories for the DA: 

C l :  Nodes 4, 7 ,  and 9 connect two components each. 
C2: Nodes 2, 3, 6, and 10 connect three components each. 

D. Criteria for Decomposing the Network 

According to A. a possible strategy may be to find as many decomposed subnetworks with 
as few nodes as possible. Preferably nodes which connect most of the components are used 
first. Therefore: 

1. Choose the set of nodes which connects most of the components 

This is the set of nodes in category C2 for the DA 

2. Generate decompositions of the network by using nodes from the set found in 1. 
Start with as few nodes as possible. 

Using nodes 2, 3 ,  6, 10  and starting with one node we obtain the following decomposition: 
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one node: 

node 2:  
node 3:  
node 6:  
node 10:  

( �) � 4 decompositions: 

(R l )  - (RON) 
(R7) - (RON) 
(R4) - (RON) 
(R8) - (RON) 
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two nodes: G) = 6 decompositions: 

nodes 2 - 3 :  
nodes 2 - 6 :  
nodes 2 - 10: 
nodes 3 - 6: 
nodes 3 - 10: 
nodes 6 - 10 :  

(Rl )  - (R7) - (R3Ql )  - (RON) 
(Rl )  - (R4) - (R2R5R8Q3) - (RON) 
(Rl )  - (R2) - (R8) - (RON) 
(R4) - (R7) - (R6Q2) - (RON) 
(R7) - (R8) - (R1 R2R3Ql )  - (RON) 
(R4) - (R8) - (R5Q3) - (RON) 

etc . . . .  

all four nodes 2 - 3 - 6 - 10 :  ( �) = I decomposition: 

(Rl )  - (R2) - (R4) - (R7) - (R8) -(R3Ql )  - (R6Q2) - (R5Q3) (as shown in Figure 6.2) 

We can observe that with any two nodes in 
category C2 we obtain 4 different 
subnetworks. If we would have chosen any 
two nodes out of category C 1 instead we 
would have obtained only 3 subnetworks. 

We can also observe that by using all 
possible decompositions with C2-nodes 
there is already a certain extent of 
redundancy, e.g. subnetwork (R7) occurs in 
8 different decompositions. Therefore, 
criteria for selecting decompositions under 
redundancy and diagnoseability con
siderations will be given later m 
Section 6. 1 .3 .  
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Figure 6.2: Amplifier decomposed at nodes 2, 
3, 6 and 10 

E. Criteria for Grouping Subnetworks into Two Partitions 

The decompositions obtained in the procedure above provide the subnetworks which are 
now grouped into two partitions. For each of these partitions a numerical model would 
have to be created. The process were as follows: 

1 .  Select the decompositions of which subnetworks shall be grouped into two partitions. 
2. For each selected decomposition create all required subnetwork groupings. A possible 

criterion could be to group the subnetworks into similar sized partitions. 
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As an example consider the decomposition for the DA at nodes 6 and 10. This de
composition creates the following four subnetworks: 

S l :  (RON) 
S2: (R4) 
S3 :  (R5Q3) 
S4: (R8) 

These four subnetworks can now be grouped into two partitions at a time in 

(�)+ (�)+ (:) -'---''"-----'-'-----'-'- = 7 different ways. They are given in Table 6. 1 below. 
2 

Grouping Partition A Partition B 

1 S l  S2 - S3 - S4 
2 S2 S l - S3 - S4 
3 S3 S l  - S2 - S4 
4 S4 S l  - S2 - S3 
5 S l  - S2 S3 - S4 
6 S l  - S3 S2 - S4 
7 S l  - S4 S2 - S3 

Table 6 .1 :  The amplifier can be divided into 2x7 different partitions when 
decomposed at nodes 6 and 10. 

For these fourteen partitions one would have to create the fourteen models by sweeping 
two voltage sources connected to the interface nodes 6 and 10. Experiments have 
confirmed the obvious suspicion that the resulting model data is highly redundant. 

F. Computational Effort 

The number of possible decompositions ndec can be obtained from the number of de
composition nodes ndn as: 

nti•C = I tin n,,. (n J k=l  k 
(6.1) 

For a certain decomposition the number of required simulations nsim is equal to the total 
number of partitions found for this decomposition. It can be determined from the number 
of subnetworks nsnw in this decomposition as : 

(6.2) 
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G. Summary 

This initial approach of creating models for a variety of partitions found for each of the 
decompositions to be used will require many simulation runs and yield highly redundant 
model data. Furthermore, using many different decompositions will inflate the size of the 
diagnostic database. 
Due to the evidence of data redundancy which could be observed in simulation results a 
number of modifications to the approach could be found which overcome these disad
vantages and simplify the general procedure. They are discussed next. 

6.1.3 Modifications And Simplifications 

A. Simulating Partitions 

Instead of running one simulation per partition both partitions of a grouping can be 
simulated simultaneously. Since the two partition' s  have a common set of interface nodes 
only one active PPS network is required if voltages sources are used for it. Since the PPS 
network enforces the interface node voltages and each of the partitions can draw current 
independent of the other, the two partitions are decoupled even if they remain connected to 
the interface nodes during the simulation. 

There are two approaches as to use the PPS network. Either all interface nodes are chained 
together by the voltage sources and the chain is then connected to one of the supply nodes, 
ie the ground node, or each interface nodes is connected to the ground node directly via a 
voltage source. Both approaches are equivalent. The second approach will be chosen, since 
the node voltages are enforced directly, which is easier to set up for a simulation. Since the 
Parameter Expansion mechanism will expand the interface node voltages directly when 
using this type of Pseudo Parameter Substitution, it will be referred to as nodal PPS. To 
distinguish it from the type previously used, the former will be referred to as component 
PPS 

The simulation data obtained contains therefore g-PETRA data models for both partitions 
(in one database table). Interfacing g-PETRA data for a certain partition at a particular in
terface node can easily be produced by retrieving the partition's interface current and the 
interface node voltage. 

Advantages: 

• Only one simulation per grouping is needed. 
• Both partitions' g-PETRAs are contained in one set of data. 
• They can be compared directly by retrieving interfacing currents. 

This process is equivalent to the simulation of a particular Grouping. 
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B. Simulating Groupings 

Simulating the two partitions of a group at the same time is indeed equivalent to simulating 
the complete network with sweeping sources connected to the interface nodes. Since the 
complete network is simulated the resulting data must also contain the g-PETRAs of any 
other two partitions for the given set of interface nodes. Therefore all possible groupings 
are effectively simulated at the same time. What happens is that in fact g-PETRA data for 
all the subnetworks decomposed by the set of interface nodes will be created 
simultaneously. The PETRA data for a certain group of subnetworks (a partition) is then 
obtained by summing all the subnetwork-currents which flow into a particular interface 
node. The resulting current sum is equivalent to the interface current of this certain 
partition. 

As an example consider the decomposition of the differential amplifier at nodes 6 and 10: 
The possible groupings are given in Table 6. 1 :  In order to get the interface current for 
Grouping 3 Partition B at interface node 6 the sum of IR4 and lc(Q2) into node 6 has to be 
retrieved. 

Advantages: 

• Only one simulation per set of interface nodes is needed 
• All subnetwork g-PETRAs are obtained simultaneously 
• A g-PETRA for the partitions of any possible grouping can be obtained by summing 

the appropriate subnetwork currents at the interface nodes. 
• All possible partition g-PETRAs can be retrieved from one set of data 

This process is equivalent to the simulation of a particular decomposition topology. 

C. Simulating Decompositions 

According to the results of modifications (A.) and (B .) simulation data for a decomposition 
is obtained by connecting PPS sources to the decomposition nodes. The effect of 
connecting a voltage source to a noQ.e is in fact the removal of the KCL constraint at that 
node. The branch currents into this node do not sum to zero anymore they rather sum to the 
current provided by the connected voltage source. What is meant by 'decomposing' a circuit 
at a node is hence the removal of KCL at that node. The PPS used in this way will therefore 
be termed nodal PPS, whereas the previous usage will distinguished as component-PPS. 
Reversing the process on the other hand were to restore KCL which would effectively 're
compose' the circuit at that node again. In order to re-compose subnetworks incident to a 
node one would have to find the node voltages for which the node branch currents sum to 
zero. 
Consequently when a decomposition for a certain set of nodes is simulated the data ob
tained contains also the data for the decompositions of all subsets of the initial set of nodes. 
To exemplify consider the decomposition of the DA with the set of decomposition nodes 
being (2, 3, 6, 10) (Figure 6.2). The simulation result is then a database of the subnetworks' 
g-PETRAs . To obtain the data equivalent to a decomposition with the node subset (6, 10) 
one would have to extract all data entries for which the currents into nodes 2 and 3 sum to 
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zero. Other decompositions based on other subsets of (2, 3, 6, 10) could be obtained 
similarly. 

Further advantages: 

• Only one simulation is needed to obtain all possible decompositions based on a given 
set of nodes 

• Data redundancy and consequently database size can be reduced significantly 

6.1.4 Result 

The major modification has been to simulate the complete network with expansion sources 
connected to all decomposition nodes (nodal PPS). G-PETRA data for all partitions 
possible within a chosen set of decomposition nodes can then be retrieved from the results 
of a single simulation run by summing branch currents and selectively extracting data. 

It is theoretically possible to create a diagnostic database for a given network within one 
simulation run by sweeping all undetermined circuit nodes simultaneously. This database 
would contain all the PETRA data for any required combination of subnetworks or parti
tions. Such a simulation is in fact identical with a complete decomposition of a network 
down to component level. 

However, since the size of the diagnostic database grows exponentially with the number of 
relaxed nodes, this approach does not seem to be very practicable, especially when 
considering larger circuits. 
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6.2 The Generalized Load Line Concept 

The Load Line approach developed so far required the division of a network into two 
diametrically opposed partitions, for example by using a Single Component - RON 
topology. For each partition a g-PETRA had to be generated, with which the load line 
concept could be applied to diagnose the circuit. 

In the previous section the partitioning problem had been 
considered with the conclusion that rather the g-PETRAs 
for the (smaller) subnetworks than for the partitions 
themselves have to be created. The situation now is the 
one illustrated in Figure 6.3,  where three (or more) 
subnetworks are connected to a node and the questions 
is: What happens to the Load Line Diagnostic approach 
if more than two blocks interface each other? 

First each subnetwork is expected to feature its own load 
line, or g-PETRA, as was previously the case with the 
diametrical partitioning approach. The problem then Figure 6.3: Three subnetworks 

arises that the four types of diagnostic region, created by connected to one node and their 
interface currents 

load lines (Section 5 .2 . 1 ,  Figure 5 .4) or g-PETRAs 
(Section 5 .5 .3 ,  Figure 5 . 17) of diametrically interfacing partitions may not be available in 
this form anymore. Recall that the whole concept relied on the load line intersection. As it 
can always be guaranteed that two non-parallel load lines have a common area (where they 
intersect) it is generally not possible to guarantee that three non-parallel load lines intersect 
in a common area. The notion of load line intersection as indicator for the region of fault 
free behaviour of connected partitions fails here. 
To overcome this we have to ask what makes an intersection region so distinct. The answer 
is rather simple: In the region where the two load lines intersected, their currents were 
equal, or in other words, they summed to 
zero. (Since this constraint is always 
present in a real circuit, currents and voltage 
at a node will bias themselves accordingly.) 

In order to locate this distinct region, where 
more than two load lines are involved, KCL 
consistency has to be tracked, or 
graphically, another 'load line' as function of 
the branch current sum at an interface node 
has to be put into play. 
Consider for this the differential amplifier 
with nodal PPS applied to the interface 
nodes 2 and 10. Node 10  has already been 
used earlier as partition interface for the R8-
RON partitioning in Section 5 .4.2.  There the 
two diametrical interface currents IRs and 
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IRoN had been considered. In fact the current into the RON interface is provided by the two 
branches into R2 and collector Q3 . What happens if these currents are utilized separately 
for load lines. Consider Figure 6.5: 

1 .0e-2 

5.0e-3 

- - - - � RON- -: - - - - - : - - - - - : - . - - - \ - - - . ; 

. .  : . .  :� . . .  : . . . . .  : . \ . :\ 
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Figure 6.5: KCL can be used to pin-points the region of good network behaviour 

This data plot is familiar from Figure 5 . 16, but here the interface currents of the two 
partitions have been summed and included as KCL-PETRA. The region of interest is 
marked with two arrows. This is the node voltage range where the currents can sum to 
zero. Evidently the same node voltage range is produced by the tolerance boundaries of the 
two intersecting g-PETRAs for R8 and RON. Consider next Figure 6.6 which shows the 
g-PETRAs of all three subnetworks, connected to node 10 (R2, R8, and RON). 

- 1 .4e-2 �-�-����__._ .......... __._ .......... _.._ ............ _.._""-1'-_._ ......... _._._._......._..__,__....:.......J__,__,__,_,__. 
0 2 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  1 4  1 6  

V10,e 
Figure 6.6: The Generalized Load Line Concept: g-PETRAs of three partitions, the KCL
PETRA and its KCL-Slot 
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The KCL-Slot, ie the node voltage range where KCL is fulfilled, replaces the load line 
intersection area for identifying the region of behaviour within tolerances. This is how the 
load line diagnostic concept can be generalized! 

Based on the diagnostic rule of the load line concept from Section 5.2 .2 and the limited 
observability PETRA coincidence rule from Section 5 .5 .2, a set of rules for the 
Generalized Load Line Concept (GLLC) can now be given accordingly: 

Load Line Diagnosis Rule: If a fault signature does not coincide with a toleranced load 
line then the associated component must be faulty (otherwise it is considered good). 

Subspace g-PETRA Non-Coincidence Rule: If a fault signature does not coincide with a 
g-PETRA in the available coincidence space then the associated subnetwork contains 
at least one faulty component. 

Subspace g-PETRA Coincidence Rule: If a fault signature coincides with a g-PETRA in 
the available coincidence space then the associated subnetwork contains probably 
only good components This probability grows with the dimensionality of the 
coincidence space. 

In addition, by utilizing the KCL slot of a KCL-PETRA, a second set of rules can be 
utilized: 

"{(CL-PETRA Inconsistency: If a given node voltage does not fall into the KCL-slot of a 
KCL-PETRA in the available coincidence space then at least one of the connected 
subnetworks contains a fault. 

KCL-PETRA Consistency: If a given node voltage does fall into the KCL-slot of a KCL
PETRA in the available coincidence space then probably all of the connected 
subnetworks are fault free. 

The KCL consistency rules will be valuable in situations where current observability not 
given. From the KCL-PETRA data the KCL-Slot can be extracted prior to testing. Simply 
by checking whether a taken interface node voltage measurement falls into the KCL slot 
the current sum of the three incident subnetworks can be tested immediately.  

These last two rules will enable us to obtain some diagnostic results without having to 
measure internal currents. They will part of the diagnostics applied next. 
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6.3 Utilizing GLLC Diagnosis with Network 

Decompositions 

6.3.1 Limited Observability of Currents 

Regardless what fault finding method is 
used, having to measure currents is not 
desirable, simply because it is practically 
not possible when dealing with PCBs in 
production. There may be situations, 
however, where some of the external 
currents are accessible. 

Consider a possible decomposition of a 
network as shown in Figure 6.7 The four 
subnetworks S 1 ,  S2, S3 and S4 are Vin 

connected at the two decomposition nodes 
D 1 and D2. External currents are the input 
current Iin and the supply currents I+ and 1-. 

l in  

After having measured the two voltages at 1-
D 1 and D2 one could for example use the 
input current Iin to check KCL at the input. 
By application of the KCL rules of the 

I+ 

Generalized Load Line Concept, one could Figure 6.7: Possible Network Topology 

then determine the fault state of S 1 .  

6.3.2 Diagnosis with External Current Observability 

V +  

The following example with the differential amplifier in Figure 6.8 will illustrate such a 
diagnosis by using additional external current measurements. Tolerances will be neglected 
in this example in order to clearly exemplify the process . 

Let us assume that the circuit is decomposed as shown m Figure 6.9. For the four 
subnetworks their g-PETRAs have been created earlier by applying nodal Pseudo 
Parameter Substitution to the two decomposition nodes. The following measurements were 
obtained from a faulty circuit: 

V(6) V( l O) l(Vin) l(Vcc) l(Vee) 
1 3 .79V - 1 2.88V 0.644mA 0.944mA l .59mA 
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Figure 6.8: Differential Amplifier 
Figure 6.9: Decomposition at nodes 6 and 10 

For the two voltage measurements the corresponding g-PETRA data can then be extracted. 
The extracts are given in Table 6.2 .Diagnosis can then be performed as in the following 
steps: 

1 .  The extracted currents into node 6 and node 10 do not sum to zero (step 3 and 4) . 

IJ(6) * 0: :::::> S 1 u S2 u S3 are faulty, and 
Ll( lO) * 0: :::::> S 1 u S3 u S4 are faulty 

This makes S 1 and S3 prime suspects for being the single fault subnetwork, ie the only 
faulty subnetwork in the circuit. (S2 or S4 cannot explain the failure of both nodes, if one 
of these were the only faulty subnetwork. S2 or S4 could only be faulty in conjunction 
with another subnetwork, which were a multiple fault situation.) 

DiaQnosis Steps and correspondinq Tests tor decomposition at nodes 6 and 1 0  
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

TEST V(6) V(1 0) I.1 (6) I.1(1 0) I.1 (2) I.1 (8) I.1 (5) I.l (S3) I.l (S2) 
06-1 0 1 3.79 - 12 .88 -0.7m 0.8m 0 0 :tO 0 :tO 

Table 6.2: G-PETRA Data Extracts for decomposition at nodes 6 and 10 

2. The measured input current l(Vin) equals the g-PETRA current through R l  (step 5) :  

Ll(2) = 0: :::::> S 1 is probably good 

This leaves S3 as sole single fault suspect. The next steps have to confirm this assumption. 

3 .  The measured supply current l(Vee) is equal to the sum of the PETRA currents l(R7) 
and l(R8). (step 6) 

Ll(8) = 0: :::::> S4 rt S 1 are probably good 
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Here S 1 has been confirmed to be fault free. 

4. The measured supply current l(Vcc) differs from the sum of the extracted currents l(R3), 
l(R4) and l(R5). (step 7) 

:EI(5) -:;:. 0: => S 1 u S2 u S3 are faulty 

Since S 1 is confirmed as being good, S2 and S3 are left as suspects with S3 being at the top 
of the list. 

At this stage we have to check whether the single fault assumption (S3 being the only 
faulty SNW) holds: If S3 is faulty on its own then the rest of the network (RON) must be 
operative. The currents into S3, now derived from the RON g-PETRA, must therefore sum 
to zero. This is a necessary condition for the SNWs connected to S3 to be fault free. By 
checking these currents, which are independent of S3,  the constraints of S3's g-PETRA 
data are effectively eliminated, ie suspended 
If these currents do sum to zero, then S2 can be regarded as fault free. If they don't we 
have a multiple fault condition with S2 and S3 being faulty. 

5 .  The sum of the extracted RON currents [l(R4)-Ic(Q2)] , [l(Vcc)-l(R4)] and [l(R2)-l(R8)] 
into S3 is indeed zero (step8). 

:El(into S3) = 0: => The connected SNWs S l  n S2 n S4 are operative. 

This leaves S3 as sole faulty subnetwork. To counter-check we can also sum up the 
currents into S2 (suspend S2's g-PETRA). We should now get a result different from zero. 

6. The sum of the RON g-PETRA currents [l(R4)-Ic(Q2)],  [I(Vcc)-l(R4)] and [l(R2)-I(R8)] 
into S2 is not zero (step 9). 

:EI(into S2) -:;:. 0: => S3 is faulty 

S3 has been confirmed being the only faulty subnetwork. This leaves us with two suspect 
components, R5 and Q3 . In order to find the faulty one(s), another decomposition could be 
used, conveniently one which decomposes the network further at node 9.  

A. Further decomposition of a faulty subnetwork 

Since the subnetworks S 1 ,  S2, and S4 are now considered to be fault free, their PETRA 
currents must be the same as the real fault currents in the faulty circuit under test. We can 
thus deduce what values the currents into S3 must have, simply by looking them up in the 
other g-PETRAs. From the g-PETRAs of the fault free subnetworks, the fault currents into 
S3 were found to be: 
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DEC@(6,9, 1 0): Load lines of model RS and 03 over V9 (V6 @ 
1 3.75, V10 @ ·1 2.87) 
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Figure 6.10: g-PETRAs for the currents of Q3 and RS mapped over V(9) 

The PETRA data for decomposition at nodes 6, 9, and 10  now consists of the component g
PETRAs for Q3 and R5. The trajectories for Q3 (Figure 6. 10) reveals that the two values 
for Ib(Q3) and Ic(Q3) are not consistent with each other, for any value of V(9). This means 
that transistor Q3 is definitely faulty. This leaves us with two possible results: 

1 .  Q3 is single fault, R5 is operative. 
2. Q3 and R5 are both faulty (multiple fault). 

In either case Q3 is identified as faulty, which could already be regarded as a sufficient 
diagnostic result. In order to check R5 we could still do more: 
Assuming that R5 is good, we can use its g-PETRA data to obtain an assumption for V(9) . 
If l(R5) is 765µA, the voltage at node should be 14.57V. Taking a further measurement at 
node 9 confirms this. The fault in the circuit was in fact Q3 collector open. 

B. Discussion 

It has been demonstrated that by using only 1 decomposition, 2 voltage measurements and 
3 external current measurements, it was possible to obtain exactly one suspect component 
for the single fault case. 
The possible multiple fault case is ruled out with another decomposition and a further 
voltage measurement. 
Relying external current measurements, is not realistic in the real world. The next section 
w.ill therefore show, how to perform the same diagnosis without measuring any currents. 
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6.3.3 Diagnosis with Limited Current Observability 

A. Introduction 

The previous example illustrated the application of the KCL rules according to the 
Generalized Load Line Concept. Since additional external current information has been 
used, it was possible to step through the diagnosis based on the PETRA data of only one 
decomposition. Since current measurements will be avoided in this diagnosis, more 
decompositions will be needed. The same faults as before will be considered. 

Nodes 6 and 10 have been used as decomposition nodes before. A third node will be added 
now. With three nodes, a variety of decompositions are possible. Decompositions using 
only one node will not be used here, since only in certain situations are they able to isolate 
a fault. The three possible decompositions obtained by using two nodes out of three is 
investigated first, the decomposition with all three nodes follows then. 

B. Diagnosis with Two-Node Decomposition 

Consider Figure 6. 1 1  to Figure 6. 1 3  in which the three two-node decompositions D3-6, 
D3- 10, and D6- 10  are given. For each of the decomposed configurations PETRA data has 
been produced. 

The following measurements were initially obtained from the faulty circuit: 

V(3)mes V(6)mes V(lO)mes 
-0.79V 1 3 .79V - 1 2.88V 

The corresponding g-PETRA data of the three decompositions has been extracted for these 
measurements. They are given in Table 6.3 .  Diagnosis was then performed as follows: 

1. Decomposition D3-6: 

a) 

S 1 (3-6): (Rl -R2-R3-R5-R8-Ql -Q3) 
S2(3-6): (R4) 
S3(3-6): (R6-Q2) 
S4(3-6): (R7) 

I:l(3) ":t 0: 
I:I(6) -:t 0: 

:::::} S 1 u S3 u S4 are faulty, 
:::::} S l  u S2 u S3 are faulty 

The single fault suspects are S 1 (3-6) and S3(3-6), 
multiple fault candidates are S2(3-6) and S4(3-6). 
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b) V(l O)mes -:t V(lO)pet ==> S 1 (3-6) is faulty 

The voltage measurement taken at node 10 is inconsistent with the corresponding PETRA 
value in Table 6.3 Column 3 .  Therefore S 1 is definitely faulty, according to the 
Generalized Load Line concept. 

2. Decomposition D3-10: 

S 1 (3- 10) :  (Rl-R2-R3-Ql )  
S2(3-10): (R7) 
S3(3- 1 0): (R4-R5-R6-Q2-Q3) 
S4(3-10): (R8) 

a) r.1(3) -:t 0: ==> S l  u S2 u S3 are faulty, 
r.1( 10) -:t 0: ==> S l  u S3 u S4 are faulty 

The single fault suspects are S 1 (3-10) and S3(3- 10), 
multiple fault candidates are S2(3- 10) and S4(3- 10) .  

b) V(6)mes -::;:. V(6)pet ==> S3(3-10) is faulty 

Vee 5 

Figure 6.12: Decomposition at nodes 
3 and 10 

Diagnosis Steps and correspondinQ Tests for three different decompositions 
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Test V(3) V(6) V(1 0) Ll(3) Ll(6) Ll(10) 
03-6 -0.79V 1 3.79V -1 0.63V 0 -0.76mA n/a 

03-1 0 -0.79V 8.84V -12.eev -0.5uA n/a 9.5mA 
06-1 0 -0.79V 1 3.79V ·12.88V n/a -0.76mA 0.79mA 

Table 6.3: G-PETRA data for decompositions D3-6, D3-10, and D6-10 

3. Decomposition D6-10: 

S 1 (6- 10) :  (Rl -R2-R3-R6-R7-Q 1 -Q2) 
S2(6- 10) :  (R4) 
S3(6- 10) :  (R5-Q3) 
S4(6- 10) :  (R8) 

a) r.1(6) -:t 0: ==> S 1 u S2 u S3 are faulty, 
r.1( 1 0) -:t 0: ==> S l  u S3 u S4 are faulty 

The single fault suspects are S l (6- 10) and S3(6- 10), 
multiple fault candidates are S2(6- 10) and S4(6- 10) .  

b) V(3)mes = V(3)pet ==> S 1 (6- 10) is probably good 
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4. Result 

The result so far is as follows: 

1 .  Subnetworks identified as faulty are S 1 (3-6) n S3(3- 10). The only components 
contained in both, S 1 and S3, are R5 and Q3 . They are the prime fault suspects. 

2. Subnetworks identified as good are S 1 (6- 10) .  The two single fault candidates from 
D6- 10  were S l  and S3.  Since S l  is identified as good, S3 is the only single fault 
suspect remaining. The components in S3(6- 10) are R5 and Q3 . 

The result under (2.) confirms the prime suspects found under ( 1 .) 

5. Further decomposition of suspect subnetwork 

PETRA data of a further decomposition of S3(D6- 10) into its two components is used next 
to locate the defect. External currents into S3, extracted from g-PETRA data of the good 
subnetworks, are checked if consistent with the g-PETRAs Q3 and R5 . Another 
measurement at node 9 yields Q3 as single fault. 

C. Diagnosis with Three-node Decomposition 

Decomposition D3- 6-10: 

An equivalent approach is possible when using the three-node decomposition D3-6- 10, 
which is given in Figure 6. 14. For this decomposition a set of g-PETRAs has also been 
produced. The procedure is again to check the 
current sums at the three decomposition nodes and 
to apply the current-sum rules of the GLLC. 
PETRA data for decomposition D3-6- 10  has been 
extracted for these measurements (Table 6.4). 
Diagnosis was then performed as follows: 

S 1 (3-6- 10) :  (Rl -R2-R3-Q l )  
S2(3-6- 10) :  (R4) 
S3(3-6- 10) :  (R5-Q3) 
S4(3-6- 10) :  (R8) 
S5(3-6- 1 0) :  (R6-Q2) 
S6(3-6- 1 0) :  (R7) Figure 6.14: Differential amplifier, 

decomposed at nodes 3, 6, and 10 

Diaanosis Steos and corresoondina Tests for decomoosition at nodes 3, 6 and 1 O 

Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Test V(3) V(6) V(1 0) I:I (3) I:l (6) I: l ( 1 0) 

03-6-1 0 -0.79V 1 3.79V -1 2 .88V 0 -0.76mA 0.79mA 

Table 6.4: G-PETRA data for decomposition D3-6-10 
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I.1(3) = 0: 

I.I(6) -:t 0: 

I.I( l O) -:t 0: 

=> S l  n SS n S6 are good, 
=> S2 u S3 u SS are faulty, 
=> S l  u S3 u S4 are faulty, 

Combining these results leaves as suspect single fault subnetwork S3(3- 6- 10), multiple 
fault candidates are S2(3-6- 10) and S4(3-6- 1 0) .  S 1 (3-6- 10), SS(3-6- 10), and S6(3-6- 10) 
are likely to be good. 

D. Results 

Obviously the results obtained with the two-node approach and the three-node approach are 
the same: In D6- 10  for example we have measured the extra node 3 in S l .  S l 's g-PETRA 
will give us a voltage extract for node 3 for which the current sum is zero. This must be so 
because node 3 was not decomposed (no expansion source connected) By comparing the 
measured voltage with the PETRA voltage, we effectively checked whether the currents in 
node 3 do also sum to zero for the measured voltage. In decomposition D3-6- 10 node 3 
was decomposed, its voltage therefore undetermined. But by using the voltage 
measurement at node 3 we were able to retrieve the sum of the interface currents into node 
3 and check for zero. The two approaches are therefore equivalent 

6.3.4 Summary and Interpretation 

It has been shown that fault finding with higher level g-PETRAs is possible without having 
to measure circuit currents. As soon as operative subnetworks of the circuit under test arc 
identified, additional current information can be obtained by utilizing their PETRAs. The 
proposal for a diagnostic algorithm is based upon a re-grouping mechanism for the 
decompositions, which allows to eliminate suspect components or subnetworks. 

The process of measuring an internal node voltage of a subnetwork and then comparing it 
with the corresponding voltage from the subnetwork' s g-PETRA data for which KCL is 
fulfilled is equivalent to checking KCL at this node if the subnetwork were decomposed at 
this node. 

The advantage of using the second approach with a deeper decomposition level lies in its 
straightforward diagnostic process . The disadvantage is that the size of the PETRA data 
base for a deeper decomposition is much larger than the data base size for the equivalent 
but less deeply decomposed separate subnetworks, ie the decomposition D3-6- 10  database 
is much larger than the size of the database for the three two-node decompositions D3-6, 
D3- 10,  and D6- 10 .  

The disadvantage of the deeper decomposition level' data size is  compensated with a gain 
in computational efficiency 
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6.4 Hierarchical Diagnosis with g-PETRAs 

The philosophy behind a hierarchical decomposition of a given circuit is simply 'divide and 
conquer' : The first ,or top, level of hierarchy is the initial decomposition into a few fairly 
large chunks of circuit. The following levels of decomposition will then divide the top
level SNW s further and further until component level is reached. The creation of such a 
hierarchy will take place in the pre-test phase during which PETRA data for all 
subnetworks will also be generated. 

Later, during the test phase, fault diagnosis 
will start on the top level with checking the 
first set of subnetworks for faults. Faulty 
component identification wiU usually not 
take place on this level, the aim is rather to 
identify the top-level subnetworks as faulty 
or good. The diagnosis will then home in Vin 

only on the faulty SNW s by measuring into 
these and using data of their decomposition 
one level down the hierarchy. This will be 
repeated until no faulty subnetworks are left 
over or component level is reached (the 
latter being the worst case). 

Vee 5 

Vee B 

An illustration of a hierarchical 
decomposition is given in Figure 6 . 15  to 
Figure 6. 17 :  In Figure 6. 1 5 ,  the differential 

Figure 6.15: First-level decomposition of circuit 
using nodes 3 and 10 

amplifier is decomposed at nodes 3 and 10. 
This represents the first level of 
decomposition. By using only two nodes 
four subnetworks have been created, two of 
which (S3, S4) are already at component 
level, the other two (S 1 and S2) are of 
similar large size. 
S 1 and S2 will then be decomposed further -'-CJ--+r-+-1 Vin --r 
as shown in Figure 6. 1 6. Each is split into 
three second level subnetworks with one 
more node. 
The third and final level of decomposition is 
then reached in Figure 6 . 17  where all 
components are separated. 

Vee 5 

Vee a 

Figure 6.16:  Second-level decomposition of circuit 
One could argue now that since g-PETRA using nodes 2, 3, 6 and 10 
data is required for the lowest level of 
hierarchy which consists entirely of decomposed components, why not starting straight 
away on component level? 
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The problem with this 'flat' approach is that 
for a decomposition on component level a 
simultaneous parameter expansion at all 
nodes has to be carried out at all circuit 
nodes (which are also decomposition nodes). 
This would create a vast amount of data, too 
large to be practicallyfeasible. Furthermore Vin 

to diagnose with this type of decomposition 
data all d-nodes must be determined (ie 
measured) in order to extract the appropriate 
set of data. 

Vee 0 5 

Vee 8 
The advantage of the hierarchical approach is 
that a few initial measurements can already 
be sufficient to exonerate regions of the 
circuit under test as faulty. 

Figure 6.17: Third (component) level 
decomposition of circuit using nodes 2, 3, 4,6, 7, 
9, and 10 

Another advantage may occur in certain situations: A multiple fault condition will in some 
cases convert into a single fault problem. If for instance two components have failed they 
may be located in two separate subnetworks somewhere in the hierarchy. As soon as these 
two subnetworks are isolated by decomposition, we have two single fault situations rather 
than one multiple fault problem. This should ease the diagnostics of these faults. 

A hierarchical decomposition approach as illustrated before will be implemented in the 
diagnostic algorithm following next. 

6.5 Hierarchical g-PETRA Diagnosis Engine 

The previous three examples in this chapter have all followed a general strategy, which was 
to hierarchically decompose a network, by homing in on the faulty subnetworks found. 
The second example used a subset of the measurement nodes as decomposition nodes and 
was then circling through the decompositions while checking the internal nodes of the 
subnetworks with the remaining measurements in order to determine the faulty and good 
subnetworks.The third example used all measurement nodes as decomposition nodes for 
directly determining the faulty and good subnetworks. This search strategy will be 
implemented in the hierarchical g-PETRA diagnosis engine. 

6.5.1 Structure 

The diagnostic engine deals with both, the pre-test simulations for the network and the test 
and diagnosis of the network. 

1 .  During the pre-test phase an appropriate circuit description will be used for the 
generation of a decomposition hierarchy and the according subnetwork PETRA data. 
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2.  During the test and diagnosis phase measurements will be taken from the circuit-under
test depending on which subnetworks will be identified as faulty . 

The result of the pre-test phase is the diagnostic database containing mainly the 
decomposition hierarchy and the subnetwork PETRA data. This diagnostic database will be 
accessed during the test phase. The algorithm will make use of the database to determine 
where to take the initial measurements and, depending on intermediate results, where to 
measure next until the diagnosis terminates. 

A. Pre-Test Phase 

A g-PETRA database with the following contents has to be created: 

• electrical information determining which nodes are observable and can be used for 
measurements 

• the decomposition hierarchy which could simply consist of ordered sets of 
decomposition nodes (d-nodes) starting with the top-level d-nodes. 

• the g-PETRA data of all subnetworks which are defined by the sets of d-nodes . 

For these procedures criteria, as considered in Section 6. 1 ,  may be utilized. 

B. Test and Diagnosis Phase 

Testing starts at the top level of the decomposition hierarchy with a fault detection check. If 
no faults are detected then no diagnosis can follow. The tested board will pass. 

If a failure has been detected the following diagnosis will perform mainly two procedures 
for finding and processing faulty SNWs (see also Appendix C). After processing all 
subnetworks found to be faulty the result in form of suspect components will be returned. 
The two procedures will be described next. 

1. Procedure: Locate good and faulty subnetworks in decomposition 

This procedure uses measurements and values based on good external subnetworks for 
locating the faulty subnetworks. It starts by taking the required measurements, usually at 
the decomposition nodes. These measurements are then used to extract the corresponding 
g-PETRA data of the connected subnetworks. If the PETRA interface currents into the 
decomposistion obey KCL, or the General Load Line rules, respectively,  the nodes are 
considered good otherwise they are bad. 
Then every subnetwork at this hierarchy level is assumed to be fault free if connected to a 
good d-node. The SNWs which are not connected to a good node are checked for faultiness 
by measuring into those. In most cases one measurement will be sufficient to check the 
fault state of such a subnetwork; the measurement is taken at an internal node, which is 
preferably a d-node for the next level down the hierachy (they have to be measured anyway 
for further decomposition, if the corresponding SNW is found to be faulty) .  
If  a measurement is inconsistent with a subnetwork's  g-PETRA data, then the subnetwork 
contains at least one fault, otherwise it is assumed good. 
When all SNW s at the current level are checked the procedure returns the sets of good and 
faulty SNWs. 
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2. Procedure: Process faulty SNWs 

This procedure recursively descends down network decomposition hierarchy established in 
the Pre-test simulation procedure. It starts with the initial set of faulty subnetworks and 
processes one SNW at a time. If a faulty subnetwork contains only one component, then 
this component must be faulty and will be added to the set of suspect faults. Otherwise the 
SNW is decomposed further and then good and faulty subnetworks of this new 
decomposition have to be found. Upon return with a new set of faulty SNWs the procedure 
calls itself recursively. A recursive path terminates at a given level when at least one fault 
is located and no more faulty SNWs are left. The procedure returns to its calling parent
procedure and processes the next faulty SNW one level above. 

The algorithms for the diagnostic engine are given next in verbal form. Flow charts of the 
algorithms can be found in Appendix C. 

6.5.2 Pseudo Code Implementation 

A. Pre-Test Simulation Algorithm 

1 .  Identify initial decomposition nodes for first level decomposition ,  using criteria as given in 
Section 6.1 . Then perform subsequent decomposing of the network until component level is 
reached 

2. Create the complete g-PETRA data base for all subnetworks found in Step 1 .  
3. Identify the set of allowed measurement nodes and the subset of initial measurements for the 

fi rst level of decomposition .  

B. Test and Diagnosis Algorithm 

1 .  Apply stimulus to and take initial measurements from faulty board 
2. Get initial circuit decomposition(s) 
3. Locate Good and Faulty Subnetworks in Decomposition 
4. If any faulty subnetworks found Process Faulty Subnetworks 
5. Return fault suspect group 

Locate Good and Faulty Subnetworks in Decomposition 

1 .  If any diagnosed good external subnetworks are incident 
1 .  Retrieve external currents from g-PETRAs of these diagnosed good subnetworks 
2. Compare with subnetwork PETRAs for inconsistencies using rules of GLLC 

2. If necessary 
1 .  Take further measurements 
2. Compare with subnetwork PETRAs for inconsistencies using rules of GLLC 

3. Return fault suspect group 

Process Faulty Subnetworks 

Do while more faulty subnetworks available: 
1 .  Get next fau lty subnetwork 
2. If faulty subnetwork is component, add to list of faulty components 
3. If faulty subnetwork is not component 

1 .  Get faulty subnetwork decomposition(s) 
2. Locate good and faulty subnetworks in decomposition 
3. If any faulty subnetworks found the Process Faulty Subnetworks 
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The engine terminates the diagnosis when no more faulty subnetworks are remaining upon 
which the faults remaining in the fault suspect group yield the diagnosis result. The 
application of the algorithm will be demonstrated in the following two multiple fault 
diagnoses. 
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6.6 Experiment 4: Putting the Engine to Work 

The two examples to follow are both based on the hierarchical decomposition given in 
Figure 6. 1 6, Figure 6. 17 and Figure 6. 18 .  For both diagnoses the same toleranced 
g-PETRA database will be used. The diagnosis results are shown in the tables below. 

Vee 5 

Figure 6.16: First-level 
decomposition of circuit 

using nodes 3 and 10 

Figure 6.17: Second-level 
decomposition of circuit 

using nodes 2, 3, 6 and 10 

Figure 6.18: Third 
(component) level 

decomposition of circuit using 
nodes 2, 3, 4,6, 7, 9, and 10 

The diagnosis employs the KCL consistency rules of the Generalized Load Line diagnosis 
concept in order to determine if the subnetworks incident to a measured node are fault 
suspects or can be exonerated. In order to determine whether KCL has been violated, the 
taken voltage measurement is compared with the corresponding KCL-PETRA for this node 
available in the database. To pass this test the voltage measurement has to fall into the 
KCL-slot as illustrated in Figure 6.6. 

Multiple Fault 1 (R1 =1 k5, R3=1 k) 
Hierarchy Suspect Exonerated DiaQnosis 
Decomposition Level 1 
V3 = 2.82V 
V1 0 =-1 0.39V 
KCL at 3 = F S1 ,S2,S3 S1 ,S2,S4 
KCL at 1 0  =F Nil al l faultv 

Decomposition Level 2 
V2 = 2.6V 
V6 = 1 5V 
KCL at 2 = F S1 . 1 , S1 .2, S1 .3 
KCL at 3 = F S1 .2, S2.2, S3 
KCL at 6 = OK S2. 1 ,  S2.2,S2.3 
KCL at 1 0  = OK S1 .3, S4, S2.3 R1 , R3, R7, 03 

Decomoosition Level 3 
V4 = 1 3.82 
KCL at 2 = F 81 . 1 , S1 .2.2 
KCL at 3 = OK S1 .2.2, S2. 1 .2, S3 
KCL at 4 = F S1 .2.1 , S1 .2.2 R1 , R3 

Table 6.5: Multiple fault diagnosis 1 with toleranced g-PETRAs 
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Multiple Fault 2 (R1 =1 k5, R3=1 k, R5=1 Ok) 

Hierarchy Suspect Exonerated Diagnosis 
Decomposition Level 1 
V3 = 2.55V 
V1 0 =-1 3.33V 
KCL at 3 = F S1 ,S2,S3 S1 ,S2,S4 
KCL at 1 0  =F Nil all faultv 

Decomposition Level 2 
V2 = 3.33V 
V6 = 1 5V 
KCL at 2 = F S1 . 1 , S1 .2, S1 .3 
KCL at 3 = F S1 .2, S2.2, S3 S2. 1 ,  
KCL at 6 = F S2.2,S2.3 R1 ,R3,R4,R5 
KCL at 1 0  = OK S1 .3, S4, S2.3 R6, R7, 01 , 

02, 03 

Decomposition Level 3 
V4 = 1 3.82V 
V9 = 1 5V 
KCL at 2 = F 81 . 1 ,  81 .2.2 
KCL at 3 = OK 81 .2.2, 82. 1 .2, 83 
KCL at 4 = F 81 .2.1 , 81 .2.2 
KCL at 6 = OK 82. 1 .2 ,  82. 1 . 1 ,82.3.2 
KCL at 9 = F S2.3. 1 ,82.3.2 R1 , R3, R5 

Table 6.6: Multiple fault diagnosis 2 with toleranced g-PETRAs 

Discussion 

The performed diagnoses located in both case the true multiple faults. It could be shown 
that hierarchical decomposition approach is working and that a toleranced Simulation
before-Test multiple fault diagnosis is feasible. 

The number of voltage measurement necessary, especially for the diagnosing the 3 failed 
components is at its limits, but apart from their application of the KCL checks no current 
information has been extracted from the subnetworks g-PETRAs. It has been demonstrated 
that the diagnostic algorithm proposed is a step into the right direction. In order to tackle 
multiple fault situations it will be necessary to utilize additional topological information for 
propagating values which cannot be measured (eg currents). 
If this is done as well then the currents extracted form the diagnosed good components can 
be utilized for coincidence checks with the components g-PETRA in order to exonerate 
fault suspects. This has been possible in both demonstrated cases on the second level of the 
decomposition hierarchy, since there are a number of diagnosed good components 
available. 
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6. 7 Conclusions 

The generalization of the load line concept for multiple fault diagnostics has made it 
possible to abandon the diametrical partitioning constraint imposed by the initial load line 
concept. It has opened the door to utilizing any partitioning topology and to get the 
diagnosis off the ground where current observability is not given. Having been able to 
conquer these two areas enables the adaptation of the hierarchical network decomposition 
approach [Bandlerl ]  for the Simulation-before-Test domain. 
By doing this, all of its diagnostics can be made available to the type of data processing 
which is performed with g-PETRAs during diagnosis. This is the key to diagnosing larger 
networks with g-PETRAs. 

Toleranced KCL Consistency Checks 

In order to apply the network decomposition approach to a toleranced environment KCL' s 
current sum rule has to be modified to accommodate ranges. This has been done 
analytically by McKeon et al [McKeon2] for their Simulation-after-Test constraint 
propagation and suspension technique. The Simulation-before-Test equivalent to 
toleranced KCL consistency checks is in fact provided with the author' s  Generalized Load 
Line concept. Here, instead of having to compute that the summed branch current ranges of 
a node do include zero [McKeon2] , the measured node voltage is simply checked whether 
it falls into the KCL tolerance slot by extracting this information from the KCL PETRA 
(see Figure 6.6). 

Data Processing 

The process of data extraction from subnetworks which have been exonerated during the 
diagnosis is comparable with the constraint propagation mechanism known from 
simulation-after -test techniques. This confirms the deductions made at the end of 
Chapter 5 that the author' s  g-PETRA diagnosis provides an equivalent mechanism, which 
has been termed data propagation. Important is, that once the data is made available (in 
form of Simulation-before-Test data ) the computational effort can be drastically reduc.ed 
since the Simulation-after-Test effort for simulating the constraint propagation has been 
transformed into the Simulation-before-Test effort of data extraction. 

The process of checking KCL by extracting data from all subnetworks incident to a 
particular subnetwork removes the constraints of this subnetwork' s  g-PETRA currents. 
This is comparable with the constraint suspension strategy to date only utilized by 
Simulation-after-Test techniques. (compare with Section 2.5 .4). Again the computational 
effort of performing simulations is converted into the lesser data extraction effort. 
The implication is also that, once an appropriate type of Simulation-before-Test data can be 
provided, the diagnostic strategies of Simulation-after-Test techniques are transferable to 
the Simulation-before-Test domain. A very important result. 
This is one of the features which makes the author' s technique very unique in the 
Simulation-before-Test domain. 
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Decomposition Levels 

Section 6.3.4 has concluded that the advantage of using a deeper decomposition level lies 
in its straightforward diagnostic process. Although this has to be traded in for an increase 
in g-PETRA database size, the gain in computational efficiency may compensate for this. 
This is an indication that the degree of decomposition stored in the g-PETRA data is not 
only linked to the size of Simulation-before-Test data base but also to the computational 
data extraction effort necessary for performing the diagnoses. These properties may be 
exploited for balancing the computational effort before and after testing and point at 
another unique feature of the g-PETRA diagnostics. A fault finding approach which allows 
for adjusting the on-line costs (computation for diagnosis) with the amount of off-line 
effort (Simulation-before-Test) has not been encountered yet 

The chapter to follow will round up the thesis by addressing this data redundancy problem 
together with a proposal for a possible modularization of the PETRA database in order to 
balance on-line computation and data base size. 
The apparent ambiguity between b-PETRAs and g-PETRAs will also be considered. 
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Chapter 7 :  Unification of the Parameter 

Expansion Trajectory Approaches 

7 .1 Review and Comparison 

The Fault Range approach developed for the single fault scenario and the Load Line 
Approach aimed at the multiple fault scenario, although conceptually different, share also 
certain key features with each other. Lets consider this in a comparison: 

Diagnostic Database 

Since both fault finding techniques are Simulation-before-Test approaches they feature 
both diagnostic databases which are unique to the circuits to be diagnosed. Such a database 
is in both cases a collection of data tables each corresponding to a subset of the circuit. The 
information held in the data tables of the two approaches however are of opposing 
diagnostic content. 
The data for the Fault Range approach consists of a collection of fault hypotheses for each 
of the circuit' s  components . These hypotheses are given as node voltage vectors (data 
records). 
The diagnostic data used for the Load Line approach in contrast consists of a collection of 
hypotheses supporting the operationality of associated circuit subnetworks or components . 
These hypotheses are represented by all current/voltage vectors (data records) which are 
relevant for the associated subnetwork or component. 

Pre-Test Simulations and Parameter Expansion 

Both approaches rely on pre-test simulations to produce their diagnostic data. Although the 
data tables of the two approaches utilize their diagnostic information differently, it has 
been possible to employ the Parameter Expansion mechanism for generating the diagnostic 
data for both approaches. 
The Simulation-before-Test phase of both approaches records the effects of arbitrary 
behavioural changes of a circuit partition on the circuit state variables in order to exploit 
them diagnostically. For this a topologically equivalent pseudo parameter substitution 
network is utilized replacing the circuit partition' s  normal simulation model in order to 
minimize the number of parameters necessary for simulating the behavioural changes. 
The Parameter Expansion mechanism is then applied to the lump of pseudo parameters 
which generates the required pre-test data. The graphical representation of this data in 
performance space is a region (delimited by tolerance boundaries) which is consistent with 
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random behavioural changes of the substituted partition. The region is made up of a set of 
trajectories which are the graphs of the expanded pseudo parameters in performance space. 
Depending on the number of expansion parameters the trajectories combine into a 
toleranced line, surface or body in the circuit' s performance space. 
Since these regions are obtained with the Parameter Expansion mechanism they have been 
termed Parameter Expansion Trajectories for which the acronym PETRA has been used. 
The diagnostic information represented by PETRAs however differs between the two 
approaches: 
The single fault approach utilizes pseudo parameters only on component level and there to 
simulate the arbitrary faultiness of a component. The resulting PETRA data thus represents 
a region in diagnostic space which is consistent with the failure of that component. 
Whenever the active pseudo parameter approach is utilized the passive behaviour data 
subset has to be filtered out in order to distinguish between passive failure and active 
failure of the considered component. 
The multiple fault approach utilizes the pseudo parameter approach in order to simulate the 
correct operation of the circuit partition which is not replaced by the pseudo parameter 
network. Since this partition is represented by its real model the extended scope of the 
active parameter expansion will not effect changes beyond the partition' s  passive 
boundaries, which is why the active pseudo parameter approach can be used here without 
employing further passive filtering. The resulting PETRA for the considered partition 
represents a region in diagnostic space which is consistent with the correct operation of that 
partition. 
In order to distinguish between these diagnostic representations the Parameter Expansion 
Trajectories of the two approaches have been differentiated as b-PETRA for representing 
bad component behaviour (Fault Range approach) and g-PETRA for representing good 
component behaviour (Load Line approach.) 

Tolerance 

The implementation of component tolerances into the pre-test simulation process is 
common to both, the single fault and the multiple fault approach. The implemented 
tolerance mechanism approximates the absolute worst-case tolerance deviations of node 
voltages by utilizing a parameter perturbation vector during the circuit simulation which is 
obtained from the Sensitivity Signatures of the relevant node voltage dependencies 
(Section 4.3). 
The toleranced pre-test data features thus upper and lower tolerance boundaries which 
delimit the PETRA-regions in the diagnostic performance space. 

Diagnostic Concepts 

The diagnostic concepts of both approaches rely on a verification process. This process can 
be compared to the fau�t verification concept of Simulation-after-Test methods, however, 
since the identification of a fault is not sought, only its location on component level, the 
process is rather that of a component failure verification. 
For this both diagnostic concepts utilize a coincidence test of a given fault signature 
(representing the real CuT fault) with the pre-determined Parameter Expansion Trajectories 
residing in the circuit' s  diagnostic performance space. A specific PETRA represents the 
arbitrary faultiness of a component for the Fault Range approach (b-PETRA) and the 
operationality of a component for the Load Line approach (g-PETRA). 
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The two concepts differ in the diagnostic interpretation of a PETRA-Fault coincidence test 
outcome. 
A fault signature coinciding with a b-PETRA promotes the single fault hypotheses of the 
associated component whereas coincidence with a g-PETRA supports the exoneration of 
that component as fault suspect. 
PETRA-non-coincidence, however, is the preferred (since stronger) outcome of a test 
measurement in both diagnostic concepts since this is a sufficient condition for exonerating 
a component as single fault suspect (b-PETRA-non-coincidence) or for the definite failure 
of a component (g-PETRA-non-coincidence), respectively. 

Diagnostic Strategies 

a) Fault Location: Both approaches follow a fault elimination strategy where all 
components are faulty unless otherwise proven. At the beginning of the diagnosis process 
all components of the CuT form the initial set of fault suspects. B-PETRA non-coincidence 
or g-PETRA coincidence is required to remove specific components from the set of fault 
suspects until the set reaches a diagnosis termination criterion or the processing of all 
available observations with the diagnostic database is exhausted. The remaining set of 
suspects is then promoted as diagnosis result. 

b) Fault Search: The multiple fault approach features a hierarchical search structure which 
employs successive network decomposition. The network decomposition concept has not 
simply been adopted but has been arrived at as economical solution to the problems of 
increasing the network partitioning efficiency and reducing the redundancy of associated 
diagnostic data. (Section 6. 1 )  
On the top level of  the hierarchy i s  the CuT itself as a whole primarily for the initial fault 
detection process and on the lowest level are subnetworks consisting of a few or ideally 
just one component. 
The diagnostic search follows the subnetwork hierarchy from top to bottom (top-down 
search) by utilizing new test measurements for the failure verification of subnetworks and 
further decomposition of the failed subnetworks. 

The single fault approach does not feature a hierarchical search pattern but employs a flat 
(horizontal) search which already takes place on component level. All components are 
checked subsequently with each new test measurement taken. To employ a flat search 
amongst the set of possible single fault hypotheses is feasible here since the single fault 
constraint by definition already rules out the larger set of also possible multiple fault 
hypotheses. 

Measurement Observability and Utilization 

Neither of the approaches require the observability of CuT-currents which is crucial for any 
fault finding approach to be practically feasible. Node voltage observability can also be 
limited since neither approach does rely conceptually on all node voltages to be accessible. 
The single fault voltage range approach does not utilize current deductions at all, sufficient 
diagnostic resolution is already provided by utilizing the taken voltage measurements for 
the fault range reduction mechanism implemented with the b-PETRA data. The fact that 
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further measurement utilization appeared to be unnecessary, is due to the single fault 
scenario. 
The multiple fault approach utilizes the measured node voltages to deduce additional 
current and voltage information by extracting it from the g-PETRA data of the relevant 
subnetworks. 
The Load Line concept in its generalized form employs current consistency checks for 
testing the joint operationality of a set of connected subnetworks and provides current 
hypotheses for the operationality of the individual subnetworks. 

To conclude lets look at an illustration of the pre-test 
phase of both approaches to address the question posed at 
the beginning of Chapter 5 in Figure 5 . 1 :  

Figure 7 . 1  recalls the general Simulation-before-Test 
concept in a simple form: Diagnostic conditioning of the 
circuit pre-test simulation generates the desired pre-test 
data. The application of this generic concept to the Fault 
Range and Load Line approach is illustrated below m 
Figure 7.2.  

The standard fault dictionary approach considered in 
Chapter 2 has been included as the classic implementation 
of the pre-test fault simulation approach. Its choice of 
diagnostic conditioning leads to a dictionary of discrete 
fault signatures with all the drawbacks considered in 
Chapter 2. 

SIMULATION-BEFORE-TEST 

APPROACH 

DIAGNOSTIC 
CONDITION ING 

PRE-TEST 
SIMULATION 

PRE-TEST 
DATA 

Figure 7 .1 :  Generic Pre
Test Diagnostics 

The Fault Range approach developed during this research programme abandons the 
discrete approach in favour of a continuous 'spectrum' of component faultiness. The Load 
Line approach goes even further; although it employs the same concept of faultiness it is 
not applied to the partition in question but rather to its environment, the Rest-of-the
Network (RON) partition, in such a general manner that it effectively abandons failure 

FAULT DICTIONARY 

APPROACH 

SPECIFIC 
COMPONENT 

FAULT 

FAULT 
DICTIONARY 

FAULT RANGE 

APPROACH 

SINGLE 
COMPONENT 
FAULTINESS 

b-PETRA 
(Fault Ranges) 

LOAD LINE 

APPROACH 

RON
ENVIRONMENT 

FAULTINESS 

PARAMETER 
EXPANSION 

g-PETRA 
(Load Line) 

Figure 7 .2: The different types of pre-test data depend mostly on the type of 
diagnostic conditioning applied during the pre-test circuit simulation 
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simulation. 

However, the implementations of the Fault Range approach and the Load Line approach 
look very similar indeed, since they both utilize a circuit partition with the Parameter 
Expansion mechanism in order to obtain PETRA data. The obvious question to ask, which 
arguably has been left unspoken for a while, is: Are there circumstances under which the 
diagnostic data of the two approaches is equivalent? 

7.2 The Good PETRA - Bad PETRA Ambiguity 

To highlight this consider Figure 7.3 where an alternative illustration of the pre-test 
concept implemented in the two approaches is given. 

PARAMETER 

SIMULA� --\. BAD --I PETRA 

FAU LT RANGE APPROACH 

LOAD LINE APPROAC H  

I 
ARBITRARY 
FAULTINESS 

--\. GOOD --I PETRA 

\ 
PARAMETER 
EXPANSION 

Figure 7.3: Alternative view of the PETRA generation concepts employed for the two approaches 

The parameter expansion concept as utilized for the Fault Range approach and the initial 
approach for obtaining load lines for the Load Line approach both utilize a diametrical 
partitioning concept (compare with Chapter 1) ,  where one partition is the target of the 
required PETRA data while the other provides the constraints of the surrounding 
environment (RON). 
The two concepts obviously differ in the choice of partition to be processed with the 
Parameter Expansion 
mechanism in order to exhibit EQU IVALENCE OF PETRA-DATA 
arbitrary faultiness. However, 
the same distinction can be 
made when the target partition is 
swapped in tead. So let forget 
for the moment that one 
partition represent a pecific 
component or subnetwork and 
the other the RON environment, 
and lets consider Figure 7 .4: 
Generally there are just two 
diametrical circuit part1t10ns, 
one of which then undergoes the 
Parameter Expansion procedure 

Chapter 7-5 
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Figure 7.4: PETRA-data ambivalence 
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which will yield some PETRA data. We are then free to choose which of the partitions is 
the target for the PETRA data, ie is declared to be repre ented by the PETRA. If the 
expanded partition is the target then the PETRA-data represents its exclusive faultiness, but 
if, alternatively, the other partition is chosen as target then the same PETRA-data 
represents its correct operation. The diagnostic information associated with a specific 
PETRA-data is thus ambivalent for the two circuit partitions, or in other words, a g
PETRA of one partition is equivalent to the b-PETRA of another partition. 

So can we say that the pre-test data used in the Fault Range approach and the pre-test data 
used in the Load Line approach are equivalent? Certainly not. We must not forget that the 
good-bad PETRA ambiguity is only valid for a specific partitioning situation. Since the 
Fault Range approach employs exclusively Single Component - RON partitioning we can 
thus consider just those decompositions of the Load Line approach where subnetworks 
consist of one component only if we want to identify ambivalent features. 
Furthermore, network decomposition, the type of circuit partitioning applied by the Load 
Line approach, is not dichotornic but multi-lateral which needs to be taken into account. 
And finally, the pseudo parameter substitution concept applied by the Fault Range 
approach is component oriented, ie the pseudo parameter network is placed within the 
component's  terminals, whereas the Load Line approach applies pseudo parameter 
substitution on a nodal basis, ie the active pseudo parameter network is a star of sources, 
each connected to a decomposition node with the ground node (arbitrary choice) as star 
point. 

Let's consider the partitioning issue a little closer. Figure 7 .5  illustrates the partitioning 
strategy as employed by the Fault Range approach with a set of six components C 1 to C6. It 
follows a One-to-RON approach: each component is isolated against the rest of the 
network (RON) in tum. The Parameter Expansion of the component' s  pseudo parameter 
substitution (PPS) yields the PETRA-data consisting of the RON's state variables . 

b-PETRA of C1 b-PETRA of C2 b-PETRA of C3 

C6 I RON I C4 

PPS PPS 
PPS 

Figure 7.5 : One Component · RON partitioning as employed by the Fault Range approach 

The Load Line approach in contrast utilizes network decomposition as a partitioning 
vehicle. A possible decomposition of the six components typical for the Load Line 
approach is given in Figure 7.6. There the PPS does not take place inside the subnetworks 
(although this approach would be possible) but at the decomposition nodes in form of 
expansion sources. 

With the Parameter Expansion applied, from each subnetwork' s  point of view the RON on 
the 'other side' of the decomposition nodes now exhibits arbitrary faultiness (which in fact 
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is simulated by the two expansion sources). If the subnetworks different from C2 are 
recomposed they will assume the role of C2 ' s  RON. This however requires restoring of 
KVL and KCL at the interface nodes of the subnetworks to be recomposed. The b-PETRA 
of C2 is then represented by the joint g-PETRA data of the recomposed subnetworks and is 
expressed via the state variables of the RON partition. 

g-PETRA 

C 1  

g-PETRA 

C5 : 

g-PETRA of RON 
b-PETRA of C2 

Figure 7.6: Nodal decomposition into subnetworks as applied by the Load Line approach 

The method with which pseudo parameter substitution is applied for the Fault Range 
approach differs from that for the Load 
Line approach. Figure 7 .7 illustrates the 
difference: 

With the Fault Range approach the one
port simply replaced by its pseudo 
parameter substitution, which is either a 
source or a resistance. This is referred to 
as component-PPS. With the Load Line 
approach the terminals of the one-port are 
detached from its operational constraints. 
This is done by constraining the node 
voltages at the terminals with voltage 

FAULT RANGE 
APPROACH 

N� r-:2 
� 

PPS 

0 

sources connected to the ground node. N.,_o1--1(JJt----0�2 
This method is referred to as nodal PPS. 

For the voltages to be enforced between 
Component PPS 

LOAD LINE 
APPROACH 

N�2 
� 

PPS 

0 

Nodal PPS 

the one-port' s terminals these two 
methods are obviously equivalent (KVL). 
The RON partition on the other side now 

Figure 7.7: Two equivalent methods of applying 
pseudo parameter substitution (PPS) 

' sees ' the arbitrary faultiness of the one-port when Parameter Expansion takes place. 

To exemplify these considerations let' s apply both methods to a component of the 
Differential Amplifier and let 's  compare the results . Figure 7 .8  shows R2 on the left side 
with a pseudo parameter replacement in a One-to-RON partitioning constellation typical 
for the Fault Range approach and to the right in a decomposition constellation typical for 
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the Load Line approach. The decomposition at nodes 2 and 10 produces four subnetworks : 
(Rl),  (R2), (R8) and the fourth containing the other components (R3-R7, Ql -Q3). 

Vee 
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R3 R4 R3 
61<8 6k8 6k8 

9 

4 6 4 

1 0  Vin Vout 
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3k3 

Vee 
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0 Vee 
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560R 

9 

03 

Vee 

I 1 0  
i-----<> Vout 

9�k� 0 �VN10 
9 

Figure 7.8: Component-based and nodal-based Pseudo Parameter Substitution applied to R2 

Recomposition of the three subnetworks not containing R2 into its RON partition would 
require restoring 
KCL and KVL at 
those decomposition 
nodes which are not 
coincident with the 
R2-terminal nodes. 
Since, apart from the 
R2-terminal nodes, 
there are not any 
further decomposed 
nodes in the 
example, this is not 
necessary. The PE 
data of both approa
ches is then pro
jected into V 4 V9-
space as shown in 
the data plot of 
Figure 7.9. To 
differentiate 

· between the two 

V9 

1 6  

15  

14  

13  
0 

0 0 
1 2  Equivalent b-PETRAs for R2 

-- R2 replaced by V-Source 0 

1 1  0 Decomposition at R2-Terminals 0 
0 0 

1 0  
5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  14  15  

V4 

Figure 7.9: Equivalent R2-b-PETRAs obtained with component-PPS 
and nodal-PPS 

data sets, the data based on component-PPS (R2-b-PETRA) is shown as toleranced 
trajectory whereas the data based on the nodal PPS (RON-g-PETRA) is displayed as 
scatter-plot. Obviously the scatter points coincide with the trajectory plot which 
demonstrates the equivalence of the data sets. The scatter points extend further than the 
trajectory, but this is only due to the expansion range of the voltage sources for the nodal 
PPS which has been set to a wider range than the voltage source of the component PPS . 
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Since the nodal PPS utilizes two voltage sources whereas the component PPS requires only 
one, the same values for the branch voltage V2, 10 will generated repeatedly by the 
Parameter Expansion of the nodal PPS, which implies that data set of the latter must 
contain redundant data points, which are all projected onto each other in the V 4 V9 plane. 
This can be demonstrated with a projection involving one of the decomposition nodes as it 
has been done for V 10  in Figure 7 . 10. There is clearly visible that all data points in V 10 
direction are overlapping in V4V9-space, and thus are redundant there. 

Toleranced R2-b-PETRA Surface in V4V9V1 0-Space � - . ·: �- · .  ·-. . 
0 . • 

Decomposition at R2-Terminals · · 

' . . . . . " - - - ;- " - - -, ' . .. -, . - - - "; .. - - ,- - - ... ' .  - - - ._ - - - .- ... -

. . . . . . 'lt 
�L? _____,2.�__,.....,..:..,....,....,.....,....,:...,.....-r-r-+-r-r-r-r-T-.-,....,....,. ...... .-r-<-T-.-�'""""...-...-��� 

7 8 9 

V4 
"'\Q '\ '\ "� "� 

1 5  
14. 5  

Figure 7.10: Projection of the nodal PPS data into V4V9V10-space for visualizing data points 
redundant in V 4V9 space. 

This redundant data could be removed by restoring KCL of the RON-currents into the R2 
nodes, which is the condition the component PPS assumes automatically. The nodal PPS 
data therefore consists of a (larger) data subset where KCL of the RON currents into the 
decomposition nodes is not maintained and a subset where KCL is maintained, which is 
equivalent to the data set obtained with the component PPS. Although there are redundant 
data records for a R2-RON constellation, they are necessary however for applying the 
Generalized Load Line concept to the original decomposition constellation where four 
subnetworks are interfacing each other. 

Summary: 

It has been demonstrated that in a decomposition situation where subnetwork consist of 
one component only, the b-PETRA data of such a component (which is generated by 
applying component PPS) can also be found within the g-PETRA data of the other 
subnetworks joined into its RON partition, although the latter may contain a significant 
amount of redundant data with respect to the b-PETRA. The redundancy is due to the 
removal of the KCL constraints at the decomposition nodes, which is a (desired) feature of 
nodal PPS . 
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Apart from the considerations in the previous section the presence of redundant PETRA
data in the circuit' s  diagnostic database has already been considered in Section 6. 1 in 
connection with the diametrical partitioning approach initially pursued. Generally two 
principle partitioning situations can be identified where redundant data will be generated: 

7.3.1 Diametrical (bi-lateral) Partitioning 

With the Diametrical Partitioning approach the circuit had to be divided into two sets of 
components. Reorganizing of the partitions without altering the set of interface nodes was 
possible, ie there were sets of components which could be part of either partition. This 
meant that a number of re-grouped partitions was possible for a given set of interface 
nodes. To take all possible component groupings into account each of these partition 
groupings had to be simulated. The data sets of these groupings were highly redundant with 
each other which meant that apart from the additional computational effort the size of the 
diagnostic database was unnecessarily inflated. 

7.3.2 Network Decomposition (Multi-lateral Partitioning) 

The solution to the data redundancy problem introduced by the diametrical partitioning 
approach was to consider the moveable component sets as separate partitions. They had in 
common that they were connected only to a smaller subset of the interface nodes and could 
in fact be considered as subnetworks of a network decomposition of the circuit, which 
could be obtained by utilizing the partition interface nodes as decomposition nodes. 
With the application of nodal pseudo parameter substitution at the decomposition nodes it 
was possible to simulate the complete decomposition in one go. If desired, the subnetworks 
could be re-grouped into any of the previous diametrical partitions. The PETRA data for 
these partitions can then be obtained via simple database operations to restore KCL at those 
decomposition nodes which are not partition interface nodes and by summing the currents 
of each partition' s  interface node to form the partition' s  interface currents. (With the 
introduction of the generalized load line concept, however, this was not necessary 
anymore.) 

Although the simulation effort necessary for the diametrical partitioning approach and the 
resulting amount of redundant data contained in its database could be reduced significantly, 
there is still some redundancy left with the decomposition approach, which is due to the 
fact that the g-PETRA data of some of the subnetworks does not depend topologically on 
the expansion of all nodal-PPS sources. 
Consider Figure 7 . 1 1  with nodal-PPS applied at nodes 2 and 10  (as in the previous 
section). The g-PETRA data for R l  obviously depends only on the expansion source V2. 
Since the Parameter Expansion process involves both decomposition sources the data 
records of the R l -g-PETRA from the V2 expansion will be repeated for each step of the 
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V2 expansion. Similar is true for R8 ' s  g-PETRA and also for the R2-g-PETRA, where the 
same voltage across R2 (and thus its current) will be generated repeatedly. 

Parameter Expansion Example Data for Figure 7.1 1 
R1 R2 R3 

V!2l l(R1) V(2,1 0) llR2} VC10l l{R8) 

1 .00 400.0E-6 6.00 600.0E-6 -5.00 3.0E-3 
2.00 300.0E-6 7.00 700.0E-6 -5.00 3.0E-3 
3.00 200.0E-6 8.00 800.0E-6 -5.00 3.0E-3 
4.00 1 00.0E-6 9.00 900.0E-6 -5.00 3.0E-3 
5.00 000.0E+O 1 0.00 1 .0E-3 -5.00 3.0E-3 
1.00 400.0E--6 5.00 500.0E-6 -4.00 3.3E-3 
2.00 300.0E-6 6.00 600.0E-6 -4.00 3.3E-3 
3.00 200.0E-6 7.00 700.0E-6 -4.00 3.3E-3 
4.00 100.0E-6 8.00 800.0E-6 -4.00 3.3E-3 
5.00 000.0E+O 9.00 900.0E-6 -4.00 3.3E-3 
1 .00 400.0E-6 4.00 400.0E-6 -3.00 3.6E-3 
2.00 300.0E-6 5.00 500.0E-6 -3.00 3.6E-3 
3.00 200.0E-6 6.00 600.0E-6 -3.00 3.6E-3 
4.00 1 00.0E-6 7.00 700.0E-6 -3.00 3.6E-3 
5.00 000.0E+O 8.00 800.0E-6 -3.00 3.6E-3 
1 .00 400.0E-6 3.00 300.0E-6 -2.00 3.9E-3 
2.00 300.0E-6 4.00 400.0E-6 -2.00 3.9E-3 
3.00 200.0E-6 5.00 500.0E-6 -2.00 3.9E-3 

Table 7.1 :  
Rl-Parameter Expansion data is highly redundant 

Vin 

R3 R4 

4 6 

9 Vee 
5 

·------< 03 

9 

1 0  

Figure 7 .11 :  Joint simulation with nodal PPS 
for nodes 2-10 decomposition 

To exemplify this consider a section of the Parameter Expansion data for the 2- 10 
decomposition shown in Table 7 . 1 .  (In order to provide an overview, the expansion step
width for V2 and VlO  is set to l V.) The relevant data columns for Rl are V2 and I(R l). 
Observe that the instance of data set in grey is repeated again above and further below. For 
R l  it would therefore be sufficient to store just one instance of the repeated data set and to 
discard the rest. 
Observe also, that each data record for R8 is repeated for every V2 value, which is the 
same type of redundancy as with R 1 .  
This redundancy how
ever does not make up 
the majority of the 
data (all the other 
currents and voltages 
of the network which 
are not shown here) 
and can be lived with 
as long as a moderate 
number of 
decomposition nodes 
is utilized. 

In order to avoid the 
generation of such 
redundant data during 
the Parameter Expan
sion process the sub-
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Figure 7.12: Separate simulation of 2-10 decomposition subnetworks 
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networks of a decomposition could be processed separately utilizing only the expansion 
sources which are relevant for each subnetwork. This is shown in Figure 7 . 12 where, for 
instance, the expansion for Rl is carried out with the source V2a only. 

7 .3.3 Interpretation 

The considerations made in Section 6. 1 concluded that a total decomposition of a network 
where all subnetworks are in fact single components would constitute a fundamental set of 
diagnostic data on which all higher level decompositions are based. In order to recreate a 
specific partitioning constellation the components could be re-composed into the 
appropriate subnetworks by restoring KCL at the re-composed node. It is theoretically 
possible to generate this data simultaneously, however the parameter expansion with nodal 
PPS applied to all decomposition nodes is prohibitive for combinatorial reasons and 
expected database size. The redundancy is a direct result of subnetworks and expansion 
sources with no interdependence. Since most of the components would only depend on one 
or two expansion sources, the data fields for each of the components would contain huge 
amounts of redundant records. 

According to the above example the key would be to generate the Parameter Expansion 
data for all components separately, ie as disconnected components as illustrated in 
Figure 7. 1 2 . To utilize this set of data however would require to provide additional 
topological knowledge of the circuit in order to recompose the components and rejoin their 
data to form any required partitions or subnetworks of the circuit. A proposal for 
implementing this is given in the next section 

7.4 Creating and Utilizing Generic Parameter 

Expansion Modules 

The considerations following now are intended as a proposal for a method of modularizing 
the Parameter Expansion. They are based on the research results for the previous two single 
and multiple fault approaches. This method would not only address the data redundancy 
problem, but would allow the generation of a generic diagnostic database with component 
based data sets as modules. It could be used to create a library of pre-test data packets on 
component level which, with additional precautions, even need not be circuit specific. The 
concept introduced here may be utilized, together with the good-bad PETRA ambiguity, for 
a unified Parameter Expansion Trajectory fault finding approach. The diagnostic strategies 
followed in the Fault Range and the Load Line approach could be combined, and, together 
with a mechanism of modularising the PETRA data, could form a unique approach 
featuring generic pre-test data and the capability of balancing the pre-test and post-test 
computational efforts . 
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7 .4. 1 Initial Approach: Minimizing Redundancy 

The initial approach for generating and using component level PETRA modules will take 
the following steps: 
• Utilize a total decomposition of the network isolating every component 
• Apply Parameter Expansion to each component for generating its g-PETRA module 
• Utilize the circuit topology for re-composing the components as desired 
• Utilize KCL and KVL for re-composing the corresponding g-PETRA modules 

A. Total Decomposition Vee 5 

As considered earlier the circuit being prepared 
for diagnosis will be decomposed completely 
into trivial subnetworks. This is illustrated for 
the DA in Figure 7 . 1 3 .  If all independent circuit 
nodes are utilized simultaneously as 
decomposition nodes then each of the resulting 
subnetworks is in fact a single component. 
Parameter Expansion is then applied to each of 
the components separately in order to obtain its 
g-PETRA data. As the environment of a circuit 
partition had to exhibit arbitrary behaviour for 
recording its PETRA data by replacing it with a 
pseudo parameter substitution, the component' s  Figure 7.13: Total Decomposition of DA 
environment will be conditioned alike. 

B. Generating Component g-PETRAs by utilizing Branch-PPS 

R 
As with the initial approach for obtaining component load lines in 
Chapter 3 ,  all what is needed is to expand the terminal voltages of 
the components randomly by connecting expansion sources to it. 
This is illustrated in Figure 7 . 14 for a resistor and a npn
transistor. In order to minimize any data redundancy the number 
of necessary expansion sources needs to be minimized. This is 
achieved if the sources are connected between the component 
terminals as shown. The number of sources necessary is thus one 
less than the number of terminals. This type of active pseudo 
parameter substitution of the component' s  environment will be 

0 
Vr 

termed branch-PPS in order to distinguish it from the nodal-PPS Figure 7.14: Branch PPS 

utilized for simultaneous expansion of a decomposed network. on component level 

The component g-PETRAs obtained in this manner are then 
considered as PETRA modules with which the g-PETRAs of higher level circuit partitions 
or subnetworks may be re-generated. For this additional connectivity information for the 
partitions is required which could be extracted from the topological knowledge of the 
circuit. 
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The obvious choice for a vehicle representing topological knowledge of a circuit is its 
incidence matrix. From it, it should be possible to extract any connectivity information 
needed for a given circuit partition or subnetwork. To demonstrate by example let' s first 
look at the topology of the DA, obtain its incidence matrix and from there work out how to 
utilize the component g-PETRA data as proposed. 

The oriented graph of the Differential 
Amplifier network is shown in Figure 7 . 1 5 .  
From i t  the DA's incidence matrix can be 
extracted. (The automation of this process 
is sufficiently established since it is crucial 
for any circuit simulator) . From the three 
possible orientations for the graph 
representation of the transistor, one has 
been chosen randomly

1
. The current 

orientations have also been chosen 
randomly for this demonstration, however, 
care has to be taken that the choice is 
consistent with the orientations used for the 
simulation data. 

The corresponding incidence matrix is then 
given in Table 7 .2. It represents the 
topology of the circuits, ie the connectivity 
of its components. From the matrix we can 
directly determine which of the 
components are connected to a specific 
node. If we want m find all components 

5 

Figure 7.15: Oriented graph of the Differential 
Amplifier 

connected to node 3 ,  for instance, in order to re-compose them into a subnetwork, we find 
that the branches r7, e 1 and e2 are incident at the node, which implies that the components 
R7, Q l  and Q2 are connected at node 3 .  

Incidence Matrix for Graoh of Differential Amolifier as shown in Fiaure 7 . 15  
r1 r2 r3 r4 rS r6 r7 re c1 e1 c2 e2 c3 e3 Vin Vee Vee 

0 0 0 0 0 0 -1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·1 ·1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
2 -1  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ·1 0 ·1 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
6 0 0 0 ·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1  ·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 1 
9 0 0 0 0 ·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
10 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1  0 0 0 0 

Table 7.2: Incidence Matrix for Differential Amplifier Circuit 

1 Since, as we will see later, apart from the utilization of incidence matrix no other type of matrix will be 
needed for this approach, a preference for a certain orientation of the transistor graph was not indicated. 
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D. Re-composition of PETRA modules into a partition's g-PETRA 

The re-composition of components or subnetworks into a larger partition ,subnetwork or 
the complete circuit requires to restore the constraints of KVL and KCL at the re
composition nodes. In terms of PETRA data this means that we have to merge the PETRA 
modules into a g-PETRA representing the recomposition network by discarding those data 
sets which are inconsistent with the KCL and KVL constraints of the recomposition nodes. 
Since the PETRA-modules have been generated by utilizing branch-PPS they will provide 
branch voltages and currents for each component, thus we need to find all sets of branch 
currents from the PETRA modules incident at the re-composition node, which are 
consistent with KCL and, if there are sufficient re-composition nodes to form a mesh, to 
find all sets of branch voltages which are consistent with KVL for that mesh. If none of the 
interface node voltages (with respect to a circuit reference node) of the newly formed 
partition is known then the partition is floating, otherwise, if at least one node voltage is 
known then the other node voltages can be found by utilizing the incidence matrix with the 
branch voltages. 

Before we can look at the drawbacks of this initial approach 
let' s consider its application with an example re

composition of the component set Cs = {R1
'
R2 , R3 , Q, } into 

a subnetwork as shown in Figure 7 . 16. From the set of 
subnetwork components Cs the sets of subnetwork branches 
Bs = {rl, r2, r3, cl, el} and nodes Ns = {1,2,3,4,5, lO} are 

then formed. By extracting those entries from the circuits 
incidence matrix A which coincide with the subnetwork 
branch and node sets Bs and Ns and an incidence submatrix 
As for this subnetwork can be derived as given in Table 7 .3 .  
Comparison of this matrix with the circuit' s  incidence 
matrix reveals the set of subnetwork nodes N KCL which 

Incidence Submatrix As for the 
subnetwork in Fi!:1ure 7.1 6 

R3 

4 

3 

R2 1 0  

Figure 7.16: Subnetwork 
to be re-composed 

r1 r2 r3 c1 e1 Incidence Submatrix AKcL for 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
2 -1 1 0 -1 1 
3 0 0 0 0 -1 
4 0 0 - 1  1 0 
5 0 0 1 0 0 
10  0 - 1  0 0 0 

Table 7.3: Incidence submatrix for 
the subnetwork to be re-composed 

checking KCL consistencies 
r1 r2 r3 c1 e1 

2 -1 1 0 -1 1 
4 0 0 -1 1 0 

Table 7.4: Incidence submatrix for 
performing KCL checks 

qualify for a KCL check as those nodes where all original branches are incident. They are 
the nodes 2 and 4 for which the incidence submatrix AKcL Table 7.4 is extracted. 
Kirchhoff s current law in matrix form is generally given as 

(7. 1) 

Utilizing the incidence submatrix AKcL with the corresponding branch current vector Is 
yields 
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(7.2) 

with which the KCL consistency check can be performed. However, since it cannot be 
guaranteed that the data entries from the component' s  g-PETRA modules will match up for 
KCL, above Equation 5 .2 needs to be modified to allow the current sums to be consistent 
with a certain range containing 0. If this range is given by -E < 0 < E we may re-write 
Equation 5 .2 to 

(7.3) 

This consistency check has to be performed for all possible combinations of branch current 
data entries from the g-PETRA modules .  The inconsistent ones will be discarded the others 
are maintained for the g-PETRA of the subnetwork being re-composed. 

Next the node voltages of the subnetwork have to be determined, for which the node 
voltage of at least one of the subnetwork nodes must be known. If this is not the case then 
the node voltage of an arbitrary node may be chosen as relative reference for which the 
other node voltages can be worked out. Later, when a real node voltage is determined the 
other node voltages only need to be shifted accordingly. The branch-node voltage 
relationship involving the transpose of the incidence matrix is given as 

(7.4) 

Unfortunately we require the inversion of this equation to yield the node voltage vector 
from the branch voltages. This would require the inverse of Ar which is usually not 
available. However, the incidence matrix could be utilized for an algorithm to obtain the 
subnetwork' s  node voltages once a reference node is chosen. But instead of considering 
such an algorithm lets discuss some drawbacks of the initial approach. They will lead to 
it' s  modification which will eliminate the need for determining node voltages .  

E. The branch-PPS caveat 

The choice of utilizing branch-pseudo parameter substitution for generating the component 
g-PETRAs modules will eliminate any redundant data but leaves the PETRA modules 
without any inter-relation. Since a given node on its own does not constrain the voltages of 
incident branches any combination of their branch voltages is permissible. This is the 
reason why all available combinations of branch currents have to be tried out for 
performing the KCL checks. Although feasible the combinatorial effort for doing this will 
be expensive and can be prohibitive for practical reasons. If node voltages were available, 
then a trivial version of KVL for the re-composition of branches could be applied first 
which requires that all branches reconnected at a node have the same node voltage. The 
branch-PPS by definition does not yield node voltages but the nodal-PPS does . We may 
therefore consider the utilization of nodal-PPS for generating PETRA modules instead. 
Although nodal-PPS adds the type of redundancy discussed earlier for the decomposition 
approach (Section 5 .3 .2) this will only be the case for each component separately. The data 
redundancy will be introduced in form of one additional pseudo parameter expansion for a 
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component which is one additional independent dimension when compared with the 
branch-PPS. This is still far better than allowing for all the redundant expansion sources 
when considering one component in a simultaneous simulation of all components of the 
total decomposition. 

7 .4.2 Modification: Utilizing nodal PPS 

The re-composition strategy applied with initial approach will be maintained, only now 
nodal-PPS will be utilized instead of branch-PPS with each of the circuit' s  components. 

A. Generating Component g-PETRAs by utilizing Nodal-PPS 

Nodal-PPS has already been utilized for obtaining the g-PETRAs 
for subnetworks of a decomposition. Their application to 
components, illustrated in Figure 7 . 17,  again for a resistor and a 
npn-transistor, is trivial. However, in contrast to the branch-PPS 
approach, the knowledge of the circuits supply margins is now of 
importance since the nodal-PPS sources need to be expanded 
within these margins. 
Applying the expansion mechanism yields the component g
PETRAs which will be referred to as nodal PETRA modules in 
order to distinguish them from the branch-PETRA modules 
considered previously. Unlike the latter, the nodal PETRA 

c 

modules now repre ent components with branch currents and Figure 7.17: Nodal PPS 
voltages related to po sible combinations of node voltages. As on component level 
before, for their re-composition into g-PETRAs representing 
higher level circuit partitions the topology of the circuit will be utilized in form of its 
incidence matrix. 

B. Re-composition of nodal PETRA modules 

The principle, considered for applying KCL during the re-composition of components 
(Section 7.4 . 1 .D) is, of course, still valid. However, now the PETRA-modules have been 
generated by utilizing nodal-PPS and thus they will provide branch currents, optional 
branch voltages and node voltages for each component. 

In order to merge the nodal PETRA modules into a g-PETRA representing the 
recomposition network we first discard all module records which are not consistent with 
any already known node voltage. From the remaining data sets we then need to discard 
those records which are inconsistent with the KCL constraints of the recomposition nodes. 
Whereas before with the branch PETRA modules we had to check all possible 
combinations of all module data records for KCL, this effort is now reduced. Now we only 
need to check all possible combinations of module data records with a matching re
composition node voltage. To simplify this matching process a prerequisite for generating 
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the nodal PETRA modules should be that the expansion step-width and the number of 
expansion steps is the same for all expansion sources utilized at a specific node. This 
would ensure that the node voltage entries of separate modules can be matched up directly. 
For every matching set of modules records we then need to find all combinations of 
module branch currents incident at the re-composition node which are consistent with 
KCL. 

The utilization of nodal PETRA modules for component re-composition shall be illustrated 

with the previous example subnetwork. Its component set Cs = { R1 , R2 , R3 , Q1 } yields the 

sets of subnetwork branches Bs = {rl, r2, r3, cl, el} and nodes Ns = {1,2,3,4,5, 10} as 

before which are utilized to extract the incidence submatrix As. (Table 7.3) After deter
mining the set of subnetwork nodes NKcL they are checked for KCL inconsistencies with 
the extracted incidence submatrix AKcL (Table 7 .4) and the subnetwork's  branch currents Is 
according to Equation 7.3 .  

This is all what's needed, the problem with determining the subnetwork' s node voltages 
from the modules' branch voltages, which remained at the end of Section 7 .4. l .D could be 
eliminated by employing nodal PPS . 

7 .4.3 Summary 

The initial approach of modularizing Parameter Expansion data by applying branch PPS to 
each of the circuit' s components produced PETRA modules where the component' s state 
variables are represented by branch currents and branch voltages. A branch-PPS module is 
therefore equivalent to a numerical model for the component. As such it should not contain 
redundant numerical data and is not linked to any circuit constraints. However, the merging 
of branch-PPS modules into the g-PETRA of a subnetwork of re-composed components 
into subnetworks will require considerable computational effort which will be costly and 
may defeat the subject. 

The modification to this approach was to allow for a certain amount of data redundancy by 
utilizing nodal PPS for producing PETRA modules instead. Although this will inflate the 
size of the module it will reduce computation costs for merging nodal PPS modules into a 
subnetwork-g-PETRA. Since a component's  state variables consist now of node voltages 
and branch currents, the nodal PPS module is constrained to the circuits possible overall 
node voltage range, which differentiates it from the numerical component model as 
represented by a branch PPS module. 

Both types of PETRA module are value-generic for multiple instances of a specific 
component in a circuit: eg the PETRA module for Rl can also be used for R2, since both 
resistors have the same value. The nodal PPS module is generic only within its circuit since 
it is constrained within the circuit' s voltage margins. However, since many analogue 
circuits work with somewhat standardized supply voltages, (eg +/- 12V) a nodal PPS 
module may not be confined to a specific circuit. 

This generic property may enable the utilization of nodal PPS modules for component 
libraries . Since the cost of data storage is continuously decreasing these days such an 
approach may prove feasible. 
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Since the PETRA data is generally provided as a data table, the organisation of PETRA 
data in a relational database (RDB) may also be considered. It should be possible to build a 
hierarchy of data tables with PETRA modules (fundamental tables) at the bottom level, 
indexed together into RDBs representing the PETRA data of higher level partitions or 
subnetworks, which may in turn be indexed into the top-level RDB for the whole circuit. 
The circuit topology would then be provided by the indexing mechanism employed with 
RDB-Systems. Furthermore data records of indexed modules may be marked as KCL
consistent for a certain indexing topology, which could be a means of managing 
computation costs since the KCL check only needs to be done once as a pre-test process. 

Considering the implementation of a RDB structure is also indicated by the fact that the 
researched diagnostic algorithms and the utilization of PETRA modules process PETRA 
data in a manner which is native to database operations. 

The merging of component PETRA modules into g-PETRAs of subnetworks can be 
considered as a topology simulation of a network. The usual approach of circuit simulators 
is to combine the constraints of the two fundamental properties of circuits, topology and 
component models into a simulation result. The component models are utilized by 
evaluating their input/output functions in order to provide data for processing the topology 
by applying matrix based algorithms for KCL and KVL. 
The component PETRA modules represent that part of information which is provided by 
the simulation of component models, whereas the re-composition of PETRA modules 
constitutes the part of a simulation which is dealing with the topology. Consider 
Figure 7 . 1 8  

The modularisation of PETRA data 
provides us with a unique situation 
as far as the taxonomy of fault 
finding techniques is concerned: The 
generation of PETRA modules will 
take place as a Simulation-before
Test process whereas the re
composition of PETRA modules can 
take place as a Simulation-after-Test 
process. 
Since the latter is only concerned 
with topologically constraining the 
numerical representation of 
components, the computational effort 
for linear or non-linear systems will 
be alike. The computational 
overhead involved when dealing with 
non-linear models can be placed 
conveniently on the Simulation-
before-Test side. 

PETRA 
MODULES 

SIMULATION-BEFORE-TEST 

TOPOLOGY 

DATABASE 
PROCESSING 

SIMULATION-AFTER-TEST 

Figure 7.18: Circuit Simulation before and after Test 

All the considerations made are indicating that the modularisation of PETRA data can 
present a powerful approach of flexibly implementing and balancing the desired features of 
the PETRA diagnosis approach with its drawbacks. Let's consider this further in the next 
section. 
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7.5 Balancing the Simulation-before- and -after

Test Workload 

The utilization of generic PETRA modules as described can provide us with a fault finding 
approach where the component-based simulation work will be performed as a Simulation
before-Test process, and where the topologically based load will be executed as a 
Simulation-after-Test process. Furthermore the amount of pre-test and post-test effort can 
be balanced depending on the degree of modularisation, one wishes to implement 

I I 

S I M U LATION 
B E FORE TEST 

I Typical Fault Dictionary 

I 
I 

I Single Fault PETRA Diagnosis 

TEST 

. 

I 
Failure Bounds 

Constraint Suspension 

I 
I Multiple Fault PETRA Diagnosis I 

I 

- -
- - - I 

Multlple Fault Diagnosis with PETRA Modules 

Knowledge-Based Expert System 

i I I Knowledge Feedback 

I - -
- -

S I M U LATION 
AFTER TEST 

I 
I 

j 
I 

I 

...._ ...-

Figure 7.19: The author's PETRA approach can be adjusted between pre- and post-test effort 

There is an indication that the size of the diagnostic database is not only related to the 
diagnostic resolution of a fault finding approach but also related to the computation after 
test effort. Since the PETRA diagnostics are data centred their Pre-Test as well as Post Test 
effort can be adjusted, for instance by controlling the amount of redundant data. Highly 
redundant data will require a lesser degree of data processing, than the other extreme the 
proposed modularisation of PETRA data. This means that the computational effort before 
and after testing can be balanced with the data handling and storage requirements and be 
adjusted for the diagnostic resolution required. 

This fundamental features of the author' s  fault finding approach, which is unique under 
fault finding techniques shall lead us into the final Chapter to conclude the thesis. 
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The research carried out was aimed at developing methods for automating the single and 
multiple fault diagnosis of analogue networks under the presence of tolerances for the 
Simulation-before-Test domain. Whereas plenty of techniques are available which address 
this problem area with the Simulation-after-Test philosophy, the Simulation-before-Test 
domain is starved of such approaches. 
The main reason for this has to be found in the inherent difficulty of predicting the causes 
of all possible fault symptoms in an analogue network, especially when tolerances are 
permitted. This is why the pre-test simulations are usually restricted to the more 
controllable single fault scenario. To attempt the development of an automatic toleranced 
Simulation-before-Test multiple fault approach can therefore be considered as a truly 
arduous task. 

However, at this moment, we can lean back and look at such an approach. 

To find the path leading to it and to develop the steps to take necessary to move along this 
path has been the focus of the research carried out and presented with this thesis. This goal 
has been achieved. 

8.1 Questions, Answers and Results 
The survey of related research, presented in Chapter 2 has concluded that the main 
advantage of the Simulation-after-Test strategy is diagnostic power and flexibility, whereas 
the Simulation-before-Test strategy features generally limited but faster performance. 
(Section 2.6). The fundamental question was then: 

Can the power and flexibility of Simulation-after-Test procedures be transferred to the 
Simulation-before-Test domain with its inherent efficiency and speed, ie can typical 
Simulation-after-Test strategies and concepts be made available to it? 

With this question and the aim to develop toleranced multiple fault diagnostics for the 
Simulation-before-Test domain the following initial problems were then encountered: .  

1 .  How to overcome the limitations of the fault dictionary approach? (Section 2.4) 
2. How to generate toleranced diagnostic data?(Section 4. 1 )  
3 .  How to implement multiple fault diagnostics without falling into the combinatorial trap? 

(Section 5 . 1 )  

The first aim was the development of toleranced single fault diagnostics, the Fault Range 
approach. The concept of Fault Ranges as new fault representation, introduced in Chapter 3 
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could solve the finite number of faults restriction of traditional fault dictionaries. To 
achieve this required the solution of now arising problems. (Section 4 . 1 )  

• A generic and automatic method for generating fault ranges had to be found 
• Initially poor diagnostic resolution needed to be improved 
• Tolerances need to be implemented 

The answers were delivered with the work of Chapter 4: 

• The Parameter Expansion mechanism together with the generic concept of Pseudo 
Parameter Substitution enabled efficient simulation of fault ranges. 

• Diagnostic resolution could be improved by correlating the separate Fault Ranges of a 
component by utilizing Parameter Expansion data to its full extent. This lead to the 
concept of Parameter Expansion Trajectories. 

• An efficient way of generating toleranced data has been found with the Worst Case 
Approximation approach. 

The result is the toleranced Fault Range approach which, with its generic single fault 
location and multiple fault detection capability, delivered impressive results. Diagnostic 
were implemented quasi-graphically by employing a simple coincidence rule. Section 4.7 
concludes that this approach combines the advantages of Simulation-after-Test model 
based methods with rule based methods. All this indicated that research was moving into 
the right direction. 

Based on these results research into toleranced multiple fault diagnostics followed. The 
search for a new form of diagnostic conditioning to get around the combinatorial pitfall of 
multiple faults led to the discovery of the diagnostic potential of load lines. Again a 
number of problems arose. 

• How to generate toleranced load lines for larger circuits? 
• How to implement generic load line diagnostics for larger circuits? 

Answers were made possible by drawing from the results of the research into the Fault 
Range approach (Chapter 5): 

• By applying the Pseudo Parameter Substitution technique to the electric environment 
rather than to the target component, the Parameter Expansion mechanism could be 
utilized for generating load lines for components in larger circuits by simulation. 

• Tolerances To implement toleranced data the Worst Case Approximation approach from 
the Fault Range approach could be adopted unchanged. 

The load lines, since generated by the Parameter Expansion mechanism assumed the shape 
of Parameter Expansion Trajectories. The diagnostics were, as before, rule-based and could 
be implemented in form of coincidence checks. Section 5 .6 concluded fault verification 
concepts are applicable to the PETRA data by employing standard database techniques. 
This is a unique and very important result since its will enable to tap into the diagnostic 
power of Simulation-after-Test methods. Further problems were identified: 

• How to effectively apply load line diagnostics to larger circuits? 
• How to implement the current observability constraint? 
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• The partitioning problem has been investigated, yielding the network decomposition 
concept most as to enable economic generation of Parameter Expansion data. 
(Section 6. 1 )  

• Load line diagnostics have been generalized to enable current consistency checks and to 
accommodate more than two participating circuit blocks.(Section 6.2) 

• The generalized load line concept made it possible for the network decomposition 
approach, previously only found in Simulation-after-Test techniques, to be adopted as a 
hierarchical fault search strategy for Simulation-before-Test diagnostics. (Section 6.3). 

At this stage a unique toleranced Simulation-before-Test approach for hierarchically 
diagnosing multiple faults has been developed, the goal was achieved. The conclusions in 
Section 6.7 indicated that the size of the PETRA database (data redundancy), together with 
the desired diagnostic resolution, is linked to the depth of network decomposition and to 
the computational post-test effort necessary for processing the data. Even more important, 
this will make it possible to balance the pre-test and post-test efforts . Questions were 
remammg: 

• Are the two PETRA concepts (Fault Range and Load Line) ambiguous? 
• Can redundancy in the diagnostic data base be minimized? 

Answers to these questions were highlighted in Chapter 7 :  
• It  has been shown that the component based bad PETRAs from the Fault Range 

approach are indeed a subset of the subnetwork based good PETRAs. This makes it 
possible to unify both diagnostic techniques into a powerful Simulation-before-Test 
diagnosis approach. 

• A modularization approach for Parameter Expansion Trajectories has been suggested in 
order to control the data redundancy problem. 

• A dual circuit simulation proposal has been made where the model based simulations 
could be performed as Simulations-before-Test and the topologically based simulations 
could take place as Simulations-after-Test. 

8.2 Conclusion and Outlook 

The research carried out has demonstrated that a powerful toleranced Simulation-before
Test multiple fault diagnosis approach is feasible. Crucial for this success is the design of 
the diagnostic data. This design was ruled by the following key decisions 

• to change the fault finding philosophy: to abandon the need for identifying the change in 
parameter causing a component to fail, to detect failure o

'
n component level instead. 

• to change the data representation of faults: instead of representing explicit faults the 
generic faultiness of components has been represented 

• to change the fault simulation approach: to shift the application of faultiness away from 
components into their environment 

An unexpected result of researching the PETRA diagnostics is the indication that a duality 
of diagnostic strategies between the Simulation-before-Test and after-Test domains may 
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exist: The strategies of constraint propagation and constraint suspension, applied by 
Simulation-after-Test fault verification techniques, have been applicable to the author' s  
PETRA diagnostics. It may be argued that this application does also takes place after 
testing, so why bother? The fundamental difference is that these strategies are applicable to 
Simulation-before-Test data by utilising simple data extraction procedures, and the author 
believes that this may have the desired positive impact on the computational post-test effort 

These findings may suggest that the large range of Simulation-after-Test techniques 
available to date may have Simulation-before-Test equivalents, obtainable by converting 
the simulation oriented diagnosis approach into a data oriented diagnosis approach. Further 
research into this possibility is clearly indicated 

The author believes also that the load line diagnostics are applicable to analogue AC 
circuitry, simply by adding the time domain as one of the independent dimensions to the 
already multi-dimensional nature of good Parameter Expansion Trajectories . 
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Appendix 

Appendix A - The Worst Case Problem 

A.1. Monotonically grained function surfaces 

If a circuit has a set of relevant parameters P with P; E P then a specific circuit 

performance would be a function of this parameter set f ( P) . The tolerance perturbation of 

a particular parameter, say pk E P ,  shall be denoted !lpk , with Pk = [ PZ -!ipk , PZ + !ipk ] .  
Lets assume for the moment that all parameters P; E P; are constant except of pk , (Pk E I';)  
which may vary within tolerances .  

Assumption: 

Any performance function f. E F ,  which is a function of just one parameter f1. (pk )\ , with J A 
the other parameters p; constrained to be constant, is monotonic within its tolerance 

interval [PZ - !ipk , PZ + l'ipk ] . 
Consider Figure A. l .  There the possible shape of a performance function of two parameters 

f (pi ' p2 ) is sketched within their tolerance intervals (p0 - !ip, p0 + !ip] . Consider first the 

two functions J(pJj 0 and J(p2 )j 0 with one parameter constant at nominal . According to 
Pi Pi 

the assumption made they are monotonic within their tolerances, as are the function 

segments f (p1 )j 0 and f (pJj 0 at the tolerance boundaries . Imagine now that 
Pi +IJ.

p
2 Pi -IJ.p2 

J (p1 )i is moved along the monotonic trajectory of J (p2 )i 0 as illustrated, forming a set 
� � 

of monotonic function segments f (p1 t
i

=
P�
±c ,  with c '5:. 1'1p2 • This set of segments is 

embedded in the surface of J (p1 , p2 ) . 
Since c can assume all values in [ 0, 1'1p2] we can write for the set of function segments : 

f (p, t
i
=p�±c = f (p1 )!

P
z
E
[
p
�
±tJ.p

i ] 
= f (pi ' P2 ) .  The significance of this is that we have created 

the surface of f ( p1 , p2 ) with a set of parallel monotonic function segments of f ( p1 )i 
Pi 

. 
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Following the same line of 
argument this could also be 
achieved with monotonic 

segments of f (p2 )\ • Pi 

Consequently at least two 
independent directions (p1 and 

p2 ) can be identified in the 

surface of f (p1 , p2 ) for which 

f (p1 , P2 )  will change 

monotonically . One could say !:41 
the surface is monotonically 

1:4' ..... � 'grained' along these directions. """"" 

Obviously the directions are P2 
perpendicular to each other so 
any location in the surface can Figure A.1: Monotonicity in the tolerance region 

be reached from a given start-
ing point (eg nominal) , when moving along them. Hence at least one 'monotonic trajectory' 
exists in the surface between any two points. (There can be other directions in the surface 
along which changes in the performance function are not monotonic, however, they are 
irrelevant for this consideration.) 

At least one monotonic trajectory must accordingly exist for a performance function of 

three parameters J(ppp2 , pJ :  Based on our assumptions J(p3t1 .p2 is monotonic within 

tolerances and the surface f (p1 , p2 )\ is monotonically grained along p1 and p2 within p3 
tolerances. Moving the surface along the trajectory f (pJ\ p, ,p2 would create the 3-

dimensional body of f (p1 , p2 , p3 ) in 4-dimensional space. Thus f (p1 , p2 , p3 ) has to be 

monotonically grained along p1 , p2 and p3 within tolerances. 

Consider now the general case of a performance f ( P) , which is function of n parameters 

( P = {pp p2 , .  . . , pk , . .  . ,  pJ) . If every single parameter function f (pk )\ll , ( P; c P, pk � P; ) is 
monotonic within tolerances, then f ( P) must be monotonically grained along all its 

parameters. 

Lets summarise briefly: 

• Assumption: Any performance function fj (pk t; , fj E F ,  of just one parameter pk , 
( pk � P; ) , with all other parameters P; E P; constrained to be constant, is monotonic 

within its tolerance interval [PZ - 11pk , PZ + 11pk ] . 

• Deduction: The unconstrained performance function fj ( P) is monotonically 'grained' 

within its tolerance interval along any of its parameters P; E P . 
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Based on the monotonicity assumption made the following two propositions for tackling 
the worst case problem are now given: 

Proposition 1. Single parameter worst cases occur at parameter tolerance extremes: 

Consider that all circuit parameters except of pk are constant. The proposition then is that 

the worst cases of a performance ( eg voltage) as function of this single parameter f ( p k )I "' 
will occur at the tolerance extremes P2 ± !::i.pk . The assumption that f (pk )!

", 

is monotonic 

in the tolerance interval [ P2 - !::i.pk '  P2 + !::i.pk J is already sufficient to support this 

proposition made. 

Proposition 2. All single parameter worst cases combine to the total worst case: 

The single parameter worst cases for a performance are provided with the parameter' s  
tolerance extremes and by considering just one single parameter pk at a time 
(Proposition l ) .  All perturbations !::i.p; which move the performance value f (P) in the same 

direction (eg larger) are then assumed to be a valid set of parameter changes leading to a 
total worst case. The underlying presumption is that the single parameter worst cases which 
have been arrived at independently can be utilized simultaneously, ie if all !::i.p; pushing 
f ( P) in the same direction are used jointly they should yield the desired total worst case 

solution. 

This is equivalent to following a monotonic trajectory ('uphill' or 'downhill ') in parameter
performance space as illustrated next. 

Consider Figure A.2 where the surface of the performance function from the previous 
example is shown again. Suppose we want to find the total upper worst case which is the 
'highest' point on the tolerance surface. The starting point is at nominal in the centre of the 
surface (point 0). According to Proposition 1 the single parameter tolerance perturbations 
which lead to an increase in 

f (p" P2 ) need to be identified. 

Since f (pJl"2 is monotonic 

rising and f (p2 )I is monotonic 
Pi 

falling in the illustration they are 
+ !::i.p1 and -/1p2 • Using these 

separately will bring us along 

the trajectories of f (p1 )I and 
P2 

f (pJI to points A or B, 
P i  

respectively, which are the upper 
single parameter worst cases. To 
reach the total upper worst case, 
however, Proposition 2 requires 
+!::i.p1 and -/1p2 to be used 
jointly. Having reached point A 

J (p,•+t;p,.p�-f'>f', ) 

I (p�+f'>f',, p,') 

Figure A.2: Monotonic trajectories in a tolerance surface 
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with +�1 , for example, -�2 will move us from A to C, which obviously is the highest 

location in the surface and therefore the absolute maximum of f ( P) in the tolerance 

region. 

The path leading to the total upper worst case is 0-A-C, consisting of the function segments 
0-A and A-C. Since the segments are both monotonic rising, they form a monotonic rising 
trajectory in parameter-performance space. Since each of the segments reaches the 
boundary of the tolerance surface the trajectory terminates in a vertex of the tolerance 
surface. 

A.2. Identification of the worst case parameter sets 

1. Worst case parameter shift determination with function values 

As of Proposition 1 the two possible perturbations ±!lpk of a single parameter are 

associated with the lower and upper worst case values of f (pk t; . A single parameter 

value will be denoted pf if leading to an upper worst case, or Pt if leading to a lower 
worst case. The worst case determination then is as follows: 

1 .  For an upper worst case: 

2. For a lower worst case: 

if J(p� + !lpk ) > f (p� ) 

if f (PZ - !lpk ) > f (PZ) 

if f (PZ + !!pk ) < f (PZ ) 
if !(PZ - !lpk ) < !(PZ) 

(A. la) 

(A.lb) 

All upper and lower worst case parameters P;u and P;L found form two sets Pu and pL 

with all P;u E Pu and all P;L E pL . The total upper and lower worst cases of a performance 

J (P) are then given as J (Pu ) and J (PL ) , repectively. 

To find the worst case parameters it would be sufficient to examine just one of the four 
above conditions since one implies all the others. However, it is not necessary to calculate 

the actual values for f (PZ ± �k ) in order to determine the direction in which to shift Pk . 
Since f (pk ) is assumed to be monotonic the direction in which to shift pk is dependent on 

whether f (pk ) is monotonic rising or falling. Therefore, the direction can be determined 

by employing sensitivities. 
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Sensitivities usually give us an idea how small parameter changes at nominal affect related 
circuit performances. For a performance function f ( P) with parameters Pk , P; E P the 

sensitivity off at nominal with respect to pk is given as 

S _ df (P) k - dpk pO 
(A.2) 

If pT = [P;o - llp; , p� + llp;] is the set of all parameters within tolerances, a performance 

function of a single parameter f ( p k )i Pi is defined to be 

monotonic rising in pT if 
df(P) 

> 0, Vpk E pT (A.Ja) --

dpk pT 

and 

monotonic falling in pT if 
df (P) 

< 0, Vpk E PT. (A.3b) dpk pT 

f (pk ti is already assumed to be monotonic therefore it is sufficient to check the sign of 

df (P)/dpk anywhere in pT for determining the type of monotonicity. Since P0 c pT we 

may as well check at nominal and, by employing the above monotonicity definitions, we 
can therefore write: 

f (pk )i Pi is monotonic rising if 

and 

J(pk )IPi is monotonic falling if 
df (P) -- = Sk < O. dpk pO 

(A.4a) 

(A.4b) 

Now we can rewrite the conditions for finding the upper and lower worst case parameter 
sets Pu and pL as follows: 

u {PZ + �, if sk > o Pk = 0 
if sk < o Pk - /l.pk (A.Sa) 

and 

L {PZ + �. if sk < o Pk = 0 
if sk > o Pk - !l.pk (A.Sb) 
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Obviously the only difference between the p� and Pt equations is the sign of Sk . The 
function for the sensitivity sign , which can only assume values of (- 1 )  or ( + 1 ), is given as 

(A.6) 

which allows us to rewrite Equations 0.5 to 

(A. 7a) 

and 

(A. 7b) 

For a set of circuit performances f j E F as functions fj ( Pj ) of parameters p ji e P1 
(with Pj = {P jP p j2 , . . .  , p jk , . . .  , p jn } ) , and sensitivities S ji = df ( Pj )/ap ji I 

Po , the total upper 
J 

and lower worst case values fju and f/ can now be given directly: 

(A.Ba) 

and 

(A.Sb) 
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The total worst case of a performance function fj is therefore obtainable from the vector of 

component parameters PJ0 

0 
. . .  Pjk 

with the parameter tolerance vector PJ
T : 

· · ·  P�n ] 

and the vector of the corresponding sensitivity signs Sj: 

(A.9) 

(A. JO) 

(A. 1 1) 

SJ is referred to as Worst Case Sensitivity Signature for a performance function fj since it 

provides the required parameter shift direction information. Since PJ0 and PJT are usually 

known it is sufficient to find Sj for detemtining the total worst cases. 
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